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Abstract

This thesis has two foci: how Cambodians with a refugee background manage their new

life in Aotearoa/New Zealand, and how an identity as a Khmer Kiwi transnational

community has developed.

Analytic concepts — such as forced migration, cultural bereavement, adaptation,

integration, diaspora, transnationalism, identification, and community of practice — are

used to trace the trajectory of the contemporary way of life of Cambodians, their

community development, and their cultural identity. The data gathered from mixed-

method research reveal the various opinions, strategies, coping mechanisms, and paths that

Cambodian participants have adopted in order to adapt to life in New Zealand and still

maintain their Khmer heritage. The majority of participants were proud of their personal

achievements, and now have found normalcy in their new life.

Individual struggles to engage and integrate with multicultural New Zealand society have

required negotiation and protection of group interests, and inevitably some of these have

resulted in conflicts and fragmentation within the Khmer community. Religious practice,

organisation, and leadership became the main driving forces for asserting Khmer

community identity. Collective memory was harnessed to deal with shared cultural

bereavement, and the quest for belonging lent momentum to the community’s

development and management of its identity. Khmer Theravada Buddhism has emerged as

a means by which the majority of Cambodians can achieve their spiritual wellbeing, and

has become a platform for various community identity developments within the New

Zealand social and legal contexts. Gender roles and structures are a significant part of

community development and of my analysis.

This development of Khmer identity in New Zealand is a new strand of Khmer identity:

Khmer heritage, transnational experience, and ‘Kiwi-ism’. Such transformation of identity

reflects geo-political influences on integration in the form of belonging to and identifying

with two or more groups. For example, the majority of participants proudly identified

themselves as Khmer Kiwis. Their transnational lives have been enriched by their country

of origin (Cambodia) and their country of residence (Aotearoa/New Zealand).

Key words:

Cambodian refugees, forced migration, adaptation, integration, transnationalism,

Buddhism, Khmer identity, community development, and community of practice.
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Glossary of Khmer Words

Achar Gacarü Khmer elder administrator of ceremony; ritualist.

Ajakh GaC¢ Daily Buddhist monk’s prayer.

Anusangha Vacchāra GnusgÄvc©ra An annual national meeting of the monks.

Barb :b Bad merit.

Boun buNü Good merit or punya.

Brahma RBHRBhµ One of the principal gods of the Brahmanic trinity,

the “creator”; generally represented with four faces and four arms,

mounted on the Hamsa or sacred goose. Symbols associated with

him include: disc, ladle, book, rosary, vase, flywhisk and sceptre.

Bodhi Tree edImeBaZi A papal tree or Ficus religiosa. The tree under which

the Buddha achieved Enlightenment.

Buddha RBHBuTÆÆ Founder of Buddhism; a north Indian philosopher,

Gautama Siddhartha, who attained enlightenment and discovered

the law of reciprocal origination of causes and effects, the Four

Noble Truths and the Eightfold Path which lead to the end of

transmigration — Samsara and suffering.

Buddhism RBHBuTÆsasna Asian religion based on the teachings of Buddha.

Cambodia RbeTskm¬¬uCa English name of Kampuchea (Kambuja).

Cambodian Exµr People of Cambodia — CnCati Exµr RbCaCnExµr

Chedi ectIþy A stupa or Buddhist monument of a funeral or

commemorative nature, often containing relics or cremated remains.

Four Noble Truths The doctrine expounded (after the Middle Way) in Buddha’s first

sermon, viz. (1) life is suffering — Tuk¡; (2) suffering has a cause; (3)

suffering can be eliminated; (4) there is a path for elimination.

Five Precepts sIlR:M Pancha Sila — bJ©;sIla — are the five basic

Buddhist rules to refrain from (1) destroying living creatures, (2)

taking that which is not given, (3) sexual misconduct, (4) incorrect

speech, and (5) intoxicating drinks and drugs.
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Karma kmµ Actions with moral intention;

good karma leads to good merit or boun buNü.

Kampong kMBǵ Pier, port, or village on the bank of a waterway.

Kampuchea km¬¬uCa Formal name of Cambodia.
Khmer Exµr Cambodians who are descendant of the indigenous

people living in ancient Kampuchea and present Cambodia, or

PasarExµr language of the Khmer.

Khmer Krom ExµreRkam Khmer indigenous living in Vietnam.

Nain elakenn sameNr Samaneir or Buddhist novice.

Nikaya nikay Sect of Sangha, a body of monks sharing an

ordination tradition, and in agreement on matters of discipline.

There are two nikaya in Cambodia. Dhamayuttika-Nikaya

Zmµyutþiknikay is based on a strict interpretation of the rule of

conduct (Vineya or discipline) and the various roles of the monk.

This school places great emphasis on education and meditation in

the quest for Nirvana and less on pastoral and parish activities than

does the school of Moha-Nikaya mhanikay.

Ramayana ramekrþi¾ Famous Hindu epic (Khmer: ‘Reamker’); portraying

Rama’s struggle to find his consort, Sita — who has been captured

by the demon Ravana — with the support of the monkey King

Hanuman. Scenes from this magnificent tale have been widely used

in the ornamentation of temples throughout Southeast Asia.

Ramvong raMvǵ Khmer dance performed in a circle where couples

follow one another.

Panhia bJÁ¦a Intelligence and knowledge.

Phchium Ben P¢MúbiNÐ A commemoration of the spirit of ancestors, this is

one of the main festivities of the Khmer calendar around the last

crescent of September or October. The festival lasts 15 days, each of

which is called a day of Kan Ben kan´biNÐ. A Ben is an offering. The

word ‘Ben’ is derived from Sanskrit pinda, or balls of rice to be

offered to the souls of the dead. On the last morning of Phchium
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Ben, the majority of Cambodians go to the temple to offer the food

for the spirit of their ancestors.

Phiku Pik¡ú Buddhist monk.

Popil BBil A burning candle with melted wax on an upside-

down heart-shaped handle as a symbol of the union of God Shiva

and his consort Uma: the candle represents linga of Shiva (or male),

and the upside-down heart-shaped handle represents yoni of Uma

(Shiva’s wife or female ).

Salar Chun salaqań A hall for Buddhists offering food to the monks.

Samadhi smaZi Meditation and focus.

Sampot sMBt́ Fabric panel worn round the lower half of the body.

Sangha RBHsg¹ Buddhist monks or their community.

Sila sIl Virtue or a precept.

Simar sIma A boundary.

Stupa ectIþy A Buddhist monument of a funeral or

commemorative nature, often containing relics or cremated remains.

Theravada Buddhism RBHBuTÆsasnaEpñkhinyan An orthodox branch of

Buddhism, also called “small vehicle” school, that spreads

southwards from Nepal across to South Asia and Southeast Asia.

Tontine tugTIn A rotating saving and credit association (ROSCA) or

an informal financial network of 12 to 24 members who contribute

equal share of money to a pool and take turns to access the money

pool for their needs through bidding.

Tripitaka éRtbidk Buddhist canon, composed of: (1) Suttra Pitaka —

the monastic discipline; (2) Vinaya Pitaka — discourse; and (3)

Abhidhamma Pitaka — doctrinal analyses.

Vihara vihar A ceremonial building which hosts the statue of

Buddha.

Wat vtþ A Khmer Buddhist temple.
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Chapter 1 — Introduction

Introduction

The recent past of Cambodia is marked with tragedy and upheavals that precipitated a

massive flight of refugees across the national border during the late 1970s. These refugees

sought refuge under the auspices of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees

(UNHCR), and gratefully accepted resettlement in Western countries such as New

Zealand. Newly arrived Khmer refugees, referred to as Kampucheans, became residents

and began to rebuild their lives. These Khmer from Cambodia, henceforth referred to

interchangeably with Cambodians, are one of the minority ethnic groups whose ongoing

adaptation in a host country has not been widely studied or documented. Although public

interest in resettlement rapidly fades when refugee arrival ceases to be news, the people’s

resettlement issues continue, and Cambodians have begun to learn how to manage their

way of life in their newly adopted country.

Cambodians in New Zealand have often shared their concerns with friends and

family about their identity and the adaptation of their people. These concerns are reflected

in academic literature. A combination of these has led to a set of questions around which I

have formulated my thesis.

1. How was the resettlement of Cambodians in Aotearoa/New Zealand

accomplished?

2. What is the everyday life of Cambodians living away from their homeland?

3. What are their strategies and coping mechanisms for their adaptation?

4. How do Cambodian settlers identify themselves?

5. How has the Cambodian community developed in Aotearoa/New Zealand since

1975?

My main aim was to investigate and describe the various approaches that Cambodians with

a refugee background took to manage their new life in Aotearoa/New Zealand, and the

identity development of their transnational community. As a researcher, I needed to “find a

place to stand” through a research process which begins with the above concepts and ends

with a meaningful text that extend existing knowledge (Dunne, Pryor and Yates 2005:11).

I also needed to define my “stance of style of research” (Roberts 2007:19) or methodology

with various forms of enquiry which would fulfil the aim of my investigation.
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Refugees from Cambodia found a new life in a hospitable country called

Aotearoa/New Zealand. Despite the support of the Government, churches, Kiwi

volunteers, and assistance from the country’s advanced welfare system, newly arrived

Cambodians faced an unfamiliar Western environment, social system and people. In order

to engage with the New Zealand culture, Cambodians have had to cope with dramatic

changes in their lifestyle, including diminished access to their Khmer cultural heritage.

They were strangers whose actions, reactions, and interactions frequently took place in an

environment of extensive cultural difference, with assimilationist and discriminatory

expectations manifesting in the background. Cambodians who were inculcated with their

Khmer cultural memory began to question the very essence of their new life and their

Khmer way of life in their new environment. The need to adapt their lifestyle as

individuals within the context of the New Zealand societal framework induced them to

imagine and explore various approaches for their survival and social recognition. Some

Cambodians embraced the Kiwi lifestyle, while others, participating in the host socio-

economic system, responded to the challenge of rebuilding their Khmer way of life in New

Zealand. These people made an effort to live as Cambodians in the hope that they could

retain their Khmer heritage and maintain a Cambodian community. In doing so, they

encountered various internal and external hurdles in terms of finding common threads for

their Khmer cultural identity and the viability of their cultural existence.

Cultural Maintenance

Research and publication on “New Zealand’s engagement with Asia in terms of migration

has escalated markedly since the mid-1990s” (Friesen 2005:24). Since the beginning of the

new millennium, there has been extensive international research on multiculturalism and

ethnically diverse societies, mainly focusing on issues of the social and political inclusion

of migrant groups. An emergent theme related to integration is the engagement of migrant

communities (McGrath, Butcher, Pickering and Smith 2005:1) in terms of social cohesion,

such as belonging, participation, inclusion, recognition, and legitimacy. Recent research on

refugees by the New Zealand Immigration Service (NZIS), Refugee Voices (2004), shows

that social networks can help newly arrived refugees combat the various problems they

face during resettlement. The study found that the vast majority of refugees felt that it was

important to maintain their own culture in order to preserve their cultural identity. They
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met others through informal visits to family and friends, at cultural meetings and

celebrations, and through religious observance. The majority of established refugees had

shared aspects of their culture with other groups. Some refugee service providers felt,

however, that New Zealanders in general “tolerated but not encouraged” the maintenance

of other cultures (NZIS 2004:29–31).

Many migrant studies have concentrated on new permanent residents, often with a

statistical focus. There is a need for more in-depth studies based on interviews and

research into smaller local communities (Gustafson and Tarling 2005:3–7).

Research and literature on Cambodians is still relatively limited. Since their arrival

in New Zealand, there have been only 13 studies identified with Cambodians (Friesen

2005:21). The most recent internationally published works on Cambodian refugees are

personal accounts of the authors’ experience in America and their reconnection with

Cambodia (Himm 2003; Seng 2005; Ung 2005).

Almost three decades on, the challenge to the Cambodians and their approaches to

living in New Zealand have created a community that is the subject of my study.

During the course of this study, I have had an opportunity to investigate the adaptation of

Cambodians in New Zealand society and the dynamism of their community development

since 1975. In-depth observation and participation have enabled me to delve into the

complexities of Khmer identity and the maze of convergence processes through which

they have had to negotiate the internal diversity of their ethnic community existence.

In this thesis, I argue that the pressure to cope with resettlement has led to new

ethnic networks and the formation of a new ethnic community to fulfil the socio-cultural

needs of settlement. The effort to establish a Cambodian community has provided an

identity and an organisational framework for their wellbeing and integration in the host

community. A community’s ethnic identity is not the product of one factor, but evolves

according to the needs and circumstances of the community and the degree to which each

member engages in the struggle for its recognition. Identity is a complex entity that has

many layers and polarisations that an individual or a group of individuals choose in

common. I argue that cultural memory and cultural amnesia, cultural materials, the nature

of transnationalism, transnational imagination, the host community environment, and

people as cultural carriers to some degree shape individuals and the identity of an ethnic

community. Although it participates in the host community, the Cambodian community

has asserted its identity in terms of religious groups and self-help associations, thus

claiming space and a voice for its existence and the wellbeing of its people.
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Cultural maintenance — preserving what is relevant to the Cambodians’ new life in

a new host community — has involved a redefinition of their identity that has entailed

political negotiations. These negotiations brought about disagreement and conflict that led

to the fragmentation of the ethnic community, which, although it seems destructive and

negative, is claimed by the Cambodian leaders to have resulted in more competitive

services and more diverse community representation from the various associations

assisting different groups of Cambodians. Despite conflict and fragmentation, there is

strong evidence of the positive contributions of religious groups and associations to the

Cambodian community and to New Zealand society as a whole.

My Position in the Cambodian Community

The need to understand the Cambodian community and the commitment to share such

know1edge in the refugee community of practice intensified my interest in conducting a

systematic study of this community. One of the objectives of my thesis has been to recover

the community stories of the past, with Cambodians the primary beneficiaries of the

knowledge being produced. This exercise would also expand knowledge on Cambodian

adaptation and provide a critical view for its future development. As a Cambodian, my

positioning as a researcher within the Cambodian community was central to this study, in

that I was both an outsider (an academic) and an insider (a member of this community

through my ethnic ties). “Becoming a researcher”, in this situation, I needed to define my

role and stance through the “logic of enquiry” of lived cultures within the ethical and

cultural contexts (Dunne, Pryor and Yates 2005:11).

My resettlement began when my Kiwi sponsors found me a job in 1980, a few days

after my arrival in Hamilton, as a labourer at the Reporoa dairy factory, where I immersed

happily in the Kiwi way of life and enjoyed working for two years. My Cambodian

community involvement began when I moved back to Hamilton and a church approached

me in 1982 to help with bridging communication for the family of an elderly Cambodian.

At about the same time, I found my mother and two sisters in Khao I Dang Holding Centre

in Thailand. With the generous assistance of the New Zealand Government, volunteers and

Kiwi sponsors, our family was reunited in Hamilton in 1984. Their kind assistance enabled

me to reflect on the process of resettlement for Cambodians in the Waikato region (Liev

and McLaren 1983). Through the process of my resettlement, I met my fellow Cambodian
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refugees and we became acquaintances and friends. By the mid-1980s, the Cambodian

community in Hamilton had elected me as their leader to facilitate their community needs.

My social-work interest superseded my business background, so that in the late 1980s I

moved to Auckland to work with on-arrival Khmer refugees. At the end of 1988, the head

monk of the Khmer Buddhist community based in Wellington approached me to lead a

group of Khmer Buddhists in Auckland who were building a place for Khmer Buddhist

worship at Mangere, and later, from 2002, to head the development of a Khmer Centre and

its corresponding temple project in Takanini (www.cambodia.org.nz).

Personal long-term participation, observation and communication with individuals

within the Khmer communities have enabled me to gain hands-on experience and an

understanding of the complex community dynamics. As a facilitator in such projects, I

have had the opportunity to live our Khmer way of life and to be exposed to the communal

life of the Cambodians in which many stakeholders had conflicting interests (Liev 1995;

Liev 1996).

Although I am a researcher, my role in the community is as a leader and therefore I

am treated by members of the community as a member of their family and an insider. On

the one hand, this “positionality” (O’Connor 2004:169) in the Cambodian community

allows me to be exposed to different views and opinions that are often quite conflicting.

On the other hand as a researcher, I have a duty to observe the ethics of the research

process, to ensure that participants give informed consent to their participation, and to

respect their confidences. My fellow Cambodians have often asked me “Why do you need

to ask us for information, since you know more than we do?” or told me “You can speak

on our behalf”. One of the central issues of my insider/outsider position is how to gain

their opinions, to value them without bias — commission and omission — and to

formulate the research methodology for an insider to conduct such a study while

recognising that my positionality in the community gives me particular views which I

share with some, but not all, community members. Certain events and public incidents

created a need to report reality and truth as an outsider, but as I see it. My accounts can be

seen as part of the refugee learning process. In this respect, I become a community

historian, trying to work without bias, who archives the events as ongoing concerns of this

community’s development. The awkward nature of my insider/outsider position created a

delicate situation that resulted in the reluctance of some Cambodians to participate in this

study. As an insider/outsider researcher, my positionality was precarious and required

constant “reflexivity” on my personal status and stance, and this influenced my choice of
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methods, my methodology, and the way I have presented this research text. “As

researchers, we need to monitor our own sociality within a more fluid social as this

informs how we make sense of our research experiences and represent them in text”

(Dunne, Pryor and Yates 2005:87) and make a quality contribution to the body of

knowledge of the field (Higgs 2001:45, 199).

Outline of the Thesis

Chapter Two begins with an analysis of the literature on refugee resettlement and

adaptation, in order to provide a background on the adaptation of refugees in general and

on the Cambodian experience in particular. The review contrasts refugees and migrants in

terms of their background, their needs, the assistance required, and processes of

resettlement. The arrangements and assistance — the main focus of the second part of the

review — depend largely on the mercy of public policy and responses from various

stakeholders that create an environment conducive to refugee adaptation. The third part of

this chapter reviews literature related to refugee modes of adaptation, identity assertion,

and their community development within the context of diaspora and transnationalism.

My methodology is described in Chapter Three. In order to gain necessary

information with authenticity, I have used ethnographic field surveys to critically assess

the resettlement process and the post-resettlement adaptation of people from Cambodia

with refugee backgrounds. Participant observation, interviews, a postal survey, and use of

existing statistics illuminated events and information on their socio-economic participation

and cultural practices. Their involvement in my “mixed-methods research” (Creswell and

Plano-Clark 2007:169) provided valuable information that reflects both individual

achievement and the dynamism of the development of their community.

Chapter Four provides a geo-political overview of Cambodia and the socio-cultural

conflict which led to the Cambodian refugee exodus during the 1980s. It describes the

historical politics of New Zealand’s commitment to refugee resettlement and its response

to the Cambodian refugee crisis. Cambodian resettlement in New Zealand was due to the

humanitarian commitment of New Zealand to act as a global citizen to resolve one of the

international refugee crises. This chapter traces the arrival of Cambodians in New Zealand

and their resettlement. These new settlers have had to adapt to a completely different

socio-cultural and economic setting from that which they had left. Cambodian participants
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have described their impressions, aspirations and their efforts to achieve successful

resettlement.

The fifth chapter is about Cambodians: communication, participation, women’s

positions and rules, individual identity, and language. It begins with concepts of culture in

general and refugee culture in particular, and is focused on individual adaptation and

efforts toward integration. It addresses how individuals and families within the Khmer

community live their lives in the New Zealand context. It examines the processes by which

Cambodians interact, communicate and participate within their own community, as well as

in the New Zealand host community. Continuity and change in patterns of gender and

gendered social participation over time exemplify some of these interactions and changes.

Chapter Six focuses on individuals at the community level where they have few

resources to maintain their cultural heritage, and their identity becomes an issue in the

Khmer diaspora. This chapter examines the various factors affecting cultural maintenance

and individual identity. It describes how the Cambodians assess their Khmerness and

reassert their cultural identity. Their identity becomes clearer after they have re-established

their transnational link with their homeland in 1993. In this chapter, I discuss the way

Cambodians define themselves in the context of citizenship and dual-belongings in the

context of transnationalism.

People from Cambodia, as discussed in Chapter Seven, have affiliations to various

religions. This chapter describes these, and in particular focuses on Buddhism, as it has

played the most influential role for a majority of Cambodians in New Zealand. Cambodian

communities in various parts of New Zealand have made an effort to foster Buddhism to

fulfil their spiritual needs, and have built temples as part of their cultural maintenance.

Their efforts have raised various issues and complications due to differing personal views

and degrees of participation and rejection within the community. The community

development and leadership, described in the second part of this chapter, have encountered

challenges from people within the Cambodian community as individuals compete for

recognition, social rank and leadership. This competition has inevitably created friction

and fragmentation within the community. The chapter describes the community in terms of

its cultural maintenance, belonging, socio-cultural participation, leadership, and the

conflicts which have led to the development of separate Cambodian communities, each of

which assert Khmer cultural identity in the form of a Buddhist temple as their cultural

centre. Throughout this process, they have also had to face new conflicting host values,

norms and systems, which have provided the Cambodians with new options and choice.
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Despite these problems, the Cambodian communities still find that maintaining their

culture is crucial for retaining their identity within the New Zealand bicultural framework

and for retaining global connections.

This thesis argues that after more than two and a half decades of hard work, the

Khmer — who came as penniless, traumatised refugees — have made socio-cultural

progress against the odds. At the community level, they have formed various dynamic

groups and associations, and, in the process, have created opportunities to reassert their

Khmer cultural identity. Despite this success, Cambodian Kiwis have had to negotiate a

way to co-exist amongst themselves, and have had to learn to navigate the New Zealand

system to achieve their aspirations. The trajectory of their development of identity, and the

complexity of their ongoing Khmer cultural practice in New Zealand, has become my

main focus.

I have used a number of theoretical perspectives to guide my interpretation of the

experience of refugees and people with a refugee background through their adaptation.

Throughout this study I also used culturally based Khmer explanations to complement

existing literature. These culturally based explanations have enabled me to bridge cross-

cultural understandings, illuminate the cultural backgrounds of the Khmer people, and

enrich the quality of information and analysis. My literature review begins with a

discussion of key concepts of refugee, resettlement, acculturation, cultural bereavement,

and integration. These concepts shed some light on refugees as newcomers negotiating

their adaptation through the host community and within their ethnic community. The

literature on resettlement helps us to understand the legal and socio-cultural process of

refugee adaptation. A focus on diasporas and transnationalism encourages us to ask

whether a community with a refugee background is able to maintain their cultural practice

and identity. The theoretical literature and concepts described and discussed in the

following chapter provide a valuable background to and framework for this study on the

adaptation of Cambodians with a refugee background in New Zealand.
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Chapter 2 — Theoretical Context of Refugee

Resettlement

Introduction

A refugee’s life is a series of trajectories through uncontrollable situations that move him

or her away from the home country to end up in an unfamiliar place of resettlement.

People with a refugee background endure deprivation and separation from their homeland,

their close friends and their relatives. Forced migration scatters them into various countries

of resettlement. Lack of an ethnocultural community in the host society no doubt

magnifies the cultural and psychological gulf between life in the past and the present

(Abbott 1989). While they are grieving for the past, they are also trying to adjust to a new

way of life and to improve their wellbeing within the socio-geo-political framework of the

resettlement country.

Refugee adaptation must be viewed within a multi-disciplinary framework

(Waxman and Colic-Peisker 2005). Researchers and practitioners have used the various

theoretical approaches of sociology, anthropology, and social psychology to understand

refugee adaptation (Berry 1987; Hein 1995; Canniff 2001; Doron 2005), participation

(Lave and Wenger 2005), engagement (McGrath, Butcher, Pickering and Smith 2005), and

ethnic identification (Anderson 2001). The personal and group identification process has

been so complex that refugee settlement is intertwined with transnational aspects of

diasporic refugee communities (Vertovec 2001b). Although assimilation theory de-

emphasised ethnic identification, more recent approaches have contributed to the

“situational re-interpretation of ethnicity” (Anderson 2001:220). Kuhlman (1991:12)

suggests that factors such as the characteristics of a people, their experience through the

process of becoming refugees (Mortland 1994), and the framework of their resettlement

(Castles and Davidson 2000) can all affect the development of their ethnic identification.

The development of an ethnic community also depends on the socio-geo-political policies

of the host community (Waitt 2003), and the degree of resiliency (Doron 2005) of the

individuals as well as of the ethnic community as a whole. Despite their tenacity and

resilience, refugees “need to go through bereavement, whether on a personal, family, or
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community level” (ibid:182). The cultural bereavement process of forced migration sets

refugees apart from voluntary migrants through the intensity of loss (Eisenbruch 2006).

In this chapter, I explain the concept of a refugee and the various attributes of

refugee resettlement and adaptation. I will examine a number of theoretical perspectives

that describe people with a refugee background, including their need to adapt to an

unfamiliar set of practices, their degree of engagement with the host community, and their

cultural affiliation that defines their way of life. Furthermore, various host community

policies and attitudes towards newcomers and their community can constitute assistance or

hurdles to the refugee’s quest for integration. The last part of this chapter provides a

background on the development of identity of the Cambodian community in diaspora.

Concepts of Refugee Resettlement

Refugees

Refugees “are an anomaly in a nation state-system” resulting from political conflict or war

(Robinson 1998:3). They are the victims of abrupt socio-political upheaval. They are often

depicted as “vulnerable victims” or “cunning crooks” in media and in academic literature

(Horst 2002:3). Refugees’ experiences include oppression, rejection, and loss of life. The

difference between refugees and migrants, according to Gold, is a matter of continuum

rather than simple categorisation. However, political and legal distinctions separate the

categories (Gold 1992:ix). It is the absence of choice that distinguishes a refugee from a

migrant (Beaglehole 1988:23). From the forced migration perspective and according to the

1951 United Nations Convention and the 1967 Protocol, a refugee is a person who:

… owing to well-founded fear of being persecuted for reason of race, religion,
nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion, is outside
the country of his nationality, and is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to
avail himself of the protection of that country; or who, not having a nationality and
being outside of the country of his former habitual residence, is unable or, owing to
such fear, is unwilling to return to it.

Cartmail (1983) describes the problems of refugees: death, sickness, substandard living

conditions, loss of family life, dependent status, lack of work, money or educational

facilities, language inadequacy, culture shock, and so on. Refugee experience is a process

of displacement, trauma and loss. Its impact is multifaceted, since it dismantles emotional,

spiritual, and physical connections which lead to feelings of disorientation, nostalgia, and
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alienation. Consequently, this may undermine a sense of belonging and the mental health

of the refugee (Ministry of Education 2002:8). The displacement of refugees is described

as “kinetic” (i.e., governed largely by external factors) rather than “dynamic” (i.e., actively

self-managed). Even more in evidence is the push factor, “not only in flight itself but also

in the resettlement process which is often governed by pressure exerted on the refugees”

(Kuhlman 1991:10). Refugees frequently have to move to a region and area designated by

resettlement agencies.

Westermeyer (1987:78–89) chooses the word “uprooting” to describe refugees’

forced migration under the “push factors”, compared to “migrating” for migrants who have

made the choice to leave their countries and who choose where to live. Refugees are

alienated and “are pushed from their homeland on personal grounds and are compelled to

leave their country on well-founded fears of persecution”. They “cannot return to their

homeland as long as the causes persist that drove them away” (DeSantis 2001:1). Malcolm

(2002:81) claims that refugees are unique in that they have an “X factor” which makes

them daring enough to escape or move away from their home country in which the

majority of people in the same circumstances stay. Refugees consider their plight

temporary, and hope to return to their homeland when circumstances permit. They are

forced to seek refuge, for their safety, within their own country, or turn to the nearest

neighbouring country which usually provides temporary asylum to displaced persons until

they can return to their homeland or until they are resettled in third countries (Robinson

1998:69). Although taking the initiative to escape, refugees are described by Gold

(1992:17) as far from being a self-selected labour force. Instead, their numbers include

many unemployable people: young children, elderly individuals, religious and political

leaders, and people in poor mental and physical condition. There is substantial literature on

refugees and their resettlement from which I have selected the following to shed some

light on limitations, context, and directions for the framework of my research.

Literature on Forced Migration

Since the mid-1970s and throughout the 1980s “studies of the Indochinese refugees

concerned themselves mainly with their immediate psychosocial and economic adaptation

during the initial phases of resettlement and adjustment in the host societies” (Chan and

Christie 1995:75–94). Researchers studied their subjects’ unfolding psycho-social

adjustment process, and the dilemmas and traumas encountered in their transit experiences,

as well as their cultural and ethnic baggage. Social analysts produced information on the
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refugee resettlement crisis “as it happen[ed]”. Chan and Christie (1995:82) argue that “the

immediacy of research activity as a ‘fire fighting’ response to the social crisis was itself a

cause of many of its deficiencies and limitations”. These studies generated instant

information in aid of resettling and integrating groups with socio-cultural backgrounds

largely unknown to the nation-states of the Western world.

In the 1990s, Cambodian refugees faced intense challenges in their effort to adapt

to life in America, where they quickly became one of the most troubled and least studied

immigrant groups (Smith-Hefner 1999). In New Zealand, North (1995) also notes that the

settlement experiences of new immigrants from non-traditional sources, particularly of

Asians, have been the subject of little research. Although there have been many studies

post-1995 (see AsiaNZ website: http://www.asianz.org.nz ), researchers in New Zealand

have studied various Cambodians’ experience and reported snap-shots of their issues from

different perspectives (Crosland 1991; Higbee 1992; Liev and McLaren 1983; Liev 1989;

Liev and McDermott 1991; Liev 1995; Lyon 1993; North 1995; and Tan 1995) rather than

conducted a longitudinal study which would track the process of individual and

community settlement and identity over an extended period of time.

Gold (1992) notices that while a number of works address the long-term

adjustment of immigrants, refugees are frequently regarded simply as persons in need.

Furthermore, he writes, “the definitions and concerns of agencies are imposed on the

experience of recent refugees in such areas as mental health, self-sufficiency and

community organisation, while the refugees’ own views and the context that shapes them

is ignored” (Gold 1992:x). Chan and Christie are concerned that “adaptation studies of this

type have generally been atheoretical, episodic, largely cross-sectional, and country-

specific if not community-specific” (1995:75–94). The need to place analysis of the

Indochinese experience within the larger historical context of prior refugee experiences

elsewhere has also been largely neglected, hence the failure to establish an institutional

memory for the broader field of refugee research. Researchers’ overall aspirations are

typically to generate immediate knowledge in order to structure state policies and solve

problems. Chan and Christie call this “applied social science” conducted under a peculiar

set of social circumstances — an urgent intellectual response to a situational, crisis-like

poverty of knowledge about ethnocultural groups as newcomers to a pluralistic society.

They call on researchers to “prevent further marginalisation of research on refugees as a

scholarly discipline, [as] there is an urgent need to integrate refugee studies into normal
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social science discourses on transnationalism, diasporas, identity, ethnicity, and ethnic

entrepreneurship” (1995:75–94).

I have taken heed of these cautions in my research on the adaptation of

Cambodians and their development of community identity in New Zealand. The concepts

which follow — such as resettlement, multiculturalism, and transnationalism — are also

described and discussed to provide a framework for my thesis.

Refugee Resettlement

In general, resettlement is the last resort when asylum or repatriation is impossible.

Resettlement in a third country was the favoured solution to the Indochinese exodus in the

1980s. In order to meet international commitments, countries including the United States

of America (the USA), France, Canada, Australia and New Zealand took substantial

numbers of refugees from Cambodia, Laos, and Vietnam for permanent resettlement in the

1980s and 1990s. According to Cartmail (1983:175), this was also due to the impossibility

of local integration in Southeast Asian countries, where racial animosity, religious

prejudice, political incompatibility and differences in cultural and historical background

undermined local integration. Because of this incompatibility, 300 Khmer ‘Muslims’

(many of them converters of convenience) who resettled in Malaysia in 1986 had to be

further resettled a year later in New Zealand.

On arrival, groups of refugees adopt collective characteristics. Kunz (1981:50) has

coined the term “vintage groups” to refer to refugee groups which may consist of various

smaller groups of people who have fled under different circumstances at different times,

but on arrival form “resettlement cohorts” (Kuhlman 1991:10). Once they arrive for

resettlement, there is no consensus on when a person ceases to be described as a refugee

(Refugee Council of Australia 2000; Mortland 1994).

During the early stages of resettlement, homesickness and loneliness were two of

the main complaints for newly arrived Cambodians in New Zealand. This was a

particularly serious problem among elderly refugees and amongst those living in small

towns (Liev 1995:119–120). In a report prepared for the Asia New Zealand Foundation,

McGrath, Butcher, Pickering and Smith wrote that refugees faced discrimination during

their resettlement (2005:8). While many of the factors affecting settlement are the same for

refugees as for other migrants, there are some issues specific to refugees. Amongst these

are backgrounds of trauma and grief, poor health, and disrupted education (Liev 2001:5–

6).
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In many respects, refugees begin their new life at the bottom rung of a new social

hierarchy. McDermott noticed that newly arrived refugees in New Zealand are “generally

fearful of authority, concerned to appear grateful and unlikely to articulate criticism of any

aspect of the host country’s reception” (McDermott 2000:4). Refugees in Norway, for

instance, found that their competence was not recognised, and that they were instead

reduced to faceless individuals whom the majority of the host community categorised as

“refugees” (Fangen 2006): “This diminishment is at the core of the concept of humiliation”

(Fangen 2006:69). The different kinds of humiliation that refugees might experience may

be categorised into other concepts, such as discrimination, exclusion, derision, and

stigmatisation. They are humiliated by being defined by a sense of “otherness”.

Experiences of humiliation were typical of all refugees in their first phase of settlement

(Fangen 2006:81–90).

Refugees struggle to rebuild their lives while burdened by trauma. They experience

multiple losses of structure to sustain their identities, and according to McDermott

(2000:4) “many find the challenges of adaptation overwhelming”. Westin and Nyberg

(2005) found that people in Sweden were soon involved in a process of defining positions

in relation to one another, negotiating identities, and seeking leaders, and these processes

resulted in new bonds of friendship while at the same time ethnic and religious boundaries

were emphasised “usually in a friendly manner, but sometimes in confrontation” (Westin

and Nyberg 2005: 151). Cambodians in New Zealand share their resettlement stories in

Chapter Four, while the resettlement issues which have an impact on their everyday life

are reviewed in the following chapter (Chapter Five).

Cultural Bereavement

The massive loss of social structure and culture leads to distress and grief amongst

displaced people and refugees. Eisenbruch (2006) defined this cultural grief as “cultural

bereavement”, i.e. the experience of an uprooted person or group resulting from the loss of

human capital, social structures, cultural values and self-identity. The person or group

continues to live in the past and suffers feelings of guilt over abandoning their culture and

homeland, so that the memories intrude and mar the ability to get on with daily life. It is

not of itself a disease but is an understandable response to the catastrophic loss of social

structure and culture. This loss is one of the key reasons why Cambodians recollect,

imagine, reconstruct and revitalise their cultural identity as discussed in Chapter Six of this

thesis.
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Eisenbruch’s observations of Cambodians in Boston revealed existential problems

of Cambodian youth at three levels: acculturation, alienation, and cultural bereavement

(1989:101–105). He noticed that most of the efforts to understand the refugee experience

focused on acculturation problems. It is important to recognise acculturation problems,

because they affect survival skills in daily life. Eisenbruch raises the issues of the

conventional model that acculturation problems lead to alienation, which may result in

poor mental health. He claims that “if acculturation was promoted without due regard for

the long term implications and for the preservation of the [ethnic] cultural frameworks of

the community, then we might create illness rather than solve it”. Eisenbruch calls for

studies of the host society as well as refugee communities to determine how the host

society itself changes when a new refugee community comes into it. This also means that

refugees become involved in a “social movement” through which “a collective struggle ...

against change” (Fuchs 2004: 39) is significant from both sides: the host and the refugee

communities. Eisenbruch observes that speedy acculturation leads to cultural bereavement.

Although refugees are pursuing their long-term objective, they are also afflicted by waves

of living in the past: “They do not want to move on yet. Sure enough they want … to

emulate their peers, to have fast cars and designer jeans, but at the same time they want …

to have time and space to live in the past” (Eisenbruch 1989:105). Cultural bereavement is

a very wide-reaching problem, because it affects clinical policy with individual children

and families; it also affects resettlement policy with individual communities. Unless the

individual, family, and community go through the bereavement process, they are not able

to focus on the future.

Integration as a Mode of Adaptation

Berry (1987) expresses concern about the process of acculturation and psychological

adaptation encountered by refugees. These processes change the original patterns of

culture of either one or both of the groups within the geo-political and legal frameworks of

the host community, at the group level and at the individual level. The process of

acculturation depends on the value of maintaining cultural identity and on the value of

maintaining relationships with other groups. These two values, through the process of

adaptation, lead to marginalisation, separation, assimilation, or integration (Berry

1987:99–101). Berry’s acculturation model defines integration as a “mode of adaptation”

and uses adaptation as a “generic term … to refer to both the process of dealing with

acculturation and the outcome of acculturation”. Gordon (in Valtonen 1994:65) has
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identified two levels of acculturation: adoption of “extrinsic” cultural traits (e.g., manner

of dress and speech), and subsequent adoption of “intrinsic” cultural traits (such as religion

and ethical values). Svanberg (in Valtonen 1994:66) defines adaptation as an ongoing and

active process through which a socio-cultural system encounters a new environment, its

people, and its institutions. This definition points to two critical issues: maintenance of

identity, and interactions with other groups from which integration is one of the outcomes.

A group maintains its identity yet becomes part of the host society to the extent that the

host population and the refugees can live together in an acceptable way (Kuhlman 1991:5–

6).

The term “1.5 generation” was first used to describe the adaptation of Korean

children who accompany their parents to the USA and then who “later bridge the gap

between the older generation and the American-born Koreans”. Cao and Novas

(1996:198–199) explained that “the 1.5ers from Southeast Asia fled their homeland as

children, adolescents, or young adults, and later developed strong ties and deep roots in the

New World”. Most of the Southeast Asian 1.5 generation have been eager to adopt the

American lifestyle, but their rapid assimilation has alienated them from their parents and

grandparents. In Australia, lack of language was a cause of “conflict and alienation

between youth and parents … and made cross cultural and cross generation understanding

impossible” so that “many youth expressed despair at having to juggle two identities”

(Berryman, Hajaj and Ly 1998:46). Despite a strong correlation between mental health

symptoms and exposure to war trauma (Mollica, Murray, Poole, Son, and Tor 1997),

Cambodian adolescents in the USA did not exhibit any deterioration in social adjustment.

A longitudinal study of Cambodian adolescents in Canada (Rousseau and Drapeau 2003)

also found that social functioning appeared to be independent of exposure to war trauma.

Stephen (1985) conducted a study at a special summer-school programme for struggling

Cambodian students in Massachusetts, which concluded that the longer the students in his

study were in the USA the more adapted they became, as they were able to use the

American public school system, access various social services, and interact with others.

In his study in 1991, Kuhlman (1991:11) introduced “a comprehensive model of

refugee integration” in which adaptation depends on the characteristics of refugees and

their flight-related experience. Furthermore, the social and political frameworks of the host

society and the length of their residence affected the cultural change of refugees and the

host society. Owing to their degree of resilience, individuals as well as their communities

have a critical role in their adaptation. Doron (2005) identifies seven components that
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make up community resilience: a sense of belonging; control of situations; the ability to

challenge and the ability to cope with change; maintaining an optimistic perspective;

learning relevant skills and techniques; having strong values and beliefs; and community

support in different forms. By addressing those components, Doron believes people can

help refugees handle the grief process faster, and better prepare them for a more optimistic

future (Doron 2005:182–184). These components can be used as factors to discuss

Cambodian efforts to navigate various issues in adapting to the New Zealand host society.

Eisenstaedt (in Valtonen 1994:65) argues that individual adaptation has four

aspects: learning of languages, norms, roles, customs; learning to handle new roles and

situations; developing a new identity and status image; and switching over from

participation in the institutions of one’s own ethnic group to participation in the institutions

of the host country. From this perspective, individuals have identity options regarding

how they identify themselves within the country of settlement.

These four aspects provide useful attributes for assessing the way of life and the

coping strategies of Cambodians in New Zealand. Volunteers, sponsors, social workers,

community workers, government agencies and professionals help refugees begin their new

life. These groups of people, who share the same concern for assisting refugee

resettlement, learn to improve their practice, interact regularly and share their knowledge

with the other groups, and in doing so have created a community of practice (Wenger

1998). Refugees become part of this community from which they learn and practice their

new life in the new country of their resettlement. Refugees, with the help of these

practitioners, begin to engage in a form of “legitimate peripheral participation” as a

generative social practice where the newcomers inevitably participate in a community of

practitioners and work their way toward full participation (Lave and Wenger 2005:29).

Policies and Approaches to Refugee Resettlement

Approaches to Resettlement

Each host country has its own philosophy or concept of settlement, which changes over

time. Early studies of migrant settlement employ terms such as the American expression of

“melting pot” to describe the process of integrating all nationals, races and cultures into

one “all-American” identity. The University of Chicago’s assimilation model of migration
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is based on the desirability of assimilation, since “it removes the social taboo and permits

individuals to move into groups” and thus facilitates new and adventurous contacts. Hein

cited the proponents of this model, Gordon (1964) and Park (1967), who claimed that the

“overall pattern of group relations was the persistence of family and associations within

ethnic communities yet pervasive adoption of American culture”. But Gans (in Hein

1995:3–4), from his study on Italian Americans in Boston, argued that “although the

second- and third-generation were culturally assimilated, they were not structurally

assimilated” because their social interaction remains confined to their social enclaves.

Hein asserts that ethnicity without a basis in family and neighbourhood is merely symbolic

(Hein 1995:3–4).

During the 1960s and 1970s, a new school of thought based on ethnic resilience

provided an alternative model. Ports (1980 in Hein 1995:5) and his associates supported

this model, arguing that the economic, social, and political interests of immigrants are best

served by retaining ethnicity and emphasising pluralism. Hein points out that assimilation

is a myth because of the existence of inequality, and that refugees use ethnicity as a means

for collective advancement (Hein 1995:5–7).

The term “mosaic” is used in the Canadian context to express the autonomy of

ethnic minorities in the maintenance of their cultural identity. The multiculturalism which

this promotes has been endorsed by social policy in Canada as well as in Australia

(LRCRCS 1991:66).

Multiculturalism, a kind of corrective to assimilationist approaches, concerns

“abandoning the myth of homogeneous and monocultural nation-states” and “recognising

rights to cultural maintenance and community formation, and linking these to social

equality and protection from discrimination” (Castles and Davidson 2000:5 in Vertovec,

2001:3). “Weak” multiculturalism recognises cultural diversity in the private sphere while

a “high degree of assimilation is expected of ethnic minorities in the public sphere”,

whereas “strong” multiculturalism is marked by institutional recognition of cultural

difference in the public sphere, including political representation (Vertovec, 2001:3).

Thakur (1995:255) argues that the statement “Country X is a multicultural society” can be

descriptive or evaluative:

… If the term is used in an evaluative sense it entails the additional notion that
multicultural diversity should be fostered and encouraged, and that it is a proper
task of government to do so.”
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He goes on to question the extent of multicultural practices in political, legal, bureaucratic

and journalistic institutions, and the extent of marginalisation of “minority cultures” in

those institutions, which can be reflected as “indicators of the attitudes and practices of the

dominant groups in a society” (Thakur 1995:255–281).

A society is a “matrix of norms and interests” where there are usually many

different “subcultures” within a nation state and where people are bound together with a

sense of belonging or by shared identity, such as race, ethnicity, religion, language, class,

status and power (Berger and Berger 1981:377). A community’s shared vision can hold

their vision, imagination and beliefs together in times of crisis (Gow 2005); thus, religion

and spirituality are a means for community building and group identity with refugees

(Doron 2005:188).

New Zealand’s adoption of biculturalism is evident in its official recognition of the

Treaty of Waitangi as binding Maori and Pakeha. Unfortunately, New Zealand has never

formally adopted multiculturalism as official policy, although there was a shift away from

assimilation in the early 1980s (Fletcher 1999:6–15). The Immigration Policy Review in

1986 stated that the aim of the new policy initiatives were to “enrich the multicultural

fabric of New Zealand society through the selection of new settlers principally on the

strength of their personal contribution to the future well-being of New Zealand” (Burke

1986:10). This was dismissed by some Maori as a ploy to undermine biculturalism which

still needed to be addressed (Bedford, Ho and Lidgard 2000). Recently in Europe,

multiculturalism has also been viewed by the dominant group in a negative way, in that it

threatens “core national societal values” (Vertovec and Wessendorf 2005:3).

Multiculturalism, from this perspective, represents a recipe for the destruction of national

identity and the breakdown of social cohesion. A similar view has been expressed by a

recent leader of New Zealand’s National Party (Berry 2006).

In New Zealand, “The task of transforming a monocultural society into a

genuinely pluralistic one, in which differences are recognised and rewarded, has proven

more elusive and daunting than anyone imagined” (Fleras and Spoonley 1999:219 in

Prickett, 2003:38). For example, the Chinese from the 1960s had to use different coping

strategies to navigate discrimination and hostility where it was clear that Pakeha were

culturally, economically, and politically dominant (Yee 2003:216). There was an

“unspoken contract” in relations with Pakeha, in which Chinese had to meet four

interrelated conditions: be a model minority, “know your place”, avoid social dereliction,

and practice normative behaviour. To gain acceptance, the Chinese used “placating”
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behaviour in everyday public life in the form of “showing commitment’, “blending in”,

“distancing”, and “role play” (Yee 2003:215–235). This process has defined their identity

as “Chinese New Zealanders”. It took the Chinese 130 years to move from being a

different and marginalised group to progress into “a minority eager to take its rightful

place in the sun … to be heard and equal” (Ip 2003:213).

Although there are some forms of multicultural accommodation in European

countries, each national society is centred on monocultural norms “with exceptional

pockets of what are often considered patterns of immigrant deviation” (Vertovec and

Wessendorf 2005:10–11). Vertovec and Wessendorf argue that “the accommodation of

diversity is a necessary, but insufficient, means toward creating a society truly

multicultural in practice and identity”. A multicultural society raised a fear of self-

exclusion that is just a “pool of bounded uni-cultures, forever divided into we’s and

they’s” (Vertovec and Wessendorf 2005: 11).

New Zealand’s Refugee Policies and the Indochinese Intake

In May 1977, the UNHCR appealed to New Zealand to take some boat people from

Vietnam; the government agreed on the proviso that they held UN status as refugees and

had “occupation qualifications useful to New Zealand” (Grant 1979:186). Sir Guy Powles,

the first Race Relations Conciliator in New Zealand, noted that “… most institutions in

New Zealand are derived from and oriented towards the economic, social and spiritual

ideals and practices of the white Anglo-Saxon. The status of the individual in the New

Zealand scene depends largely on conformity with these ideals” (Abbott 1989:5). An

aspect of this ethnocentrism is the pressure it places on minorities to conform. Despite its

constitutional framework, Abbott writes, “New Zealand is less pluralistic than many other

developed countries” (1989:5). New Zealand’s attitude to refugees prior to 1975 was that

they should meet immigration criteria, should be of practical use to society, and have the

ability to be assimilated into the community (Liev 1995:101). According to Gallienne,

“New Zealand’s traditional immigration policy and the habit of acting in self-interest have

been continuing influential constraints on the refugee policy”. The whole concept was

“when these people come to New Zealand they must quickly become New Zealanders and

assimilate within the New Zealand society” (Gallienne 1991:114).

In 1977, 70 refugee families were selected from Southeast Asia under the criteria

that “they have generally not more than four dependent children under the age of 18;

ideally be literate; have an occupational background adaptable to New Zealand; and the
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breadwinner be generally no more than 45 years of age” (Liev 1995:102). But after 1986,

New Zealand’s approach to selection for quota refugees became simple. Cabinet

authorised the Department of Labour (Gallienne 1991:86) to administer the arrival of

refugees while other groups held responsibility for their resettlement. Throughout the

1980s, New Zealand maintained a simple selection programme, and more relaxed liberal

criteria for selection applied with “greater flexibility” than for those who applied in 1979

(Gallienne 1991:152). By the end of the decade, with large numbers of refugees coming in,

more systematic provisions for resettlement were made. Hawley (1986) observes that in

the first two years of the Indochinese refugee resettlement programme (1980–1981) people

were scattered all over New Zealand; however, since then there has been “a move away

from assimilationist thinking” and “pepper potting” due to secondary migration of refugees

to the main cities (Trlin and Spoonley 1986:63).

Spatial Settlement and Community

New Zealand’s policy of “pepper-potting” the refugees around the country diminished

greatly after the end of 1980, as it had resulted in many new settlers being put into areas

where they felt culturally and linguistically isolated (Gallienne 1991:173). In the mid-

1980s, the approach changed as the assimilationist philosophy was discarded, former-

refugee families increasingly became sponsors, and family reunification became a factor.

Increasingly, studies of refugees provide evidence that “families who understand

and support bicultural identity development increase the opportunities for their children to

lead balanced and productive lives” (Canniff 2001:293). In the period from 1980 to 1986,

Gallienne noticed a rapid relaxation in attitude from a position of avoidance of competition

between the new settler and resident New Zealanders to “one of cautious acceptance

through the institutionalisation of resettlement practice and by the celebration of the new

settler’s presence and the contribution to the New Zealand community” (Gallienne

1991:199).

Resettlement outcomes may fall between assimilation and integration as Hein

(1995) found in the case of Indochinese refugees in America: “There is not much

integration and cultural loss as the assimilation model suggests, but there also is not much

pluralism and conflict as the ethnic-resilience model would have one believe” (1995:9).

Refugees tend to help each other. Hein (1995) explains that refugees adapt as groups rather

than as individuals; they use “fictive kinship” to be treated as part of an extended family,

which “enables isolated individuals or members of fragmented families to gain protection
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and social prestige by association with a strong family” as a social network (Hein

1995:132; Korac 2005). Alongside the extended kinship approach, refugees from

Southeast Asia have used mutual assistance associations (MAA) as the leading means of

their participation in the adaptation process. “Most MAAs provide social services or

maintain cultural tradition, although some have social, political, and economic functions”

(Hein 1995:92–96). Despite the importance of MAAs for refugee communities, Hein

notices that their very centrality often makes them the focus of community conflict, as

those MAAs competed for funding and control. Community conflict and fractionalisation

become common features in refugee communities in diaspora (Hein 1995; Liev 1995;

Mortland 1994).

Community and Diaspora

In recent usage, diaspora has come to denote a people in exile due to a specific chain of

events that has led to their exodus from a historic homeland (Westin and Nyberg

2005:147) or a segment of people living outside of its homeland (Connor 1986: 16–46). It

is made of a social network (Karac 2005) of people who share a same ancestry and “in

time the group develops a mythology about homeland” which serves to reinforce a

distinctive group identity (Clifford 1994:302–308). There are various types of diaspora,

and the three major ones are structured around entrepreneurship, religion, or politics

(Bruneau in Dorais 2001:4). A refugee community in diaspora has the following

characteristics according to Dorais (2001:5–6). The community has its origin in the fact

that a large number of individuals were forced to leave their country by severe political

constraints. Before leaving their country, people already shared a well-defined identity.

The communities actively maintain or construct a collective memory, which forms a

fundamental element of their identity. These communities keep more or less tight control

over their ethnic boundaries, whether voluntarily or under constraint from the host society.

Communities are mindful to maintain relations among themselves. They also wish to

maintain contacts with their country of origin (Tölölyan 2000). The main issue for

diasporic peoples is adaptation: how to adapt to the environment without surrendering

group identity. This issue faced by the diasporic communities of antiquity is still apparent

in modern times (Vertovec 2000:4–5).

While living in diaspora, refugees or exiles (DeSantis 2001:7) encounter a

ceaseless struggle between “centrifugal forces”, which strive to keep things various,

separate, apart, different from each other, and “centripetal forces”, which strive to keep
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things together, unified, the same. Exiles living in America are characterised by a

dialogical tension between the centripetal and centrifugal forces as they attempt to redefine

themselves in a new land. They are struggling with “rich ambiguities” and “messiness”

(Gow 2005:191) to define their emotional psychological state, their social identity, their

sentiment towards their country, and their future. People live in a diasporic community

with “continuity and change”, and their “religious identity often means more to individuals

away from home” (Vertovec 2000). A very first step in the community reconstruction

process was to define oneself in relation to others. This could lead to unexpected and

problematic outcomes in definitions of self and others, and in the attribution of status

(Westin and Nyberg 2005:156). Identity in a diasporic community undergoes

modifications as time goes by. Tölölyan’s criteria and DeSantis’s concepts are useful for

further discussion on the Cambodian community in New Zealand as part of the Khmer

diaspora.

The communities with refugee backgrounds from Southeast Asia have formed

various self-help associations for their own problems, such as urgent social needs and

issues of belonging. Families and neighbours have banded together to form local

associations. According to Shirley (1982:136) this “locality development” has shaped

ethnic community identity. For instance, Berryman et al. (1998:79) noticed that upon

arriving in Australia, Cambodians “were given an identity that they never had before, that

of ‘ethnic [Khmer] Australian’. While this classification has the effect of denying a sense

of belonging to non-Anglo migrants” it also “reinforce[s] community spirit and solidarity”

(1998:79). Cambodians who arrived in Australia with a history of conflict still see

multiculturalism as their best hope for the survival of their ethnic identity and their role in

society. In doing so, they pull together their existing knowledge and cultural resources

from local and national sources, and overseas friends and relatives. These interactions

create transnational flows across their national borders.

Transnationalism

Resettlement becomes a global movement of forced migration with the result that refugees

are cut off from their home territory. Refugees have “no fixed setting” and are

“deterritorialised” so that everything that should normally define them in a socio-cultural

context is non-existent, or rather, still back home and they still cling to it (Wahlbeck

1998:5). Their “shifting world” (Appadurai 1991:191) creates a change in social,
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territorial, and cultural reproduction of group identity in a receiving country. Their

settlement manifests in the form of “landscapes of group identity” known as “ethnoscapes”

(Appadurai 1991:191).

The members of a diasporic community have an international connection outside of

their country. This transnational link provides support networks for their members and a

chance to polish or reshape their cultural practice and identity. Over a period of time with

the shift of political alignment or the relaxation of the sending-country policies on return

visits, the members of the diasporic community have been able to reconnect with their

homeland. Returning to visit and the constant connection through cyberspace reactivates

the cultural maintenance of a transnational community. The transnational ties between

members might concern: evaluation (e.g. friendship and cultural norms); transfer of

material resources (e.g. lending, remittance and cultural materials); affiliation (e.g.

membership in a club or a religious group); behavioural interaction (e.g. sending

messages); movement between places (e.g. migration and travel); formal relations (e.g.

authority); perceived biology (e.g. kinship or descent); or cultural maintenance (e.g.

individual or community) (Vertovec 2001b:8–9). Like all transnational communities that

are involved in the production of locality, identity and social viability, South Indian

migrants based in Singapore maintain strong social and cultural ties with their village in

India (Velayutham and Wise 2005). In Sweden (Westin and Nyberg 2005:163), third-

generation Gujarati still had a strong sense of unique identity and cultural continuity that

may be traced back to their origins. The reality is that most refugees live and think

transnationally: that is, ambiguously combine multiple national loyalties and identities

(Gow 2005:192), and “the elements of transnationalism from the past being reproduced” in

forms of cultural maintenance, international communication, and visits (Friesen 2008:58).

With the dispersal of family members in “the global arena”, the Indochinese

furnished a structural condition for “the articulation of a diaspora consisting of social

networks of interconnected nodes” while they rebuilt their new lives and communities

(Chan and Christie 1995:85). Chan and Christie have explained the identity options of the

Indochinese while they were grappling with their past, present, and future. The

Indochinese were “articulating their proper place within the triangular framework of the

host society, the emerging Indochinese diasporas, and their homeland back in Southeast

Asia”. They lived “within and between two cultures”: striving to integrate with the host

country and maintaining loyalty to their home country (Chan and Christie 1995:86). Such

a cultural practice creates a cultural space that expands across national borders and induces
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the diffusion of an ethnic minority culture and the emergence of new identities. This

“transnational syncretism” reflects the dynamic nature of all culture that has “fluidity and

spatiality” (Faist 2000:201–215) and translocality (Velayutham and Wise 2005). Dorais

(1998:107–125) describes some of the basic aspects of Vietnamese refugee community

organisation in Canada, France and Denmark. These Vietnamese kept their links between

their country of adoption and Vietnam in the form of transnational lives as they build

social fields that cross geographic, cultural, and political borders.

Migrant Community, Religion, and Identity

In new places of settlement, people can reconstruct identities and learn to be residents or

citizens of their adopted country. Migrants from a number of countries in Asia and the

Middle-east find their desire to integrate into New Zealand society thwarted due to limited

opportunities, and may thus feel isolated and excluded. These settlers — such as Chinese

(Ip 1990; Ip 2003), Indians (Leckie 2007; Friesen 2008), Koreans (Morris, Vokes and

Chang 2007), Vietnamese (Moore 2002), and Cambodians (North 1995; Liev 1995) — use

various means to create local and translocal links and support for their belonging and

wellbeing.

The diversity within migrant ethnic groups in New Zealand (New Zealand

Immigration Service 2004), Australia (Barnes 2001; Humphrey 1987; Waitt 2003; Gow

2005), and North America (Camino and Krulfeld 1994; Castles and Davidson 2000; Dorais

2001; Hein 1995; Ong 2003; Smith-Hefner 1999) is expressed through such things as

occupational activities (Friesen 2008), the variety of cultural activities (Leckie 2007), a

range of associations (Liev 1995; Leckie 2007), and diverse religious affiliation (Morris,

Vokes and Chang 2007; Greif (ed.) 1995; Higbee 1992; Leckie 2007; Moore 2002). These

activities within an ethnic migrant community result in the different migrant groups

responding to experiences of displacement, exile and migration in diverse ways, and

designing a variety of new forms of association and belonging (Appadurai 1996 in Gow

2005:201). For instance, Leckie (1995:154) found that Indian associations in New Zealand

provided social and cultural support, and have been an important site for the reproduction

of ethnic identity. Language was significant in the maintenance of differing identities in

the Indian community in New Zealand.

Humphrey (1987) wrote about how religious institutions have played an important

role in helping migrants and refugees to resettle. For example, Sunni mosques in Australia

have been important in facilitating the settlement of Lebanese migrants in Sydney
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(Humphrey 1987:237), and Christian churches and the Inter-Church Commission on

Immigration (ICCI) paved the way for refugees from Cambodia, Laos, and Vietnam during

the 1980s in adapting to their new life and participating in New Zealand society (Liev

1995). These groups of refugees (Abbott 1989), and recent migrants such as Koreans in

Christchurch (Morris, Vokes and Chang 2007:15), found it difficult to adjust and to make

new friends or acquaintances outside of their ethnic group. They felt isolated, unfamiliar

and excluded (Liggard 1996:39). These various groups found religious institutions — such

as churches, mosques, or temples — as centres to facilitate their sense of belonging and to

provide social support. Korean migrants formed Korean churches, Iraqi migrants

introduced a Chaldean church in Manukau, and Indian migrants developed their Sikh

temples or Hindu temples. Chinese migrants, Tibetan migrants and Vietnamese built their

Mahayana Buddhist temples around Auckland; while Thais, Sri Lankans, Lao, Burmese,

and Cambodians developed their ethnic Theravada Buddhist temples.

Churches, mosques, and temples provide avenues for their members to socialise, to

belong, and to live out aspects of their ethnic way of life just like they did in their country

of origin. In Christchurch, most Korean migrants “joined Korean churches because this

was where they felt most at home”, and churches also provided “a site for the acquisition

of status within the New Zealand Korean community” (Morris, Vokes and Chang

2007:22). Through churches, people gained social as well as spiritual comfort.

Competition amongst the Korean churches was common, and each wanted to become

bigger. It was reported that their churches were hotbeds of gossip and everyone knew

everyone else’s business (Morris, Vokes and Chang 2007:25). Many Oromo refugees

(from Ethiopia) in Australia could not understand why in Australia there was so much

inter-group rivalry and spoke of a divisive “disease” the community “caught” after

arriving in Melbourne (Gow 2005:200).

Leckie (2007:167) also observed in the Indian community that membership and

leadership evolves through time due to shifts in focus: “This was not always smooth, as

ethnic associations, like similar bodies, were periodically challenged by factionalism.”

Although situations were occasionally volatile, divisions would “usually be superseded

through a common identity” with common interests and concerns. Leckie found that

ancestral links underpinned these bonds. Then during the 1990s the Indian community

diversified as many new associations emerged due to the different interests of regional and

linguistic groups (Friesen 2008:54).

Ethnic and religious identity has also been reproduced in New Zealand through
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international links with home countries and ethnic diasporic communities. Global networks

have been a catalyst in the increased importance of visible religious activities in New

Zealand, including Buddhism. International events such as Dalai Lama visits have

facilitated the growing local profile of Buddhism in New Zealand.

Leckie (1995:159) has described the shifting identities of Indians in New Zealand,

which reflected dynamics within the Indian communities where some sections aimed to

restore the past or transplant identities, but others sought to renegotiate their identities in

the context of contemporary New Zealand and with reference to changes in other diasporic

Indian communities elsewhere. Their traditions had undergone transformation in New

Zealand, and created cultural and institutional space for the expression of the diversity of

ethnic identities (Leckie 1995:160).

The introduction of new ethnic and religious spaces in a host community may

become an issue that disturbs the local council and residents. This development in the

form of an ethnoscape, i.e. a mosque or a temple, may draw host community objections

which result from unfamiliarity and perceived threats to the existing way of life

(Humphery 1987; Dunn 2004). For instance, the objection to the development of a Chinese

Buddhist temple in Wollongong, Australia, was due to “intolerance, ignorance, and

prejudice by local council planning decision” and the location of the temple away from the

city of Sydney was considered by the council as “out of place” (Waitt 2003:235).

According to Waitt, “places are understood as multiple, contested, fluid and uncertain” and

“it is socio-spatial practices that define places” or spaces. These practices result in

“complex intersections” with multiple and changing boundaries, constituted and

maintained by social relations of power and exclusion since these spaces are

conventionally imagined as non-confrontational, homogenous, and stable. Local

authorities refused planning permission on the grounds that the proposals were “out of

character” within the local neighbourhood (Waitt 2003:226–228). The ethnic community

association needed to respond. In New Zealand, the process of building a Khmer

Theravada Buddhist temple has also been subjected to similar issues that I will discuss in

Chapter Seven.

The Role of Community Associations

According to Dorais, Vietnamese associations in Canada, Denmark, and France acted as

“social and cultural mediators”, by creating a Vietnamese “micro-milieux” within which

refugees and immigrants found cultural values and habits with which they were familiar.
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Community identity “endows the members with a consciousness of who they are, and also

of where they stand in relation to each other, and in relation to the various ethnic,

linguistic, political, religious and other components of society as a whole” (Dorais

1998:122). Dorais (2001) points out that the existence of an explicit multicultural and

multi-ethnic policy in Canada enables genuine Vietnamese culture to subsist within the

diaspora; ethnic groups are encouraged and expected to retain their culture and may

officially participate in the management of ethnic relations.

Hein notes that the ability of Indochinese refugees to collectively manage their

future is remarkable “because they had so little control over the events that brought them

to the United States. Mutual assistance associations (MAAs) are the leading means of their

participation in the adaptation process” (1995:92). In 1985, there was one Cambodian

association for every 1,024 Cambodians in the USA. The primary functions of refugee

associations evolved from typical associations providing social services to resettle refugees

(early 1980s) to a cultural function in community building and community language

education during the mid-1980s. According to Hein (1995), the activities of self-help

organisations and ethnic leaders during the 1990s were often accompanied by intense

conflict. He observes that Cambodian refugee communities were divided between older,

traditional leaders who were selected by virtue of homeland characteristics and experience,

and younger Americanised leaders who were professionally trained. Such conflicts were

often resolved when the latter assumed control and transformed the MAA into an

American-style non-profit organisation supplying social services through a combination of

public and philanthropic funding. In some cases a more traditional form of organisation

remained. Hein writes, “By working on problems prioritised by the community, rather than

providing any services, an MAA can balance the competing goals of traditionalism and

modernism” (Hein 1995:97).

Barnes argues that “resettled refugees can never be ‘nationals’ of the new country

since they do not share its heritage” (2001:396). According to Barnes’s research in

Australia, when the Vietnamese refugees leave their homelands by necessity rather than by

choice, their allegiance may still remain more with the country of origin than with the

resettlement country (2001:396). Refugees have a complex hierarchy of family networks

that extend over many national borders, including their relatives in their home country

(Valtonen 1994). Valtonen’s study has revealed that once refugees have resettled in a

country, their social interaction creates three types of social association: the exclusive or

“deviant” groups, with a limited circle confined within a set boundary; the open groups,
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which interact selectively with some groups; the civic-minded groups, which seek co-

operation in the whole ethnic community. The overall community encompasses the

interactional circles or sub-groups to which people belong. These study findings reflect the

interactional dynamics of the community as heterogeneous and distinct, but also including

over-lapping highly cohesive sub-groups. Within their own social circle, individuals often

turn to their friends or sub-group for mutual assistance and support. This intra-group

interaction is seen as an ethnically resilient style of social adaptation to the new

environment (Valtonen 1994:71).

Dorais (1998) argues that Indochinese refugees generally belong to at least one

network of Indochinese friends and acquaintances. Valtonen elaborates that “The circle of

family and relatives and such social networks make up the refugee’s primary relationships

and compensate for the relatively low levels of interaction with the host society, due to

recent arrival, linguistic problems or lack of common interests” (Valtonen 1994:68).

According to Dorais, adaptation is not synonymous with integration or assimilation. The

only way for many exiled people to live a life in accordance with their deepest identity is

to reconstitute a social and cultural environment that recalls as much as possible that of the

homeland.

Cultural Memory

Refugees have brought their invisible bags of trauma and cultural heritage with them to

their countries of resettlement. They have struggled to “determine what of the past is of

value and what may be abandoned” due to their “reformulation” of their cultural and social

values (Caplan, Whitmore and Choy 1992:20). “Cultural memory” can be understood as a

“cultural experience” whose recall “can be seen as an activity occurring in the present in

which the past is continuously modified and redescribed even as it continues to shape the

future” (Bal 1999:vii, in Prickett 2003:31). Memories are formed and developed in an

ongoing process of interaction between the past and the present (Sutton 2001:9).

“Resettlement does not wipe out memory, but rather provides a medium through which it

is reworked, and the memory of shared experience of uprooting helps to create a new form

of identity” (Colson 2003:9). This ongoing process also involves “transnational

imagination and moral obligation” (Gow 2005) that results in “identities in transition” and

hybridity (Westin and Nyberg 2005).
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Mortland (1994) describes Cambodian refugees creating their identity “par

excellence” as they bounce back and forth between attempts at Americanisation and their

struggle to re-establish “Cambodianess”. Mortland writes:

To preserve themselves, Khmer refugees in the United States tack back and forth
between what they perceive as traditional and what they perceive as new: exploring
the new and creating their responses to it, retreating to the traditional as they revise
it, sometimes clinging to reinvented tradition as to a life preserver, sometimes
venturing forth. But always they are tacking between their creations of the old and
the new — retreating, then again advancing, continually reinventing as they go.
(Mortland 1994:11)

Mortland describes the way Cambodians define “Cambodianess”, the process of becoming

a “Cambodian refugee”, the decision of “how to be Cambodian in America”, the

“mythical” definition of Cambodian, the “re-creating ‘real’ Cambodians” in America, and

the maintenance of “Cambodianess” among Americans. The Khmer process of “collective

becoming” has created “oases of neighborhood and home” in which the fundamentals of

Cambodian life can be expressed in language, social relations, food, music, and ritual

(Mortland 1994:5–27).

Khmer Identity

Many Cambodian American children, according to Ong, feel they are not able to “learn

ways of being modern by following their parents’ guidance” (2003:168). The children

struggle to free themselves from what they perceive as their irrelevant environment and

outmoded family codes, while the mainstream American way of life influences their

individual identities. In her book, Seng asks during her teenage years “Where do I

belong?”, as she is a product of two cultures that are very opposed in nature. As a result,

she had to live with her identity issues until she learnt to celebrate her biculturalism (Seng

2005:237–239).

The mid-1980s in New Zealand was the period in which the Khmer community

with a refugee background began to be aware of the erosion of their Khmer language and

culture (Liev 1995). Cultural erosion was due partly to the small scale of the Khmer

communities. They became threatened due to the nature of dispersed resettlement in New

Zealand and increasing emigration from New Zealand to Australia. The variation in degree

of cultural maintenance has been observed from individual to individual, from family to

family, and from community to community. Buddhism, language classes, and cultural

performance became the salient features of the practice of Khmer identity in the
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Cambodian diaspora. However, by mid-1990s those language classes were discontinued

due to lack of students.

Buddhism traditionally plays a central role in Cambodian life: “to be Khmer

[Cambodian] is to be Buddhist” (Men 2002:223). Because of the impact of “Western

notions of religion on transplanted non-Western faiths” there is a broad tendency to treat

“religion as just another ‘compartment’ of life” (Vertovec 2000:32). This may lead to a

process of searching for an adaptive strategy by distinguishing what is essential in the

religion and what is not.

In America, Men (2002) noticed the changing of religious beliefs and ritual

practices among Cambodians in diaspora. The Khmer construct and reconstruct their

traditional beliefs to fit new socio-cultural and environmental contexts. Many Cambodian

households still make offerings to their ancestor spirits who are remembered at every

occasion, especially at every Khmer New Year and Phchium Ben — the commemoration

day of ancestor spirits. Cambodians in the USA have experienced “conflicting social

realities, unlike their villages in Cambodia where the religious system and social relations

function … together as the core of the village community” (Men 2002:225). In the USA,

social ties were loosened within the community as well as in the family due to employment

opportunities in other areas. Although the majority of Khmer lived in close proximity to

one another, they did not know their neighbours (Men 2002; Smith-Hefner 1999).

According to Men, people would invite monks to their home to conduct private offerings

rather than do so publicly at the temple because of personal security and safety reasons.

The changing practice and religious beliefs in the Khmer diaspora toward the end

of the 1990s (Ong 2003) was also accompanied by a change in “specific contexts of

subject-making”: new citizenship as a “matter of figuring out the rules of coping,

navigating, and surviving the streets and the public spaces of the American cities” in order

to become a “good enough citizen” according to the new values, rules and norms (Ong

2003:xiv). The process of learning to belong demands newcomers “negotiate a different

form of regulation, and be taught a new way of being cared for and caring for themselves

in their new world” (Ong 2003:xiv). Their engagement with the refugee community as

well as with the host community creates a sense of community membership and belonging.

The changing degree of engagement creates “learning trajectories, developing identities,

and forms of membership” as ongoing activities (Lave and Wenger 2005:35–36). In this

respect, participation is not merely a condition of membership, but an evolving form of

membership as identity is the product of long-term “living relations between persons and
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their place and their participation in communities of practice” (Lave and Wenger 2005:53).

This participation often entails tensions due to the fundamental contradictions in social and

organisational production or in the formation of identities. Vertovec (2000:35) observes

that “the possible trajectories of identity and tradition in diaspora are not mutually

exclusive”. They are taking place simultaneously worldwide, and often within the same

diaspora. Ledgerwood (1990:135) notices that Khmer organisational and cultural logic

underwent rapid change in the context of a dominant American cultural system.

Ong observes that the various agencies in the refugee industry — such as the

medical services, social welfare organisations, church, counselling services and the courts

— “converge … to shape Cambodian refugees into some kind of American citizen-

subjects” (2003:190–191). In response to this complex mix of labelling, disciplining and

regulating, the Khmer “variously internalise, reject, or criticise the [American] norms and

standards for becoming autonomous, knowing subjects”. Within the Khmer community in

Oakland, women revive their “sisterly networks” and share information. They resort to

gossip- and fear-mongering as strategies to shape public opinion, and to direct and curb

unacceptable behaviour, such as domestic violence, abuse or premarital sex. Their personal

experiences are not regarded as accidental events in a micro milieu, but rather in a broad

structure where they assert their social legitimacy and shape identity for individuals as well

as their ethnic community.

In their study on social identity formation in Australia, Markovic and Manderson

(2002) argue that ethnic identity formation involves “managing personal and social

identities” within the context of a given socio-economical setting. The reinforcement of

ethnic identity is also influenced by the politics and identities of the ethnic communities of

previous immigration. At the same time, structural barriers to integration into the wider

society force immigrants into ethnic communities with which they compete for social

recognition and economic power. The perception of their socio-economic inclusion and

exclusion reflects their engagement within the resettlement country leading to the

“racialisation and ethnicisation of social relations” (Barnes 2001). According to Markovic

and Manderson, “the maintenance of native ethnic identity is imposed on immigrants,

rather than being a voluntary choice” (Markovic and Manderson 2002:308). Immigrants

draw boundaries based on their socio-cultural values and beliefs. On the one hand, people

construct and reconstruct their identity due to such interactions with the socio-political and

legal frameworks of the public system (Ibid:303–316). On the other hand, everyday

practices form visible characteristics of immigrants’ identity within a given private context
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and level of socio-cultural participation (Puggini 2005:320). Co-existence between

cultures and groups can be both integrative and divisive, as their different attitudes to

social engagement and accommodation create conditions for co-operation and fusion, as

well as conflict and differentiation (Kiong and Fee, in Tarling 2005:34).

Life in diaspora precipitates the creation of a shared history amongst refugees,

through which they are involved in the “process of labelling, identity management,

boundary creation and maintenance, management of reciprocity, manipulation of myth,

and forms of social control” (Colson 2003:9). Return visits to the original homeland have a

profound impact on individuals, who revise their “earlier construction in the light of their

new experience, and their emotional attachment with their previous and current

homelands” (Barnes 2001:408). Barnes notes that refugees who “have experienced

pervasive social exclusion both in the country of origin and in the resettlement country are

likely to remain in the latter purely because they have no better alternative” (2001:409).

Transnationalism, on the other hand, refreshes and realigns the identity of an ethnic

individual, and hence their diasporic community, within the socio-political framework of

the country of their residence:

The Khmer in the United States, supported by the social and legal framework and
inspired by liberal ideology such as freedom, equal opportunity, and citizen rights,
“have managed to re-establish a variant of the village complete with religious
institutions and social sanctions for everything from divorce to dating” (Canniff
2001:59–60). The core values and beliefs that defined Khmer culture have
“undergone transformation in the diaspora” (Ibid 2001:59). The Khmer community
appears on the outside: …like a small village with physical and metaphysical
boundaries; a local epistemology that explains the way things are done in this
setting; and the recognition that there are outsiders who may or may not be
welcome. On the inside, the setting is infinitely more complex in the ways
individuals and individual families negotiate the expectations both of the
Cambodian community and the larger American society. Inside, this process of
negotiation about what it means to be successful is constructed again and again
(Ibid 2001:98–98).

Cambodians who join a community group with a set of connections and interests engage in

a process of collective learning, to survive and rebuild their Cambodian identity. As a rule,

according to Canniff, “the Khmer prefer to seek the middle way between a stressful,

individually competitive life style, and one where the family and the community are at the

centre of one’s life” (Canniff 2001:xv).

The identity of resettled Cambodian refugees in Aotearoa/New Zealand was so

“fragile and fluid” that its existence was threatened (North 1995:9). On the one hand, their
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culture was “continually and incrementally being modified as they accommodate

successively to the dominant cultures of international refugee camps, Aotearoa/New

Zealand society, and the global encroachment of Western culture”. On the other hand, the

inter-generational transmission of Khmer culture was “uneven and weak” in the

“Cambodian diaspora” (North 1995:9–12).

Critique of Literature

What Does the Literature Tell Us?

It is apparent that refugees have endured trauma and have had no control over some of the

more significant aspects of their life-paths. Resettled refugees are fortunate to be accepted

by the host country, which is often culturally different from their country of origin. The

host community does its best as a global citizen to support the refugees in beginning their

new life. While coping with the new system, people with a refugee background also

endeavour to maintain their familiar way of life and their cultural identity. The literature

on resettlement identifies structural barriers to the refugee effort to engage with the host

community system. These newcomers use a group or community approach to fulfil their

social and cultural needs within the existing socio-economic constraints. Such networks, as

the literature reveals, raise awareness of identity issues from which their members and

community practitioners negotiate the core concept of their ethnic and cultural identity.

The gap between the community member’s aspirations and community reality is a

source of frustration that requires a reconciliation of conflicting and competing values,

beliefs, and attitudes. The attitude of the host countries toward multiculturalism and

accommodation of diversity was not sufficiently positive to allow minority ethnic groups

to keep their identity intact. The literature also shows that memory plays a significant role

in defining the identity of an ethnic community in diaspora, and transnationalism refreshes

their cultural practice. The paths to individual success and community transformation have

been multifaceted in the Khmer community in diaspora, and this is likely to be true for the

Khmer in Aotearoa/New Zealand.
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What is Missing?

Although there is an abundance of literature on refugees and migrants in general, our

knowledge of Cambodians with a refugee background in Aotearoa/New Zealand is limited.

To complement existing literature, this thesis uses culturally based Khmer explanations

and insights to illuminate the cultural context of the outcomes for Khmer people with

refugee backgrounds. In addition, I have used this local conceptual knowledge in my

analysis and interpretation alongside concepts derived from published studies on

migration.

A fundamental question remaining to be answered is: How were and are

Cambodians with refugee backgrounds able to adapt to the quite foreign Aotearoa/New

Zealand environment as their adopted country? This question raises further issues about

the external structural factors, such as policies, values, and socio-cultural practices

affecting those Cambodians who struggle to maintain their Khmer cultural heritage.

However, these poor and traumatised Cambodians seem to manage their life in spite of

various disadvantages. Khmer identity is influenced by the cultural materials and

memories that these Cambodians were able to recollect and reconstruct. But to what extent

do these factors shape their identity? Identity management involves leadership and conflict

resolution to redefine their identity, and I would like to know its outcomes, type of

approaches and strategies that the various Cambodian communities have used to their

advantage. In short: What has happened in the development of the Cambodian

community?

Contributions of My Thesis

The outcome of this thesis will be a document written for Cambodians and other

community practitioners with a Khmer focus. My study provides a record of the reality of

their community development in order that it may be used for future reflection and action.

The contributions of my thesis are:

- To promote fresh literature on a Cambodian community and its identity

development in Aotearoa/New Zealand.

- To describe the reality of conducting research within a small, fragmented ethnic

community for an insider researcher. As participation and access to relevant data

became political, the insider used mixed-methods research to generate information

that could by no means be available to outsiders.

- To examine the strategies used by a small ethnic community with a refugee
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background to adapt to the reality of its host society.

- To consider relevant theory in the light of my research data.

As a result, my thesis has deliberately introduced Khmer identity in Chapter Six, and a

discourse on Khmer Buddhism practice within the Aotearoa/New Zealand context, in

Chapter Seven, where Buddhism has been chosen as a symbol of the assertion of

community identity. My thesis provides an understanding of the practice of Buddhism and

the adaptation of Khmer Buddhists in distinct places, times, and social contexts, where the

host community and the ethnic community have a shared influence on the form and

process of Khmer Buddhist practices. My work covers a range of topics and issues,

including the history of Cambodian resettlement (Chapter Four), their socialisation

(Chapter Five), patterns of social cohesion, the nature of refugee life, and elements of

individual Khmer identity in Aotearoa/New Zealand (Chapter Six), and their effort to

rebuild their ethnic community and leaderships (Chapter Seven); all of which are centred

on an examination of the social and cultural mechanisms for reconstructing a Khmer

identity in Aotearoa/New Zealand. The study of cultural bereavement, diaspora,

transnationalism and the modes of adaptation enable insights into general patterns of

religious transformation, and in particular the transformation of Khmer identity and

Buddhism in Aotearoa/New Zealand.

I sincerely hope that this thesis enables readers to understand the Cambodian’s

adaptation path to living in multi-ethnic Aotearoa/New Zealand. Furthermore, this thesis

lays groundwork for future research on the development of a community with a refugee

background and its identity formation as multiethnicity is now commonplace (Vertovec

2000:9).

Conclusion

There is a need to refresh the literature on Cambodian adaptation in general and to

emphasise the importance of ethnic identity in a transnational context. The Cambodian

community has become a new constituent of the Aotearoa/New Zealand social fabric, and

my thesis focuses on what is essential in the Khmer Buddhist tradition and its trajectories

of collective identity. The task of comprehending and analysing the adaptation of the

Cambodian community calls for an appropriate methodological framework, described in
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the next chapter, to identify the various interrelated factors which have conditioned change

among the Cambodians living in Aotearoa/New Zealand. Through this process, I have

incorporated ethical considerations in devising ways to collect appropriate data and transform

them into information that I believe will generate new knowledge on Cambodian identity

development in a transnational community. I need to address the imperative of making sense

of what is known and at the same time design a sound methodology and approach to establish

what is not yet known.
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Chapter 3 — Research Process and Methods

Introduction

My foci in this thesis are on how Cambodians with a refugee background manage

their new life in Aotearoa/New Zealand, and how an identity as a Khmer Kiwi

transnational community has developed. My main aim in planning and adapting my

ongoing research process was to gather and authenticate information by way of

logical enquiries that reflect “a high level of congruence between the various

dimensions of research design and implementation, including the research structure

and the research process” (Higgs 2001:208). Most researchers have at least one

methodological approach they feel comfortable with as a favourite tool for conducting

research. Some researchers sieve through various paradigms only to encounter the

dichotomy of quantitative and qualitative research methods.

The difficulties evinced in adopting either a quantitative or a qualitative

research method can be overcome if both methods are employed, in ways that

generate and illuminate information in particular situational roles. Although

participant observation on its own is a powerful method at all stages of my research

process, I have “combine[d] qualitative and quantitative data to answer question of

interest” (Bernard 2002:362). I have found it impossible, in my case, to favour a

single method. This is due to the major challenge in designing this research posed by

the lack of documentation and the factionalised nature of the Khmer community (Liev

1995:128). This means that, while the thesis topic was being formulated and from my

initial fieldwork, it become obvious that I would be dealing with a complex, minority

ethnic group with a refugee background whose members might not be open to

participating in formal research (Liu 1982; North 1995). From this perspective, the

methodology was determined by the nature and scope of the subject and the problems

inherent to it (Mishra 2004:273). My methodology, therefore, needed to be practical

within a technical and ethical framework that required delicate balancing between

these two issues (de Vaus 1995:330). This challenge shaped the tools I chose, since I

needed to gain the appropriate information and also the approval of academia, the

community and potential participants.
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Berg (1998:4) suggests triangulation, which includes “multiple data collection

procedures, multiple theoretical perspectives, and/or multiple analysis techniques”.

Triangulation is a strategy of combining quantitative and qualitative methods to solve

the same problem (Tarrow 2004:178). Triangulation is not a simple combination of

different kinds of data, but is a research approach that mixes research methods to

collect, counteract, identify, and validate different kinds of data into meaningful

information. The implication of triangulation is that “researchers need to know the

relative strengths and weaknesses of each approach in order to decide which method

to select and how best to combine them when possible” (Singleton and Straits

2005:398). This raised the question of how I would choose an appropriate

combination that would provide me with the tools to gain insights into the

complexities of this investigation.

The methodology, therefore, had to be practical and able to deliver results

which were critical and also worthy and relevant to the Cambodians with whom I

would be working in this study. Because of the unique nature of the Khmer

community in terms of its refugee background, group orientation, and community

politics, special steps had to be taken in terms of the research design, its scope,

confidentiality, and participation.

Consequently, I used various approaches along the qualitative–quantitative

continuum for my research methodology. The research questions set out in the

previous chapter enabled me to identify the research tools, the sources of data, and the

type of questionnaire sample required for this study. The use of multiple research

strategies and theories enabled me to gain an in-depth understanding of the outcome

of this investigation. The first part of this chapter explains the research framework and

discusses the politics of my research positionality as an academic caught in the

particular challenges of being an insider/outsider within this community. The second

part of this chapter describes the process of designing and conducting the research.

Rationale and Aims

The research questions outlined in the previous chapter generated a research

framework through which to investigate Cambodian socio-economic participation,
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cultural practice, and community development. Furthermore, these questions achieve

the following specific aims of this research to:

 describe the historical development of the Cambodian community in

Aotearoa/New Zealand since 1975

 identify the social and economic needs of the family, group, and community,

and the socio-cultural networks which individuals develop to solve their

problems and fulfil their needs

 identify the role of sponsors and the various agencies that have assisted

individual adaptation and community development

 gain information on individual efforts to integrate in Aotearoa/New Zealand

 identify patterns and provide explanations for internal migratory movement

during resettlement

 assess individual and community achievement in terms of socio-economic

participation, cultural retention, and exchange.

Achievement of these objectives required an appropriate and delicate approach.

Accordingly, I sought input into the research design of my project from stakeholders

and Cambodian people. I formally approached ten registered and non-registered

Khmer associations in the main cities of New Zealand and asked their leaders to

participate in and endorse the project. My primary tasks were to define concepts and

the framework of this research so that everyone would have a clear understanding of

what was involved that they could bring to discussions and effective communication.

Framework and Assumptions

This study adopts a framework based on several sources. The “model of migrant

settlement” by the Australian Committee of Review on Migrant Assessment (1981)

(cited in Fletcher 1999:31) has identified the use of ethnic support and participation in

ethnic group structures as one of the indicators of engagement and adaptation.

Through this engagement, new settlers are able to achieve a sense of personal security

and identification in the host community.
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The settlement model of Best Settlement Practices (Canadian Council for

Refugees 1998 report, cited in Fletcher 1999:34) has defined integration by using

longer-term indicators with four dimensions: economic, political, social, and cultural.

This model proposes that settlers access institutions and engage in efforts to redefine

their cultural identity, adapt value systems, and reassess them as part of successful

settlement.

One of the main tasks in this study was to clarify concepts which are “abstract

summaries of a whole set of behaviours, attitudes, and characteristics” that convey

something in common for the purpose of communication and efficiency (de Vaus

1995). The technical definitions of certain words — such as “integration”,

“resettlement”, “adaptation”, “community”, “development”, “Cambodian refugees” or

“ex-refugees” — have to be specified and concrete to the point where we can develop

tools and questionnaire items to tap into relevant and appropriate information. These

concepts of adaptation and integration are multidimensional and can be categorised

into specific acceptable variables or indicators.

Literature on refugee resettlement and integration has enabled me to construct

a framework for this research design that is based on the following assumptions:

 The terms resettlement and post-resettlement are based on Berry’s concept

(1987). The post-resettlement concept, although it does not have a fixed

timeframe, provides a dynamic framework from acculturation to socio-

economic adaptation.

 Adaptation (Kuhlman 1991; Valtonen 1994:66; Gaunt 2000) is an ongoing

process through which an ethnic community encounters a new environment,

its people and its institutions. This definition raises issues of the maintenance

of identity and relations with other groups.

 Integration refers to the situation or adaptation process in which the group

interacts harmoniously with the larger society and still maintains its own

identity (Valtonen 1994:66).

The study chose the terms “Khmer”, “Kampuchean”, “Cambodian” or “people with a

refugee background from Cambodia” for the subject of study, instead of the terms
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“ex-refugee” or “Cambodian refugee”. An advantage of the chosen terminology is

that it also encompasses New Zealand-born children.

Approach of this Study

Different forms of data and information were needed for my study to reflect and

capture the fragmented nature of the Khmer community in Aotearoa/New Zealand. In

such information-gathering, Singleton and Straits (2005:398) have identified the

following questions as useful touchstones:

 “What is to be observed?”

 “Which and how many objects are to be examined?”

 “What are the phenomena of interest?”

 “How are answers to be decided?”

These questions demanded that I apply techniques and methods that were appropriate

to my subject-matter, and that I should not apply them dogmatically (Singleton and

Straits 2005:398). I needed to know not only how to use both qualitative and

quantitative approaches, but also the relative strengths and weaknesses of the

approaches, to enhance my study. First, I needed to explore the background of the

people and the lived culture quantitative and qualitatively, and then employ secondary

sources of data for statistical purposes in order to contextualise the quantitative results

(Creswell and Plano-Clark 2007:33–34).

These needs and the complexity of the Khmer community led me to design a

multifaceted research approach based on the qualitative–quantitative research

continuum which would allow me to gain information on Cambodian adaptation from

relevant sources and from my own participatory experiences while working within the

community. On the one hand, the qualitative method employs such tools as

descriptive studies, document studies, interview studies, observational studies and

case studies. These furnished me with an “elaborate description of the ‘meaning’ of

phenomena” over an extended period of time of the people and lived culture which is

the subject of my study (Newman and Benz 1998:9). On the other hand, quantitative

methods offered me empirical studies against which I could identify various attributes

of a sample and give valid snap-shots of the subject at a point in time. “It is necessary
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to adopt some standard by which one can measure whether the qualitative, the

quantitative, or a continuum that includes both methodologies is the most effective

mode in reaching truth” (Newman and Benz 1998:10). Design validity, according to

Newman and Benz (1998:11) is “more likely to be built into studies when researcher

is open to both paradigms rather than precluding one or the other”. My main

methodological focus is to select a mixture of methods which can generate an

outcome that is true, valid and authentic. “Mixed-methods research”, according to

Creswell and Plano-Clark (2007:169), is not mixed-model research but a mix of

quantitative and qualitative approaches and data. Data gained from various methods

are then merged, connected or embedded to generate a more complete picture of the

results (Creswell and Plano-Clark 2007:7–8).

My mixed-methods approach consists of five components:

1. A literature review that discusses adaptation issues and provides a scope and a

framework for this study.

2. An analysis of a series of Censuses of Population and Dwellings related to

Cambodians from 1991 to 2001, to depict the demographic and socio-

economic development of the community.

3. Two focus groups in the Khmer language which functioned as a pilot study

that gained qualitative information on members’ experience and their views on

adaptation.

4. A postal survey using a bilingual questionnaire was sent to all participants.

This survey collected information and opinions from a selected sample of the

Cambodian community.

5. My own participant observation and discussion with individuals, communities,

and others provides complementary information from other quarters with

different perspectives. ‘Others’ included volunteers, sponsors, teachers, and

people who have assisted Cambodians with a refugee background.

These five components are the different approaches I used to obtain such diverse

information as experience narratives, explanatory histories, surveys, and case studies

(Murray-Thomas 2003:18–56) from the Cambodians who were the subjects of this

mixed-methods research. In my theory development, I also used culturally based

explanations from Khmer custom and practice to complement the existing academic literature.
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Consideration of research ethics was imperative to protect participants’ interests and

to ensure that their decision to take part in my research was informed.

Research Ethics

This research follows the framework and guidelines of the University of Auckland

Human Participants Ethics Committee. It is mandatory to conduct such a study in

accordance with these ethics guidelines when involving human subjects in order to

safeguard them from physical, psychological, and socio-cultural harm.

Furthermore, this study involved people from Cambodia with refugee

backgrounds who were traumatised and vulnerable. Some of them still have problems

with language and struggle with hardship. This study also dealt with sensitive issues,

especially around their personal livelihood, achievements, and opinions.

During the conception stage, the leaders of ten Khmer associations were

approached and informed of the project. I invited them to form a Khmer advisory

group for this research. Its role was to advise and participate from the conception of

this project, its design and implementation, up to its completion. This way they shared

power and ownership of the project. Since the advisors were the leaders of their

community, they were also informants, guides, and facilitators during the

implementation of the research. This partnership provided support persons to help

prospective participants make informed decisions. Participants had access to

assistance for anything they did not understand, including language problems, through

a bilingual community-based support network. This approach enabled participants to

make free and informed decisions about whether to accept or decline the invitation to

take part in the project, or to withdraw their participation part-way through.

Participants’ Cultural Attitude to Research

A Chinese proverb says “Before a stranger it is better to express only one-third of

your opinion.” For migrant populations, perhaps the proverb should be changed to

one-fourth … For refugee populations, one’s whole opinion should probably be

entirely withheld (Liu 1982:4, cited in North 1995:88). This view is enforced by a

Khmer proverb that says “The tongue is the cause of happiness and problems”

(GNþatCaGaz(knøg ekItsuxTuk¡¡pg edaysarGNþat — — Andart chea art konlorng keurt

sok tuk phang doy sar andart). During the Khmer Rouge period, Khmer people learnt
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to keep things to themselves and did not share any opinions or views even with close

friends or relatives. People reminded one another in a metaphorical way “to plant a

Kapok tree” (daMedImK — Dam doeum kor), which means “to play deaf and dumb”.

This is why Khmer people rarely give their opinions in public or in a formal situation.

They share secrets and gossip within their closed circle, but not with outsiders. When

a leak occurs, the Khmer would say “Only ‘the inside ghost’ lends hands to ‘outside

ghosts’ or outsiders” (exµackñúgoéd — Khmouch khnung oy day). This insider is “the

rust that destroys the iron” (eRcHekItBIEdk sIuEdk — Chress keut pi dek si dek).

Ethnic “insider” researchers gain acceptance or rejection quickly because of

their status within their ethnic community due to their “initial badges of insiderness”

(O’Connor 2004:173). In addition, allegiances, conflicts of interest, power imbalance,

and disempowerment of participants bring about complications for insider

researchers. As individuals, researchers should have more reflexivity and awareness

of personal bias and research assumptions (Tolich and Davidson 1999:64). As an

insider researcher, I needed to find an approach that was able to overcome the above

issues and the barriers to participation.

Research is Political

Research is highly institutionalised through disciplines and fields of knowledge,

through communities and interest groups of scholars, and through the academy

(Tuhiwai Smith 1999). Research in itself is a powerful intervention and intrusion. “It

is important to have a critical understanding of some tools of research — not just the

obvious technical tools but the conceptual tools, the ones which make us feel

uncomfortable, to which we have no easy response” (Tuhiwai Smith 1999:24).

Furthermore, defining community research is as complex as defining community.

Tuhiwai Smith stresses that “in all community approaches process — that is

methodology and method — is highly important … Processes are expected to be

respectful, to enable people, to heal and to educate” (Tuhiwai Smith 1999:128).

Teariki and Spoonley (in Tuhiwai Smith 1999:174) argue “Research needs to

be carefully negotiated, and that the outcomes of research need to be thought through

before the research is undertaken.” Tuhiwai Smith writes about “a point of entry into

… a society” for researchers where it becomes inevitably political. Even a relatively
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simple task of gaining informed consent “can take anything from a moment to months

and years” and “negotiating entry to a community or a home can be daunting for

indigenous researchers” (Tuhiwai Smith 1999:136). Some community leaders (Liev

1995:39) have felt that they should not participate and that they should keep

information about their indigenous practice within their own communities.

Bloch (1999:366) encountered various methodological issues when carrying

out a survey of refugees (Congolese, Somali, and Sri Lankan) in London, and she has

described the steps taken to enhance the validity and reliability of data collected. She

reminds researchers of the need to go, as an additional stage, through gatekeepers who

play influential roles in the data collection, especially in locating channels or starting

points, in order to make contact with possible interviewees. Gatekeepers also help

facilitate the research through their organisations and encourage potential respondents

to participate. Identifying gatekeepers who work for and with refugee communities

and who are able and prepared to facilitate the research is a lengthy process. Bloch

(1999:377) has used co-ethnics in the research process, which raises “issues of

objectivities and bias” in data collection. However, using interviewers from refugee

communities who are active and well known within their own community is crucial to

the success of the research, not only in terms of the research design but also in terms

of being able to gain access to respondents (Bloch 1999:381).

Questions have been asked and objections voiced about researchers who have

advanced their academic careers on the backs of minorities and who have served the

needs of researchers and people other than the people researched. A researcher from

the dominant culture may disempower the ethnic minority researched and render it

socially disadvantaged. North (1995:107) has called for “people from the ethnic

minority to conduct research among members of their own community”, but this can

have its own drawbacks due to factions and power differentials. Again, the more

powerful may impose their points of view and use their social position to gain access

to information.

Insider/Outsider Researchers and the Politics of Studying One’s Own Community

According to Tuhiwai Smith’s criteria (1999), my project falls into “insider/outsider

research”, which needs constant reflexivity. At a general level insider researchers, just

as outsider researchers, have to have ways of thinking critically about their processes,

their relationships, and the quality and richness of their data and analysis. The major
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difference is that the insiders have to live with the consequences of their processes on

a day-to-day basis with their families and their communities. Insider research has to

be as ethical and respectful, as reflexive and critical, as outsider research. It needs to

be humble, because the researcher belongs to the community as a member with a

different set of roles and relationships, status and position.

O’Conner’s self-reflection on the “conditionality” of status as an

insider/outsider researcher in an Irish community in Australia provided an account of

her “positionality” which had relative merits and demerits according to socio-geo-

political key indicators or “initial badges of insiderness” (O’Connor 2004: 169–175).

These enhanced acceptance and participation. Moreover, O’Connor noted that the

impact and validity of the insider’s interpretation of results and presentation of study

findings can be reduced if the positionality of the researcher was not heeded or the

process of self-reflexivity not practiced (Davies, 2005). Her presumptions and self-

perceptions of insiderness were contested, her memories of Ireland became fossilised,

and her misinterpretation was confronted. The positionality was contingent, co-

existent, and alternate within a same interactional event that illustrated insiderness and

outsiderness were not the “sole prerogative of the researcher” (O’Connor 2004: 175).

The awareness of conditionality evolved through a process of self-reflexivity that

insiderness and outsiderness were neither hierarchical nor mutually exclusive.

O’Connor concluded that self-reflexivity played a critical role in operationalising her

journey of discovery. Researchers need to engage in critical reflexivity throughout the

project so that positionality becomes apparent. I needed to be aware of this and to act

consciously to overcome the above dimensions by having ongoing reflexivity (Tolich

and Davidson 1999:64).

“One of the difficult risks insider researchers take is to ‘test their own taken-

for-granted views about their community’. It is a risk because it can unsettle beliefs,

values, relationships, and the knowledge of different histories,” explains Tuhiwai

Smith (1999:137). She goes on to explain how the complexities of an insider research

approach can be mediated by building support structures. Gaining indigenous

community participation in such a study “requires a thorough knowledge of the

research paradigm and an ability to mount a sophisticated and honest justification”.

Furthermore, spelling out the limitations of a project, the things that are not addressed,

is most important (Tuhiwai Smith 1999:137–149).
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In my case, the definitions of “insider” and “outsider” become blurred in such

a diversified, factionalised, and antagonised community as that of Cambodians. A

non-Cambodian researcher is an outsider and has a fair chance to access a community,

since the position is seen as neutral and as bringing no harm or liability to the

participant community. The outsider is neither friend nor enemy of the studied

community and its leaders.

On the other hand, a Cambodian researcher can be an insider, an outsider, or

even a “loner or trouble maker” according to their affiliation to one of the

associations, organisations, or rival groups of the whole community. A Cambodian

researcher is perceived as a friend to some groups and an enemy to others. My

positionality became a double-edged sword which could have severely affected

participation. From this perspective, a qualified ethnic researcher, although properly

organised and equipped with appropriate methodology and resources, has no chance

to have full participation or support, since affiliation to one group excludes the

participation of others. Furthermore, individual participants avoid the trouble of

getting caught in the firing line of rival group bickering. The ethnic researcher in this

situation becomes an “agent of others” for the studied community, and this is the main

reason behind non-participation. Although such a researcher may have good

intentions to work with the best tools for the interest of the whole ethnic community,

the potential participants can get caught in inter-group conflict or rivalry. Internal

community politics are critical to an ethnic researcher who is vulnerable from the

pressure of his or her ethnic people in the form of non-participation, sabotage or

boycott.

Instead of providing only positive social capital for my research, my

positionality was also endowed with social liability for my research. The insider

researcher, in this situation, has no choice but to minimise the potential non-

participation or exclusion rather than to maximise participation, by making various

attempts to gain support from community leaders and individuals for their

involvement. In my case, it became politic for me to involve every group of the

Khmer community as I wished to defuse such animosity. I personally approached all

Khmer groups and their leaders for their advice and participation. This gesture, I

believed, would ease the inter-group politics and be seen as a reconciliation approach

to Khmer community research. The outcome of their participation depended on the
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degree of willingness to participate and to share their personal information as one of

the stakeholders of this study.

As an academic researcher, I have to honour the ethical, critical, and

methodological approach to my research practice and its credibility. In this manner I

can eliminate potential pitfalls and errors in approaching and interpreting my own

natives’ point of view. First of all, this research was to be conducted in a cross-

cultural environment that needed negotiation and resolution of ethical and

methodological issues among the factionalised groups of the community so that they

would approve of and participate in the research.

I believed that this study would provide all participants with a reconciliatory

opportunity and a neutral platform to enable them as partners to voice their views and

opinions from all quarters of the Khmer community. This process would appease

community tension and empower participants in terms of representation and respect,

and their freedom of speech.

As an active member of the community under study, I also have a shared

interest in knowing the reality of my community and its ongoing concerns. I remind

myself of bias by commission that would lead to distortions of the various

interpretations in my thesis. My focus on the Khmer community in Aotearoa/New

Zealand was due to the need to know what their concept of Cambodianess is and how

they live their life as Khmer in a country so foreign to them.

Participant observation during the period of this study brought insights into

social roles amongst members, leadership, cultural expression, identity assertion,

organisation behaviour, community issues, and transnationalism. I used various

methods to record those activities in an unobtrusive manner and gained participants’

verbal consent. As an insider, I often gained sensitive information that needed to

remain confidential at the participant’s request and in the interests of privacy. This

bias has become an ethical issue that leads to selective reporting. Respect of

participants’ safety and interests was part of my research ethics, and their consent was

paramount. In this respect, I have reminded myself to refrain as much as possible

from bias by commission and by omission.
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Invitation and Leadership Consent to Participation

Inclusion and ongoing consultation were my main concerns (Tolich and Davidson

1999:64) and I had to identify people and how many issues are to be examined,

according to Singleton and Straits (2005:398). Letters of invitation and consent forms

(Appendix 1) were sent to ten Cambodian registered and non-registered associations

around the country in June 2002, and were followed by personal telephone calls and

visits for the people in Auckland, Hamilton, and Wellington. Only five communities

from Auckland, Hamilton, and Wellington were willing to participate in this study.

Five other communities did not reply due to management issues, leadership crises, or

internal friction.

The non-participation of some Cambodian associations and their close-knit

members from my previous experience during my Masters research led me to face the

reality of rejection as part of Khmer community politics and its antagonistic factions.

Again, these groups chose not to become involved in the research process.

Unfortunately, these associations chose not to use this opportunity to reconcile and to

voice their concerns and representation. Those associations and leaders who did not

consent to participate (two from Auckland, and one each from Palmerston North,

Wellington, and Christchurch) became powerful gatekeepers for their members’

participation. This separation was part of the community’s development. Those who

availed themselves of the opportunity (two from Hamilton, three from Auckland)

agreed to form an advisory committee for this study, and acknowledged that rejection

by default was expected from the groups that had declined to participate.

Thus my research position became precarious due to its entanglement with

community politics, which would inevitably have an impact on participation. I

approached the members of the Cambodian advisory committee for guidance. They

suggested using formal and informal channels to bypass gatekeepers and directly

reach potential participants. Yu (1985) and Yu and Liu (1986 in North 1995:104)

have also raised the issues of written consent in respect to Southeast Asian refugees

who had deep fear and suspicion regarding the signing of papers. The procedure of

using a consent form, “ostensibly to protect potential participants, can in fact be

injurious, generating high anxiety” (North 1995:104).

Members of the advisory committee were concerned about the concept of

privacy: according to them, participants should not be required to give their name and
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sign the consent form as “this would put them off” since they could then be identified

by researchers. The advisory committee explained that whereas Cambodians were

willing to share their opinions and gossip in an informal social exchange, when asked

for the same information to be used in research or as a formal record they often

declined to comment. To circumvent this, I used participant observation to

complement the information collected through focus groups and survey

questionnaires. The collected data was interpreted for this longitudinal study.

Research Tools

Each method that I employed had its own merit. The quantitative survey gave the

breadth to the collected data, such as the population characteristics, and described the

distribution of attitudes and opinions. The focus group discussions and participant

observation provided access to complex situations and to a depth and richness of

information through access to group interaction (Singleton and Straits 2005:399). This

mixed-methods research enabled me to reach a wide range of participants and collect

their diverse opinions, above all contributing to accuracy.

The methodology for data collection, especially when it involves a focus

group and a postal survey, usually requires questionnaire development and design,

pre-testing, bilingual interviewer training, sampling, verification and quality

assurance, interpretation of data, and the politics of social research (Neuman 2003). It

is important to ensure that questions are culturally relevant, and that members of the

refugee communities are involved in its development.

Bilingual Questionnaire

While Bloch suggests (1999:381) a dual strategy of translating procedure and a

modified form of “back translation”, this study did not require this procedure because

of my fluency in both languages. In order to minimise misunderstandings and

language issues, this survey used a bilingual questionnaire to collect data (Appendices

1–5).

Designing a bilingual questionnaire was tedious and became complicated in

terms of form and context. First of all, with a bilingual form, participants were able to

read and write in their preferred language so that they could be sure about what they
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were being asked and how they wished to respond. But the Khmer language needs

more space, and to allow for this would be bulky and cumbersome. This led to the use

of a multi-choice answer format in which participants needed to tick the appropriate

box.

Secondly, there were translation problems when it came to technical terms or

expressions such as “integration” and “assimilation”, in that they have no counterparts

in the Khmer language. Alternative simple words were used instead of technical

words.

Thirdly, some people might not be able to read and write in either language. In

this situation, it was assumed that there would be at least one member of the family or

a friend who could read and write and would help them. In case of language

problems, the study provided telephone numbers for communication, and the leaders

of the local community were available to provide assistance.

Once these three issues were resolved, the study developed three types of

questionnaires to reach participants: the focus group (Appendix 2), the postal

Cambodian group (Appendices 3 and 4), and the postal volunteers group (Appendix

5).

Scope of Sample

At the time the research project commenced, the official Khmer population in New

Zealand was relatively small. In 2001, a Khmer leader had reported to the guests and

the Prime Minster at a Cambodian community hall inaugural ceremony in Otahuhu

that there were about 6,000 Cambodians in Auckland alone. In reality, this number

was greater than the whole Khmer population of 5,268 (Census 2001:97–123), which

included Khmer migrants, overseas students, and 2,022 Khmer people with a refugee

background who were the subject of this study.

Restricted to Cambodians with a refugee background living in New Zealand

who had arrived before 1993, this study excludes recent Cambodian immigrants.

Furthermore, it does not cover the clinical treatment of health, trauma, and mental

health encountered by these Cambodians.

By December 2002, the number of Cambodians with a refugee background

was less than 2,022, reflecting the departure of families that had rushed to Australia

before the change of Australian immigration legislation in 2002.
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Locating potential participants became an issue, as the majority of the Khmer

associations in New Zealand did not have membership lists, making random sampling

impossible. Because the Khmer community is small and dispersed, the Khmer

advisory committee and I agreed to use quota snowballing (Bernard 2002) through the

group network to reach potential participants. Leaders and facilitators were asked to

select participants according to the quota variables: age, gender, and people with

refugee backgrounds. Ten men and women agreed to participate in two focus groups,

one in Auckland and one in Hamilton. Fifty-seven people from Auckland, Hamilton,

Wellington, and Christchurch agreed to participate in the postal questionnaire survey.

Snowballing also became an alternative means to reach the members of non-

participating associations in Auckland, Wellington, and Christchurch.

Implementation and Individual Consent to Participation

Focus Groups

Focus groups were intended to illuminate the opinions of participants, and this

qualitative data also served as the starting point for framing the survey questionnaire.

I approached the Auckland Khmer Buddhist Association and the Waikato

Khmer Association for their permission to facilitate a focus group of five members

from their respective areas. I did not have any problems with non-participation from

the leaders and their members. When I briefed them, they were able to share their

concerns, such as what their role would be, the project’s credibility, and its outcome.

At first, they did not feel that tape-recording should be used, since it was too formal

and serious — like “the scene of a criminal investigation”. They were afraid that

recorded information could be used against them in the future. With face-to-face

discussion, I was able to reassure them about their individual safety under the ethics

guideline and the need for accuracy in original data for translation. This type of

communication created a secure environment that was conducive to participation. The

leaders agreed to select participants, arrange the time and place for the session,

facilitate the focus group, and record their session.

I arranged a session to brief the facilitator in Hamilton about the role of a

facilitator and the common ways to make discussion flow. We discussed framing the
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topic, sharing discussion time among participants, pacing discussion, changing

direction, and encouraging participation. The Khmer facilitator in Hamilton was

familiar with this method since she had conducted a similar group for her own study.

She was confident in conducting the Hamilton group on her own. The president of the

Auckland Khmer Buddhist Association and I co-facilitated the Auckland focus group.

The president suggested conducting the discussion at the temple on Sunday afternoon,

since everyone was available after the communal service and the temple was an

appropriate ground for such discussion. We discussed how to manage the timeframe

so that participants could each have a fair share of the discussion, and to keep track of

the group’s focus and time.

A focus group was conducted in Hamilton in July 2002 and in Auckland in

August 2002. All participants had received the question schedule one to two weeks

prior to the discussion. Every participant received a bilingual information sheet, a

consent form, and a questionnaire with the assurance of confidentiality and their right

to withdraw. This allowed participants to read and raise any concerns about their

participation and about issues related to the discussion. The facilitators were available

to them for any assistance. Focus group participants filled in the consent form and

signed it. They agreed that their discussion be recorded. Those involved were open to

the purpose of the research and were not concerned about formality, confidentiality,

or the consent form.

The focus groups were intended to be semi-formal group discussions with a

Khmer bilingual facilitator. A semi-structured questionnaire with open-ended

questions was used to facilitate a preliminary focus group discussion in the Khmer

language (Appendix 2). This format enabled the study to obtain qualitative

information about participants’ thoughts and opinions on resettlement, cultural

identity and integration. Later, participants received the transcription of their

discussion in English for further comment.

The Hamilton group discussion (Table 3.1) was conducted in the house of the

facilitator, and the Auckland group discussion (Table 3.2) was in the Khmer temple at

Mangere. The setting of the Buddhist temple provided a serene environment that

engendered familiarity and frankness. The discussion took place in a small vihara

where everyone sat in a circle on the mat, in front of a human-size bronze Buddha

statue. The facilitator and I briefed the group about the aim and the procedure of the

discussion in Khmer, and then gained written consent from the members. Although
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tape-recorded, people talked in an informal and friendly way since the facilitator and

the members of the focus group had known each other for a period of more than ten

years. Because of their trust, participants were not concerned about confidentiality

and were willing to say their names and call each other by name. This relaxed,

informal, and friendly environment resulted in excellent, natural discussions. Even

people who were not invited to participate came to join the group. They sat quietly

and listened to the group, and on some occasions they jumped into the discussion.

The Hamilton group’s Khmer home environment enabled informal and

friendly discussion, too. Because the facilitator and the members of the focus group

had known each other for a period of more than fifteen years, their discussion also

reflected the trust within the group. The participants called one another by their social

ranks: aunty, uncle, and brother or sister (mIg — ming, BU — pou, bg — borng).

People from these two discussion groups shared their life experiences from

first resettlement, which covered a period of over two decades living in New Zealand.

They came from a wide variety of backgrounds, which provided quality information

about their family life and their adaptation for this study.

Table 3-1 — Hamilton focus group

Gender Job Age Arrival From
Male Lab assistant 50s 1980 Hamilton
Female Housewife 50s 1980s Hamilton
Female Self-employed 50s 1990s Palmerston North
Female Housewife 40s 1987 Hamilton
Female Student 20s 1990s Hamilton

Table 3-2 — Auckland focus group

Gender Job Age Arrival From
Male Factory worker 50s 1979 Wellington
Female Housewife 60s 1980 Auckland
Male Community

worker
50s 1989 Wellington

Male Self-employed Late
30s

1987 Dunedin–
Wellington

Male Welder Late
20s

1988 Auckland
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The majority of the members in the Auckland discussion group were originally settled

in Wellington and Dunedin. One member of the Hamilton group moved from

Palmerston North to Hamilton. This composition also reflects the secondary migration

up north that has led to a significant depletion of the members of Khmer communities

in various parts of the country, especially Christchurch, Dunedin, and Palmerston

North.

The qualitative methods used, especially in the focus group, were less

structured and more intensive than standardised questionnaire-based interviews. There

were some limitations, given that the sample of each group was small and that the

information from those group discussions was not necessarily representative.

Discussions with these groups provided qualitative information on participant

experiences and their views on resettlement and adaptation. These discussions also

generated new insights and perspective. A planned third focus group was dispensed

with when it became clear that it was unlikely that it would elicit new information.

The experiences that emerged from these focus group discussions were later used to

refine and polish the final design of the postal questionnaire for all participants. The

focus groups enabled individuals within the group to share personal accounts and

experiences. Participants from the group were also able to share information about

their participation with potential participants in the second stage of data collection.

Postal Questionnaire Survey

The second stage of data collection used a structured questionnaire, written in Khmer

and English, to collect detailed information on resettlement and integration. The

postal questionnaire (Appendices 3 and 4) was distributed by post or delivered by

hand. There was a suggested return date, and closer to that date a reminder message

was mailed or telephoned through to those who had not yet returned the completed

questionnaire.

In mid-November 2002, I contacted Khmer leaders in the main cities of the

North Island and the South Island for selecting postal questionnaire participants. Five

communities from Auckland, Hamilton, and Wellington were willing to participate in

this study. Leaders from the Cambodian Association in Auckland and leaders from

Christchurch, Palmerston North, and Wellington did not return the form. These

groups neither confirmed nor declined participation.
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As mentioned earlier in this chapter, how to reach the sample was an issue

because of the complexity of overlapping memberships and because the majority of

these associations did not have membership lists. Presidents or leaders of the

participating communities were willing to distribute questionnaires according to the

size of their membership. For communities that did not have current membership lists,

it was generally agreed that the community leaders would use their networks to

“snowball” and would distribute questionnaires by hand to the pre-defined number

and profile sample: Khmer Krom (thirty — Auckland), Khmer Youth Trust (thirty —

Auckland and Christchurch), and Hamilton (forty).

The Auckland Khmer Buddhist Association agreed to share its New Zealand-

wide Cambodian membership list, the majority of whom live in Auckland and

Wellington. I used this list to invite seventy participants by post, in Auckland (thirty)

and Wellington (forty). For Wellington, the questionnaires were sent to the

association’s president, vice president, and secretary, and to ten other prominent

stakeholders of the Cambodian community, among whom there were at least five

former Colombo Plan students. These ten people were asked to snowball three

questionnaires each to others in their social network.

The leaders of the five participating communities distributed questionnaires in

November and December 2002 to participants who had enough time to fill in the

questionnaire. The questionnaires were then returned in a stamped, self-addressed

envelope. Assistance was also available to participants who had concerns or problems

in filling in the questionnaire.

All of the questionnaires reached the potential participants, except four which

were returned due to change of address or the recipient being unknown at that mailing

address. The completed questionnaires were returned between late January and the

second week of May 2003. During this period, community leaders were asked to

remind participants to complete and return the questionnaires. Although assured about

confidentiality and the right to withdraw, the rationale of this research, and the use of

a bilingual format, people from the Cambodian community were reluctant to

participate in a formal survey. Even where the leaders of the community supported the

initiative and encouraged the potential participants, the response was not always

guaranteed.
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In contrast to the focus groups, the participants in the postal questionnaire

group were cautious to sign the same consent form, or were not willing to sign the

form although they returned the questionnaire.

The hand-delivered questionnaire group shared a similar response to that of

the mailed questionnaire group. Although potential participants were briefed by their

community leader(s), the majority of this group did not sign their consent or they

declined to participate. The rationale behind the silence of both of these questionnaire

groups was not clear.

By May 2003, one person had declined to participate and fifty-seven had

completed and returned their questionnaires. Despite the assurance of confidentiality

and availability of assistance, the response was different from city to city (Table 3.3).

Table 3-3 — Response of participants by city

Auckland Hamilton Manawatu Wellington Christchurch Dunedin

Groups M F M F M F M F M F M F Total

Youth (<35
years)

12 8 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 22

Middle age
(35–55
years)

12 4 2 4 0 0 0 2 1 1 0 0 26

Senior
(>55 years)

4 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 7

Not
specified

1 1 2

Total 29 14 3 5 0 0 1 2 2 1 0
Response
Total 43 8 0 3 3 0 57

The limitation of this survey method was non-response. Some people approached the

researcher later and excused themselves from returning the questionnaires. The

following were the reasons that people offered:

 It’s too personal.

 It’s not good for my business — wait until I am retired, then I will fill in the

questionnaire.

 I can’t help you since the committee does not support your initiative.

 It’s too detailed and you ask too much.
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 We were too busy with berry-picking.

 We don’t want to complete it, because it is not good for people to know about

us (unemployment).

One monk in Auckland explained to me later, in April 2006, that while my project

was great for the community there were other reasons that people did not participate:

some of them did not care, others had a grudge against me or were jealous and did not

participate in the hope that the project would fail. “In short they are selfish. That is

sad.”

There was a wide range of people among the fifty-seven Khmer men and

women who returned the questionnaires. Mainly it was the head of a household who

was willing to participate, and thus the opinions they expressed and the information

they shared reflected the family life of 226 people. These represent about 10% of the

population of 2,022 Khmer people with refugee backgrounds (2001 Census). Among

these thirty-six men and twenty-one women, there were five business people, one

former Colombo Plan student, nine community leaders, and a monk.

The majority of these fifty-seven participants (96%) came to New Zealand

between 1980 and 1994. They were composed of the Khmer (77.2%), Khmer Krom

(14%), and Chinese (8.8%). The majority of the participants were aged between

thirty-five and fifty-five years (75.4%). Twenty-two participants (38.6%) were under

thirty-five, and seven of them (12.3%) were over fifty-five years old. The majority of

them were from Auckland.

The length of residence of the participants living in New Zealand ranged from

twelve years to twenty-seven years. Twenty-three of the participants did not have any

work experience when they came. At the time of this study, all participants, except

one, were employed. Their occupations were various. Thirty-eight of the participants

earned less than $550 a week.

Participants who were not able to complete the questionnaire themselves

sought assistance from friends or relatives to complete it. One participant contacted

the researcher to help him to complete the questionnaire and was proud of his

contribution. Those who completed questionnaires provided quality information

relating to the adaptation and opinions of a group of refugee settlers from Cambodia.

The data collected were precise and straightforward to interpret. Data from the
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questionnaires were coded; and, where appropriate, qualitative material was

transcribed to form a rich information pool that can be variously analysed. The results

have been collated and analysed to provide answers to the questions set out for this

study. Despite these advantages, the self-administered questionnaires were prone to

sampling problems, and the response rate of 33.5% (57 out of 170) was just above the

average response rate of common mailed questionnaires (20%–30%). Although it is

“entirely reasonable to analyse the data statistically and to offer conclusion about the

correlations among variables”, the response rate was “unacceptable for drawing

conclusions about larger population” (Bernard 2002:246).

Postal Questionnaire to Refugee Support Workers

To gain the full picture of integration, this study also collected information from

various agencies that have assisted in the resettlement of the Khmer refugees. Two

resettlement agencies, two refugee educational providers, and a representative of

sponsors and volunteers who had assisted Cambodian resettlement participated in this

survey. One former head of a resettlement agency who was involved in settlement

work with the Khmer refugees during the 1980s and 1990s excused herself from

participating in this survey. Information from this perspective provided a balanced

view of their efforts, the results of their resettlement work, and their suggestions for

good resettlement practice.

Participant Observation

Participant observation was the third tool of my methodology. It involved the dual

task of immersing myself in the community and then removing myself from that

immediacy so that I could intellectualise what I had seen and heard, put it into

perspective, and write about it convincingly (Bernard 2002:324). Through my

everyday life and experiences in and alongside the Khmer community — especially in

Auckland and Hamilton — I have observed how people behave and have listened

attentively to their conversation at the various communal events and situations. I also

seek to examine “social roles among group members”, “organisations and

organisational structures” and “group interaction” (Berg 1998:107). I have also

reflected on my own behaviour and experiences so that I can minimise any intrusion

and invasion of individual or group space and privacy. With individual or group
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consent, I was able to watch and record their routines and sometimes photograph the

events, providing me with valuable material for my study.

Through these years of my study, I have been invited to various family

celebrations — such as birthday parties, weddings, house-warming parties, and

barbeques — and participated in the various community events, such as New Year,

Phchium Ben, and the flower festival hosted by different Khmer communities. These

events require tracking sub-groups, observing, listening, and from time to time asking

questions to clarify my understanding.

I have also had opportunities to be involved in serious Khmer matters, such as

organising a communal meeting, mediating disputes, arranging funerals, organising

relief for victims of natural disasters, and hosting formal dignitary visits. My

appearance at these community events has become such a familiar sight that my

visibility poses no threat. These opportunities have eased passage into these

communities, and now my presence is welcome and valued. I also realise that,

because of my position as one of their leaders, I have to be conscious not to use my

status to influence participant opinions and behaviour, especially during a community

meeting. I listen to their discussion in Khmer, take notes, learn about their concerns,

and from time to time ask questions. For the communities that welcome me, my

presence is witness to their commitment to share the history of their community

development with outsiders. Information originating from four Khmer Buddhist

temples, one Cambodian Chinese temple, and five Khmer associations have

contributed various case studies and rich anecdotes to my thesis.

Participant observation opened things up and made it possible for me to collect

all kinds of information that other research methods could not, from individuals,

families, social groups and the whole community. Although participant observation

was limited to providing information on current behaviour, it was the only research

alternative which could illuminate and supplement other methods and provide the

most accurate method of collecting purely behavioural data and cultural facts.

Participant observation “extend[ed] both the internal and the external validity of what

you learn[ed] from interviewing and watching people” and it “help[ed] you

understand the meaning of your observation” (Bernard 2002:334).

My mixed-methods approach involved collecting and analysing both

qualitative and quantitative data. Collected datasets from the survey, focus groups and

participant observation were often complementary rather than exclusive. The
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questionnaire data illuminated and validated what I had learned during participant

observation, and the combination of these data produced “more insight than either

does alone” in my analysis (Bernard 2002:364). I used qualitative data from focus

groups to support the quantitative survey, and I used findings from the survey to

merge, connect and embed the data in my participant observation (Creswell and

Plano-Clark 2007:7). The use of this “interactive continuum” (Newman and Benz

1998) or a mixed-methods approach (Creswell and Plano-Clark 2007) was the

methodology I found most appropriate to study the Cambodian community with a

refugee background. This methodology improved understanding of the complex web

of attributes that have an impact on the adaptation of Cambodians and the

development of their transnational identity in Aotearoa/New Zealand.

Dealing with Anonymity and Identifiability in a Small Community

All anonymous quotes in this thesis come from the returned questionnaires, the focus

groups, and the conversations from my participant observations. Since the Cambodian

community is small, the majority of its members know each other. People are likely to

be aware of the various issues in the community, and those issues can be traced back

to the individuals who are involved. There were two ethics considerations to be taken

into account when quoting or describing issues in this small community: anonymity

and identifiability.

Instead of making up a participant’s name for a quote, I used other non-

patronising generic terms and words — such as ‘participant’, ‘man’, ‘woman’,

‘couple’, ‘monk’, ‘elder’ or ‘people’ — to keep the individual’s anonymity and

confidentiality. People who were described in several instances also needed to be free

from identification. Their names and personal attributes were not used, thus ensuring

individual privacy.

My aim is to record the data and information as it happens and present it

within an ethical framework, especially regarding confidentiality, and respect for the

boundary of public access to private information. As an insider researcher, I am aware

of potential bias through commission and omission, and I frequently remind myself to

be neutral in interpretation and presentation.
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Conclusion

My dual position as an insider/outsider handed me opportunities and challenges that

required mutual respect, professionalism and trust to locate my positionality

effectively within the ethical, technical and social spheres. On the one hand, my

insider position endowed me with a great deal of social capital for my research; on the

other hand, this insiderness was also embedded with liabilities that became a barrier to

reaching potential participants beyond the gatekeepers. Owing to the complexity of

the Cambodian community, the research timeframe, and my insider/outsider position,

I used a mixed methodological approach to ensure the representation of my data

collection of my research within the ethical considerations as my community is

fragmented and prone to community politics. The implementation of this approach

was not easy to achieve. It required considerable judgement in the choice of each

method, whether quantitative or qualitative, and the combination of those methods

according to their role and merit. The principal advantage of this mixed

methodological approach was the supplementary role of these research tools which

enabled me to collect a great deal of accurate data and information that included the

depth and breadth of knowledge, the attitudes and opinions, behaviour — past,

present, and intended — and classification of socio-economic variables of the

Cambodians’ ways of life.

My research positionality in the Cambodian community was circumscribed by

people’s willingness to participate. In order to maximise participation, I had

approached all formal and informal Khmer leaders from all associations, community

groups and temples to endorse and participate in this research and be on the research

advisory group. This group supported my initiative and provided avenues for

conducting this research in their group or association. Although I had encountered

some hurdles with written consent from postal participants, I managed to gain the

consent of fifty-seven families and the return of their completed questionnaires. In

conjunction with these postal surveys, I used a mixed method of two focus groups,

and participant observations to gain information and collect data needed to inform

study of a small ethnic group with a refugee background in Aotearoa/New Zealand.

This new approach has enabled me to collect different forms of quality information at

different levels of the Khmer community. Although I met some rejections from some

quarters of the Khmer community, I was encouraged by the majority of the Khmer
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leaders and participants, as the chosen methodological approach was crucial to the

success of my research.

As a result, participants shared with me their valuable time and information,

making this collaborative study a unique contribution to the existing body of

knowledge in Khmer studies, especially regarding cultural identity in diaspora and

transnational communities.

My participant observation gave me an abundant collection of stories and

experiences that other avenues would not have allowed. Through this process, I have

identified issues of group membership, friendship, sub-group interaction, socialisation

and community politics that are discussed in the next chapters. The findings from the

mixed-methods approach presented in the following chapters reflect resettlement

practices, the adaptation of Cambodians as individuals, and the development of their

community.
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Chapter 4 — Cambodian Resettlement in

New Zealand

Introduction

The arrival of Kampuchean refugees in the late 1970s marked the beginning of the

Cambodian resettlement in New Zealand. Refugee resettlement is the end of the

forced migration process when refugees begin their new life in a host country after an

initial stay at a reception centre. In this chapter, I describe Khmer people with a

refugee background who came in various groups between 1979 and 1997, and their

resettlement in various parts of New Zealand. These newcomers, with assistance from

the New Zealand Government, volunteers and public social services, learned to adapt

to a new socio-cultural and economic setting which was completely different from

where they came from. Besides their resettlement issues, this chapter also describes

their impressions, their aspirations and their efforts to make the best of their

resettlement.

History of Cambodia and Cambodian Refugees

Kampuchean refugees were seen as very vulnerable individuals who had survived the

atrocities of the Pol Pot-led Khmer Rouge regime (1975–1979). Images of refugees

from Kampuchea at the time showed dirty, poor, skinny people struck by starvation,

disease, and trauma (Figure 4.2). The mass media played a significant role in

exposing the plight of Kampuchean refugees to the world, in the hope that an

awareness of these people’s problems would spur protection and assistance for the

refugees. Between 1979 and 1981, 630,000 Kampuchean refugees walked across the

Khmer–Thai border (Figure 4.5) to seek refuge in Thailand (Kiljunen 1984:47).

However, this media exposure proved to be a double-edged sword, in that it labelled

and sometimes stigmatised those who had lived through these traumatic experiences.
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Kampucheans, Cambodians or Khmer

Cambodia’s history is traced back to the beginning of the first century when an Indian

prince invaded the country and married its queen, Liev Yee (lIvyI). The best historical

sources range from Sanskrit inscriptions and the Chinese annals, to the accounts of

Chinese and Arab voyagers who visited the country (Burchett 1959:64; Zephir 1997).

For several centuries, the Khmer assimilated the alphabet, literary language,

mathematics, astronomy, aesthetics, and religion of India (Sheehy 1987:98–101).

Unlike the Chinese influence which was imposed by force on neighbouring Vietnam,

the Indianisation of Cambodia did not produce an identity crisis. Clearly, the Khmers’

self-confidence, early myths, and animistic beliefs were indigenous: they had their

own language, beliefs and culture. During the ninth century, King Indravaraman

(877–908) was able to reunite the Khmer, and named his kingdom Kambuja Desa

(km ¬¬uCaeTs) or, in short, Kampuchea (km ¬¬uCa) (Cambodia).

For centuries, the Khmer cultivated the most brilliant civilisation ever

recorded in Southeast Asia (Sheehy 1987:98–101). Khmer civilisation flourished

during the Angkor Period, beginning in 802 and lasting until the sudden, desolating

capture of the Khmer capital of Angkor (Gg<r) by the Siam (Thailand) in 1431 when

Theravada Buddhism was introduced in Cambodia. The capital was abandoned and its

marvellous culture vanished without a trace inside Cambodia for the next 400 years.

The new capital moved eastward over time, until Phnom Penh (PñMeBj) became its

capital, located on the west side of the Mekong River. Khmer civilisation gradually

developed, but was beset by wars with its neighbours — Thailand and Vietnam —

and internal strife. Finally, King Norodom invited the French to take Cambodia

(Figure 4.1) under its wing as a protectorate in 1885, and it later became a part of the

Indochinese colony. The French administrative structure, language and educational

system became official in Cambodia.
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Figure 4.1 — Map of Southeast Asia

http://www.gate1travel.com/southeast-asia/maps/SoutheastAsiaMap.gif

Retrieved 02-07-2007

Figure 4.2 — Bill Manson in Mak Mun, 1979

(Department of Education 1981:25)
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In 1953, King Sihanouk led Cambodia in gaining independence from France. The

Cambodian constitution proclaimed Buddhism as its national religion — along the

line of “People, Religion, and King”. King Sihanouk abdicated soon after to become

the head of state of the Kingdom of Cambodia. Prince Sihanouk strived hard to keep

his country’s neutrality even though the West and the South-East Asia Treaty

Organisation (SEATO) did not favour such a stance (Burchett 1959). Sihanouk’s

nationalistic approach led to the use of the Khmer language in education during the

1960s and 1970s (Ross 1987).

Events Leading to the Refugee Crisis

In March 1970, General Lon Nol overthrew Prince Sihanouk. America and South

Vietnam backed Lon Nol to alleviate pressure from South Vietnam and to allow for

American troop withdrawal (Shawcross 1979). China, along with North Vietnam,

backed the deposed prince and Khmer Rouge to fight imperialism. The Khmer Rouge,

a fanatic Communist group, took over Cambodia on 17 April 1975. The collapse of

the US-backed Khmer Republic government and its take-over by the Communist

Khmer Rouge led by Pol Pot resulted in a refugee crisis in Southeast Asia (Ponchaud

1979). A small group of Khmer people fled their country in 1975. Hope for peace was

ruined when the Khmer Rouge drove out civilians at gunpoint from their towns and

cities, and Prince Sihanouk was placed under house arrest. The Khmer Rouge

completely destroyed the country’s urban infrastructure, moved everyone to work in

rice production, and ‘cleansed’ its society by killing its own people. About 1.5 million

lives were lost due to starvation and killing (Figures 4.3 and 4.4) under the Khmer

Rouge regime, which lasted less than four years.

One faction of the Khmer Rouge fled to Vietnam in 1977. With the help of

Vietnam, a socialist regime composed of a Khmer Rouge breakaway group from the

eastern zone of Cambodia toppled the Khmer Rouge government in 1979. People who

stayed in the country under the People’s Republic of Kampuchea tried to do their best

to cope with hardship. Those who were not able to survive under this new regime fled

to the border camps in Thailand until the border was closed in 1990.

The Plight of Khmer Refugees

From 1975 until early 1979, Cambodia endured a holocaust of unbelievable

magnitude (Barry and Sussott 1986:xv).
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Figure 4.3 — Victims’ skulls from a mass grave in Chheung Ek

National Geographic, May 1982, Vol. 161, No. 5, p. 603

Figure 4.4 — Victims' skulls in Chheung Ek, 2006

Author’s collection
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Personal accounts from Cambodians living in New Zealand (Ea, Ing, Chea Kung in

Cartmail 1983; Kanal and Jensen 1991; Kim 1989) and in America (Schandberg

1980; Dith Pran 1997; Ngor 1987; Pin 1987; Imam 2000; Siv 2000; Criddle and Mam

1987; Ung 2000; Him 2000; Himm 2003; Martin 1994; May 1986; Picq 1989;

Szymusiak 1988; Sheehy 1987, Seng 2005; Ung 2005) have enabled better

understandings of the refugees’ personal experiences and trauma, and the reasons

behind their plight.

Refugee Exodus and First Asylum

The fall of the Khmer Republic in 1975 to the Khmer Rouge pushed 50,000

Cambodians into Thailand (Kiljunen 1984:47). A further mass exodus followed in late

1979 after the fall of the Khmer Rouge regime to the Vietnamese invasion in January

1979. This spill-over was due to the fear engendered by a Khmer socialist government

backed by Vietnam.

The reception of displaced Cambodians in various neighbouring countries was

not positive, especially in Malaysia and Thailand. The displaced Cambodians had

been pushed back by Thailand in 1979, whereupon thousands were killed or maimed

by landmines and disease at Preah Vihear (Robinson 1998). At least four survivors

from this incident managed to reach New Zealand after their second escape (Rina

Kong, Ea, Kim Soklim, and Lang Ea). Lang Ea shares her story:

They [the government of Thailand] wanted to teach those of us who were left
a lesson. They put us on a bus and dumped us at a top of a cliff in a forest-
mountain area right on the border of Cambodia … With guns, they made us go
down the cliff but it was mined. We saw many people dead, who had been
forced to come down before us. We sat there for about a week, not moving.
Luckily, the Vietnamese came through and marked where to walk safely.

Lang Ea and her family went back to their village in northwest Cambodia (Figure

4.5), but they were “thrown out as they were no longer on the ‘official’ list of

residents” (Herrick, 2003, B5).

The family crossed the border again and found refuge at the Khao I Dang Red

Cross Camp, where they stayed for nearly three years before being sponsored to New

Zealand.

Between 1979 and 1981, 630,000 Khmer refugees walked across the Khmer–

Thai border to seek refuge in Thailand (Kiljunen 1984:47). Some refugees were
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robbed and women were raped during their border crossing. The UNHCR, the Red

Cross, and other NGO relief agencies provided humanitarian assistance to Khmer

refugees in various holding centres (Figures 4.6, 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10), mainly Khao I

Dang (43,000), Sakeo (24,500), Phanat Nikom (9,000), Mairut (14,000), and Lumpuk

(2,000) at the Thai–Khmer border. By February 1982, only 93,500 Cambodian

refugees (Figure 4.7) were living in the UNHCR holding centres in Thailand

(Kiljunen 1984:46). Some Khmer refugees went to Vietnam and fled with Vietnamese

refugees by boat to Malaysia. Phu Xe Hao and his brother Tan, who came to Dunedin

in 1979, witnessed a pirate attack and deaths at sea before they reached the shores of

Malaysia, where their boat was pushed to Pilau Bidong Island. In 1997, toward the

end of the UNHCR resettlement programme, 235,493 Cambodians had been resettled

in the West (Robinson 1998:295), and 4,446 of them had been resettled in New

Zealand under the quota refugee programme (Department of Labour, Mangere 2000).
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Figure 4.5 — Map of Cambodia

http://www.un.org/Depts/Cartographic/map/profile/cambodia.pdf

Retrieved 10-09-2008
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Figure 4.6 — Refugee camps on Khmer–Thai border

(Ron Groves 1982)
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Figure 4.7 — Makeshift camp at Khoa I Dang

The Australian Women’s Weekly

14 November 1979, p.7
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Figure 4.8 — Khmer refugees

The Australian Women’s Weekly

14 November 1979, Front page
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Figure 4.9 — Refugee shelters, Khao I Dang

Keith St Cartmail (1983:113)

Figure 4.10 — A refugee family, Khao I Dang

Waikato Weekender Magazine

16 May 1986, p.1
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New Zealand Policies on Refugee Resettlement and Public Responses

New Zealand’s official response to refugees began in 1944, with the arrival of the

ship The General Randall carrying Polish refugees from the Second World War.

Successive governments have continued to respond to specific refugee situations over

the ensuing decades, with groups accepted from Hungary, Chile, Uganda, China,

Russia, Eastern Europe, Iran and Iraq amongst others. In the early decades of the

refugee programme, the Government responded to refugee situations as requested or

as appropriate (Cotton 1993:96). New Zealand refugee policy has been “more or less

an arena for the conflict between traditions of humanitarianism, self-interest, racial

prejudice and foreign pressure” (Gallienne 1991:4).

In 1977, following an approach by the United Nations, the Government

accepted its first quota of Indochinese “boat people”. Refugee settlement (Martin

1996:324) became an important issue in the late 1970s. Sir Robert Muldoon explained

later that:

We decided we would select … migrants [Indo-Chinese refugees] who we
thought would best and speedily be absorbed into the New Zealand society
with the least disturbance to either them or to us here. (Gallienne 1991:14)

The concept of refugee assistance was the close partnership between the Government

and the community. H.E. (Aussie) Malcolm, then the Minister of Immigration

explained:

The whole concept that we put together was one that said when these people
come to New Zealand they must quickly become New Zealanders and
assimilate within the New Zealand society.

The cross-section of community representatives on refugee resettlement committees

shows the intent of the Government to control the resettlement process, and the desire

for deep community involvement in “making” the new settlers into “New Zealanders”

(Gallienne 1991:114). From the late 1970s until the beginning of the 1990s, New

Zealand’s acceptance of refugees was heavily influenced by its response to the

refugee situations of Southeast Asia.
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Figure 4.11 — My life in Cambodia

by 14-year-old Pech Ouk (1989)

Figure 4.12 — “In view of Kampuchean tragedy”

(Walker in Gallienne 1991:131)
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Grant (1979) has observed that New Zealanders have often shown a high degree of

compassion for refugees from Cambodia (Figures 4.11 and 4.12), and there had been

a surge of public demand, particularly from church groups and specially formed

interest groups, to take Indochinese refugees; a demand the Government found

increasingly difficult to resist. New Zealanders seem to appreciate that, in this case, as

a near neighbour their country has special responsibilities.

By January 1978, 535 Indochinese were settled in New Zealand, largely

through the efforts of the Inter-Church Commission on Immigration (ICCI), the

traditional agent for refugee resettlement. The Government declined to take more

refugees until it had seen how the first groups had settled. By October, the ICCI had

compiled a report outlining the success of resettlement and recommended an increase.

In December, the Government announced it would take 600 refugees during 1979.

People from Cambodia owed their gratitude to Bill Manson, a Kiwi journalist

who brought the reality of the Cambodian refugee situation at the Thai–Khmer border

to New Zealand households. Once he returned from his assignment in 1979 at Mak

Mun camp, he continued lobbying the New Zealand Government to resettle refugees

from Cambodia. Early in July 1979, Bill Manson and his brother Hugo, both

experienced television journalists, wrote to all of the country’s 230 local authorities

asking them to indicate the willingness of their communities to support a refugee

family. The Mansons suggested a ratio of one refugee for every 1,000 citizens, or a

total of about 3,200 Indochinese. Within two months, with more than half of the

councils’ replies returned, 80% had indicated support (Grant 1979:186).

In l980, a nationwide New Zealand Herald/National Research Bureaux survey

of 2,200 people, conducted to understand the public reaction to accepting refugees,

found that only 34% of the sample were not in favour of refugees (Gallienne

1991:179; Liev 1995:103). According to Gallienne, community organisers spoke of

how they had almost smuggled the refugees into the community. The Department of

Labour endorsed this quiet, almost covert policy, where sponsors were found by word

of mouth. Cartmail (1983:266) noted that one of the main reasons why sponsors —

including church groups, community groups, service organisations and members of

the public — were in short supply was that the refugees were no longer “in the news”.

From the 1980s, refugee schemes on humanitarian grounds were considered

by the New Zealand Government in response to a request from the United Nations

High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) and following consultation with the
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Inter-Church Commission on Immigration and Refugee Resettlement (ICCI,

predecessor of the Refugee and Migrant Service, RMS). The availability of long-term

resettlement resources and the availability of sponsors determined the number of

refugees accepted (Trlin and Spoonly 1986:5).

New Zealand’s initial policy had been one of “pepper-potting” — settling

refugees in different areas all around the country. This practice diminished greatly

after the end of l980, when it became apparent that it had put many new settlers into

areas where they felt culturally and linguistically isolated (Gallienne 1991:173). In the

mid-1980s, the approach changed as the assimilationist philosophy was discarded,

sponsors increasingly came from former-refugee families, and family reunification

became a factor. Throughout the 1980s, New Zealand (Gallienne 1991:152)

maintained a simple selection programme with relaxed liberal criteria, which had

greater flexibility than those applied in 1979. By the end of the decade, with large

numbers of refugees coming in, more systematic provisions for resettlement were

made.

The format of Cabinet decisions for each year subsequent to 1986 used the

same criteria as in 1977, but with the number of 600 “Indo-Asian refugees” from

Malaysia and Thailand, and up to 100 refugees in emergency situations. New

Zealand’s approach to selection was simple, and health has never been a criterion for

selection. It has a reputation for flexible humanitarian policy. The Cabinet had

authorised the Department of Labour:

 To meet the payment of fares and other costs associated with the exercise.
 To pay at the standard rates, volunteer interpreters who assist during the

reception and orientation period.
 To arrange and pay for informative material to be made available to both

refugees and sponsors.
 The Department of Education in conjunction with the Department of Labour

to arrange full-time orientation courses for refugees.
 The Department of Social Welfare to grant emergency unemployment benefit

for up to six weeks to all families.
 The Department of Health in consultation with the Department of Labour to

arrange for full medical, X-ray, and dental examination of all refugees on
arrival, a full immunisation programme, and any subsequent medical and
dental treatment required. (Gallienne 1991:86)
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The Department of Labour was responsible for most of the administration of the

refugees’ resettlement, while other groups had responsibility for finding them work

and accommodation.

In 1987, a review of the refugee programme led to the establishment of an

“annual global quota”. Since that time, the level and composition of the quota has

been established and published yearly by the Minister of Immigration (with the

approval of Cabinet). The composition of the quota has normally been decided after

consultation with the UNHCR, the RMS, and other such community bodies or

agencies as may be deemed appropriate by the Minister and the Immigration Service

(Cotton 1993:97). During the period of the 1970s to 1990s, New Zealand has

accommodated 11,096 people from Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam (NZIS,

Immigration Fact Pact, January 2001, Issue 14, p.8).

Usually people accepted for resettlement under New Zealand’s refugee quota

programme must be both formally classified by the UNHCR as “refugees” and in

need of resettlement. Refugees must be nominated for resettlement in New Zealand

by the UNHCR. The only exception is in the family reunion category, where a family

member in New Zealand may nominate refugee relatives (Department of Labour

1995:25). Over the years, the New Zealand refugee quota programme has included a

number of categories — for specific national, ethnic and religious groups, as well as

special needs groups, such as “handicapped” refugees, people who have been in

refugee camps for a long time, refugee boat people rescued at sea, and victims of

pirate attacks.

Significant changes were made stemming from the review (Department of

Labour NZIS, 1994:25). First, the Government established an annual quota of up to

800 refugees (now 750) for resettlement in New Zealand, subject to the availability of

community sponsorship. This quota represents one of the highest refugee intakes per

capita in the world. The Minister of Immigration was authorised to set numbers for

specific categories within the quota, in consultation with other Ministers and agencies.

Secondly, whereas previously only Indochinese refugees went through an induction

programme at the Mangere Refugee Reception Centre, from the 1988/89 financial

year all refugees coming under the New Zealand refugee quota programme have been

able to attend the orientation programme, usually for their first six weeks in New

Zealand. After this, they resettle with the help of volunteers (sponsors) throughout the

country. In 1987, the New Zealand Immigration Service also assumed responsibility
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for administering the Mangere Refugee Reception Centre, which was recognised

specifically as a facility for refugees.

Cotton (1993:97) writes “concerned people were genuinely moved by the

horrors of Cambodia and the plight of the Vietnamese boat people, and other major

refugee situations”.

Origin of the Khmer in New Zealand

People from Cambodia (otherwise known as the Khmer) came to New Zealand in

different groups. The first group was composed of Khmer students who came before

1975 under various scholarships. The second group was composed of various intakes

of Khmer refugees under the humanitarian refugee scheme, and later became known

as “quota refugees”. These refugees came through the refugee centre at Mangere after

1979. The third group was composed of Khmer people who came to reunite with

close relatives under the orderly departure programme or the family reunion scheme.

The fourth group is composed of general skilled migrants, and the fifth group is

composed of overseas students.

Stranded Khmer Students from the Colombo Plan

The first Cambodians to come to New Zealand were forty students under the

Colombo Plan during the 1970s and one Ford Foundation student (Higbee 1992:63).

These forty-one Cambodians were later granted asylum in New Zealand after the fall

of Cambodia to the Khmer Rouge in 1975. These Cambodian students were isolated

from their homeland and did not know the fate of their families. These young people,

who had left their families for their studies and had expected to return to see their

families, ended up in despair. They had to live in exile and were not able to go back to

Cambodia as planned when they finished their study. In 1979, a small community of

Cambodian people from the Colombo Plan group (Figure 4.13) initiated sponsorship

for their members’ relatives to come to New Zealand. Their relatives were found in

various refugee camps in Thailand.
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Khmer Refugees in New Zealand

A Khmer woman married to a New Zealander was the first Cambodian who came to

New Zealand just after the fall of Phnom Penh to the Khmer Rouge regime in 1975.

The Khmer Rouge allowed her to accompany her husband with a convoy of the last

diplomatic groups and journalists en route from Poipet to Thailand (Swain 1998).

Apart from the Colombo Plan students, New Zealand initiated a Cambodian

refugee intake in 1979. The first group of these Cambodian refugees came mainly

from Thailand. This vintage group was composed of soldiers and their families who

had fled Cambodia in 1975 and had lived in various refugee camps in Thailand. The

second vintage group is composed of relatives of the Colombo Plan students who

lobbied the New Zealand Government along with their sponsors and various NGOs.

The majority of the members of this group, mainly from the urban areas, were middle-

class technocrats and young adults with some tertiary or secondary education (Figure

4.14). The 1981 intakes onward formed the third vintage group, the majority of whom

were from various townships and rural areas where few had had any formal education.

Young adults and children from these vintage groups had had access to some basic

education in the refugee camps.

Higbee (1992) has noted that the first and second vintage intakes of Khmer

people who were selected for resettlement in New Zealand in 1980 were made up of

young, educated people from urban backgrounds who fitted the immigration criteria.

“These people were put under considerable pressure to assimilate into New Zealand

culture” (Higbee 1992:64). Various humanitarian organisations argued that refugees

should be selected for humanitarian reasons. Subsequent intakes were characterised

by refugees with rural backgrounds. These latter groups began to outnumber the

refugees with urban backgrounds (Higbee 1992:88).
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Figure 4.13 — Khmer Colombo Plan students, Wellington, 1975

Courtesy of Mrs V. Nou

Figure 4.14 — Khmer refugees, Mangere Refugee Resettlement Centre, October
1980

Author’s collection
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The profile of the Cambodian community during the 1980s was characterised by a

young population — 88% of the Cambodian population in Hamilton, for instance, was

under thirty years of age (Liev and McLaren 1983:7).

In 1997, the UNHCR refugee resettlement programme for Cambodians came

to an end. Besides the 4,446 Cambodian quota refugees, New Zealand also accepted

people from Cambodia under the family reunion programme and as migrants. These

groups do not go through the refugee resettlement programme.

During the period 1992–1998, 1,026 Cambodian migrants were settled in New

Zealand (Table 4.1). By 1996, 636 Cambodians had been born in New Zealand (1996

Census, Ethnic Groups 1997:61). Despite migratory movements, the Cambodian

population in New Zealand has been growing slightly due to immigration.

Table 4-1 — Cambodians by years of arrival to New Zealand

Year of Arrival

Arrival of
Refugees

**

1996
Census*

Year of Arrival 2001
Census*

1965 and earlier 9
1966–1970 3
1971–1975 25 15
1976–1980 659 399 1980 and earlier 324
1981–1985 2241 1038
1986 192 174
1987 333 216
1988 644 243
1989 177 402
1990 70 252
1991 295 159 1981–1991 1698
1992 50 180
1993 0 69
1994 0 123
1995 3 180
1996 0 30 1992–1996 654
1997 2 168
1998 213
1999 255
2000 285
2001 411
Not identifiable 186 255
Total 4446 3675 4266
*Source 1996 Census and 2001 Census of Population Dwelling, Birthplace by year of Arrival for
Population Resident in New Zealand
** Source: Department of Labour, Mangere 2000

The population of Cambodians who came as refugees shrank from 4,446 since their

arrival to 2,907 by 1996, and to 2,022 by 2001, although the general population of
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Cambodians has increased. This number excludes their children who were born in

New Zealand (1,026) and Cambodians who came as immigrants (2,234) (2001

Census, Ethnic Groups). This depletion is mainly due to the emigration of

Cambodians with a refugee background to Australia.

Secondary Migration

North has explained that the sometimes difficult and disappointing experiences of

new immigrants are reflected in secondary migration (elsewhere in New Zealand), re-

migration (to another country), together comprising onward migration, and return

migration (to the country of origin) (North 1997:1). Refugees have regrouped

themselves and drifted up north to the warmer climate or to live closer to their friends

and relatives.

Since New Zealand’s pepper-potting policy was discontinued in the early 1980s,

Cambodian refugees have been resettled in the main cities of New Zealand (Figure

4.15). Auckland, Wellington and Hamilton continue to pull Cambodians from other

centres, mainly Dunedin, Christchurch and Palmerston North. This second migration

has also been due to employment opportunities (Liev 1995:111), “educational

opportunities”, and “above all … to find a more familiar social environment in the

company of people like themselves” (Thou 1989:42–46). Some have migrated to

Australia after they were granted New Zealand citizenship after three years’

residence. According to Thou, they hoped for “greater economic opportunities” and

that life would be “less boring and lonely” (Thou 1989:44).

According to North, during the period 1992–1994 the number of Cambodian

households in Palmerston North declined from some sixty-five to forty in less than

two years, and the number of people fell to about 300–400 (Table 4.2). “A self

perpetuating pattern then became established which fostered continued out-migration,

until the very viability of the community was threatened” (North 1997:5). By 2001,

only 192 Cambodians remained in the area.

Of the 700 Cambodians who came to Dunedin during the 1980s, only 128

were still living there in 2001 (Table 4.2); the majority of them had moved up north or

to Australia. Higbee (1992:88) noted that in September 1991 the Khmer community

in Dunedin had 115 households. By the end of 2001, only about two dozen

households remained in the area. Auckland, Wellington and Hamilton have become

the most popular places for Cambodians to live.
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Table 4-2 — Distribution of Cambodians by region

Region 1986 1991 1996 2001
Northland –* 1 9 6
Auckland 675 1661 2001 2553
Waikato –* 409 621 762
Bay of
Plenty

–* 0 3 3

Gisborne –* 0 0 3
Hawke’s
Bay

–* 0 0 6

Taranaki –* 0 3 30
Manawatu –* 365 192 192
Wellington –* 1115 1158 1281
Tasman 0 3 36
Nelson /
Marlborough

35 54 72

Canterbury –* 245 195 192
Otago 482 168 128
Total 2256 4318 4407 5265

Source: New Zealand Statistics / Department of Internal Affairs 1993, 1999; Statistics New Zealand
2002. -* Data were not available.
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Figure 4.15 — A taste of freedom

Otago Daily Times 29 October 1988, p.13
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Selection to New Zealand

In general, Khmer refugees believed that the country of their resettlement was

providing them with a new life and the hope that they would have a better future.

Refugees from Cambodia did not have realistic information about New Zealand (Liev

1989:5). The majority of refugees from Cambodia had very little knowledge about

this country. They had heard about America, Canada, and France, but not New

Zealand. Some of them thought it was near Switzerland. By the time they knew they

were accepted for their resettlement in New Zealand, they had only a rough idea that

New Zealand is “near Australia” and that “there are plenty of sheep”. No general

orientation was given to selected refugees in terms of preparation while they were

waiting for their journey to New Zealand, except during the period 1985–1988 when a

Kiwi teacher, funded by Volunteer Service Abroad (VSA), taught English and

orientation to prepare refugees for New Zealand (Liev 1995:104). Refugees often

received letters from relatives and friends who wrote to them about life in New

Zealand. Refugees in the camps received pocket money, the best pictures of their

friends or relatives, and positive information about New Zealand.

The majority of Cambodians from my survey said that they were very happy

when they saw their names on the selection list at the refugee camp. Only one person

was very disappointed, since she had to come to New Zealand with her children

instead of going to America where she really wanted to go. She had met a Khmer

Kiwi who had helped her family to come to New Zealand. People told her that there

was no rice to eat in New Zealand and, the moment the bus left the camp in Thailand,

she cried all the way to Bangkok airport.

As the UNHCR and Thailand favoured repatriation, refugees were not allowed

to learn English because they were expected to return to Cambodia rather than be

resettled. Moreover, in the camps, people were told lies or bad things about the

country of resettlement. This made some people want to go back to the border, but

others had doubts and did not believe what they were told. Since they did not know

for sure, these people would rather delve into the unknown by coming to New

Zealand than go back to face a certain bleak future.

Their first real contact with New Zealand was the New Zealand selection team

in Thailand, and then Air New Zealand staff who transported the refugees from

Singapore to New Zealand. Once the aeroplane reached Singapore, the refugees began
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to feel safe and to realise there was no point of return — and no more harsh treatment

from the Thai soldiers, the Task Force 80. They had had a taste of freedom.

During the 1980s, New Zealand was a low-profile country compared to

Australia, Canada, France and the USA. One thing that stood out about New Zealand,

however, was the people on its selection team. In 1980, for instance, some

interviewees did not believe the interviewer was an official, since the man wore a T-

shirt, black shorts, and a pair of flip-flops, although he carried a briefcase and a bunch

of documents. New Zealand officials were casual, laid-back and friendly. One of the

refugees from the 1980 intake described the interviewer as a “good Barang

[European] with a smiling face”. Interviews were conducted in an informal and non-

threatening way, and New Zealand did not reject potential refugees on medical

grounds. This humanitarian attitude to refugees has been the New Zealand trademark

ever since.

On their way from Singapore, refugees began to be exposed to the New

Zealand environment: the people, the way they spoke, the food offered to them on the

aeroplane, and the aeroplane’s air-conditioning. Khmer refugees were not assertive,

but Air New Zealand staff proved to be sensitive to their needs. In one instance, a

group of young men were afraid to ask for blankets, and so were curling themselves

up and snuggling their feet into the seats’ magazine pockets to keep warm. It did not

take long for the flight attendant to realise their problem, and she provided each of

them with a blanket. Then everyone had a blanket — in every single seat of the plane,

one could see people covered head to toe with a light green blanket like “a large

cocoon ready to hatch”.

Air New Zealand and its staff assisted Khmer refugees on their voyage to the

“third country” with care and welcoming gestures. Years later, Cambodians still

remember the Maori tiki, Kiwi pin or deck of cards given to them by friendly flight

attendants on their way to New Zealand. Staff even provided wheel-chairs for elderly

people who were not able to walk off the plane. Refugees had their first experience of

care and respect: as one said, “Even though we were refugees, they treated us exactly

the same as other people on the plane.”
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New Zealand: First Impressions

The majority of participants in my survey were happy when they were told of their

acceptance for resettlement in New Zealand (Table 4.3). Some Cambodians did not

believe their good fortune in having the opportunity to resettle in New Zealand, a

peaceful country. To them, life in Cambodia or in the refugee camp was like living in

darkness or hell. Once they came to New Zealand, it was obvious that they had

reached a safer place.

Everyone was impressed with the greenness of the New Zealand landscape as

the aeroplane approached Auckland Airport in the morning (Table 4.3). All were

excited to be reaching his or her final destination. When one woman saw islands

encircled by the sea, she felt nervous that “the land would one day be submerged into

the sea”. Another woman described her feelings when she came out of the airport:

“everything was different”. She was excited, but at the same time she was also

missing her home country and felt sorry that Cambodia is so poor.

One man was very happy because he had escaped death and survived. He had

been in a refugee camp in Thailand for eleven years. He added that he came to New

Zealand as a survivor. The beauty of this country impressed him. “New Zealand was

bright, clean and colourful”, remembered a woman who came here as a school-aged

child in 1980.

Table 4-3 — Feelings and first impression on arrival

Feeling When Accepted First Impression
Frequency % Frequency %

Very disappointed 1 1.8 2 3.5
Disappointed 0 0 3 5.3
Indifferent 7 12.3 3 5.3
Happy 7 12.3 16 28.1
Very happy 40 70.2 30 52.6
Not applicable 2 3.5 3 5.3
Total 57 100.0 57 100.0

Their hearts felt joy even when they came empty-handed. On arrival, they did not

have clothing suitable for the cold weather. As a girl, Borany arrived at Auckland

Airport in September 1980 and felt the coldness of the wind on her eyes and her face.

She remembered thinking: “Is it this cold in New Zealand?” On the way from the

airport, she noticed that lemons and grapefruit had fallen in abundance on the ground
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under the trees, and the houses on Massey Road looked very tidy and clean. People in

New Zealand were big, and were all rushing and seemed very busy (Borany 1991:76).

Khmer people often complained of “not being able to keep pace with” their Kiwi

sponsors — as one person said, “We seemed to run behind the sponsors all the time

when we first came.”

Refugee Resettlement Centre at Mangere

For a while, an experimental, community-based resettlement programme was run in

Rotorua (Grant 1979:187). A few groups of refugees from Cambodia went through

the programme at Rotorua in 1980. After that, the only refugee reception area in New

Zealand is at Mangere in South Auckland, where newcomers would undergo an

orientation programme in their first month, including medical checks, cultural

orientation and language courses. Refugees underwent a reorientation programme at

the Immigration Department’s Mangere Immigration Reception Centre (Figures 4.16

and 4.17), a workers’ hostel that had been refurbished in early 1979.

Once the refugees arrived in New Zealand, they were taken from Auckland’s

international airport to the Mangere Immigration Hostel, where they would remain in

quarantine for the first part of the immigration process — the health programme. A

course in survival English was the next priority, before they moved out to live in the

community where meeting their needs would become the responsibility of the

sponsors and volunteers.

Mangere was the first home for Khmers when they arrived in New Zealand.

They have good memories of the place and recall that they had lots of new things to

learn. Cambodians who arrived in New Zealand had very few belongings. The New

Zealand Red Cross donated them a cup and a personal bag each, and officials

welcomed them (Figure 4.18). The newly arrived refugees were amazed to see a horse

wrapped with ‘a blanket’ grazing in a paddock next to Mangere Refugee Centre.

Some of the young men were impressed that New Zealanders were so caring even

towards their animals.

There were many, many other strange things that the refugees had to come to

terms with. The resettlement centre introduced them to many of these, in a

comparatively sheltered environment.
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Figure 4.16 — Mangere Refugee Settlement Centre, 1980

Courtesy of the Chhun family
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Figure 4.17 — Mangere Refugee Resettlement Centre, 1982

Author’s collection
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Figure 4.18 — The Mayor of Manukau at the Mangere Refugee Settlement
Centre

Manukau Courier, 26 June 1984, p.12
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Some Cambodians with rural backgrounds did not understand the measurement of the

temperature. An old lady who came in February 1988 asked her bilingual teacher:

“How cold is the cold season in Dunedin?” The teacher replied: “It’s very cold that it

hurts your head like when you drink ice water in Thailand, and you need to wear two

or three layers of warm clothes. But don’t worry. There are heaters in a house that can

warm you up.” From the teacher’s perspective, conveying meaningful information to

this group of students was a challenge.

Cambodians were not used to the hostel food, either: the smell, the type, or the

taste. Baked beans (they called it “sweet beans”: es[gEpÁm — seang phaem) for

breakfast was a novelty and the most foreign food they had ever experienced.

Children were amazed and had fun putting their slices of bread on the conveyer for

making toast. Queuing became a part of their new life.

Milk was the most popular drink amongst the refugees, but it gave them a

stomach-ache because their stomachs were unable to cope with the sudden change of

diet. Tea with milk was strange and unpopular with Cambodians. They would rather

drink tap-water, which New Zealanders were not used to drinking at that stage. The

Khmers would not complain about food from the kitchen, but would instead buy

instant noodles from the hostel canteen out of their weekly pocket money. The kitchen

hands were often not friendly, and gave a false impression that Pasifika people were

rough and rude. In return, Cambodians would smile and silently withdraw rather than

complain.

The first thing Cambodians would ask when they arrived was where East was,

as the direction is important to them in terms of spiritual spatial reference for their

wellbeing. Elders put the Buddha statue or picture facing East for their routine prayer.

People who could not read English used the sun and East–West directions to identify

places, buildings and offices in the camp. Knowing where East was acted like a

familiar anchor for them in this very different environment they were encountering.

Unfortunately, as the sun in New Zealand does not have a consistent trajectory and

instead leans to the North, the Cambodians were confused; as one remarked, “It’s

confusing as I did not know East and West even I was here for weeks. The sun never

passes over our head.” A group of Khmer men from a holding camp in Malaysia got

lost in Mangere town on their weekend outing and complained of not being able to

see the sun as it was cloudy after they left the refugee centre.
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For many, life at the centre — where two people shared a room — was the

first time that they had had their own privacy and peace in a long, long time. For

many, having a bed with a foam mattress, sheets and blankets was a luxury. For some,

their first night’s “sleep on the bed” was very cold — as they lay on top of the

bedding rather than covering themselves with it! The trouble was that some of them

did not realise that people sleep in beds in New Zealand.

Showers were also a foreign concept for people from rural areas. The process

was further complicated by having both hot and cold water, and they became

frustrated by the water being either too hot or too cold due to people sharing the

bathroom. Some of them resorted to mixing the water to the desired temperature in a

plastic bucket from the refugee camp in Thailand. Even though men and women had

different bathrooms, women wore sarongs and men wore shorts when having a

shower.

Toilet! It was a great leap from a long-drop in the refugee camp to a flushed

toilet that people “sit on”. Some were not confident about sitting on the toilet and

would instead squat on it. When the hostel cleaners complained about this practice, a

nurse provided toilet training to everyone in the morning orientation. A woman told

me she had a bruised leg from falling off the toilet while squatting. She said that you

can laugh now, but when she was there, going to the toilet was a challenge.

The majority of Cambodians were underweight when they first arrived. Their

main complaints were headaches and tiredness. Blood tests and mantoux tests made

them nervous and frightened. They worried that taking blood samples from them

made them weak. Khmer women often complained about that and dizziness.

Children were impressed that their teachers welcomed them and did not use

corporal punishment. They had a great time at school, but they struggled with English.

Since people had no previous knowledge, they learnt English by relating it to Khmer

sounds. Khmers had a problem in saying “bus”; they would say Bah sork (bHsk)́ —

in Khmer, “hair-raising”. Both verbal language and the body language of New

Zealanders surprised and embarrassed them.

Volunteers or sponsors sent letters and warm clothes to the refugees. These

sponsors made at least one trip to meet the refugees while they were at the Mangere

Refugee Centre. During the 1980s, people from churches gave adults Bibles written in

Khmer.
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In talking about personal feelings and first impressions, a young man

summarises:

Of course, when I first came to New Zealand, I was so happy. I went to the
interview in the refugee camp and I learnt that I was accepted. I was so
excited, even I had not come to New Zealand yet. I was so relieved. When I
fled Cambodia to Thailand, I came to a camp. I had no food card and the Thai
soldiers gave me a hard time. I never thought of having an opportunity to
come to New Zealand. When I first came, I was very moving that the
government of New Zealand looked after us with care. At Mangere they gave
us health check and care, weekly pocket money, and after all found a sponsor
for us before we left the Centre. When we left Mangere we got sponsors. The
sponsors took responsibilities to arrange the welfare benefits for us. I would
like to thank the government for caring about us to be able to live in New
Zealand.

Another added:

I went through war and famine in my country. I did not have even clothes to
wear during Pol Pot regime. When I came to the third country, the government
provided us financial assistance, food and clothing. I was so moving, very
happy and grateful.

Cambodians with refugee backgrounds compared their safe arrival to New Zealand

(Figure 4.19) as “born again” (dUcekItmþgeT[t — dauch keut mdorng tiet). In the eyes

of these newcomers, New Zealand is different from Cambodia. The weather is cold,

but the country is beautiful and peaceful. In general, Kiwis are pleasant, friendly,

warm and welcoming.
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Figure 4.19 — Safe in Mangere

Manukau Courier, 8 July 1986, p.1
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The majority of Cambodian refugees were very happy, but this feeling was mixed

with a feeling of sorrow because of the hardship they had endured in their home

country, and sometimes this made them sad and they would cry. Cambodians often

have flash-backs because of the difference between New Zealand and Cambodia.

Quite often, they “cried with joy and sorrow” because they saw the contrast between

the two countries. Although they were still mourning their loss, most of them had

aspiration and hope in moving on. They were grateful, quiet and did not want to

disturb people and the New Zealand system, even if they did not feel comfortable

with some of the new practices. They tried their best not to upset people. Parents had

some worries because their children were still small. Another worry was that they did

not know the language.

Aspirations

When Cambodians first arrived at the refugee centre, they sat together whenever they

had free time. Children played on the road between hostel buildings. Adults often

observed, talked, shared their aspirations, and asked each other about things that they

had seen.

The Khmer refugees arrived here with “quite unrealistic expectations of their

new life in Western countries”, and their sense of relief at having reached a place of

safety was overwhelming (Young 1990:1). Also Khmer people who had come earlier

had given the wrong impression to the newcomers. These recent settlers would go to

meet the newcomers at Mangere during the weekend. They brought Khmer food in

their cars, and told their country people about their resettlement experiences. The

majority of them fed newcomers with information that was sometimes distorted. They

shared rosy information about their lifestyle, especially about what they were earning

and their newly acquired car.

Participants from the focus group saw the obvious need to be fluent in English,

as it was the prime factor for communicating with the host society. To them, “English

is the root to achieve everything”. “Without English, nothing can be done” in terms of

“employment” and “independence”. Otherwise, a man said, “I have to depend on the

mercy of others.” People who were thinking of returning to Cambodia when peace

was established wanted to learn English as they could use it in New Zealand and
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overseas. Parents saw the importance of the language for the future of their children.

Parents encouraged their children to learn the language so that they were able to help

themselves and help their parents. Young adults and educated people aimed to have a

better life by gaining a qualification. One participant who came to New Zealand as a

young man explained:

I want to be educated, have a job and have a lot of money. First of all I would
like to go to school. When I finished school, I would like to have a house and
a car. You know we have ambitions.

Adults who did not have any qualifications wanted to get on with their new life and

make some money so that they could help poor relatives back in Cambodia.

Mature people wanted to be educated and know the English language, too.

Unfortunately as one man explained, because of his age (fifties), he could not

remember what he had learnt. He added that he would “like to do something useful

for the Khmer community”.

The results of the questionnaire responses provide a snap-shot of aspirations.

When they first came, Cambodians wanted to find a proper job, gain a qualification,

support their children through a good education, and be happy in New Zealand. To

these respondents, emigrating or returning to live in Cambodia when peace returned

was not an issue for them. Almost everyone (82%) wished to have a happy life in

New Zealand (Figure 4.20). Very few of them thought of returning to Cambodia when

peace returned. For these respondents, the thought of migrating was also very low.

About 25% of these respondents aspired to run a family business when they first

came. The four most common aspirations for adults on first arrival to New Zealand

were:

 to be happy

 to get a good education for their children

 to find an appropriate job

 to be educated and gain a qualification.

Although some people were more realistic than others, the majority of the Khmer

people from refugee backgrounds encountered difficulties in realising their dreams

due to a lack of resources and appropriate skills. To achieve those aspirations, they

had to overcome various resettlement issues.
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Figure 4.20 — Aspiration of first arrival

Resettlement Issues

The first Khmer refugee intake was in 1979. In 1984, sponsors organised through the

Methodist Church and the ICCI in Dunedin the settlement of thirteen Khmer orphans

in a large house. There were many problems with the resettlement of these young

people (Higbee 1992:89). Adult refugees encountered language barriers (Liev and

McLaren 1983), while the education system offered young Cambodians a chance to

gain parity in education (Lyon 1993). Barriers to resettlement and their impact on

Cambodian women’s social and economic statuses were identified (Crosland 1991).

From participant responses in this survey, I have identified four significant

factors that can assist or impede adaptation:

 individual factors, such as health, education and language proficiency

 environmental factors, such as local knowledge and support networks

 governmental assistance in housing, welfare and health
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 socio-economic factors, such as skills and employment opportunities.

The degree of success people have in grappling with the various resettlement issues is

influenced by these factors. Individuals themselves also contributed to their

adaptation. Will, language proficiency, education, and past experience had positive

impacts on their adaptation.

The Khmer people in my survey had encountered four major problems which

were critical to their resettlement: their limited English; their lack of appropriate

skills; their lack of local knowledge; and their lack of support. Other problems that

impeded their resettlement were a lack of resources and poor health. Isolation,

concern about age, and discrimination were not really significant problems for their

resettlement (Figure 4.21). In contrast to the refugees in Australia (Ping 2001:21),

Khmer refugees in New Zealand did not have problems with housing as they had

access to state housing.

Figure 4.21 — Problems in resettlement
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People gained local information from friends or relatives living in various part of New

Zealand. However, there would come a point when the individual would have to deal

directly with the host society, whereupon an immediate issue was language. As one

man stated frankly: “What I can do best is planting rice. I don’t know what I can do in

this country. I can’t even write my son’s name in English” (Liev 1989:5). Young

(1990) reports that all Cambodians face language difficulties. Because it was often

difficult to find interpreters at the time they were needed, families encouraged their

children to learn English “so they can be their permanent family interpreters” (Young

1990:1).

The experiences of Sok Lim Kim (Thomas 1989:1) illustrate the centrality of

language and the complexity that can surround the learning process. After six weeks

in the classroom at the refugee reception centre at Mangere, Sok Lim Kim a twenty-

year-old Cambodian went with his family to Wellington where their sponsors were,

and started school. He says:

At first I couldn’t understand at all because my English was poor. The teacher
would say something and I couldn’t understand. They would give us exercises
and I couldn’t do them.

After attending a three-month summer course in English as a second language, Sok

Lim found still found English difficult. It was hard to understand other students when

they spoke fast and used slang and idiomatic language, but it helped when they spoke

slowly to him. One year later, in 1989, Sok Lim still found the music on the radio

strange. It was hard to understand the meaning of songs even though they used simple

words. Sok Lim explains:

I have found it very difficult living in New Zealand. Everything is so different
— the system of life, the cold weather, the food, and especially the language.
(Thomas 1989:1)

The education system in New Zealand was very different from what he was used to.

He explains: “In Cambodia you are always in the same class, and all learning the

same subjects. Here you change classes and you can choose what subject you want to

do.” Sok Lim sums up his new life in New Zealand as “still confusing, but very

good”.
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Support Networks

Support came from a variety of sources, both formal and informal, government and

private. With resettlement, unavoidably came sorrow, hardship, strain and mixed

emotions. Practical and sensitive support proved crucial to a positive and successful

experience of resettlement. Key factors were acknowledging how hard the process

would be and respecting the refugees’ unique culture and individual strengths

alongside the changes they were required to make.

Family support was one of the main factors assisting individual adaptation,

with friends and the Khmer community playing a secondary role in refugee

adaptation. The supporting role of the host society was also significant and far-

reaching. The New Zealand Government’s initial supports, with its welfare and state

housing, eased resettlement hardship and enabled newcomers to feel safe and able to

cope with their basic needs (Figure 4.22).

Figure 4.22 — Factors helping adaptation
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New Zealand Attitude to Resettlement

Ethnic Identity

New Zealand’s attitude to refugees prior to 1975 was that they should meet

immigration criteria, be of practical use to society, and have the ability to be

assimilated into the community (Liev 1995, in Greif 1995:101). Aussie Malcolm told

Gallienne (1991:114) in an interview in August 1987 that the whole concept was

“when these people come to New Zealand they must quickly become New Zealanders

and assimilate within the New Zealand society”. According to Martin (1996:324), at

first the traditional principle of scattering them throughout the country was followed,

partly for traditional assimilationist reasons, but also because of widespread popular

response to the appeal for sponsorship. In the early 1980s, the approach changed as

the assimilationist philosophy was discarded.

In his opening speech at the inaugural conference on Refugee Mental Health

in 1987, Dr Michael Cullen, then the Minister of Social Welfare, explained:

… for refugees, there is often strong pressure to “get ahead” in their new
environment, and to fit in by adopting the cultural patterns and lifestyle of
their host country. Pakeha New Zealanders who have only ever known one
culture and language need to understand that it is not necessary to forget one
culture to become familiar with another. (Abbott 1989:17)

The Minister reminded the audience of the importance to refugees of retaining their

cultural values, language and traditions. He continued:

Rootless individuals who have lost their cultural background are also deprived
of self-esteem and social well-being. In sustaining a cultural identity, our
refugee communities enrich our wider society. The retention of cultural
identity should be encouraged as an essential component of the resettlement
process. (Abbott 1989:17)

Government Assistance

Our survey found that 79% of our participants believed the New Zealand

Government’s assistance had been important to their adaptation.

First of all, the Government granted the Khmer refugees permanent residency

and the right to live in an environment of security and freedom. Secondly, the
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Government assisted them with health care, housing and welfare during the early

stages of their resettlement. Thirdly, the Government provided their children with free

education.

Table 4-4 — Opinions on Government assistance

Frequency %
Very important 29 50.9
Important 16 28.1
Not important 1 1.8
Not applicable 10 17.5
Not count 1 1.8
Total 57 100.0

The following are the comments of the members of the focus groups:

Thanks to the New Zealand Government, I was accepted to be here. I am very
happy. When I came I had only a bag. I lived with my sponsors, and we rented
a house for six months. Thanks to the welfare, I can afford to have a decent
life. My children have got a job. Then we bought a house. I am in debt to New
Zealand Government that I don’t think I am able to pay them back. They
helped my big family of seven people.

After a warm welcome, the government of New Zealand found me a place to
live.

And six months after I came to Hamilton, a friendly immigration officer came
to see my family to make sure I settled well.

In response to the needs of refugee communities, the Department of Social Welfare

assisted them through its Community Social Services Unit in the form of financial

funding for their operational costs and for cultural dance and Khmer language classes.

Host Community Assistance

The senior immigration officer at the Mangere Immigration Hostel (1980s) was Lyn

Holland. Her work, while still hostel-based, encompassed the more important

resettlement of the refugees once they had left the shelter of the immigration centre

for the hurly-burly of the outside world. The follow-up welfare programme — each

refugee or family was followed up after the first month, then respectively at six,

twelve and eighteen months after arrival — was one of the most important aspects of

refugee resettlement in New Zealand (Cartmail 1983:266). The Government said it
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knew of no examples of failure, since refugees had a house to live in and a job to

support the family, and their children were able to go to school: this in itself was a

success in human terms (Grant 1979:187).

Bunthan Chan, president of the Wellington Khmer Association, believes that

the Cambodian people had “settled into the new life very well” (Department of

Education 1982:23).

Sponsors and Volunteers

Refugee resettlement has an impact on both refugees and the host community.

Initially, volunteers or sponsors were mainly people from a church or an interested

organisation. During the 1980s, a group of sponsors would be responsible for a

Khmer family. Sponsor assistance for resettlement was effective, although sponsors

did encounter some language and cultural hiccups. Sponsors played an important role

during refugee resettlement. They acted as socio-cultural advisors and were agents

through whom refugees could access various social and public services.

Kiwi sponsors and volunteers were very important in terms of establishing

external contacts beyond the refugee groups or community. Sponsors were the main

channels through which employment for Khmer refugees was found, with the

majority of Khmers finding employment through this informal network.

ICCI (and later RMS) was the main player in Khmer refugee resettlement.

Their volunteers or sponsors assisted Khmer refugees in almost all aspects of

resettlement. They helped Khmer refugees cope with life in New Zealand and to

realise their aspirations. Tan (1995:ii) found that although “the majority of the

sponsors had played the role of enabler, advocate, and friend during the first few years

of refugee sponsorship”, there “was high reported incidence of post-migration

problems encountered by refugees during resettlement with only a few problems

significantly improved [in] later years”. During the early 1980s, with their sponsor’s

assistance, the majority of adult Cambodians found jobs (Farmer and Hafez 1989).

Tan found that “after the first or second year of sponsorship, all the refugee families

were quite or totally independent of their sponsors for enablement in terms of material

and accommodation assistance. As the refugees became more independent and built

up their network of friends, the role as a sponsor gradually diminished” (Tan

1995:86).
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Khmer participants (59.6%) from our survey explained that their Kiwi

sponsors were one of the most critical factors in their adaptation. These volunteers

were agents for their acculturation. The sponsors assisted them in almost every aspect

of their resettlement: showing how to use electrical appliances, finding a family

doctor, finding a school for children, and finding jobs for adult refugees. “The

sponsors helped us to build our new life,” one said.

Table 4-5 — Opinions on sponsors’ assistance

Frequency %
Very important 21 36.8
Important 13 22.8
Not important 9 15.8
Not applicable 13 22.8
Not count 1 1.8
Total 57 100.0

The following is a typical family response when talking to me about their sponsors:

My sponsor came up from Wellington to visit us at the Mangere camp. He
wrote me letters while I was at Mangere. Then he came up again to
accompany us on the plane to Wellington. They are Christians. They helped us
from finding a house and they paid three-month rents for my family. When we
went to church on Sunday, people brought us clothes that we can choose at our
ease.

My sponsors found me a job. They generously gave us a used washing
machine, heaters, beds, beddings and blankets.

My sponsors enrolled my children at school. They took them to school
and back home every day. They did that until my children had grown up. My
sponsors really helped us.

Even when I had just come to Wellington, I should not say this, but …
you know us Cambodians we drank a lot. We had plenty of empty whisky
bottles. We lived in a house up a hill. Every two or three weeks, my sponsors
came to collect those empty bottles since there was a pile of them. At the
beginning, Khmer people were so close. We socialised and took turns to go to
a friend’s place during each weekend. Our sponsors are so kind and
understanding. They even helped to clear those empty bottles.

My sponsors arranged a family doctor for our family and found a
translator when needed. The translators were ex-Colombo Plan students who
assisted us with language.

My sponsor helped me to open a bank account. I did not know what to
do with anything. They helped me with my banking. They even helped me
how to take a bus. Do you know how long it took them to teach me? It took
two days to get me familiar with taking a bus to work and back home. They
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were very caring. They even talked to the bus driver to look after me in case I
got lost.

Teachers also helped my children who at that stage got their weekly
benefits of $3. The teachers helped my children to open a bank account so
they can be familiar with banking and savings. The teacher was very kind and
caring. So did New Zealanders in general.

A young man who came to Dunedin shares his view about his sponsor. Even after

many years and a move to Auckland, they still keep in touch:

When I came to Dunedin, everything was ready for us. My sponsors provided
us what we needed. It was such a wholesome assistance.

I did not know how to do with most of the things. The sponsors helped
me to apply for an IRD number. My sponsor opened a bank account for me
and arranged my welfare benefit. They enrolled me in an English class. Then
my sponsor sent me to an English Summer course in Wellington. I lived at the
Warehouse.

When the course finished, I discussed with my sponsor about not going
back to live in Dunedin. My sponsor was very understanding. The family
helped me a lot during that summer and they told me about life in New
Zealand. They even took time taking me to see the country before I moved to
Auckland. We went to Wanaka.

Even nowadays, we still keep in touch and they come to see me from
time to time in Auckland. They are very good and kind.

A female-headed family in Hamilton describes how their sponsors assisted the family

to be independent:

My sponsors helped us about two years. I often went to see my sponsors when
I was not able to understand any correspondences. They helped us in dealing
with health issues too. Once my children can read and understand English, my
sponsors let us deal with those correspondences. Now they do not come to see
us, since they are also busy. And we have do things ourselves.

A young woman (Peacelink 1990:16) who came as a nine-year-old child in 1980

describes the people in Ngatea:

Ngatea is a very small town with very friendly and helpful people. They
helped to get our new life off to a good start. When I first went to school, I
could not speak any English — which was very difficult! Luckily New
Zealanders are very kind and helpful.

The majority of the sponsors were “kind and understanding”. Although many are

Christians, they did not put any pressure on Khmer Buddhist refugees to convert to

Christianity. Sometimes, however, the sponsor’s beliefs could dictate the wellbeing of

the Khmer family (Swain 1988:11). For example, in Wellington a Catholic sponsor
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objected to a fifty-year-old Khmer woman in Porirua having an abortion. The sponsor

warned: “Don’t you dare think of committing a sin. It’s God’s will.” As a result, the

woman ended up having the child. Swain writes:

In theory it’s great that ordinary New Zealanders in the community are
involved, but it’s allowed the Government to do the whole thing on the cheap
for 10 years, and sometimes it has caused suffering when people have been
matched with the wrong sponsors (Swain 1988:11).

Abbott (1989:5) writes that although churches and a variety of community welfare

organisations provided assistance, many in a voluntary capacity, refugee community

leaders and professionals, such as language teachers, who worked closely with

refugees were concerned that both informal and formal settlement services had major

shortcomings.

The New Zealand environment and the New Zealand Government’s assistance

were the critical factors to the refugees’ adaptation. “We need to provide services that

will help refugees flourish in New Zealand, if we were going to take advantage of the

fact that we accept them. We are losing so many of them [to Australia]” (Swain,

1988:11).

Conclusion

Atrocities of the Khmer Rouge regime and the Vietnamese invasion in Cambodia

triggered a mass exodus of Kampuchean displaced people into Thailand. These

traumatised aliens were pushed back into the infested minefields where some of them

perished. Then the international community pressured Thailand, and as a result it

provided sanctuary to them in various holding centres and the UNHCR granted some

of them refugee status.

The cautious altitude of New Zealand toward Indochinese refugees changed

when the UNHCR appealed for its members to defuse the refugee crises in Southeast

Asia. By 1980, the Government relaxed its selection policy toward Cambodian

refugees and provided a four- to six-week orientation programme at Mangere for the

new arrivals. At the refugee reception centre, these newcomers found safety and peace

and they began to realise their host country and lifestyle were different from where

they came from. They were aware of their difference in appearance, language, and
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food. They became conscious about their identity. They talked about their future and

their children. While they lived in the refugee centre at Mangere, the newly arrived

Cambodians interacted with others and established social links with their teachers,

volunteers, and Cambodians living in the same areas. By the time the Cambodian

intakes ended in 1996, 4,446 Cambodians had been resettled in the various cities of

New Zealand. There was a migration from Dunedin and Palmerston North to the

larger cities in the North Island due to the isolation of the small cities and for

employment reasons.

Thanks to the New Zealand Government, Kiwi sponsors and volunteers,

Khmer people with a refugee background have been offered a peaceful place to live

and an opportunity to build a new life. In settling in, they encountered new practices

and began to establish routines through which they faced cross-cultural issues. They

learnt and worked their way forward, according to their individual needs. These needs

were so diverse and intense that newcomers had to make practical choices. The

choices that they made depended on social conditions and the personalities of

individuals who had a great influence on how they conducted their way of life (Berry

1997). Under similar circumstances, some individuals might have chosen different

paths or strategies.

In the next chapter, I describe the way Khmer people live their lives as

residents, and how they have been exposed to acculturation through social contacts,

television programmes, school and work. They have worked hard to re-establish

normalcy, reclaim status, and reassess values. Khmer men, women, and children have

found their roles changed and their values challenged. This complexity has been

confusing, but they have begun to identify their path and realign their way of life by

exploring new boundaries of friendship, participation and cultural expression. As they

have worked their way through resettlement, Khmer people have different views on

their success. Their efforts have also generated various social networks which have

burgeoned into a new minority ethnic community in New Zealand.
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Chapter 5 — Everyday Life of Cambodians

Introduction

Resettled refugees in New Zealand have the status of permanent residents. The

constitutional framework of New Zealand places significant importance on respect for

peoples’ cultural, ethnic, and religious differences and their rights to participate

equally in society. Cambodian residents are granted these rights; they get a decent

place to live, and the majority are able to get a job that enables them to support their

family. However, their everyday lives are full of new, unfamiliar situations as the

English language becomes the main medium of communication outside their home.

Cambodians began their new routine participating in the New Zealand

multicultural environment, allowing them an opportunity to venture into new socio-

cultural contexts and explore new practices. Work enables them to connect with the

wider society and advance themselves economically. Their economic engagement has

opened avenues for them and their families across various social interactions. Socio-

economic participation has thrown up various cross-cultural issues and has revealed

the complexity of their cultural identity. Moreover, in becoming a minority ethnic

group, their cultural heritage is being undermined. There are generational pressures as

schoolchildren and young adults challenge their Cambodian way of life and cultural

mores. “What is right?” and “What is wrong?” become heated debates in cross-

cultural and cross-generational discussions among the family members. Farmer and

Hafez (1989) have found that refugees from Cambodia, Laos, and Vietnam have

commonly experienced behavioural and cultural changes and that the “[a]ttitude to

these changes was generally unfavourable in the New Zealand [Indochinese] refugee

community” (Farmer and Hafez 1989:183). Cambodians are concerned that through

the process of resettlement, they identify, compare, contrast and contest their

‘Khmerness’ or ‘Cambodianess’ within the context of their host society rather than

embracing it in its own right.

This chapter explores these fundamental issues of what is it to be Cambodian

— and how to be Cambodian — within the reality of everyday life for Cambodians in

New Zealand. It begins by looking at the socio-cultural background of Cambodians
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within the conceptual framework of culture in general and of refugee cultures in

particular. From this perspective, I look at the everyday life of Cambodians in New

Zealand, paying close attention to their values and cultural identity. The details of

their way of life have a significant effect on Khmer identity and self-esteem.

People who have worked with Cambodians, such as Dewes, have had

difficulties in “grasping Khmer culture and the way it affects the way they behave and

speak” (Dewes 2005:13). Ideology can be “the most difficult element of culture for

outsiders to study … and is not easily verbalised by the members of a culture”

(Hopkins 1996:87). Researchers often use human behaviour as the manifestation of

values and ideology, as “clues to cultural values” in situations of culture change.

One of the driving factors for adaptation is the engagement in economic

activities that enable individuals to advance themselves and their family in New

Zealand. This chapter begins by focusing on the economic participation of

Cambodians in New Zealand.

Work and Economic Participation

On their arrival, many Cambodians found that their vocational skills were not

appropriate for the New Zealand work environment (Liev 1989:225). Cambodians

had no choice but to adjust to life in New Zealand in order to meet their urgent needs.

In general, the majority of adult Cambodians were willing to accommodate

difference. As a woman in Hamilton said: “When your horse dies, you have to walk.”

Cambodians were flexible and, due to the restraints factored in by their very limited

English (Figure 5. 1), they were prepared to do any unfamiliar work.

At the refugee camp, people often said, “I am willing to clean toilets, as long

as it made money to feed my family” or to meet their personal basic needs. But in the

long term, my survey (2004) shows that the majority of Cambodians (63%) believed

that it was important to find a proper job (Table 5.1).
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Figure 5.1 — Cambodians were flexible due to their limited English

North Shore Times Advertiser, 7 August 1979, p.23
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Table 5-1 — Individual’s aspiration to find proper job

Frequency %
Very important 22 38.6
Important 14 24.6
Not important 10 17.5
Not applicable 11 19.3
Total 57 100.0

Those who would like to have a proper job or to go back to their own profession made

any efforts they could to save money or invest in education. All of the participants

from my survey agreed that they needed to start from the bottom and work their way

up. A secondary teacher worked at a paint factory; a rice farmer worked at a

processing plant or a sewing factory; and a qualified midwife (Sage femme d’Etat)

worked in a garlic field:

After I came to Hamilton for two weeks [in 1983], a volunteer worker
approached me to go to work at a garlic farm. The work was to pull out weeds.
I got $25 a day. And the man told me I have to pay income tax too.

Not everyone could find a job: an entrepreneur remained unemployed, and widowed

women struggled to maintain the wellbeing of their young families and had to rely on

social welfare. Those who were fortunate to have a job earned decent money to

support their family and acquired new skills on the way. Old people who were not

able to work stayed at home with the family. Individuals used any “fire-fighting”

approach to overcome the urgency of their resettlement needs. A man in Hamilton

told his story:

When I first came in 1980, I had no time to think about Cambodia; but for the
survival of my family of six. I rode 30-kilometre trip a day to work with a one-
speed bicycle donated by my sponsor’s parish. I came home exhausted and
can only wish for a better life.

Hope for a better life had kept their dream alive. One key example is whether

individuals are able to find work that enables them and their family to participate in

the wider community and to advance themselves in terms of wealth. Cambodians

made any effort to make money and save it. The majority of them had their first job as

labourers.
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I am employed. I had my first job as a labourer at a plastic moulding factory.
Then I worked as a welder when I moved to another factory where I’ve made
chairs, benches and seats for a bus, a train and vans.

I have a job for supporting my family. I had my first job about a year at
Spincraft. I made cooking pots. Then I moved to another factory until 1990.

It was not uncommon for Cambodians in Wellington or Auckland during the 1980s to

have a second job during the evening. Shift-work, over-time and evening language

classes deprived families of time together. A five-year-old girl on Auckland’s North

Shore wrote in her schoolwork that she wished her father was not working during the

weekend. Parents were busy with work that was improvised to meet the economic

needs of the family. The work commitment of the parents also had a negative impact

on children and family by preventing them from having quality time together. A

young woman talked about her parents’ work that left her, as the “oldest teenager”,

looking after her siblings after school. Individuals had to accommodate sibling care

and assume extra roles while coping with personal needs and adapting to a Western

lifestyle. Sibling care added more pressure on their resettlement problems. A male

interviewee, whose parents were killed during the Khmer Rouge regime when he was

five, praised his elder sister who looked after him and brought him up well in New

Zealand. Some families had to look after their aging parents, too.

Formal Employment

Cambodian men and women who had grown-up children or no children went to work

outside of the home. During the early 1980s, the majority of men and women from

Cambodia were employed. Although the Cambodians had few appropriate skills for

these jobs, they learnt on the spot and worked hard for their living.

Usually, their Kiwi volunteers and sponsors found jobs for the newcomers

through their sponsor network.

After three weeks of my arrival at Frankton, I really want to work. I asked my
sponsor to help me find any job that I can do. There were some sewing works;
but I did not know sewing. My sponsor took me for a three-month training
[period] and in 1990 he found me a job at a sewing factory.

But, as time went on, the majority of the interviewees of my survey (50.9%) tried to

find a job by themselves and sought assistance from their sponsors (21.1%) to find a
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job (Table 5.2). Family and friends were also the main sources of this type of

assistance (12%).

Over the years, Cambodian workers became known as so hardworking and

reliable that some employers in Hamilton and Auckland preferred to employ

Cambodian workers. In Hamilton, for instance, they gained jobs though their friends

at Bendon, Green Factory, Crystal Glass, K Market, Tegel, Portacom, and the box

factory of the New Zealand Co-operative Dairy Company (NZCDC). Cambodian

workers rarely complained and were willing to learn. The hard work and good

working attitudes of Cambodian casual workers and fruit pickers were also

appreciated by farmers. In return, some Waikato farmers supported these workers in

their communal events; for instance, they lent gazeboes for their Cambodian workers’

New Year celebration and other festivities. In Auckland and Wellington, Cambodians

found jobs in various factories, such as car assembly plants, or worked with plastic

moulding, sewing, and welding. People in Wellington and Auckland often had a

secondary night job that involved cleaning or sewing at home. Some individuals, who

were goldsmiths or auto mechanics by trade, worked from home during their spare

time and gained extra money for their family. After 1993, the goldsmith became

redundant — people just bought their ethnic jewellery directly from Cambodia.

Table 5-2 — Seek help when finding a job

Frequency %
Myself 29 50.9
Family 4 7.0
Sponsor 12 21.1
Khmer friend 3 5.3
Teacher 1 1.8
Not applicable 8 14.0
Total 57 100.0

By 2001, there were 801 employed women among 1,779 employed Cambodian

people (Table 5.3). There are 729 men and 1,065 women who are not in the labour

force, with 351 unemployed.
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Table 5-3 — Employment by sex, aged 15 and over

Male Female Total
Full-time 810 558 1365
Part-time 171 243 414
Total employed 978 801 1779
Unemployed 177 174 351
Total labour force 1155 978 2133
Not in the labour
force

729 1065 1794

Total 1881 2040 3924
Source: 2001 Census: Ethnic Groups, p.298

My survey (Table 5.4) provided a similar profile of the participants’ employment

status. Cambodians with a refugee background have made some progress towards jobs

more suited to their skills and aspirations. Twenty-five years after his arrival in New

Zealand, this man who had begun work as a labourer proudly said:

My sponsor found me a job after I stayed home for a week after arrival (1980).
I got a job even [though] I did not know English. I got my first net pay of $200
a week. I was so happy. Wow $200!!! At that stage, the unemployment benefit
was just $75. I rode a bicycle from Hamilton to work at Matangi. I was
transferred to Terapa when the factory at Matangi was closed. At Terapa, I
work until now as a laboratory technician at a dairy laboratory in a farm not
too far away from the dairy factory.

Table 5-4 — Job status of respondents

Frequency %
Not specified 1 1.8
Unemployed 8 14.0
Employed 35 61.4
Self-employed 9 15.8
Retired 3 5.3
Sickness 1 1.8
Total 57 100.0

A young woman with very little English who began her job as a farmhand had been

offered a job as a shop assistant at a fruit market. While she worked there, the woman

took language classes at night and did correspondence courses in management, and
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ten years later she became a supervisor at a well-known supermarket. The woman

explained:

I did not finish high school in Cambodia, the war and the Khmer Rouge ruined
my opportunity to have a good education. But with determination and
perseverance I have overcome my language problem and have a good job
now. This is due to my training and hands-on experience. I created a good
reputation not just for myself but for my people [so] that my workplace took in
more Cambodian employees.

Although the majority of Cambodians had a job during my research period, others

were not able to go to work because of their family situation or are still looking for

work.

Causal Work and Unemployment

Some women who had small children worked from home. In Auckland between the

late 1980s and the 1990s, Cambodian sewing contractors were able to supply work for

women at home as cheap labour. Women worked from home doing such work as

sewing, making shopping bags, and ethnic gardening. The extra income this provided

the family — 20 cents for an up-market shopping bag, 50 cents for a singlet, $2 for a

T-shirt, $5–$15 for a jacket — enabled the family to afford a family car or children’s

school uniforms, or to make donations to their community association, or send money

to relatives in Cambodia. Besides making pocket money, these Cambodian women

were also developing social circles. A woman said, “We learnt a lot of things through

this informal network, we were more secure, and we enjoyed gossips.”

Due to their personal circumstances, not all Cambodians could find a job. As a

woman tells in the following story, the less fortunate ones needed to stay home to

look after their baby or toddler:

I do not have any employment since I had to look after my one-year-old baby
and three children. I took them to school. I am a housewife. But during
summer holiday I go fruit picking. That the only job I have.

As recorded in the 2001 Census, unemployment in the Cambodian community was

16.5% of the total labour force (see Table 5.8). People in their late fifties found it

difficult to find work. The majority of unemployed Cambodians did occasional work,

such as lending a hand at a family shop, fruit picking, or odd jobs for the community.
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Some examples include:

I came as a monk to New Zealand in 1989. Within three years, we were able to
pay off the temple mortgage of $90,000. Then the fourth year I went to
Australia and America to collect various donations for building a vihara. In
combination with other donations from our Khmer Buddhist community in
Auckland, Hamilton, and Auckland we were able to build the vihara within
two years. [Then he left the monkhood.] Even I have become a layman; I still
work and serve the Cambodians Buddhist community and the Cambodians. As
usual this is my conviction. I don’t ask for any remuneration. I do this civil
duty from my heart.

I went to school for four months in Palmerston North (1990). My teacher
found me a part-time job at a restaurant. I worked there for five months before
moving to Hamilton where I worked in a place for three years. I quitted the job
due to my health.

I came to New Zealand during winter (1990) and I had to look after my
grandma. During summer, I find causal work in an orchard as fruit picking.

I am still going to a class and I have a night job at a bakery (2002). I also work
during the weekends.

Self-employment

From the mid-1980s, some families had enough confidence to start a family business

from their family savings or from Cambodian rotating credit association pools: the

tontine —tugTIn.

A woman in Hamilton explained about her path to self-employment:

I worked until 1997 when I bought and run a bakery. I was self-employed for
two years. I sold off the bakery after I hurt my shoulder. I still work part-time.

A Cambodian graduate from the Colombo Plan was the first to establish an Angkor

Restaurant in Wellington (the first Cambodian restaurant), selling Cambodian food.

He also ran an accounting firm. Another Colombo graduate launched a taxi business.

This man, Kung Hun Theng, was responsible for introducing other Cambodians into

the same business in Wellington.

In Dunedin, a Cambodian family began to sell satay to Kiwis in the central

business district from their two caravans. In 1988, I was hosted by the family when I
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went to visit the Cambodian communities in Dunedin. The family were so energetic

that the daughter ran her own satay caravan. They worked very hard and made good

money from their satay business (Figure 5.2). The family went on to make satay sauce

and marketed it through various supermarkets. From satay, this family expanded their

business into selling noodles under their franchised name, “Khmer Noodles”. They

expanded to Wellington and Auckland in 2000.

In Auckland in the 1980s, a few Chinese Cambodians began to run family

dairies. One of them moved to a garden business, and later introduced his garden shop

in South Auckland and a supermarket in Mt Albert. He also owns a few commercial

buildings in Karangahape Road. He said his fortune was due to his hard work, not

because he was clever. He went to the fruit market at four every morning when he ran

his fruit shop.

The trend of running a family business was also due to redundancies resulting

from the economic downturn in the late 1980s, when deregulation affected the apparel

and automobile assembly industries. Family business groups had emerged: taxi

owner-drivers, dairies, bakeries, fast-food shops, lunch bars, noodle shops, sewing

contractors, and ethnic food shops. Some of them failed, but the majority of them

have survived and prospered. Many families have increased their material possessions

by buying a better car or a bigger house in a more affluent area.
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Figure 5.2 — Khmer satay takeaway in Dunedin

Song Seum, Dunedin, 2003

A familiar sight for many Otago University students during the 1990s was the green

stand of the Khmer satay takeaway. Its owner Song Seum, like many refugees, came

to New Zealand to escape war. By the early 2000s, his children were all educated and

working as professionals.

Te Ara - The Encyclopedia of New Zealand

Photograph by Melanie Lovell-Smith
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Individuals’ paths to self-employment varied, as this man explains:

I went to work at Tip Top making bread. The work was [so] physically
demanding that I was not able to cope with it. I left the place after one week of
work. Then I became self-employed as a community worker helping other
Cambodian to go to access social services such as health, employment, social
welfare, legal and financial services. I did everything as long as people asked
especially for translation. It was my main work. Then I took time, about three
months, to learn bread making. I registered my name at a translation company.
The pay was not good. Later I registered myself at the MOT, and I worked as
a recognized Khmer translator for people going to the MOT and the court. I
have made some money from this job. Sometimes I did it for free for people
who are in need and were not able to pay for the translation. I understand their
hardship since I have had similar experience. For those who have no relatives
or parents, I have helped them from filling forms or tax returns. When I helped
them successfully solve their problems, they were happy. Some people paid
me, but some did not. My work has grown since I do not cheat. I help people
to buy a small business or shop. But sometimes some individuals are
ungrateful. They look down on me and criticized me as a useless bum. When
they become rich they are snob and forget that I helped them. I have learnt
from those incidences and I was hurt from their words. I would like to prove
them that I am not useless. I realized that I have to gain knowledge to improve
my life. I have my own value too. I am not going to cheat anyone, to use short
cut or to exploit others. My present job as an immigration consultant is based
on these values. I will accept the pay only if the job is done with a contract to
back up. I have worked hard to keep up my reputation. Now my job is running
well. People respect me and I can make money. I had some savings that I
bought my first house. Now I have got a lunch bar. I have two businesses so
far. They have provided me with good returns. People trust you if you are
honest, straight and you do the right thing and deliver results. If you cheated,
like some people take client’s money and spent it and did nothing, then god
knows … an axe!

A shop owner on the North Shore shared his story:

If you don’t have a job, create one! I got redundant from a car factory after
being there for about ten years. Then three friends and I formed a business
running a restaurant in Otahuhu. But it did not go well, and we split. I went on
to open a take-away shop on Symonds Street where my business went well. I
employed two to three employees. I could afford to buy a nice car and a bigger
house in Manukau Heights. I sold off my business and I went on holiday for a
few months. Then I set up a new lunch bar in North Shore again.

This shop owner explained:

The business gives me freedom to be my own boss. But sometime it was not
easy; you can lose money very fast if you were not careful. There was a guy
who did well with his restaurant in Otahuhu; but he went down badly by
losing all his bet at a Casino and he moved to Australia.
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Since the Angkor Bakery was introduced during the 1980s, there have been more and

more Cambodians running family bakery businesses. The original owner of Angkor

Bakery sold it as a franchise and moved on to run a café and lunch bar.

A bakery is a labour-intensive business that needs hardworking labourers.

They are mainly the owner’s relatives or friends, who are sometimes paid badly and

feel exploited. A social worker in Auckland describes this situation as very common.

Still, some workers would rather endure the poor conditions in the hope that they will

learn the trade and be able to open their own bakery when ready. For those who have

had an opportunity to raise the funds and run their own bakery, they are required to

run it under New Zealand regulations, although sometimes they have ignored the law.

A man from my survey (2004) admitted: “You can make more money if you are able

to find loopholes. You can’t survive, if you don’t zigzag.” An RMS senior social

worker explained, “Newcomers had [such] an ‘enormously strong work ethic’ that

they were sometimes exploited by people established in business” (2003).

In 2004, a bakery in West Auckland (Figure 5.3) was found guilty of hiring

illegal Thai workers: “HARD SLOG with a package of $4.70 an hour, working 12

hours a day, 7 days a week and without holiday pay” (Cook 2004). One man set up a

bakery and ran it until its turnover looked good, whereupon he sold the bakery to

other Cambodians who had about one month’s training. He did that many times and

made money, but he moved to Australia when he got a reputation for doing “fishy

business”. During the 1990s when the bakery business was thriving, competitors set

up their shop just a few hundred metres away from an existing shop. Some of them

failed due to poor product quality, lack of management skills, or an oversupplied

market.

Although there have been some issues, the majority of the bakeries run by

Cambodians have done fairly well. In 2004, Gold Star Bakery in Rotorua (Figure 5.4)

won the ‘Bakels Supreme Pie Award’ out of 180 other bakeries; Bernie’s Bakery and

Café won the top prize for its bacon-and-egg pie five years in a row; and Brown’s Bay

Bakery won silver in the bacon-and-egg section. The brother of the Gold Star

Bakery’s owner said, “I taught him everything I know …” (MacBrayne 2004). There

was other success, too. A Christchurch Cambodian shattered the world record for

speed in muscle-shucking at the Havelock Mussel Festival in Malborough in 2006. He

carved through 100 mussels in just two minutes and 15 seconds (Booker 2006:A8).
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Figure 5.3 — “Sweatshop’s baker paid crumbs”

(Cook 2004)

www.nzherald.co.nz/index.cfm?ObjectID=3583003 (Retrieved 2-2-2005)

Figure 5.4 — “Pie maker joins the upper crust”

(MacBrayne 2004)

www.nzherald.co.nz/index.cfm?ObjectID=3580821 (Retrieved 28/07/2004)
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Mentoring is one of the nurturing exercises that Cambodian small family businesses

have created in client–patron relationships with newcomers. As one taxi driver in

Wellington said, “I learned the trades from him, and worked under his wings.” Also

the owner-operators of the business use their mentor networks, as indicated by one

Palmerston North bakery owner who came to see his businessman friend in Auckland

with the help of an accountant who assists him to do his accounts and financial reports

for his Palmerston North shop.

The proponents of small family business believe in entrepreneurship: “You

would not make money, if you worked for other people.” If the business goes well:

“You would be debt-free within three to five years. You can be your own boss and all

the living expenses were paid by the business.” When I asked people about the way

they run their businesses, they said they would rather not to go into detail.

Professional Employment

To regain or reach a professional level, Cambodians need to retrain for the equivalent

New Zealand qualification, as their Cambodian qualification is not recognised. The

majority of them were teachers, nurses, and avionic technicians. Because their

qualification papers were destroyed during the war, they did not have proof of

profession. Some Cambodian professionals gave up hope of success because of their

language problems, but a few of them persevered to regain their status by going

through a long process that began with learning English. It took a Cambodian midwife

in Hamilton more than two decades to regain her midwifery registration as she spoke

no English when she came to New Zealand in 1982. Thanks to her English teacher,

she was able to overcome her handicap, and enrolled part-time in the midwifery

course at the Waikato Institute of Technology, graduating in 2004.

Teachers and volunteer home tutors have contributed to the success of their

Cambodian students “beating the odds”, as the newsletter of the Wellington ESOL

Home Tutor Service wrote about Lin Chhim:

It’s been a difficult journey from arrival in New Zealand as a Cambodian
refugee with just a few words of English to registration as a comprehensive
nurse. One of the great supports in that journey has been the Wellington ESOL
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Home Tutor Service, which has provided a tutor in English for Lim from her
arrival in the Country l4 years ago to the present time (Wellington ESOL
Home Tutor Service 1997:1–2).

As well as the home tutor, Lin received strong support from her family members who

cared for her little daughter when Lin resumed her studies.

Younger people have better opportunities to receive formal education. The 1.5

generation and second-generation Cambodians are more educated than their parents.

The majority of the participants in my survey are willing to support their children gain

a good education. They work hard for their children’s education, with the hope that

their children will have better jobs and brighter futures. A teenage orphan adopted by

a Cambodian family in Wellington gained his B.A. in Commerce. Some New

Zealand-educated Cambodian professionals have qualified as accountants, architects,

computer programmers, draftsmen, engineers, lawyers, marketers, nurses, chemists

and teachers.

Table 5-5 — Occupation of Cambodians by sex, aged 15 and
over

Male Female Total %
Administrators and
Managers

57 51 108 6.07

Professionals 33 21 54 3.03
Technicians 33 33 69* 3.87
Clerks 39 78 117 6.57
Services and Sales 102 195 297 16.69
Agriculture 42 18 60 3.37
Trades Workers 222 51 270 15.17
Machine Operators 237 171 408 22.93
Elementary
Occupations

78 69 147 8.26

Not Elsewhere 138 114 249 13.99
Total 978 801 1779 100.00
* Summary from 2001 Census: Ethnic Groups, pp.321–322

Although most of the Khmers were originally from rural areas, they have found jobs

outside of the agricultural sector. The New Zealand Census 2001 showed that, in

general, Cambodians are mainly in elementary occupations, trades, and services and

sales (Table 5.5). Professionals and technicians make up less than 7% of the

Cambodian workforce.
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Some Cambodian professionals have been able to find an appropriate job in

New Zealand, but the majority have left for overseas job opportunities, due to

employment difficulties. The majority of the qualified engineers, mainly of the 1.5

generation and from Christchurch and Auckland, have found jobs in Australia,

Singapore, and Thailand. Two Cambodian medical doctors moved to Australia where

they can work within a larger Cambodian community in Sydney. One architect joined

his brother in dealing Japanese car parts, and he “made more money than when he

worked as an architect”.

Personal Impressions of Employment

One accountant who became a managing director of a company in Auckland said the

company kept him without any further promotion and he left not because of the

money but because of the way the company treated him.

One of the issues in the workplace is discrimination. Although New Zealand

adopted the Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) policy, one in five participants in

my survey have experienced discrimination in their workplace. According to these

participants, discrimination is difficult to prove.

Stereotyping is also an issue. A woman participant said:

Many occasions, people meet me in the corridor of my office and ask me to
see the manager and I tell them who I am. They are a bit stunned. People seem
to have a perception that a manager is white. Once they know who I am they
become nicer and change their attitude and tone. They are even more surprised
that I am a Cambodian.

Despite such occurrences, only 7% of the participants in my survey are not happy

with their job. One in three of the participants have gained a job promotion.

Discrimination in the workplace is perceived to be higher than discrimination in

general. When asked what they did not like about New Zealand, 7% of the

participants ticked “discrimination”. And when asked what they liked about New

Zealand, 10% of the participants ticked “equal rights” and “no discrimination”.

In general, Cambodians are happy with their achievements. After twenty-five

years of hard work, one man said:
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My job is fairly well paid [so] that I am able to live comfortably. I like my job.
It is neither difficult nor easy. I think I am going to work there until my
retirement in the next five years.

Cambodians’ attitude to work is to find a balance, so that, when they have enough

money to cover their needs and become self-sufficient, they can relax. As one said:

“When you die, you can’t take it with you: gab́eTAykeTACamYymin:n.” Cambodians

believe people cannot carry their wealth with them into their next life. As individuals

grow better off, they pull together to help the members of their family. Those who

were able to support themselves and their family interacted with other Cambodians

and participated in their own community. They worked voluntarily and contributed

their resources and skills to help the newcomers and to build their community, which

in turn reflected their status and reputation. Besides working, Cambodians have

familial duties to support and care for their family members. Employment was one of

the factors that enabled Cambodians to advance socially, and people often used this

economic status as one of the factors in comparing achievement with their friends or

relatives.

Work and welfare assistance has enabled Cambodians from various

backgrounds to establish themselves and maintain freedom to live their life in privacy.

The majority of Cambodians would like to keep their Khmer heritage and to live

according to their Khmer tradition. Their attempts to maintain their culture have

created a sense of communal solidarity and belonging. Their private and communal

life has enabled me to observe and to describe, in the following section, what they

think, do, and produce at home and in their Cambodian community.

Khmer Culture and Cambodians with Refugees Backgrounds

Culture is a collective consciousness of ideas, beliefs, knowledge, values, experiences

and rules that steer everyday behaviour and attitudes within a group. Culture is an

institution of a society that shapes a society or community, and has its own

externality, objectivity, coerciveness, moral authority and historicity (Berger and

Berger 1972:85–87). These shared characteristics are considered to be central to the

identity of the individuals who feel they belong to the culture (LRCRCS 1991:62–63).
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Culture is learnt, not biologically inherited, and involves arbitrarily assigned,

symbolic meaning. Culture has at least three components: what people think; what

people do; and the material products they produce (Bodley 1994). “Material culture”

(Hopkins 1996:17) includes “objects and process by which culture satisfies the most

basic physical needs of a population”, such as food, housing, clothing, transportation,

health, and technology. However, I would add that material culture satisfies

multidimensional needs and aspirations: identity, status, and spirituality. Material

culture — such as books, music, songs, dance, and religious icons — are important

for cultural maintenance. The processes of cultural maintenance, cultural adaptation,

and cultural acquisition are varied and complex. People learn culture and they

produce it in return. Culture, as a body of learned behaviours common to a given

human society, acts rather like a template (i.e. it has predictable form and content),

shaping behaviour and consciousness within a society from generation to generation.

However, culture is variable and subject to change as people think, revisit, reflect, and

justify. People will do, act and react according to socio-cultural constraints and

setting.

Khmer Cultural Setting

Combining creativity and intellect with the gifts nature bestowed on the land the

Cambodians inhabited, beginning as early as the first century AD, the indigenous

Mon-Khmer combined their animistic beliefs with Indian Brahmanism and Buddhism

to form a unique folk religion. Religion has always ordered the lives of Cambodians,

but creativity is evident there as well. Chandler (1993) has reported that new beliefs,

cultural patterns and norms were added to the Khmer cultural system without the old

norms being rejected and without attempting to reconcile any inherent tensions —

they were simply submerged into a type of cultural subconsciousness.

Many myths derive from that lost civilisation, and religion is integral to

Cambodian thought. Brahmanism digresses and Mahayana Buddhism takes a turn

before it gives way to Hinayana or Theravada Buddhism after the fall of the Khmer

empire in the thirteenth century. Through this development, the Khmer practice has

created a fusion of folk religion which becomes unique to Cambodians. Although the

Khmer Rouge Pol Pot regime wiped out all religious practice during the second half

of the 1970s, the Khmer in Cambodia revitalised Khmer Theravada Buddhism. One

formal Buddhist belief remains unchanged in the Cambodian folk religion: the
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concept of merit. Buddhism (Headley 1990:112–122; Neveu 1993:94) has survived in

Cambodia and has become the national religion: 96% of Cambodians are Theravada

Buddhists. They conduct their daily routines according to the habitat and the seasonal

patterns of monsoon and rice field work. The following pictures (Figures 5.5 and 5.6)

are the twelve-month seasonal Cambodian festivities in Cambodia. Cambodian

communal life is based on a lunar calendar that begins with the Cambodian New Year

in April. Phchium Ben is unique to Cambodia in that no other Buddhist countries

celebrate this festivity, as it is a fusion of Khmer folk spiritualism of ancestor belief

with Brahmanism and Buddhism.

The rural and urban environments also shape the Cambodian individual and

their communal life. Bit (1991:55–56) explains that Cambodian society incorporated

two completely distinct subcultures: a rural area of peasants with the conservative

lifestyle and values of the traditional Cambodian culture; and, in the urban areas, the

French influence and the lifestyle of the élite. Social distance between these

subcultures grew rapidly from the colonial period, and the lack of understanding

between the two sectors of the other’s problems, approaches in social life and

dissimilar goals produced tension. Standards of living differed radically, from

affluence in the urban settings to bare subsistence in the rural areas.

The social isolation of village life reinforced the fact that most villagers were

related in some way. Living lifetime patterns of self-sufficiency on the margins of

survival, and with no expectation of assistance from the outside, villagers had no need

for interaction with the larger environment.

Ponchaud (1977) has provided a brief note on Cambodian mentality and

behaviours. Cambodians, according to Ponchaud, belong to a race of brave warriors

who ruled Southeast Asia during the tenth and thirteenth centuries. Even though the

history of Cambodians since the fourteenth century is characterised by a succession of

misfortunes, the contemporary Cambodians have a feeling of “fierce national pride

rooted in a glorious past” (Ponchaud 1977:3–4). A strong feeling of pride — for the

village, for the district and province — usually characterises Cambodians’ community

life (Headley 1990:88).
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Figure 5.5 — A Khmer village with a Buddhist temple in the background

Figure 5.6 — Khmer Buddhist calendar and its events (King Ang Duong)

produced by Samdach Chourn Narth (Arm and Yi 1995:26–27)
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Attitude and Beliefs

Bit (1991) has written about the Cambodian personality, and that their personality

traits confirm “their healthy scepticism about relying on others for their own

immediate survival”. Also to surmount life’s most difficult challenge, Cambodians

were reminded “not to abandon the curved path and not to travel the straight path”

(Bit 1991:124). In his clinical interviews with Cambodians in California, Bit asked the

interviewees to rank a number of statements to help identify the Cambodian

“ascendant personality”. The following statements had the highest ranking:

1. The best way to handle people is to tell them what they want to hear.

2. Anyone who completely trusts anyone else is asking for trouble.

3. It is hard to get ahead without cutting corners here and there.

4. Most men forget more easily the death of their father than the loss of their

property.

5. Generally speaking, men won’t work hard unless they’re forced to do so.

(Bit 1991:129)

The rule of conduct (Ponchaud 1977:5–6) in Cambodian society is not to behave

“differently from others”, but in general, to be “afraid of others” and “very timid”. A

Cambodian is “not afraid of keeping silent”. This silence does not “reflect

embarrassment, but happiness at being with others”. “The Khmer like to be left alone,

free from the presences of strangers.” Emile Senart (cited in Bit 1991:28) comments:

“Everywhere one senses a manifest preoccupation to disturb people’s habits as little

as possible, and to submerge deep indifference inside surface similarities.”

Cambodians would not stand up and be assertive. They would not confront each other

face-to-face when they disagree.

Bit comments that “the sometimes contradictory results give impetus to the

confusion in standards of moral development operating today” (Bit 1991:72).

According to Bit, the ideal standards for proper behaviour follow the precepts

contained in Buddhist teaching. But in practice, considerable variation from the

Buddhist ideal occurs frequently. Religious rules could thus “be bent or interpreted to

fit the predilections of the individual”. Cambodians remind themselves and their

children to “follow the course and the bend of a river [when rowing a canoe], enter a
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country according to the local areas” (cUlsÞwgtambt́cUlRsuktameTs — chaul steung

tarm bort chaul srok tarm tes). This reminds everyone to adapt to the environment

through which they are moving. In short, try to be the same and cope with any

difference from whom and what they are. Cambodians are familiar with blending in

when needs be and going with the flow.

While Cambodians blend in well with others and are flexible, Cambodians

also remind themselves that “a fruit always falls close to its tree trunk”

(EpøeQIRCu;minqáayKĺ’ — Pleir chheu chhrouss min chhgnay goll). So, although the

individual will be responsive to the needs of the outside environment, he or she will

always cling to his or her own identity and roots. Historically, Cambodians are used to

resisting assimilation from their neighbouring enemy countries and colonial masters

to preserve their “Khmerness”. For example, Romanization of the Khmer language

was rejected by the Cambodians during the 1940s when Vietnam adopted

Romanization of its Vietnamese language. In Vietnam, Cambodians living in the

South — known as the “Khmer Krom” — still have their Khmer culture and identity.

Like other Asians, Cambodians are concerned about how their family name

and personal image relate to Cambodian society. Cambodians refer to this social

image in two ways: (1) as reputation — the family name and heritage (ekrþ¥eQµaH —

keir chhmuos); and (2) as personal dignity or “face” (muxmat́ — moukmort) — which

constitutes the “essence of [the] personality and dignity of a person” or individual

ego. “Losing face” is a “serious [personal] injury” (Ponchaud 1977:4). These two

elements are interrelated. Through the generations, the family reputation becomes the

individual heritage that enriches “individual face”. Individual good behaviour and

deeds can also contribute to the family reputation. Bad behaviour can lead to an

individual “losing face”, and to his or her whole family “losing reputation”. If this

happens, they say, “we do not know how to hide the face” (mindwgykmux eTATukÉNa —

mindeng yok muktauv tuk eynar).
The situation makes the whole family embarrassed and shamed — will ruin

the family reputation (xUcek¼eQµaH — khauch keir chhmuos). Cambodians will do

anything to protect their family reputation and name. They will gang together (kan ´éCIg

— kanh jeunhg: hold the feet), supporting their family members at any cost even if
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they were wrong. Loyalty to the family group is more important than what is right or

wrong. This commitment to family and group loyalty also manifests in New

Zealand’s Cambodian communities and becomes the main cause of community or

group fragmentation. Due to losing face, a group of Cambodians broke away from the

Waikato Khmer Association and respective groups to form the Waikato Cambodian

Trust. This issue will be discussed in detail in Chapter Seven.

Refugee Experience

Culture exists in geographic and historic contexts. In the case of refugees (Hopkins

1996:8), “there is a triple set of contexts: the context of their own history and

traditional culture, the context of the culture in which they are now find themselves,

and the special context of refugeeism”. Refugees come to the new country of their

settlement with very few belongings, but with rich memories of their culture. They are

cultural carriers who have to survive in a new socio-cultural setting.

A study of refugee adaptation or adjustment (Hopkins 1996:7) “is a study of

learning in the broadest sense: refugees are faced with learning an entire new culture,

a whole new way of life”. They think and need to make “profound changes in their

material, social, and ideological life”. Hopkins argued that “the sociocultural setting”

was the “primary factor in the success of the eventual adjustment”. The members of

the receiving culture can either facilitate or impede adjustment.

Indochinese refugees in the American model (Hein 1995) rejected assimilation

by choosing between preserving homeland traditions and accepting those in the USA.

Rather than transplanting traditions, they re-created communal institutions that were

an “amalgamation of both cultures”. Hein has found that integration is more likely to

occur when refugees approach the new society as individuals. He noticed that the

“collective adaptation” of Indochinese refugees in America used communities as a

means by which to solve their resettlement problems. Refugees did not seek to

maintain their ethnicity at all costs. They blended “aspects of American culture that

[they] may find of value with element[s] of their native culture that they deemed

worth preserving”.

Hein concludes that adjustment of refugees to a new society “involves a

dynamic polarisation between pluralism and integration”. They recognise the “reality,

even necessity, of difference and diversity in a society” and “at the same time, they
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accept the inevitability, even desirability, of change and of becoming someone new”

(Hein 1995:153–154).

Mortland has described the way Cambodians in the USA define “Khmerness”

or “Cambodianess”, the process of becoming a “Cambodian refugee”, the decision of

“how to be Cambodian in America”, the “mythical” definition of Cambodian, the “re-

creating ‘real’ Cambodians” in America, and the maintenance of “Cambodianess”

among Americans (1994:5–27). Many of the factors and drivers identified by

Mortland can be found in similar forms in the New Zealand context, as we shall see

later in this chapter.

The Family in Khmer Culture

Extended Family and its Members

Khmer society was a matriarchal society, and women have held a position of respect

and equality in Cambodian society throughout history (Rooney 1994:25). Inscriptions

recount the hereditary lineage of the ruler often passing through a matriline and the

inheritance of property also being transmitted through the female line. Women figured

in the government during the Angkor Period and were also prominent in the economic

structure of the Khmer Empire. Bit (1991:28) has written that the “cultural drift of

Cambodian toward paternalism, autocratic rule and ritualistic behaviour, most

noticeable in the centuries of direct Indian influence, set the course for succeeding

cultural development”.

In spite of this change, matriarchy is still embedded in the Khmer society and

women still have a dominant role in domestic issues in contemporary Cambodia. The

most obvious example is the position of the woman in the contemporary Khmer

marriage. In contrast to the widespread Indian practice, Cambodian women receive

dowries from the groom’s family, and the groom has to fit in with the bride’s family

and come to live with them. This is also in contrast to the general Chinese custom that

holds that the bride moves to her husband’s family. Legally, the husband is the head

of the Cambodian family, but the wife has considerable authority, especially in the

family economy (Headley 1990). The husband provides shelter and food for the
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family; the wife is “in charge of the family budget, and she serves as the major ethical

and religious model for the children” (Headley 1990:88–89).

Young children are free, as they grow up without any rigid constraints.

Cambodians would tolerate them and say “vear min torn doeung kdey — vaminTan´d́WgkIþ:

she/he has not got any understandings yet”. Children’s “games emphasise

socialisation or skill rather than winning or losing” (Headley 1990:94). Through their

life, individuals would rather improve their stature against their own merits and be

responsible for their own actions. “You can compare against yourself; you can’t shit

like an elephant” — to compare with others sometimes is not realistic. This has led to

an individualistic concept of merit.

Contemporary Khmer culture has its origins in a multicultural society that has

been influenced by the cultures of India, China, and France; and more recently by the

experience of war. Even in spite of foreign influences and recent traumatic events,

Cambodians have managed to preserve their core cultural identity and values. These

cultural elements have also become embedded in the Cambodian spiritual and cultural

way of life. Individuals are expected to conform to the cultural norms, and it is

believed that ignoring them will not only upset the family, but also the spirit of their

ancestors (dUnta — Daun Ta) and ruin the family’s reputation. For example, a few

years ago, a bride in Hamilton had such a severe headache on her wedding day that no

medicine could relieve the pain. Then she went to her family room to pray to her

ancestors and beg their forgiveness for not informing them of the wedding, and the

pain went away. The woman (an anaesthetic technician) told her Cambodian friend (a

nurse) later, but insisted that she did not believe in superstition.

Although there are different backgrounds and variation, the Cambodian family

structure and its obligations remain much the same, as Headley (1990: 88) explains:

…a Cambodian nuclear family, consisting of a husband and a wife, and their
unmarried children, probably continued to be the most important kin group in
Khmer society. The family is the major unit of both production and
consumption. Within this unit are the strongest emotional ties, the assurance of
aid in the event of trouble, economic cooperation in labour, sharing of produce
and income, and contribution as a unit to ceremonial obligations.

A larger grouping, the personal kindred that includes a nuclear family
with the children, grandchildren, grandparents, uncles, aunts, first cousins,
nephews, and nieces, may [be] included in the household.
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A survey conducted for this study in 2004 of the size of Cambodian households in

New Zealand (Table 5.6) found that 42% had at least five occupants.

Table 5-6 — Size of Cambodians’ households

Frequency %
One 1 1.8
Two 12 21.1
Three 7 12.3
Four 13 22.8
Five 7 12.3
Six 8 14.0
Seven 8 14.0
Eight 1 1.8
Total 57 100.0

Some households have accommodated an extended family of three generations

(Figure 5.7). The spirits of their ancestors are also part of their everyday family living.

Cambodians offer food and fruit to their ancestors at home when they have a

celebration or they eat special food. Parts of the soul of their dead relatives and family

members stay with them. Some people experience visitations from their dead relatives

or friends in their dreams. A woman in Hamilton told me that, in a dream she had, her

friend’s mother came to visit her with five mangos in her hand. The friend in

Hamilton rang the daughter the next morning about her dream. The daughter was

astonished since she had just offered five mangos to the monks in Auckland the day

before. To Cambodians, dreams are real and a part of their daily life. They share their

dreams with friends or relatives, and then act according to their interpretation of it. If

they have a bad dream, they will see monks to avert potential misfortune.

At home, family members communicate in Khmer and English. Parents and

grandparents have tried their best to bring up their children in the Khmer way and

expose them to their Khmer heritage and language. Although generation gaps were

appearing, Khmer parents retained their family closeness as much as they could.

Parents and Grandparents as Khmer Language Teachers

Elderly Cambodian people in New Zealand live with their family and go to the temple

for their Buddhist routine. At home, elders speak Khmer to the members of the

family, and in this way the family can benefit from learning Khmer as a spoken
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language. Cambodians say: “Pasarsaøb́́ Catisaøb ´´ — Phearsar slab jeat slab”: the

language dies, the race dies. Therefore, Cambodians preserve their language at all

costs to keep their culture alive. My survey in New Zealand finds that language is

considered the main element of a culture, and art (Fig. 5.8) is the least important

element (Table. 5.7). When asked to describe the elements of Khmer culture,

participants had a variety of opinions.

Table 5-7 — Main elements of Khmer culture

Frequency %
Language 25 43.9
Custom 6 10.5
Tradition 4 7.0
Buddhism 3 5.3
Good character 1 1.8
Family-oriented 1 1.8
Love your culture 1 1.8
Educate in Khmer 1 1.8
Angkor Wat 1 1.8
Arts 1 1.8
Root 1 1.8
Not specified 10 17.5
Don’t know 2 3.5
Total 57 100.0

That Buddhism scored low in this survey (5.3%) could indicate that the participants

take Buddhism for granted as a part of their life, as every Cambodian community

constructs their identity around Buddhism. The belief that it is vital to preserve Khmer

language is so strong that various Cambodian communities in New Zealand have

attempted to maintain the Khmer language by running community classes. During the

1980s and 1990s, the Cambodian Association in Auckland, Hamilton, Palmerston

North, Wellington, Christchurch and Dunedin ran Khmer language classes; however,

these classes did not survive through to the new millennium. Although these classes

have been discontinued, the majority of the people from Cambodia living in New

Zealand believe that it is necessary to learn Khmer (Table 5.8).
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Figure 5.7 — An extended family of three generations

Sunday News, 13 July 1985

Figure 5.8 — National Refugee Day, Hamilton, 1984

Waikato Times, 1984
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Since formal classroom learning was not viable, the Khmer language survives as a

living language only in local Cambodian communities and homes. For Cambodians

who have settled in New Zealand, the Khmer language is no longer their standard way

of communication in the wider community, and has instead become a minority

language. Moreover, the Khmer media of meaning and communication space has

shrunken further within their households as everyone has to learn English during the

evenings and weekends to meet their individual urgent language needs. Since arrival

in New Zealand, the Khmer language has given way to English even in Cambodian

homes. My survey showed that the levels of Khmer language used between parents

and children are significantly different. Khmer was the spoken language mainly used

by parents and adults (47%), compared to about a quarter of their children who still

used Khmer language to communicate with their parents (23%) (Table 5.9). Among

the adults, 35% did not read materials in Khmer at home. Few of their children read

Khmer, and 55% of them read only material in English (Table 5.10). When asked

about Khmer language, only 68.4% of our participants (Table 5.8) felt that it was

necessary to learn Khmer.

Table 5-8 — It is necessary to learn Khmer

Frequency %
Don’t know 7 12.3
Yes 39 68.4
No 7 12.3
Not applicable 4 7.0
Total 57 100.0

Table 5-9 — Language spoken in Cambodians’ homes

Parents Children
Frequency % Frequency %

Khmer 27 47.4 13 22.8
Chinese 1 1.8 7 12.3
English 3 5.3 20 35.1
Mixed 26 45.6 17 29.8
Total 57 100.0 57 100.0
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Table 5-10 — Reading language in Cambodians’ homes

Parents Children
Frequency % Frequency %

Khmer 11 19.3 2 3.5
Chinese 1 1.8 1 1.8
English 19 33.3 31 54.4
Mixed 23 40.4 8 14.0
Not
applicable

3 5.3 15 26.3

Total 57 100.0 57 100.0

Unfortunately, Khmer language that is spoken in a closed community becomes frozen

in the time of that community’s establishment in New Zealand. Newcomers describe

the language used in New Zealand as archaic, featuring a lot of outdated words mostly

from the 1970s. There is also a blending of Khmer and English, such as “tauv eTA [go]

shopping” and “tinh Tij [buy] ticket”. Because of neglect and the constraints of its

functionality, formal Khmer language is not known by the generation born in New

Zealand after 1975, and the majority of them cannot read and write Khmer.

Furthermore, they speak broken Khmer with a Kiwi accent.

Language erosion among the first generation and language lost to the second

generation has become critical to the existing identity of being Cambodian. For those

who are not able to speak Khmer, their identity becomes problematic because this

young group would like to see themselves as “Cambodian” or “children of the

Khmer”. They argue that, although they have lost the language, they still mainly

conduct their life in a Cambodian environment and still have “Khmer blood”.

Although generation gaps were appearing, Khmer parents have retained their family

closeness as much as they could. They took pride in their children’s educational

accomplishments and displayed graduation pictures in the hall or lounge.
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Figure 5.9 — An epic of Ramker

Khmer Youth and Recreational Trust (2004)
Author’s collection

Figure 5.10 — Peacock dance

Khmer Youth and Recreational Trust (2004)
Author’s collection
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There has been resurgence within the 1.5 and second-generation Cambodians once

individuals realised the implications of the loss of their language. Young people who

interact with their community have started speaking more Khmer language. A

Cambodian community worker, who gained his qualification in journalism from

Christchurch, said he spoke more Khmer than English since he moved to Auckland.

His involvement with the Cambodian community has enabled him to run a

community radio show, a Cambodian soccer club, and a youth group, which has

revitalised its Khmer identity through Khmer cultural performance (Figures 5.9 and

5.10).

Cambodians do not just confine their conversation in Khmer to the home.

Nowadays people can hear Cambodians, especially in South Auckland, converse in

Khmer while doing their shopping. Using Khmer language in public has also given

Cambodians an advantage in shopping or bargaining. The members of the family or

group are able to discuss the sale privately in public or in front of a salesperson, as

one person explained: “They can hear us talking, but they can’t understand our

discussion. Using our Khmer language gave us freedom to exclude them as they were

powerless to eavesdropping.” The Khmer language used in this instance empowers

Cambodians shoppers to their bargaining advantage.

Obligation

Smith-Hefner has described how a key feature of Cambodian parents’ moral training

involves “inculcating in children the proper attitudes toward superiors”. This begins

with the way children regard their parents. Cambodians say that children must learn

that their parents are their “first gods”, their “gods within the house”. Smith-Hefner

writes:

Children are said to owe “unlimited things” to their parents, because their
elders sacrifice everything for their offspring in bringing them into the world
and nurturing them. According to Cambodians, this “filial debt” is described
as “so great that it can never be fully repaid”.

Cambodian moral education focuses on filial obligation and, more
specifically, on children’s responsibility to reciprocate the care and affection
their parents have showed on them. Reiterated over the life of a son or a
daughter, this theme of unlimited debts serves as the linchpin of
intergenerational morality within the family (1999:95–96).
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In New Zealand, Cambodians continue to hold on to these values and traditions. As a

Cambodian living in Manukau said: “I can’t put my mother in a rest home. It’s not

right to dump your old mother after those years that she had looked after us. It’s too

cruel to do that since she can’t speak English and eat Kiwi food.” It is not uncommon

to see three generations living in the same household in New Zealand. In 2004, the

majority (87.7%) of Cambodian participants in my survey for this thesis agreed that

families should care for their elderly members. However, some younger respondents

(12.3%) did not agree. In some cases, where children had refused to have an arranged

marriage the parental respect had been disturbed.

Generosity and sacrifice are core Khmer values. To Cambodians, sacrifice is

in the following cycle:

Individual sacrifice oneself for the family,
The family for the commune,
The commune for the country, and
The country for oneself.

This cyclical responsibility does not always have the highest priority, but its

appropriateness is assessed in the light of specific circumstances and interests.

In extended families spread across national borders, members still have an

obligation to look after each other. For example, Cambodians send money to their

relatives in Cambodia to rebuild the vandalised graves of their parents or

grandparents. Farmer and Hafez (1988:180) found that 72% of refugees from

Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam sent money to support their relatives overseas. This

familial obligation created transnational relationships that involved remittance and

visits. This transnational family link also strengthened individual culture and identity.

Cambodians would rather send their savings to help their relatives in Cambodia to get

a start in life than keep their money to themselves.

A woman in Hamilton concluded: “That is why we run away from Cambodia.

Most of us left our family behind to save our own life. And now we are alive and

made some money, we can send some money to assist my family at home in

Cambodia.”

Besides looking after their extended family, parents have a major duty to

marry their children off.
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Marriage

In Cambodia, young people have the opportunity to begin looking for future mates,

but the choice of a spouse is a complex one for the young male, as Headley (1990)

describes:

It may involve not only his parents and his friends, as well as those of the
young women, but also matchmaker. A young man can decide on a likely
spouse on his own and then ask his parents to arrange the marriage
negotiations, or the young person’s parents may make a choice of spouse,
giving the child little to say in the selection … (1990:95)

In her research on a Cambodian community in Dunedin, Higbee wrote in “From

Sampot to White Satin” (1992):

The two families who are joined together by the wedding also play a very
important role. This is shown by the way that the negotiations and rituals
include all family members as well as the bride and groom. Even the spirits of
the ancestors, the neakta, are included in the negotiations. A traditional Khmer
wedding is not the union of two people during a special religious ceremony
performed by a priest. It is a complex of different traditions and actions which,
when re-enacted correctly, will join two families together … (1992:19)

As a custom in Cambodia, after the spouse has been selected, a go-between (chau

moha — ecAmha) meets with the representative (meba — em¶) of the young woman’s

parents and broaches the subject of marriage. Then each family investigates the other

to make sure its child is marrying into a good family. The families consulted an achar

(ritualist) to ascertain the compatibility of the couple. Both sides agree to the

marriage, and presents are exchanged and accepted at the engagement day (sdey

dorndung — sIþdNþWg). The groom’s family has to negotiate (khan sla — xańsaø) the

“price of the mother milk” which the groom has to pay in gold or money to the bride’s

parents for their parenting and care. In rural areas, there is a form of bride-service;

that is, a young man may take a vow to serve his prospective father-in-law for a

period of time from a few months to a few years. The girl’s family has the right to end

the engagement (phdach kon — pþaćkUn) if the young man does not behave well. Once

the family is happy with the young man, the parents accept, and set the wedding date

with the help of the achar. The date and time of the wedding are very important as

they are prescribed according to Khmer astrology for the most auspicious time and

wellbeing of the couple. Acceptance by the families also means that the couple has
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support from both sides of the family for their life together, making the settling in of

the newcomer easier — economically, culturally and spiritually.

The traditional Cambodian wedding is a long and colourful affair. It lasts from

two to three days. The bride’s family organises the whole ceremony and covers the

costs of the wedding with the help of the dowry. Contemporary Cambodian weddings

are now compressed into two days (Hill 2005:128–134).

On the first day, the groom’s family and close friends go to the bride’s house

to offer fruit and food and formally confirm consent to the marriage. The formal

wedding process begins when the achar announces the formal engagement and

informs their ancestors and the guardian of the land and water (krong pealy —

RkugBalI) with food and drinks. Then the achar leads the procession for the parents to

the ceremonial cutting of the hair of the bride and the groom (kat́sḱ) as the symbol

of their last duty of care. Monks in their colourful traditional costumes are invited to

this occasion to bless the couple. They tie the knot (chorng day — cgEd) as their

parents and relatives proceed to tie a piece of red string around the wrist of the couple

and make a wish for them. That evening the parents of the bride accept the “price of

the milk” fixed during the engagement as the khan sla. This khan sla is the traditional

official certification of the marriage. Once this finishes, the bride retreats to her room

and the groom moves back to his quarters.

The next morning, the groom’s party lines up on the street led by a wedding

music band and the elders who then proceed to the bride’s house. Again the groom’s

party brings fruit and gifts for the bride. Once the party is settled, the groom sits in the

traditional posture behind a ceremonial pillow and pays respect to the monks and the

bride’s family, and patiently waits for the bride. The achar makes a call with the

beating noise of a Khmuoh (eXµaH — an instrument similar to the gong, but is used

only for the wedding) and the music of “opening the curtains”. The bride,

accompanied by a lady, appears from her room and takes a seat to the left of the

groom. A dancer performs the “sword dance” to fend off bad luck and misfortune

from the couple. The monks bless them for the last time, and the achar performs his

last wedding ritual by joining the hands of the couple and dipping them in a bowl of

sambour (sMbYr — water). The achar finally lights the candle and begins passing

around a popil (bgiVlBBil — a burning candle with melted wax on an upside-down
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heart-shaped handle as a symbol of their union, nineteen times around the couple,

before extinguishing it. The announcement of their union as husband and wife is

followed by a sprinkling of areca flowers on them. Parents, relatives, and friends, one

by one, tie the red string on the couple’s wrists and make a wish for them (Figure 5.9).

Once finished, the achar beats the khmouh again, and the bride leads the groom into

her room as husband and wife. This is the re-enactment of the historic wedding of the

first Khmer queen, who is the matriarch. The wedding ends up with a lavish feast at

the residence of the bride or a restaurant, accompanied by loud party music during the

evening, where guests are invited to the party and to donate money (chorng day —

cgEd) in an envelope as a token of their appreciation, and good wishes towards the

couple. Throughout the wedding, the bride changes into many colourful and gorgeous

costumes and gowns. The next morning, the couple prepares food and offers it to the

ancestors of both families through the monks at the temple; in return, the monks bless

the new couple.

As a married couple moves through their life, they have children, nurture and

train those children, educate them, and marry them off. When they become too old to

support themselves, they may invite the youngest child’s family to move in. At this

stage in their lives, they enjoy a position of high status; they help care for their

grandchildren, and devote more time in service to the wat (vtþ— temple) (Ross

1990:95–97).

Dr Mai Van Trang, who lived in Hamilton during the 1980s, wrote “An Asian

View of Cultural Differences”:

We marry first, then love.
You love first, then marry.
Our marriage is the beginning of a love affair.
Your marriage is the happy end of a romance.
Our marriage is an indissoluble bond.
Your marriage is a contract.
Our love is mute.
Your love is vocal.
We try to conceal our love from the world.
You delight in showing your love to others. (Trang 1987:7)

The sentiments in this New Zealand Vietnamese poem are also common among the

Cambodians living in New Zealand. As time goes by, there have been some changes

as young-generation Cambodians become more familiar with the New Zealand way of
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life and become more vocal and transparent about their love affairs, but their approach

to marriage is still maintained in a Khmer simplified form. The New Zealand Census

— Ethnic Group 2001(p.207) showed that single male Cambodians (597)

outnumbered single female Cambodians (484). The lack of female counterparts in

New Zealand leads Cambodian families to search for future spouses for their sons in

Cambodia. This transnational relationship can put stresses on the family through the

complicated cultural process of finding a compatible couple who can love each other

and live harmoniously together. From the mid-1990s, some Cambodian men and

women have brought their spouse from Cambodia.

Marriage reflects the significant role of the family in Cambodian life. Family

relationships are so crucial that they serve as the cornerstone for the individual’s and

family’s wellbeing. These relationships — and the role of family in selecting partners

— are so fundamental that they should not be overlooked or given insufficient weight.

New Zealand, as a multicultural society that nurtures diversity and integration, must

ensure that the continuing strong significance to Cambodians of this cultural value is

not overlooked or undermined. Cambodian cultural ideals place the ability of the

parents to marry off their children as a key way they can carry on their tradition as

Cambodians.

Families who have managed to settle in New Zealand but have been unable to

find a single Cambodian female for their single male family member have found the

situation depressing. These feelings of deprivation have brought loneliness and

distress to the individuals, and shame to the family that is unable to fulfil their duties

as parents. Children are honoured to find an appropriate husband or wife who is

happy to be part of the family and is accepted by the family. Parental involvement in

engineering such unions can end the shame to the family and the distress felt by the

single person.

Migration from refugee camps to New Zealand has made achars and monks

hard to come by, further changing the shape that Khmer weddings have taken in New

Zealand. On their arrival in Hamilton in 1980, a young couple were unable to have a

proper Cambodian wedding. Instead, the family celebrated their wedding by just

having the ritual of informing their ancestors of the couple’s union (Sein — Esn). The

couple went on to sign their wedding certificate at the Registrar.
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Exposure to Christian sponsors in New Zealand has also resulted in the

inclusion of Christian marriage rituals into Khmer traditions. Attempts by Cambodian

migrants to assimilate into New Zealand society have shortened the length of

weddings, and part of their format is now based on Christian and British traditions

(Figure 5.10).

Cambodian marriage in New Zealand changes according to the circumstances

and the time available. All weddings are celebrated during the weekend, as

Cambodians say that now the weekend is tgnay jear pelear loor (EzÁCaBalalÁ — the

good day). The process usually begins late-afternoon Friday, with Khmer marriage

rituals until Saturday evening, ending up with a big dinner party at a Chinese

restaurant.

Nowadays the wedding format is shortened, but the main events remain the

same as in Cambodia, and spouses are always chosen with the parents’ or next-of-

kin’s help. Some cultural materials, such as the two bunches of “flowers of areca”

(pÁ,arsøar), are replaced by the “New Zealand native flowers of Nikau palm” or just two

bowls of rose petals. In some areas where the Cambodian community has no Khmer

classical band, a sound system plays the ritual wedding music instead. The ritual of

“passing around the popil” is shortened to three times only. The traditional

Cambodian ceremony finishes at midday. Then the wedding party rushes off for their

photo opportunity in a garden before they return to their party. From time to time at a

wedding party, the young couple are able to greet and thank the guests in Khmer, and

then will switch to English for the rest of the speech. The couple signs their marriage

certificate with the celebrant either at the end of the ceremony at home or at the dinner

party. Some couples celebrate their union with the Cambodian ritual process,

including paying the “price of the milk” and having a party, but the couple do not sign

a marriage certificate, so they live in a de-facto relationship.

However, despite all these changes, Cambodian weddings have remained

Khmer, and still reflect Khmer beliefs and ways of thinking (Higbee 1992:19). The

attitude of Cambodians toward a wedding is more or less relaxed. But when the

wedding day comes, they want the Cambodian way. I went to a wedding in Manurewa

where the mother of the groom said to her son, who had complained about his sore

legs: “You have to fold your legs, bow your head, pair with your wife in front of the

ceremonial pillow and pay respect to your ancestors. You have to negotiate with your
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legs at least once in your lifetime as a Cambodian.” Everyone laughed, knowing full

well that he and his generation are not used to sitting in this posture. To be

Cambodian, according to the lady, is to be able to continue or demonstrate respect to

their ancestors and perform the Cambodian ritual at least once in his lifetime (Figures

5.11 and 5.12).

In New Zealand, the majority of the participants in my survey (84.2%) believe

that their children should have the freedom to choose their future spouses (Table

5.11).

Table 5-11 — Children should be free to choose their
spouse

Frequency %
Strongly agree 17 29.8
Agree 31 54.4
Not agree 4 7.0
Not agree at all 1 1.8
Not applicable 4 7.0
Total 57 100.0

Conversely, 8.8% did not agree that their children should have the freedom to choose

their future spouses.

During the 1990s, the 1.5 generation Cambodians began to see their parents as

being too conservative and too strict. I noticed that these young adults ignored their

parents’ advice and begin dating their Cambodian student friends and others. Some

parents of these young men were upset, and, seeing those young Cambodian women

as “wild”, rejected the relationship. This sometimes led to family conflicts. There

were cases of intervention from school counsellors to allow the girl to talk to her

boyfriend on the family telephone. There have been cases when the young adults have

run away from home. Cambodian tertiary students have plenty of time to be together.

Over time, parents have softened their attitudes towards dating and marriage.
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Figure 5.11 — A Khmer wedding in Hamilton, 1992

Author’s collection

Figure 5.12 — A Khmer wedding in Auckland, 2003

Author’s collection
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The accessibility of mobile phones and the internet has furthered young adult

Cambodians abilities to communicate freely with their friends. Parents have used

international phone calls or sent overseas letters seeking spouses for their children.

Recently cyberspace and the internet have opened another means for match-making.

Last year, a Cambodian in Papakura found his spouse in Vietnam through a match-

making website. The man went to meet her family in Vietnam and invited her to meet

his family in New Zealand. They got married in Auckland and went back to Vietnam

for their second wedding party.

Nowadays second generation Cambodians have more freedom than their older

siblings in terms of dating and choosing their partner. Some of these Cambodians

have begun dating people from other ethnic groups too. They bring their friend home

to meet the family. They go out as boyfriend and girlfriend. They take more time

toward having their formal union although the family has approved their courtship.

The young women live with their parents until they get married.

Intermarriage

By the 1980s, there had not been much intermarriage between Cambodians and New

Zealanders. “This is due to the fact that Cambodians tend to socialise together and not

due to religious or cultural difference” (Thou 1989:42–46). By 2004, intermarriage

was increasing. It is more common to see a Kiwi husband and a Cambodian wife (Fig

5.13 & 5.14). There are also some Cambodian men married to Kiwi women.

The majority of the participants in my study agreed (84.2%) that Cambodians

are free to intermarry (Table 5.12).

Table 5-12 – Khmer people should be free to intermarry

Frequency Percent
Strongly agree 15 26.3
Agree 33 57.9
Not agree 1 1.8
Not agree at all 2 3.5
Not applicable 6 10.5
Total 57 100.0
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Figure 5.13 — A wedding in Auckland, 2004

Courtesy of the Kuy family

Figure 5.14 — A wedding in Auckland, 2004

Courtesy of the Kuy family
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As time goes by, intermarriage has become valued, as a man in Auckland explains:

I have more Kiwi connection than everyone here. I have got a Kiwi daughter-
in-law and a Lao son-in-law. My Kiwi daughter-in-law was originally from
England. My son-in-law is from Laos. When they moved in with us they eat
our food. Even my daughter-in-law can cook rice very well. She likes rice
very much. Now they moved to their own home. But my daughter-in-law still
cooks rice. For me, such relation is very important.

Intermarriage has extended social relations among the Cambodians with others. This

exposure enriches their social relations and understandings of different practices.

They celebrate diversity and social tolerance.

Intermarriage between Khmer and Chinese was a feature during the late 1980s

when people from China approached Khmer single women in Morrinsville, Auckland

and Hamilton (Harris 1986:13). They married and some of them have children.

However, the majority of couples divorced when the Chinese spouse gained his or her

residence and citizenship. Again during the 1990s, some international students from

Cambodia who married Cambodian residents broke up after they gained residency.

This practice has warned Cambodian families to be cautious with visitors to New

Zealand who seek a marriage of convenience. Unfortunately, divorce is not just

confined to this group, it happens across the board for all sorts of reasons.

Divorce

In Khmer culture divorce brings shame to the family, and couples would endeavour to

stay together as long as they can for the sake of their family and reputation. Women

are forced to stay in the relationship due to economic reasons, as there is no welfare

system to support them as a sole parent.

Divorce is a new phenomenon in the Cambodian community in New Zealand

(Table 5.13). Forced marriage during the Khmer Rouge regime and marriage for

convenience in the refugee camps were the main reasons for divorce during the early

stages of resettlement. Some people found their previous spouse alive and sought

separation and gained a divorce from their current spouse.

In recent years, new patterns of divorce have emerged among young couples.

“About a quarter of the weddings that I attended during the late 1990s ended up in
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divorce,” a woman said. As Cambodians take in New Zealand’s way of life and feel

secured, individuals have confidence to stand up against abuse and home violence.

Usually, women file for separation and divorce with legal aide.

Table 5-13 — Social marital status of Cambodians

Partnered
Never

married Separated
Male 951 597 42
Female 966 483 93
Total 1920 1083 135
2001 Census: Ethnic Groups p207

A man explained to me that there are two sides of each story and said, “Violence,

gambling, and drinking are the causes of their family problems.” Some men and

women are addicted to gambling. In such cases, people do not feel shame about the

divorce. The majority of the divorces are genuine; but some are not as the couple uses

it as a divorce of convenience.

During the 1990s, some couples found loopholes in the welfare system in

which solo mothers were entitled to the domestic purposes benefit (DPB) and

accommodation benefits. Those couples went through the court system to obtain their

divorce. While the men went to work, earned an income, and lived away from the

family, the solo mothers lived on the DPB. The majority of divorced Cambodian men

remarry soon after with Cambodian women from Cambodia. I was told that people

informed the authorities of these “divorces of convenience”, and soon afterwards the

social welfare and the immigration service tightened their service.

Married, separated or divorced Cambodian men and women conduct their life

within the New Zealand legal and social framework with a hope of having a better

future. They interact with their neighbours and other Cambodians. They use various

initiatives to solve their problems and to advance themselves and their family.
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Cambodian Women’s Life

Cambodian women have a specific gender role in their family as well in the

Cambodian community. A Cambodian woman, who came in 1980, told her life story:

I left school at 16 and married at 18. Within two months I was pregnant.
I was a housewife and did not need to go out to work as my husband had a
good income …

The Khmer Rouge supervisor called me and said they would like to
take my husband away for a rest … I never saw my husband again. I was eight
month pregnant. My little boy was sick with diarrhoea; there was no medicine
and no doctor and so he died, age six years …

I met my second husband in the [refugee] camp … It was not safe for a
single woman in the camp.

I don’t know anything about New Zealand … I spent a month at
Mangere Reception Centre. I was pregnant at that time … my husband and I
were not getting on well together … I cried by myself. I didn’t know who I
could talk to.

We were given sponsors in the city and stayed with them for a short
time till we got accommodation. After that I got a job. I couldn’t speak or
understand English … I worked until I was seven months’ pregnant, as I need
money.

One year after my son was born, I returned to work. My husband and I
were still not getting on well. We separated when my son was 18 months old. I
cried a lot alone.

I went to English class at polytechnic for more than two years, but
found it hard to learn as I had too much to think about.

I get upset or worried sometimes thinking about my future. My
feelings are hard to share, so I keep quiet. I cheer myself up about good things
in my life.

I am never bored. There is always something to do and I have a few
hours’ work a week. Now the main thing that worried me is I am not as good
at speaking English as I could. Talking English helps me learn more quickly
than reading or writing.

I am happy that my son was born here. I speak Khmer to him. I think it
is important for both of us. He translates for me sometimes. He does well at
school. He doesn’t ask much about Cambodia, but I would like him to go and
help there for a while when he is older and qualified.

I think I have been lucky. A lot of people died in Cambodia. Over 50
people from my mother’s side of the family have disappeared. I miss my
country and would like to visit some time, but I am happy to live in New
Zealand. (Department of Labour 1994:48)

In spite of all these problems, this woman has managed her life well, as her two

children have graduated. Her daughter is married to a Kiwi and is now working in

America. Her son has become a computer programmer.

Cambodia’s matriarchal society goes back to the first century when a queen

ruled the Khmer kingdom. The mother is the effective head of the family.
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Cambodians use the expression em: “mey bar” for elder or parents. The first word in

the term (em — mey) means “female”; the second (: — bar) means “male or

father”. The first word is the control or leading word and, although “em— mey”

literally means “female”, it is an important word in Khmer language that in general

means “important”, “leader” or “head of”. A wife in Khmer is “empÞH — mey phteah”

or the head of the house — not the husband.

Cambodians see women as social actors or players who improve the husband,

the family, and the community existence. Cambodians say: “As the roots of the

seedling pull dirt away from the seedling bed, women pull men from misery”

(sMNabeyagdIRsIeyagRbus — Samnarb yaung dey, srey yaung pruss). However,

Cambodians also remind themselves about the odd ones, too: “who are the bottomless

containers” (RsIkeJ ¢IquH — srey kanchue thlous), the ones who ruin the family fortune

and life. From this point of view, women are the source of both fortune and

misfortune.

Cambodian women’s behaviour was once prescribed by a very strict

“Women’s Code” (c|ab´RsI — Chbab Srey), which instructs women on how to be a

good woman and a good wife. Men also have their “Men’s Codes of Conduct”

(c|abŔbus — Chbab Pross), which prescribes how to be a good son, good husband, a

good boss and a good citizen. These codes, although archaic, still have a great deal of

influence on Cambodians’ lives. A Cambodian woman’s duty is to look after her

husband and family. Cambodian women’s role as “empÞH — mey phtah: leader of the

house” makes them responsible for managing the family household and the family’s

wellbeing. In spite of this recognition, Cambodian men, influenced by a male

chauvinist view, often see Cambodian women as the “feeble sex” that “cannot even

go around the kitchen” (edIrminCMuc®g,an — deur min chum chorngkrarn).
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Cambodian Women in New Zealand

Cambodian women with a refugee background have been in New Zealand for at least

ten years. They have been exposed to the New Zealand environment, which is very

supportive of rights and entitlement. Cambodian women have seen the rights of their

“Kiwi women” hosts and become more assertive. In a family dispute, a Cambodian

man told his friend, “You have to respect your wife in this country. Any woman

knows her rights and would not live with you if you abused her.” The man did not

listen; his wife walked away with the children and filed for divorce.

New Zealand has a high rate of domestic violence and a system to help

prevent and deal with it. This system helps Cambodians, too. The New Zealand social

system has provided a safe haven to Cambodian women. They are safeguarded by

New Zealand standards and are more secure than they were in Cambodia. First, New

Zealand law has safeguarded women from domestic violence. Women know their

rights, and their children will not tolerate abuse. In the case of any abuse, Cambodian

women can approach their sponsor, home tutor, or friends for help. Secondly,

Cambodian women can access Women’s Refuge with confidentiality. Thirdly, the

welfare service and legal aid provide a safety net for Cambodian women to survive in

case of family break-up. Doctors and other health workers can also monitor and assist

the wellbeing of Cambodian women who may suffer from domestic violence and

abuse.

These above practices safeguard Cambodian women against home violence

and provide an indirect restraint on men to abstain from violence and from

dominating their wives. Beside this, Cambodians have understood their rights, and

they exercise rights and duties to help women. A Cambodian schoolboy in Hamilton

called the police to help his mother from home violence. A daughter in Auckland used

the emergency number to call the police to save her mother from domestic violence.

An emergency call (111) is a powerful tool that saves Cambodian women.

Although they are still concerned with keeping face and avoiding a bad

reputation, Cambodian women have become more assertive as the New Zealand

social system has helped them become more confident. The majority of Cambodian

participants (96.5%) in our postal survey agreed that women and men are equal.
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Cambodian Women in the Khmer Community

Behind every family and community activity, there are women. They are the movers

and shakers of Cambodian life. Cambodian women have well-defined and respected

roles and status in the development of any Cambodian individual, family and

community: they are caregivers, partners, and back-stage actors. Cambodian women

are regarded as better social negotiators and managers than their male counterparts.

Their role is well respected and defined within their home and the community: master

of the kitchen, finance, and labour (Figures 5.15–5.18). Although Cambodian women

are docile and modest in public, they play a leading role in these three domestic areas,

where men always take the back seat. These three areas have enabled women to

become an invisible driving force in Cambodian community development.

Within the community, Cambodian women do the footwork in term of

finance; and in human resources where they ensure that their children support and

participate in community activities. Although women are not in the majority and do

not have direct control in a committee meeting of any Cambodian association or

community, women can indirectly influence their husband, children and relatives in

the committee. Young men were directed by their mothers or aunts to do basic chores,

such as driving, shopping, and decorating the temple. Young women prepare food at

home to offer to the monk at the temple. Usually they dress up in Khmer costume for

the occasion, enjoy companionship, chat and giggle with their friends.

The role of women in Cambodian community development has been invisible

and taken for granted, but it has been vital to the community’s existence. The majority

of Cambodian temples built are due to fundraising by women and their contributions.

Men usually play a symbolic and ceremonial role. Men and women enjoy their

separate roles and work together harmoniously. They chat, they laugh, and they

gossip.
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Figure 5.15 — Cambodian women are docile and modest in public, 2005

Author’s collection

Figure 5.16 — Women are masters of the kitchen, finance, and labour, 2006

Author’s collection
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Figure 5.17 — The role of women has been vital to the community's existence,
2004

Author’s collection

Figure 5.18 — Cambodian women do the footwork in socialisation, 2005

Author’s collection
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Social Contact

To the Cambodians, “Kiwis are caring, friendly and pleasant.” The majority of the

Cambodians know and interact with their neighbours (Table 5.14). Our study found

that only 9% of the participants did not socialise with other Kiwis at all.

Table 5-14 — Social contact of Cambodians with Kiwis

Frequency %
All the time 13 22.8
Often 11 19.3
Sometimes 28 49.1
Not at all 5 8.8
Total 57 100.0

Language was not really a problem. A lady in Henderson shared her view: “Smile

does not cost. For a while, my neighbours are familiar with us. They like us. We smile

at each other. We share food.”

A woman in Hamilton told me about her neighbours, and about culture

exchanges.

We share plants, flowers, and food. One day my neighbour asked me how to
cook rice since she likes it. I told her to buy a rice cooker and showed her to
cook it. Now she has rice for dinner and I have sandwiches at work.

A man spoke about his social interactions with Kiwis:

My neighbours at Otara are Maori. If I go out, they keep an eye on my house.
They are helpful. The old man is a casual construction worker. Sometimes he
goes away for two or three days, leaving his wife and children at home. At
work, I have interacted with Kiwi every day. I work as a consultant to help
people to access appropriate services. I do my part on Khmer language and
issues for the mainstream services. I also have a lunch bar and I serve clients
with various ethnic backgrounds. I make them happy and my business grows.
You can have a stone face at your clients, but they will not buy your food. I
have served everybody — Samoan, Maori, and Pakeha. Sometimes I gave
extra food to my customers who came before the shop closed. They are happy.
I have also interacted with Vietnamese, Chinese and Korean. They came to see
me for their tax returns. People will learn through the word of mouth, and my
business has grown this way. Satisfied customers refer their friends.
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The majority of the Cambodians have made an effort to get to know their neighbours.

A man from Hamilton shared his experiences:

I have interacted at home as well as at work with Kiwi New Zealanders who
are sponsors, neighbours, friends, home tutors, teachers and parents of my
children’s friends. In general, I have had many friends. You meet more people
when you go out of your home.

Long-term interactions have developed into friendships, with some Kiwi neighbours,

teachers and sponsors becoming like family.

However, my survey showed that the majority of the Cambodians socialised

primarily with their own people (Table 5.15). The remaining 5.3% did not socialise

with their own people, giving reasons that included wanting to get away from trivial

issues, problems and negativity.

Table 5-15 — Social contact of Cambodians with
Cambodians

Frequency %
All the time 22 38.6
Often 22 38.6
Sometimes 10 17.5
Not at all 3 5.3
Total 57 100.0

In the Cambodian community, people greet each other according to their seniority, not

by name. As the norm, acquaintances exchange personal information and ask one

another about what an individual is earning or about the price of a possession, such as

diamond ring, a car or a family house. Cambodians are open in their small talk, in a

way that Kiwis or young-generation Cambodians may find intrusive and rude.

People socialise at social gatherings and at private functions, such as weddings

or birthdays. Celebrating children’s birthdays is a new feature in the Cambodian

community. It is not just a family affair but a community event to which almost

everyone is invited. Usually people do not invite monks to take part in the event,

because it is not religious and is more Kiwi-influenced. Depending on family

preference, they may host their guests at home or at a Chinese restaurant. Guests or
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friends give money in an envelope instead of a present, and the birthday boy or girl

blows out a candle to conclude the festivity.

Friendship and Honesty

In general, Cambodians in New Zealand have relatives, friends and acquaintances

here. They live in a circle of people who can support each other when needed. People

pull together, get acquainted with one other, and in general became friends. These

friends usually go on to form a social group or community of their own. Making

friends is one of the routines during the weekend, when settled people visit

newcomers to give their support. They bring rice, groceries, and fruit to the

newcomers. This type of bond extends into long-term friendships, and people know

that they can rely on one other. Unfortunately, any human relationship can turn bad

when there is a conflict of personal interests: when friends cheat friends and abuse

friendships. One example was when, in 1995, some members of a tontine absconded

with the funds. They were described as “friends in disguise who betrayed to the

group”, and the absconders were “opportunists” and “cheaters”. They had an attitude

of “When the head was cooked, eat the head; when the tail was cooked, eat the tail”

(qi Ánk|alsIuk|al qi Ánkn ÁÞÁúysIuuknÁÞÁúy — Chho-in kbal see kbal, chho-in kontuy see

kontuy). The majority of Cambodians are honest: less than 9% of our survey

participants considered dishonesty to be acceptable. Eighty percent did not agree that

absconding with a tontine is acceptable.

Another example of a “bad friend” is the social climber. A friend introduced a

man to work as a community worker and interpreter. However, this person would do

anything to serve his own interests, even if it put others at peril, such as siphoning off

the community’s money to run his business. When his friend’s mother died, he

approached a couple in Morrinsville who were close friends of the deceased. The man

told the couple that his friend had no money to arrange his mother’s funeral, and that

he was borrowing money on behalf of the family of the deceased woman. When the

couple gave him $6,000 towards the funeral, he used the money to trade in his old

Mitsubishi for a white Honda Prelude, which he drove proudly to the funeral service.

The family found out about the deception six months later when the couple asked for

their money back. When the family confronted the man, he denied they had given him
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any money, and he never paid back the money to the couple. “He is a crocodile”

(GaRkeBI a kropeu — Cambodians refer to an ungrateful person as a crocodile) and the

“one who eats rice and destroys the pot” (sIu:ye:kqñaMg — see buy buok chhnang).

After this incident, this man moved on to work with another Cambodian community.

A few years later, this man divorced his wife and went to Cambodia to marry a

younger wife.

Such unscrupulous people, operating in a vulnerable community, can make

people wary. A woman told me that friendship was mercurial like “a drop of water

gliding over a lotus leaf” and that “true friendship rarely exists”. Friendship is like a

dove, “it perches only on the roof of the biggest house”.

In general, Cambodians are trustworthy and value friendship. They take time

to help friends when needed. Friends have fun together. Their bonds enable them to

be included in their circle and they communicate. They learn, they discuss, they talk,

and they share gossip.

Communication: Gossip and Reputation

Gossip — in Khmer BaküccamGaram — Peak chor charm aram (hearsay) or niyayedIm

— Niyeay deum (true but about bad things) or Ehkek¼ — heik kay (defamation) —

thrives in the Cambodian community. Various networks spread information — good

or bad, true or false — around the community, where the spreading or exchanging of

gossip implies belonging to the circle. Sharing gossip implies the inclusion and

exclusion of people to a social circle consisting of “multiplex ties” within a “moral

community”, in which “membership … does not depend upon having a good

reputation: only upon having a reputation” (Bailey 1971:6–7).

Gossip is a powerful medium that can rally people and can put pressure on

individuals or on Cambodian community development. The reputation of an

individual, family, group, or community is a common perception agreed by others

within the community, based on a “common set of values” which share “a definition

of the good things and bad things in life” that are set as “the rules for maintaining or

undermining a reputation” (Bailey 1971:8–9). Reputation and status is one of the
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reasons that some migrants join a church, and church is also a hotbed\ for gossip

(Morris, Vokes and Chang 2007).

As discussed earlier, like other Asians, Khmers are concerned about how their

family name and personal image relates to Cambodian society. Cambodians will go to

great lengths to protect personal dignity and family reputation, which are interrelated.

Mild gossip can be quite saucy and healthy. The Khmers are champion

gossipers (Ex µrRsutRTutminecalEccUv — Khmer srut trut min chourl chechov), and the

Khmers in New Zealand are no exception. People spend hours on the telephone, or

during the weekend sharing gossip. Topics, such as new material acquisitions, new

cars, new houses, gambling, match-making, women’s issues, individual health,

teenage pregnancy, violence, divorce, personal grievance, and pregnancy float around

kitchens at private and public gatherings.

Gossip is not limited to women: men also gossip. Word spreads fast about the

individual who slept with a prostitute from Wellington, or which drug traffickers went

to jail, or the woman murdered by her Kiwi partner, or how many married men have

fallen in love with a singer from Cambodia and lost their money!

Negative Gossip Destroys Lives

Most gossip outside one’s personal circumstances is about negative or bad things.

Gossip can spread fast and grow out of proportion — as in the Khmer saying “One

crow becomes ten crows” (EkÁkmYyCaEkÁkdb´ — ko-eik muoy chea ko-eik dob) — and

can ruin people’s reputations and lives. For example, a woman’s mother asked her to

break off her engagement when another woman, who claimed to know the fiancé very

well, claimed that he was “a divorcé and had a child”. The rumours spread through a

gambling ring and reached the temple where women shared gossip. It became hot

gossip for a month, until the mother of the engaged woman decided to find out the

truth. It was found that the divorcé was a man with a similar name to the fiancé’s and

who worked at the same place. However, the gossip had almost ruined the couple’s

relationship.

In another instance, gossip floated around the Cambodian community in

Auckland that a woman was having an affair with one of the monks at Wat
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Khemaraphirataram. This serious allegation became so intense that the Auckland

Khmer Buddhist Association had no choice but to take action to rectify the situation.

A group of leaders from the executive committee were led to believe that the claim

was well-founded and decided that the accused monk should be moved to Wellington

and the accused woman banned from the temple. This gossip shook the whole

Cambodian community — the Auckland Cambodian Buddhist Association, other

temples, and the Cambodian monk community. The chairman of the board of

governors called a special community meeting, including the monks, in order to iron

out the problem. The proponents of the gossip told the woman to move away from the

temple, and went to meet the chairman just before the meeting to suggest that he

accept their opinion without any evidence. The gossip sprang from the kitchen where

the accused woman often prepared food and drinks for the monk. Others doubted that

the couple had fallen in love since, although the woman always stayed at the temple,

women live separately from the monks’ quarter.

In the meeting, a man claimed: “Who knows what they are doing behind the

closed door?” The chairman asked for everyone who could back up the claim, but no

one fronted up. The chairman reminded everyone that people are presumed innocent

until proved guilty, and that gossip can ruin people’s lives. He set up a committee to

gather evidence, but no evidence was found.

The above gossip could have ruined the Khmer Buddhist community and Wat

Khemaraphirataram if the chairman had been biased and not taken appropriate action.

One of the leaders who had raised the issue said that he wanted “to protect the

interests of the temple” and “to safeguard the good reputation of the temple”. “If it

was true,” he explained, “no one would come to our temple” and “we would become a

laughing stock”. The man continued: BaküccamGaram — Peak chor charm aram

(gossip weeds out those doubts).

Good Gossip Raises Status

Gossips sometimes convey good news in order to GYtsesIr — ourt sor seur (praise)

or to GYtGag — ourt arng (show off). This type of gossip enhances reputation and

status. People talk about themselves, about their children’s success at school, job

promotions, new acquisitions, a new car, a bigger house, or travel. People talk about
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their Kiwi neighbours who help them, their sponsors who are still their friends after

twenty-five years, the family doctor who cares for them, and the teachers who educate

their children.

During the late 1980s, several trendsetter Cambodians bought a Commodore

for their family car. The majority of the executive members of the Cambodian

Association in Auckland drove a Commodore. Women, especially in Wellington,

needed to wear a diamond ring to wedding parties and social occasions or “people

would not look at your face” (eKminemIlmux — gay min meul mouk). At the beginning

of the new millennium, well-off Cambodians tended to drive a four-wheel-drive

(commonly known as a “Remuera tractor”), and moved on to better homes in Howick

or near the Regional Botanic Garden.

This type of status symbol makes the gossiper more equal in terms of reputation

(manmux — mien mouk : have face; manmat´ — mien mort: have mouth) and status

(mankitþiys — mien kitiyourss), and hence inspires other Cambodians to follow suit.

Such gossip sets up standards that spur on others to follow or catch up: to “want to be

similar to them” (cg´dUceK — Chorng dauch gay) or “at least to be equal to them”

(ya¨gGn´Nas´esÁµInwgeK ß

RbEhlnwgeK — yarng ornn nass smeu ning gay, reu proheil ning gay).

Gossip — good or bad, true or false — is intended to entertain and to share

information within social circles. Gossip is also used deliberately to draw from

individual situations explicit social frameworks and Khmer values of what is good or

bad, what is right and wrong.

Success and Status

My survey (Table 5.16) found that the majority of Cambodians in New Zealand assess

their success in several ways. They compare their status with that of: when they first

arrived in the country (63.2%); people in their community (52.6%); and their pre-war

living standards in Cambodia (50.9%).
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Table 5-16 — Criteria used to compare success

Response %
Compare success with Not

agree
Agree No

response

People in Cambodia 42.2 35.1 22.8
People in my community 28.1 52.6 19.3
People overseas 45.7 26.3 28.1
Neighbours 49.1 22.8 28.1
Peers at work 33.3 42.1 24.6
Own pre-war standards 21 50.9 28.1
Own living in the refugee camp 29.9 45.6 24.6
Own standard when came to NZ 17.5 63.2 19.3

I had an opportunity to catch up with an acquaintance in Long Beach (in the USA)

and he talked about success. “The success of the family and children depends on the

parents,” he said. He explained that “although the three children of my cousin in

Hamilton have got a job, two of them failed to gain a tertiary qualification”. The man

still compared his own success with that of his cousin in New Zealand. The man’s

view of success is from the educational perspective that was his parents’ prime

objective.

Cambodian people’s views on success are different. Success has various

meanings to different people. The participants in my survey gave a wide range of

meanings of their success. Some viewed success from a perspective which other

people would take for granted: “being alive and safe”, “having a life without threats”,

“being able to live here”, “having a normal life”, “being healthy”, “having pride”, and

“being happy”. This group (31%) defined success in terms of non-materialistic

criteria. Their success is based on values with no economic value. The second group

(14%) defined their success in terms of an individual who fulfilled familial and civic

duties: “being a good citizen”, “being a good spouse”, “having own way of life”, and

“can mix with other cultures”. The third group (38.7%) viewed success in economic

terms, such as “being financially independent”, “able to support the family”, “own

home”, “having children well educated”, “having academic achievement”, and

“having a good job”.
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Table 5-17 - Defining success according to Cambodians

Frequency Percent

Good citizen 3 5.3
Financially independent 3 5.3
Good spouse 2 3.5
Pride 1 1.8
Able to live here 2 3.5
Life without threats 2 3.5
Normal life 1 1.8
Able to do well for yourself,
family and others 1 1.8

Own home 1 1.8
Have children well educated 3 5.3
Way of life 1 1.8
Happiness 8 14.0
Alive and safe 3 5.3
Academic achievement 4 7.0
Good job 10 17.5
Healthy 1 1.8
Can mix with all cultures 2 3.5
Able to support family 1 1.8
No comment 8 14.0

Total 57 100.0

The following are views on success from participants in our focus groups. They flesh

out the results of the survey by including survival, happiness, living a useful life,

living in a country, material wellbeing, and ability to practice Buddhism, as major

achievements.

My first success is the acceptance of the government for me to come to New
Zealand.

My first success is to be accepted by the government to come to New Zealand.
Number two is to have a driver’s license. Number three, I can speak and
understand English and I can help others. Number four, I have got two houses.
I have a lot of success. (Well then you got married.) Oh, yes. And also I have
some money in the bank. I did not expect this success. Now I have to think
about my future — a future plan and having a new car.
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During my first year of arrival, I have got a driver’s license and I can take my
family places since no one can drive. Also I have passed my exams every year.
My success in my life is being able to live in New Zealand and having a
chance to build a temple and paying off its mortgage. My other success is
having a peaceful life and I am safe without worries. I feel peaceful in New
Zealand and I have freedom to practise Buddhism and sila sIl — virtue. I
can conduct Buddhist ceremonies and routines. The main thing is I have peace
in my mind and I am happy even I die. The biggest success of my life is to
have sila sIl — virtue, panhia bJÁ¦a — knowledge, and samadhismaZi —

meditation and focus. That is the real success.

When I first came, I did not expect to have a community with a temple with
Buddha, Dharma, Sangha, and monks. Now we have got what we need. My
success is that I have a place to conduct my Buddhist routines. To be able to
practise my religion in a foreign land is the success of my later life.

I had doubts that Buddhism would wipe out after the Khmer Rouge regime.
But now I am happy [since she can practise Buddhism here].

The main success of my life is I have survived the atrocity. I escaped from
war. Being alive is one of my main successes. The other success is I am
married and having a happy life together with my family. [He is adopted.]
Now we have two children and well another half. Yeah, I have almost three
now.

My success is the existence of the Waikato Khmer Association in Hamilton. It
has been running well. [He was one of the founding members in 1982.] We
have participated with this community. It has plenty of activities. From my
family’s perspective, my children have been educated. And for myself, my
standard of living is not too bad. It is on the par with everyone’s. I do not need
help. I can do things by myself until I am retired.

You can speak English. You have a car and a house. You have finished your
study. You even went back to Cambodia. That’s a lot.
Yes, I should praise my luck.

My successes are from do not know English language to know some, from
renting place to owning a house, and from using old appliances to acquiring
new ones. I have got a nice livelihood. These are the successes from our own
efforts starting from nothing to having.
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My success is from do not know the language at all to know some and my
children have been educated. The success is that I can go to the doctor’s by
myself. I have got a driver’s license. If I want to go somewhere and I can go
places by myself. I can buy a car by myself. I am happy. Also I went to
America, Australia, Thailand and Cambodia.

For me success is that I used to live in a war-torn country and now I have been
living in a peaceful country. The other success is to have an opportunity to live
in a country that has law and everything you need from health service,
transport, and even a vet for animals! These are successes that I can feel and
can experience. My children have been educated and found their jobs over
here or even overseas in the future. I have seen things done not theoretically
but in practice and hands-on. On my part, the main success is in my children
that I have brought them up well over here.

My first success is I can speak their language. Two, I can drive and I can help
myself. I bought a house by myself and I went to Cambodia twice.
My two children have achieved their academic successes and found a job. The
other three children are still at school. I am very happy with my success. I
believe that my children will be successful and they can do well for
themselves.

Success, according to the majority of individuals, was viewed primarily from socio-

cultural perspective. They defined success from their survival experience and from

having opportunities to live in normal life and functioned well in the community.

Personal Opinions about Life

Individuals have a wide range of criteria on which they base their rating of their life.

They use words to describe their personal life experience and satisfaction.

I believe I have an easy and comfortable life in New Zealand since it has no
war and it is safe. The standard of living is not bad. It is easy to live here.

My life is good. If I am sick, I have a proper health care. When I grow old, I
still have security since we have pension. I feel very lucky to live in this
country.

I have peace and my life is normal. It is not bad like living in Cambodia. I
have free health care.
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I have security. The government support me and I have lived in a safe place.
People are healthy and have good hygiene. The houses are somewhat the same
and everyone have a place to dwell. I do not think you can find a better place
than here. I am very happy to live in New Zealand.

My life is full of happiness and has no worries. But I still have a feeling and
concerns over my sister in Cambodia. She would have problems one day —
maybe another war. I am still thinking of her. This has been the problem since
we have been apart. From this perspective I have had a mixed feeling of
happiness and sadness.

Nowadays my life is peaceful. I have had a decent life. I have possession,
children, cars etc. I do not think I have missed anything. It is enough for me.
My life is complete and full of happiness. I do not have any problems. I
practise Buddhism every single week of the month. This is a noble life and it
is better than a wealthy life that is not able to buy merit with money. No one
can trade gold, silver or money for merit. Even a rich man can’t. I am happy.
My life is full of happiness that no one is able to steal it from me.

My life is good. For instance, if I was sick, I can go to the doctor and have
proper health care. Everything is good here. I have steady income and the
government let me live a decent life. Although I am financially poor, I still can
live easily. If you are frugal then you can live decently and have some savings.
Even we are poor, we are not poor at all. This is my destiny (vasna —
veasna). We still have got steady income. If you are poor in Cambodia, you
are really poor; you have got nothing. That is it. You do not really have a
thing.

My life in New Zealand is better than my life in Cambodia in terms of
security, housing, financial. Furthermore I have got a family with children.
That is beautiful. You make money; once you pay tax accordingly, no one
comes to threaten you about your earning. There is no problem in our life. If
we want to have fun or a party, we can. We can do everything (:nmYycb´—
barn moychorb). We do not have any worries wherever we go; well except
traffic.

I am not sure if I was in Cambodia since I am not well. Over here, doctors
give me their best care. They charge me at the family doctor. With my chronic
illness, I would have problems in Cambodia. Specialists look after me when I
am sick.

My life is complete and full of status.
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Some participants expressed their disappointment in areas of discrimination (10.5%),

poor English (8.8%), bad experiences with other Cambodians such as exploitation and

cheating (7%), poor health (5.3%), and living apart from their relatives (5.3%). Other

disappointments included not being able to get the right job, not succeeding at school,

not succeeding financially, and not experiencing real Khmer culture. Other

participants (42.1%) did not have any disappointments at all.

The participants of my study have identified various factors which helped

them to succeed with their life. With support from their sponsors and the government,

these participants (24.56%) expressed that good education, good English, and good

knowledge have enabled them to achieve their success. Others (29.82%) said their

determination and hard work led them to success.

The majority of these Cambodians said they have adapted well in New

Zealand. Seven percent of the participants said they have been assimilated into the

New Zealand way of life. Less than 2% of the participants have lived in isolation from

any groups. Some of the participants (47.4%) said they have had at least some

integration and another 40.4% said to have full integration into New Zealand society.

They can fully participate in the New Zealand society and at the same time can

maintain their Khmer cultural heritage.

In general, the participants of my study from Cambodia with refugee

backgrounds were satisfied with their life.

Table 5-18 — Participants’ opinions about their life

Frequency %
OK 27 47.4
Satisfactory 20 35.1
Very satisfactory 7 12.3
Very unsatisfactory 2 3.5
No comment 1 1.8
Total 57 100.0

Conclusion

This chapter reveals various aspects of Cambodian people’s life in New Zealand. For

example, the way participants rated their life suggests that the majority of them are

satisfied with their integration. Their experience is by no means representative or
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comprehensive and cannot be generalised beyond those who participated or the

communities within which I worked, but the practice expressed by participants has

enabled us to understand their way of life as Cambodians living away from their

native country.

The government’s social assistance, and support from volunteers and

sponsors, has paved the way for the socio-economic integration of Cambodians in

their new home country. Although there are some hurdles, like a lack of financial

resources and limited English language, Cambodians accepted the challenge and the

majority of them have managed to rebuild new lives in this hospitable country.

Young-generation Cambodians have gained more education than their parents and

they have an opportunity participate in the New Zealand labour market. Cambodians

have contributed their newly acquired skills to the country’s economy. Cambodian

bakeries are now making the meat pie, New Zealand’s classic dish, and winning

national awards!

At home, Cambodians socialise within their own group and with their

neighbours. They learn from each other and share food. Cambodian women have an

important role in family affairs and management. They are protected from abuse and

family violence. Children are more educated and Westernised than their parents.

Although Cambodian parents are more relaxed towards their children’s marriages,

they are still inclined to keep their Khmer traditions. In New Zealand the wedding

process is shortened, but the majority of the grooms still have to pay the “mother price

of milk”. This variation of individual practice in the Khmer diaspora reflects culture

change at a micro level that is influenced by the host environment and time

constraints.

As we have also seen in this chapter, Cambodians have learnt new practices

and embarked on host cultural practices which are generally beneficial to their

integration. They have also learnt that some of Khmer behaviours are not acceptable

in these new circumstances. Furthermore, some parts of the Khmer culture have been

neglected due to New Zealand’s weak multicultural environment that did not

encourage cultural maintenance earlier on. The language is being lost and cultural

bereavement is apparent; consequently, Cambodians feel their identity has been

undermined.
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Cambodian social support networks include family members, sponsors,

volunteers, teachers, and friends. They learn, adapt, and share their experiences. As

they communicate, they also share gossip, and good or bad issues become the topic of

the day. No one is immune from them. Their social support network extends to

newcomers, and they rework their groups and help others.

In general, Cambodians are happy with their life in New Zealand, and they see

their personal success as the fruit of their hard work. However, as I show in my next

chapter, Cambodians would like to maintain their heritage, but certain aspects of the

New Zealand social and legal frameworks still inhibit the development of the

Cambodian community. The Cambodian adaptation as a community is the topic of the

next chapter.
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Chapter 6 — The Search for Khmer Identity

Introduction

Since the 1980s, the Cambodians have been resettled in the main cities of New

Zealand and have resided long enough to establish their ethnic communities. This

chapter analyses the ongoing adaptation of Cambodians with a refugee background in

terms of social network and forming a Khmer identity.

The first part of this chapter describes individual memory and thought toward

Cambodia and the ways Cambodians in New Zealand struggle to accommodate socio-

cultural needs of their new life in the Khmer diaspora. In the second part of this

chapter, I identify the various factors that enable the Cambodians to redefine their

personal and social identities. Their Khmer identity has been refreshed, in the third

part, thanks to the reconnection to their home country after peace settlement in

Cambodia. The New Zealand environment, the international links, and home visits

have reshaped Cambodians’ identity as they adapt to their life in their new home

country, New Zealand.

The various approaches towards adaptation are evaluated within the

framework of forced migration and the transnationalisation of people living in

diasporas. The reconstruction of a Khmer community identity is based partly on

individual and group memories of times before they fled their country. Cambodians

often use the terms tamcMNaM — Tarm chormnarm (“according to the recollection”),

tamZmµta— Tarm thormdar (“as usual”) and kalBImun— karl pimun (“in the past”) to

express their recall of their culture and customs or to describe how their life once was

in Cambodia.

Khmer identity has been affected by two factors: the general experience of

coming to a country as a refugee, and the particular historical circumstances of late

twentieth-century Cambodia. The development of a Khmer identity in New Zealand

has been a complex process, since at the same time Cambodians have had to adapt to

the New Zealand environment which in return also offers identity options to the

newcomers.
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The Vietnamese invasion of Cambodia in the late 1970s created a refugee

crisis and implanted in those Cambodians who fled the country a sense of “refugee-

ism”. They felt compelled to flee their homeland, unlike the “willing migrant” who

chooses when they leave their country and where they wish to go. With this refugee

experience come feelings of rejection, threats, hardship, uncertainty, insecurity,

powerlessness, exploitation, endurance, a journey for survival, and a stigma of social

underprivilege. It means that the Cambodian community is composed of individuals

from various areas of Cambodia and from many walks of life who must now find a

way to consider themselves as one people. With refugee status comes, too, a sense

that adapting to the New Zealand environment is crucial for their survival, so that

people ask: “Is it possible and worthwhile to live as a Khmer in New Zealand?”

The circumstances that are particular to Cambodia have made the establishing

of Khmerness in New Zealand even more difficult. First, the atrocities of the Khmer

Rouge regime during the mid-1970s damaged Khmer cultural norms and values, as

the Pol Pot regime destroyed the socio-cultural system of the traditional Khmer

communal life and installed Communism. Many elders died then, and few people

could remember their cultural and religious practice when they fled the country and

came to New Zealand. Then, until 1993, there was no contact with Kampuchea. The

initial isolation of refugees from their home country meant that there was no direct

cultural exchange or link, and the effects of this were compounded by the minimal

existence of any Khmer cultural identity references in the host country.

The isolation of the Cambodian community and Cambodians living overseas

ended in 1993 when the United Nations sponsored a free and democratic election in

Cambodia. Since then, Cambodians have had the opportunity to re-establish relations

with their homeland. Home visits and the availability of modern telecommunication

technology, such as telephones and internet and email links, have enabled

Cambodians living overseas to refresh their identity. Transnational activities with

their homeland after 1993 have played an important role in defining contemporary

“Khmerness” for Cambodians in New Zealand.

My analysis begins with the strategy that Cambodians adopted on their arrival

to adapt to their new life, and their use of memory as they attempted to define their

Khmerness. The New Zealand environment, the isolation from Cambodia, and their

meagre memory of cultural identity (due to the death of the middle-aged group) have

had a great deal of influence on the dynamism of rebuilding the Khmer identity.
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Hope on Arrival and Awareness of Difference

Acceptance for resettlement in a third country provides refugees with hope to have

normalcy in their life and to move on. Refugees do not mind where that final

destination might actually be: as Kanal and Jensen (1991:79) writes, “I did not know

where New Zealand was … [b]ut at the time we were happy to go anywhere, as long

as it would get us out of Khao-I-Dang” (a refugee camp in Thailand). Another person,

who found a sister living in New Zealand, expressed the desire of freedom in an

anonymous poem, “The Happiest Day”:

The mind couldn’t cope
But the thought remains
Through forest and mountains
Searching for a new roof
In an alien land
Where soon I departed
With someone and
Found freedom. (in The Memory of Cambodia, early 1980s?)

Individuals and groups had shared the camp experience and refugee culture: living in

a confined camp, eating rationed food, having a daily supply of one bucket of

drinking water, marking time in a mood of despair, and hoping for repatriation or

resettlement.

Refugees who were accepted for resettlement in a third country were moved to

a transit camp, but then waited months or years for their departure. In transit camps,

individuals began to regroup and recollect things that would be relevant to them and

to their expected livelihood in the final resettlement country. To ensure social support,

they reinforced their social network in the camp with others who shared the same

destination. They exchanged addresses with the people in the camp so that in the

future they would have a connection with their homeland. Cambodians often

reminded each other “to remember not to forget each other” (kMuePøcKña — koum

phleich gnea) and “not to forget when we were poor” (kMuePøcRKaRk — koum phleich

grea kror).

Bonds between people during the forced migration had a significant role in

their future communal life and support network. A man in Auckland explains:
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We have known each other in the camp in form of friendship and camaraderie.
He even gave me a farewell party when I left for New Zealand. Then he came
here. This bond enables him to assist us with donation and expanded our
Khmer network when I went to see him for building our temple.

In response to challenging situations when they came to New Zealand, Cambodians

have adopted various paths or strategies during the different stages of their residency

to adapt to new life in New Zealand.

Cambodian refugees began their new life at the refugee centre at Mangere, in

Auckland. They saw themselves as “survivors” and hoped for a peaceful life in New

Zealand. Cambodians consider the Mangere Refugee Resettlement Centre as the

epicentre of the various Cambodian resettlements in New Zealand, as the stepping-

stone and the “anchor of their new life”, and Mangere stood out in their shared

memory. Mangere became one of the global nodes that Cambodians used as the

reference for their postal address for their on-arrival social network. Although

Cambodians were stationed there for only from four to six weeks, that time provided

sufficient opportunity for them to become acquainted with others in their group and

create a certain bond for their new Cambodian social network in New Zealand.

Furthermore, the New Zealand resettlement service — the ICCI, and later the RMS —

matched them with their volunteers (sponsors) to create a formal link between the

Cambodians and the host community.

During their sojourn at Mangere, Cambodians also became aware of the

physical difference between themselves and their host people. They realised that

society operated differently and that there were different ethnic groups in New

Zealand, such as Maori, Samoan, Tongan, and Chinese. Cambodians knew they had

to learn English, the official language, and learn about life in New Zealand in order to

be able cope with their new life.

People began to say, “This country is different from ours.” The awareness of

differences became one of the salient points of reference for their ethnic identity

discourse. Although Cambodians were used to living in a multicultural Cambodia,

here they found they were too different from the host people who were New

Zealanders: “Physically we are not much different from Chinese Cambodians.

Compared to the Kiwi, we are so different.” Cambodians began to use such

communal words as “we”, “our”, and “ours” when comparing themselves with other
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ethnic groups in New Zealand, whom they referred to as “they”, “them”, and “theirs”.

This awakening of Khmer ethnic consciousness was from within the group.

Physically, Cambodians are different from New Zealanders with European

ancestors who speak English. When she came to Auckland airport, Kanal (Kanal &

Jensen 1991:76–79) says: “It was also the first time I had seen so many European

together in one place.” She continues (Kanal & Jensen 1991:90):

More than anything at that time, I felt different from everyone else. I didn’t
want anyone to know that I was a refugee. I did not even want anyone to know
that I was a Cambodian, because I thought that people would be aware of what
happened in Cambodia, and what had happened to us.

Their journey of becoming refugees covers a large spectrum of dispossession, loss,

suffering, dehumanisation, and distrust. It involves “processes such as labelling,

identity management, boundary creation and maintenance, management of

reciprocity, manipulation of myth, and forms of social control” (Colson 2003:1).

Cambodians with a refugee background have found it hard to adapt to life in

New Zealand, even though there has been basic support given by the New Zealand

Government and the local host communities. Cambodians were labelled

“Kampuchean refugees” and were perceived by New Zealanders as people who

needed help for their resettlement. Imagery projected by the mass media showed

Cambodian refugees as a homogenous group of people who were weak,

malnourished, and traumatised, who lived in huts and ate food supplied by the

UNHCR. They projected an image that connoted “problems”: poor health, lack of

resources, lack of English, loneliness, and helplessness. This received image of

“difference” and “problems” impeded self-esteem and confidence. As a result, to get

support and confidence individuals joined siblings if they were also in New Zealand,

and the family joined the network of volunteers and sponsors.

However, there was an awareness within the Cambodian community that they

needed support from the wider community in order to cope with their past and adapt

to the future. A young Cambodian student from Bayfield High School in Dunedin

wrote:

The Poor
The lonely
The homeless
Deserve sympathy
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From the kind. (Noun 1990:33)

Cambodians began to learn to live on their own with their sponsor’s support. As one

Cambodian man says:

When you have a broken leg, the help of a crutch would enable you to walk
earlier. With the assistance from my sponsors, I can walk this new life.

Resettlement Networks and Khmer Social Connections

Due to the “pepper-potting policy” of spreading refugee groups around the country

instead of in one area, Cambodians who arrived during the 1980s were drawn into

their Kiwi sponsor’s support network for resettlement needs. The first and second

intakes of Cambodians were young people from an educated background. They were

put under considerable pressure to assimilate into New Zealand culture (Higbee

1992:64). The majority of these first migrants became bilingual, and quickly became

an essential social resource for the Cambodians, the sponsors, and the local social

services. Soon, the Cambodians in the local area used them as de-facto spokespersons

for their local social network.

Kiwi Sponsors Networks

The Kiwi sponsor support network was one of the contributing factors to the

wellbeing of the refugees, and was a major influence for acculturation. A man from

Dunedin explains his experience: “My sponsors provided us [with] what we needed.

The family helped me a lot during that summer and they told me about life in New

Zealand. They even took time taking me to see the country.”

Cambodians were directly exposed to the Pakeha way of life. They began to

use the cultural materials of New Zealand and learn the Kiwi ways of doing things.

They learnt English; they learnt everything from using a toilet to using electrical

appliances, from crossing a road to driving a car. But as they met different people and

saw different practices, the concept of “the Kiwi way of life” began to be confusing.

In the end, Cambodians seemed to look up to the white middle-class Kiwi as

representatives of the New Zealand mainstream, although the Cambodians were

aware of other ethnic groups. Even then, there were differences in the “mainstream”.

In one instance, Cambodian women in the kitchen showed newcomers how to wash
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dishes with hot water and washing liquid. They argued about not rinsing the dishes,

since they saw that their sponsors did not rinse them. While preparing food, they had

time to share information ranging from variations in their friends’ lives in other areas,

to serious issues such as family planning. They exchanged their experiences and

commented on what was relevant to their situation.

Kiwi neighbours, of whom the majority were friendly and kind, also provided

opportunities for the newcomers to see and copy their way of doing things.

The majority of Cambodians had English language problems, and so their

conversational exchanges rarely passed beyond greeting. In general, they had to rely

on translators and use their network to bridge the language barriers for their

resettlement. The following experience of a family in Wellington, where various

actors from different social networks assisted the family to adapt to life in New

Zealand, is not unusual: “My sponsors arranged a doctor for our family and found a

translator when needed. The translators were ex-Colombo Plan students. These people

assisted us with language.”

At the beginning, shopping or visiting a public service was done in groups: the

sponsors, a translator, and the refugee family. A Hamilton woman says:

We followed our sponsors everywhere, in column like ducklings. My sponsor
took us to the social welfare and then we went to our rented home arranged by
their church. My sponsors helped us about two years. Once my children can
read and understand English, my sponsors let us deal with those
correspondences.

Parents or older people who did not have the opportunity to learn English tried to do

their best in communicating with Kiwis, with varying degrees of success. A person in

Wellington went to the butcher and said “I want your head” instead of asking for a

pig’s head. Another asked for “chicken spare parts” instead of giblets. In small towns,

such as in Tokoroa, Te Kuiti, Raglan, Te Aroha, and Waihi, there were only a few

Cambodian families. Eventually, these groups found a way to join friends or relatives

in the main cities, when the isolation and language problems became too much.

However, a man in Onehunga, who came to New Zealand in 1979, argues that

individuals are to blame, since there was enough assistance in learning English — in

the form of sponsors and home tutors. This man says that: “People found [it] easy to

have a translator and did not work hard enough to gain language independency.”

People became complacent and lost the will to strive for their freedom. “Age does not
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count,” he says. “Even my sixty-years-old mother still can learn English, and later she

was able to take a bus without any help. Some of us would rather leave the ‘English

department’ to their children and rely on them.”

Cambodian Networks

The assimilationist approach ended a couple years later. Since then, newcomers have

been resettled in areas where there are some earlier Cambodian resettlements. This

approach has eased the pressure on the newcomers, as they have had access to other

Cambodians and have been able to use the existing local Cambodian network. This

shift from Kiwi to Cambodian sponsorship has also distanced newcomers from having

direct interaction with a Kiwi way of life. Newcomers have unconsciously drawn

back to the Khmer cradle where they are fenced off from acute acculturation.

In addition, there was a feeling that “adaptation is a gradual process for

refugees” (Tan 1995:85). Tan found that “after the first or second year of sponsorship,

all the refugee families were quite or totally independent of their sponsors for

enablement in terms of material and accommodation assistance. As the refugees

became more independent and built up their network of friends, the role as a sponsor

gradually diminished” (Tan 1995:86).

An ethnic group reconstructs its ethnic identity according to its needs and

aspirations. Allahar (2001:197) has argued that the issue of “identity or identity

formation is simultaneously psychological and political” since it is subjective in a

social context, can be misunderstood, and sometimes disagreed with, which can lead

to a political dimension. It involves social negotiation between “at least two opposing

sides”, of which the one with “greatest power will ultimately determine the outcome”.

Allahar explains that “depending on the social climate or environment in which they

exist, ethnic groups in multiethnic societies will face differing degrees of pressure to

assimilate or conform to the dominant culture” (Allahar 2001:206).

New Zealander participants in my postal survey who worked with Cambodian

refugees described their adaptation. Once Cambodians have been exposed to life in

New Zealand, “individuals began to absorb thoughts and practices that were valuable

to them, blended them with their Cambodian way of life”, and “kept their own culture

in their own home”. They “tried to copy Kiwi”. They followed the guidance of their

sponsors, and they learnt through trial and error. Newcomers “formed good links with

their people”, and learnt from friends and relatives who had come to New Zealand
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earlier. They supported each other within the spirit of sharing resettlement and the

need to face many new things and New Zealand’s ways of life.

Within two to three years of their arrival, the majority of the Cambodians had

gained some control of their life. At least one person in the family was able to manage

their family transport and routine. Individuals conducted themselves in as Khmer a

manner as possible in their private lives, speaking their language and cooking their

ethnic food.

During the early stage of resettlement, in addition to the host sponsor support

network, Cambodian refugees also utilised two other social networks: the Cambodian

international network created before their arrival in New Zealand, and the Cambodian

New Zealand social network that they had just created after their arrival.

International Networks

Cambodians were isolated from one another in their country of resettlement, and had

also been cut off from their homeland. The international social network provided links

with family members and friends who were also living outside the home country,

Cambodia. Cambodians corresponded with each other by letter: sharing memories of

the refugee camp, expressing their mixed feelings of joy and loneliness, informing

each other about their new experiences, and sending some pocket money to those in

need in the refugee camp. This connection created a link for psychological support

and contacts for future family reunifications. In addition, this network could transmit

information in both directions of their relatives who lived across the Cambodian

border under the socialist Khmer regime of the People’s Republic of Kampuchea

(PRK).

Home-grown Networks

Refugees in Canada and France generally belong to at least one network of friends

and acquaintances (Dorais, cited in Valtonen 1994:68): “The circle of family and

relatives and such social networks make up the refugee’s primary relationships and

compensate for the relatively low levels of interaction with the host society, due to

recent arrival, linguistic problems or lack of common interests.”

In New Zealand, individuals used their home-grown Cambodian social

network to share and compare their resettlement experiences. This social space

encompassed kinship and friends with whom they interacted privately. Evening
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English classes for refugees also connected the Cambodian refugee adult students.

These informal local social spaces, although rarely visible, were the Cambodian

community social spaces in the waiting. “At the beginning, Cambodians were so

close. We socialised and took turns to go to a friend’s place during each weekend.” At

home, people spent time during the weekend together, eating and sharing memories

about their home, war experience, and hard labour under the Khmer Rouge regime,

and refugee life in the camp. They shared the good times and the bad times in their

life stories, laughed, and cried together. Some people wrote diaries or poems

describing their feelings about being in New Zealand. Kanal (Kanal and Jensen

1991:76–79) describes:

When we were driving through Auckland, there didn’t seem to be any people
around, just houses. I had expected Auckland to be very crowded … . It really
struck me that there were just no one around. New Zealand was going to be a
very quiet country to live in. … Back in Porirua, I often found it hard to
believe that I was really there. It was if one moment I had been in Cambodia
and the next I was in New Zealand.

Ung (1989:55–57) wrote:

In New Zealand people are kind, friendly, greet me with a smile.
Some do not understand.
They swear at me
Tell me to go back where I come from.
What can I say?
I want to say
I do not want to invade your country,
Take away opportunity.
It’s not easy living in other people’s land
Forced to learn a new language
Take up new responsibilities
As never before
In order to survive once more.

I wish people would understand
The difficulties, trying to lead
A life in a different country …
Powerlessness, acting mute and dumb
Using hand and sweat
Instead of mental agility
Alienation, no recognition, no status.
Disapproval, hostility from others.
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The above issues pulled Cambodians together into their local social network. At the

community level, local social networks began to spread, and expanded from local to

national social space in New Zealand. An interviewee from Avondale shares her early

experiences: “Our first two or three years were very confused and busy; but we still

can manage to keep in touch with friends and relatives within New Zealand and those

overseas.” Cambodians were aware that they were not able to go back to Cambodia;

but they always hoped to return home at least once in their lifetime.

Similar to the Indians described by Velayutham and Wise (2005), Cambodians

sent remittances home because of their moral obligation. Remittances sent home or to

overseas relatives in need were scraped from their small household budget, which

sometimes upset their sponsors, who believed that refugees should first take care of

family in New Zealand who were still struggling with the hardships of resettlement.

To solve their financial problems, Cambodians lived frugally. They put a

monthly equal share of $100 or more into a rotating saving and credit association

(ROSCA), known as a tontine — tugTIn. The members take turns to access the pool of

money for their needs through an informal financial network of twelve to twenty-four

members (Liev 1995). Tontines have become an alternative financial network for

Cambodians, whereby they have the resources to buy a refrigerator, a family house, a

family business, or tickets for an overseas trip. Unfortunately, some members have

occasionally absconded with the tontine funds, a social worker who participated in my

postal survey wrote, “where vulnerable members were ripped off with no redress”. In

general, the tontine is a stepping-stone to financial freedom. Recently, tontine

members took legal action against members or organisers who had absconded with

tontine funds. These actions have reshaped the ethical and legal aspects of tontine

practice.

All Cambodian social networks at that initial stage were formed by families or

a small group of friends. Cambodians used puok (BYk) to refer to this type of group,

where the name of a person or an area was used to identify a certain group, such as

the Porirua group and the Johnsonville group. The word is also used to identify

“vintage groups”, such as puok Site II who came from Site II refugee camp, puok

Malay who came from Malaysia, or puok niset which refers to the Colombo Plan

student group. The size of the group still tended to be small, sometimes fewer than ten

families, but its links were strong and cohesive.
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People who lived in isolation were pulled into the closest network, and moved

to live in the same local area to shorten their geographic distance from the group. This

created a second migration to the various suburbs of the main cities where the

majority of the Cambodians now reside.

Cultural Knowledge and Material Culture during the 1980s

In general, Cambodians brought with them almost nothing except their cultural

memory and a few belongings, such as a small Buddha statue, some jewellery, and

books acquired at the refugee camp. Few Khmer texts survived the trips to New

Zealand; Buddhist texts were rare and Buddhist literature was through oral

transmission. As the importance of meeting settlers’ cultural and spiritual needs — as

well as those of housing, sanitation, food and income — came to be recognised,

efforts were made to address this on community and government levels.

Refugeeism after Surviving the Pol Pot Regime

The experiences of war, starvation, hardship, loss of life, survival, struggle, and the

need to strive are the milestones of the Cambodian experience. Any events, objects,

and thoughts related to these issues distinguish the refugee settlers from non-refugee

Cambodian migrants. Refugeeism has contributed a special strand of Cambodian

people who came to live in New Zealand under the humanitarian resettlement

programme. Cambodian people with refugee backgrounds often use these elements to

identify themselves and differentiate themselves from other migrants. The Cambodian

people with refugee background often talk about eyIgksagCIvitzµIBI:tédTeT — yoeung

korsarng jivit thmey pi bartday totey: “we began to rebuild our life with an empty pair

of hands”.

Cambodian parents’ thoughts and behaviours are influenced by their

experience of refugeeism. Cambodian parents use their experience of refugeeism as a

reference when dealing with others or with their children. Consequently, the children

of refugees often see their parents as funny, sceptical, strict, frugal, and protective,

since their parents base their standards, decisions, and actions within the context of

their past refugee experience rather than the present. Those in the younger generation
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can find it difficult to understand why their parents tell them not to waste food or buy

designer clothes, and often feel frustrated.

Secondhand Culture

The majority of early Cambodian migrants lived in rented housing in the various

suburban areas. There was no Khmer social setting or familiar Khmer environment

during the first two or three years of their arrival. Cultural expressions — Khmer

music, worship, and family gatherings — were limited to private social space or the

home. At home, women wore a floral sarong so that people were able to identify

them as newcomers. Their rooms were furnished with donated furniture, and they

wore donated secondhand clothes that were extremely unfamiliar to them. A young

woman in Dunedin, who proudly wore a knitted hat with her hair tugged out through

its two holes, was embarrassed when her English teacher politely told her it was a tea-

cosy, not a hat. One man could not find his woollen jumper after he had washed it, but

only a child-size one of the same colour drying in the same place: he washed it with

hot water and it had shrunk.

Overall, Cambodians looked different, and their neighbours could identify

them as “the Kampuchean refugee family” living down the street.

Food

Cambodians had plenty of time to work in their vegetable gardens, and they were able

to plant cabbages, beans, and tomatoes — but no Khmer herbs or plants. Nor were

fresh or dried Khmer ingredients and spices available in New Zealand supermarkets.

An interviewee talks about buying “Sunlong Rice” in 250-gram plastic bags for the

family as staple food during the early 1980s: he often cleaned out the whole

supermarket shelf for his family needs. Although caring sponsors supplied unpolished

“brown rice”, as it is full of nutritional values, Cambodians consider such rice as

suitable for animal feed or prisoners. Brown rice reminds them of their traumatic life

and starvation during the Khmer Rouge regime, and that makes it hard to swallow.

A Thai shop in Mt Albert and Chinese shops in Auckland were the main

ethnic food suppliers for Cambodians. Weekend shopping was everyone’s routine.

These ethnic shops became the interface for Cambodian social networks. An

interviewee living in Glen Innes stocked up at least a dozen bottles of fish sauce and

no fewer than two 25kg bags of rice when shopping because of having no means of
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transport. The discovery of fresh lemon grass, shrimp paste, and fish paste at a Thai

shop was the best thing for Khmer cooking. Within the next few years, every

Cambodian house in Auckland and Hamilton had lemon grass, ethnic herbs and

chillies grown in their garden, and they began to cook Khmer dishes.

Technology

Khmer language as the standard way of communication became a minority language.

Khmer meaning and communication space had shrunken even within private

households, as everyone was having to learn English during the evenings and

weekends to meet their urgent individual language needs. Consequently, Cambodians

conducted their lives in “a ‘weak multiculturalism’ … their cultural diversity is

recognised in the private sphere while a high degree of assimilation is expected”

(Grillo 2000, in Vertovec 2001b:3).

Technology was to play an important role in redressing this balance. Khmer

music and songs were rarely available in New Zealand. America, Australia and

France were the centres for the Khmer culture outside of Cambodia, and, while

Cambodia was still under a socialist regime, concentrated Cambodian populations in

these three countries collected and reproduced various Khmer cultural materials, such

as songs, music, books, posters, old movies, and new productions of contemporary

music from ChhlorngDen Productions from Long Beach, USA. So, the first item

many Cambodians bought in New Zealand was a radio-tape-recorder. This mean that

when people received a tape or a book from their friends overseas, individuals were

able to duplicate it and share it through their social network. They would also use it to

play Khmer music tapes or record their conversation or speech to post to friends or

relatives overseas. This type of exchange beyond the New Zealand border provided

supplementary information about their overseas relatives and issues in Cambodia.

Parents and children competed among themselves for use of the radio-tape-

recorder. Parents or adults used Khmer language, whereas schoolchildren or students

used English to fill their home environment. As soon as the parents or children had

enough money, they bought at least a second tape-recorder for personal use in their

crowded bedroom. When alone, individuals hummed along to a Khmer song or

quietly whistled a Khmer tune to entertain themselves. Children did the same with the

folk songs they had learnt at the refugee camp, and began to sing English rhymes and

songs learnt from school. This practice also marks the departure of the younger
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generation, extending their cultural boundary as they begin to embark on their host

culture: music and English language.

By the mid-1980s, radio and television were the main carriers of New Zealand

and Western material culture that reached Cambodian households. They brought

English language and a new way of life to their living rooms. Those who were not

able to understand the language just watched the moving pictures. Children took in

the television culture naturally and began to understand spoken English, whereas,

although the elderly people found television fascinating, they withdrew to their room

for their evening prayer or rest.

Communication

An area regarded as crucial in this respect was language — not only the spoken

language, but also the dissemination of Khmer language in written form. This

required forums, such as that provided by the Department of Education, which

promoted Khmer ethnic language and issues through its quarterly Southeast Asian

Bulletin, to which some Cambodian refugees contributed articles.

For a non-Romanised language, it also required the means of written

dissemination. First, the Cambodian community in Wellington imported a Khmer

typewriter for Khmer-language printing. Then the Khmer typeface became available

as a computerised font in 1984 when a Cambodian student in Hamilton obtained a

font for Apple Macintosh from Judith Ledgerwood (then a Master’s student from

Cornell University, New York). Unfortunately, the cost of the computer impeded its

use for Khmer language, and so the majority of printed materials were handwritten.

By the end of the 1980s, Khao I Dang refugee camp (in Thailand) was the only source

for Khmer-language materials for the New Zealand Cambodian community. Thanks

to the ASB Charitable Trust’s funding in 1990, the Khmer written system was

computerised and Khmer community bulletins and newsletters were published.

Spiritual Wellbeing and Support

The wellbeing of early Cambodian settlers was compromised not only by being

swamped with the unfamiliar, but also with the lack of recourse to familiar spiritual

and community supports. “Uprooted from the circle of life, detached from previously

stable social support system, and impeded in practice of their religion, these refugees
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experience a disjuncture that can bring on nightmares” (Britt, Castro and Adler

2006:331).

A good example of this is dreams. Dreams are significant in Khmer culture, so

much so that an event in a dream can be shared with family and friends. It can be

interpreted as a premonition of good fortune or misfortune, and hence measures can

be taken to embrace the dreamt-of event or minimise the potential risks. Dreaming is

thus an important instrument for Cambodian wellbeing. To ensure this, sometimes

customary outside help is sought. For example, losing one’s tooth with blood conveys

that a close relative is about to die. Such a dream would disturb a person or family

members, and their unease can be pacified only by going to the temple for a Buddhist

monk’s blessing. Unfortunately, no monks were available during the 1980s, which

meant that Cambodians were denied fundamental spiritual support.

Incomplete Cultural Knowledge

So few Khmer cultural specialists (Gacarü — achar; RKU — kru) survived to travel to

New Zealand that community knowledge of Khmer protocol, cultural practice, norms,

and traditional healing system was not complete. Even though each local community

would assign someone as a cultural specialist (achar), since that master would not

have full knowledge, his command of the practice was not absolute. The frame of

memory reference would be the pre-war period, the war period, the Pol-Pot regime

period, and refugee camp period. Differences of practice and the incomplete memory

of Khmer culture and norms meant that everyone had their share or input in any

cultural ceremony. People tended to refer to a period in which they were exposed to a

particular practice for guidance on it. Consultation on-the-spot was common, and

consensus defined the way to conduct a ceremony.

In Hamilton in 1985, an achar did not remember the direction of encircling the

burial ground in a funeral process; everyone followed him clockwise until someone in

the crowd stopped them and redirected the process. This is one instance of the various

mistakes or deviations that were made in Khmer cultural practice in the early days of

settlement in New Zealand. The one who had authority in cultural matters directed or

shaped the way of conducting community cultural and religious events; if people ran

out of ideas, then they óbkic© — obparkich: assumed that a procedure or an object was

correct. Individuals would apologise to the spirits of their ancestors, such as “Please
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forgive your children for not being able to conduct the matter correctly due to living

in this foreign land. We beg you understanding and not to be offended.”

Adaptation of Ceremonies and Rituals to New Zealand Customs

Cambodians also accepted some New Zealand ways of doing things. During the

1980s, the formal part of a funeral or a wedding was organised by the refugees’

sponsors and was conducted in a Christian church. However, before and after

conducting the service at the church, the Cambodians did their best to do what was

supposed to be done according to the Khmer tradition: a Buddhist ceremony — with

or without a monk — at its beginning, and a Buddhist ceremony at the end.

Cambodians were willing to accommodate the New Zealand way to honour their

sponsors: “my sponsors are my Kiwi parents”, as one said.

Higbee (1992) also observed the similar practice in a Cambodian wedding in

Dunedin where a traditional Cambodian wedding was conducted before the “official”

wedding in church. The next morning the new couple went to the Khmer temple for a

Buddhist blessing. By the 1990s, the majority of married couples had their

Cambodian wedding at home and a wedding party at a Chinese restaurant.

Initially, the practice of the Khmer way of life and socio-cultural events, based

on the lunar Buddhist calendar, was overruled by the Western calendar. Cambodians

who came to New Zealand during the 1980s missed their first few Khmer New Years

and social gatherings because of the lack of a formal social organisation. They

celebrated “in spirit with their folk in Cambodia” and moved their celebration to the

closest weekend. However, Buddhism is an integral part of Cambodian life and its

presence has been reasserted over time. The arrival of two Khmer Buddhist monks in

1984, sponsored by the Cambodian community in Wellington and Auckland, reflects

this assertion of the Khmer identity. Their arrival slotted in one of the missing pieces

of the Khmer community’s cultural jigsaw puzzle, and Cambodians around New

Zealand pulled together to fund the construction of their first Buddhist temple in

Wellington as their spiritual centre.
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Thoughts of Home from the Khmer Diaspora in New Zealand

Although during the early 1980s there were social networks, the number of

Kampucheans or Cambodians was not significant, and their Cambodian communities

were not yet obvious. Being cut off from their country — Cambodia — and living in

isolation, Cambodian exiles or refugees mourned the loss of their family and their

homeland. Resettlement does not wipe out memory, “but rather provides a medium

through which it is reworked, and the memory of shared experience of uprooting help

to create new forms of identity” (Loizios 1999, cited in Colson 2003). The

ethnographic record (Colson 2003:9) points to refugee camps and resettlement

communities as the seedbeds most conducive to the growth of memory and the pursuit

of the myth of return.

In 1982, a school boy in Sakeo refugee camp expresses his life through

painting, and comments:

During the time of fighting, the Cambodians suffered a lot … It is painful to
remember. (The International Rescue Committee 1982:17)

A Cambodian woman in Wellington told Margo White from Next magazine (no

date:51):

If I had stayed in Cambodia, I might be dead. So New Zealand is good. I can’t
say more than that … I can’t always be happy though. I still feel that I have
lost something, that I’ve been upset all my life. Too much has been bad. I still
have nightmares and I have to remind myself that I am safe. I have to be busy.
It’s dangerous to have time to think.

White writes: “Refugees are often terrified of their own thoughts and their memories

of what was. Another time, memory can comfort.” Good memories of home do not

just comfort them, they also keep them romanticising their homeland and longing to

be back there.

Cambodians long for Cambodia:

At the moment, I can’t foresee when I’ll ever go back there. But Kampuchean
people always wish to see their home again. I intend to go to Angkor once
more before I die. (Mey 1986:33)

Young Cambodian students have expressed their feeling in English when they first

came to New Zealand. In 1990, Cambodian students from Bayfield High School

wrote the following poems about their feelings about being away from Cambodia.
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Cambodia
Many people died by Pol Pot
When I am big
I will fight
For my country
And keep
My country in peace
For ever
And
Ever. (Hong 1990:33)

I am sad
Away
From my country
I am sad
because
I want to go back. (Phoeung 1990:33)

Sometimes
Sometimes I go walking
I think about
Walking away
To play
Walking away
From New Zealand
To home
To Cambodia. (Mey 1990:34)

Siv Leang Ung is one of those who during her spare time has written about her

feelings and her longing for her homeland. In the poem “There is No Place Like

Home”, she describes her good and bad memories of Kampuchea and her new life in

New Zealand:

Kampuchea …

The air was fresh, mixed with fragrance of blossoms
The sun shone over the green vegetation and the colourful flowers.
Everything seemed calm and peaceful.
How happy I was …

There was humiliation, torture, killing
Depriving of food
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And creation of diseases.
My dear sisters died from malnutrition and diseases.

Suffering and pain forced my family
To leave our country behind
To find freedom in another land …

Here in New Zealand is freedom and peace
I should be happy, instead I am sad.
Dreams of past experiences, and still live in nightmares
All over again.
I feel guilty enjoying the freedom
Knowing my family and friends are left behind
Still live in the dark …

Yes, I am parted from my country
But my mind will always be
With my beloved country
Where I belong.
How I wish
Kampuchea would be at peace again.
Then I can return
To see where I was born. (Ung 1989:55–57)

While Cambodian refugees living in exile have confronted distinctions between

“ours” and “theirs” in New Zealand, they have also been torn between “here and

there”. These shared feelings have created tight bonds between the Cambodians in

New Zealand. Everyone knows one another. They are cut off from their country and

long for their homeland. The vision of going home surfaces whenever they were

having problems. They have sought mutual support by creating various networks

according to their needs: cultural, economic, social, and political. Their networks

operate at the local, national and international levels; but all of these networks are

outside of Cambodia — their home country.

The Cambodian communities in New Zealand are characterised by the

presence of the following of Tölölyan’s criteria (2000) of a community in diaspora:

i. The community has its origin in the fact that a large number of individuals
were forced to leave their country by severe political constraints.

ii. Before leaving their country, ethnic people already shared a well-defined
identity: the Khmer, the Charm or Khmer Islam, and the Chinese.

iii. Cambodian communities actively maintain or construct a collective
memory, which forms a fundamental element of their identity.

iv. These communities keep more or less tight control over their ethnic
boundaries, whether voluntary or under constraint from the host society.
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v. Communities are mindful to maintain relations among themselves.
vi. They also wish to maintain contacts with their country of origin.

According to Tölölyan’s criteria, the Cambodian community in New Zealand is part

of the Khmer diaspora. While living in diasporic life, individuals are confronted with

their “discovery of dualism” that on the one hand as a subordinate group insists on

“culture-building” activities and thus strengthens the group solidarity, and on the

other hand imitates the dominant group for their social mobility (Chan and Christie

1995:85). This dualism affects Cambodians who live in a diasporic community with

“continuity and change” and “religious identity often mean[s] more to [the] individual

away from home” (Vertovec 2000:17).

Refugees from Indochina became “claimants to the diaspora status”, according

to Chan and Christie (1995:86). They noted that the migrant “creates a new identity

living within and between two cultures, striving to integrate with the country of

resettlement, yet also simultaneously maintaining an outside affiliation or loyalty to

the home country”. Chan and Christie explain: “Such a framework requires the social

analyst to pay attention to the immigrants’ thought process (mental) as well as

strategies (behavioural) enacted to negotiate their transactions with the larger system

(homeland and country of settlement) and with various constituent immigrant

institutions” (Chan and Christie 1995:86). According to Chan and Christie, the social

analyst should focus on the “cultural-building” and “social mobility or integration”

tendencies of immigrants, as well as on the process of the individual and the group

concerned “making choice[s] out of a range of identity options on offer”. Such a

“fluid process” is a form of “identity flow” (1995:86). Blumer and Duster (cited in

Chan and Christie 1995:87) use the term “social accommodation” as ethnic groups

“align and realign, develop and reformulate their prospective lines of action toward

one another” under the sociological, psychological, and political forces being

experienced. A large number of studies (Itzigsohn 2001:281) have shown that

migrants retain lasting ties with their countries of origin: “The identities and social

practices of migrants transcend national boundaries.”

When New Zealand’s pepper-potting policy was discontinued in the early

1980s, refugees began to regroup and drift up north to Hamilton and Auckland from

Palmerston North, Christchurch, and Dunedin, so that they could live closer to their

friends and relatives. Since then, Cambodian refugees have been resettled in the main
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cities of New Zealand. Auckland, Wellington, and Hamilton continue to pull

Cambodians from other centres, mainly Dunedin, Christchurch, and Palmerston

North. This second migration was also due to the employment opportunities (Liev

1995:111), “educational opportunities”, and “above all they moved to find a more

familiar social environment in the company of people like themselves” (Thou

1989:42–46).

In addition, some emigrated to Australia after they were granted New Zealand

citizenship after three years’ residence. According to Thou, “they hoped for greater

economic opportunities” and a life that would be “less boring and lonely” (Thou

1989:44). Their network of friends and relatives in the New Zealand urban area or

overseas prepared them for their second migration. A male interviewee explained that

the reasons for moving to Melbourne, Australia, were job opportunities due to the

concentration of Cambodians in the area, and the Khmer cultural material available to

people that New Zealand was not able to offer. Warm weather also improved his

children’s health. Finally, airfares to Cambodia were cheaper from Melbourne. The

trans-Tasman networks have provided various comparative views about life across the

Tasman and have created opportunities for transmigration. Very often, family

members cross the border for holiday visits or for seasonal work.

Cambodians participants in this study who stayed in New Zealand gave their

reasons for staying as follows (Table 6.1).

Table 6.1 — Reasons of Cambodians to live in New Zealand
Frequency %

Freedom 1 1.8
Well settled 3 5.3
To make home 2 3.5
Education 1 1.8
Safe 2 3.5
Easy to live 2 3.5
NZ accepts us 1 1.8
Good welfare 1 1.8
Good weather 1 1.8
Life-style 1 1.8
Good environment 2 3.5
Good people 4 7.0
Peaceful 6 10.5
Relatives 14 24.6
Job 1 1.8
Good country 6 10.5
Good laws 2 3.5
Total 57 100.0
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The above response highlighted the importance of family bonds among Cambodians

living in New Zealand. They desired to live in New Zealand since it is a good

peaceful country with good laws and people.

Relevance of Khmer Identity

After a decade of resettlement, Thou wrote “In Aotearoa we try to hold on to some of

our traditions” (1989:45). This also implied that some other parts of traditional

practice had been forgotten, neglected, or willingly dropped off from Cambodian’s

individual, familial, ethnic and communal lives. These changes were made in the

effort to cope with life in the host community and the New Zealand system, especially

in terms of English language, commitments, social interactions, housing, public

services, and employment.

In New Zealand, Thou (1989:45) identified the “loss of cultural identity” as

one of the main concerns within Cambodian families and communities: “We are

struggling to keep our identity and maintain Khmer culture as we also struggle to be

full citizens of Aotearoa/New Zealand.” Cambodians in New Zealand were facing the

same concerns as their compatriots in America, where Smith-Hefner (1999:141) had

found that:

parents expressed their sorrow and dismay at those children who had lost or
never learned their native language. Not to know Khmer, parents, [Khmer
bilingual] teachers, and community leaders said is to risk losing one’s identity
as a Cambodian.

In response to these problems, Cambodian communities in Wellington, Hamilton,

Christchurch, Dunedin, and Auckland introduced Khmer language classes in the late

1980s and the early 1990s. However, these were sporadic and were discontinued, for a

number of reasons. There was an urgent need to cope with resettlement. Parents did

not have enough time to spend together with children since they were busy with

catching up with schoolwork. Parents also would like their children to succeed at

school and so there was no option but to focus on English. Parents also had to learn

English. Some parents were not able to take their children to their Khmer classes

because of family commitments. Furthermore, the majority of the teachers were not
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well trained and were not able to produce a programme and materials that were

appealing to children. Unfortunately, children perceived going to the Khmer language

as “not cool”.

Although the majority (68.4%) of the participants in my survey believes that it

is necessary to learn Khmer, there is no evidence of learning Khmer language as a

high priority. Some parents who had no formal education in Cambodia were notable

in helping their children learn Khmer, and more-educated parents have not done better

than the others.

The language issue is also part of the transmission of Khmer culture from

parents to children. The role of storytelling which embedded Khmer values and

morals also disappeared from the family social talks. The family time after dinner was

filled with homework and television programmes.

So cultural practitioners, elders, and community leaders talk of their concerns

about a second generation that is “neither Khmer nor Kiwi” (ExµrminExµr KIvIminKivI —

Khmer min Khmer, Kiwi min Kiwi), and parents talk about how their children “forget

to be a Khmer” (ePøcCaExµr — Phlich jia Khmer). The younger generations counter

with comments such as “we are now in New Zealand”, “Not me”, “Khmer way is not

relevant here”, “rusty ideas”, “I don’t need to speak Khmer here”, “Nothing is good

about Khmer”, and “Too many constraints to be a Khmer”. The younger (1.5- and

second-) generation Cambodians want to focus on the here and now.

My survey found that 35% of respondents agreed that the culture of New

Zealand mainstream society was more appealing than Khmer culture (Table 6.2). This

was due to the functionality of the cultural factors: language, music, clothing,

convenience food, and social environment. The rest of our respondents, across all age

groups, did not agree. This would indicate that, while there is significant risk to

Khmer culture, there is also a stronger interest in its preservation

The fear of losing Khmer cultural identity and language led to a shift in focus

of community leaders’ roles from mutual community caregivers to socio-cultural

engineers, especially in terms of social and cultural transplantation. These leaders

focus their ability to maintain their culture and the opportunity to attract and maintain

their members. Non-religious associations were not able to sustain their membership

and existence, and so embraced Buddhism to attract membership and support. They
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align with Buddhism and introduced a Buddhist temple as the main part of their

Khmer cultural identity. Now that older members of the community have ensured that

they are established in their country of settlement, they can focus on protecting a

sense of where they have come from and, integral to that, who they are.

Table 6.2 - NZ culture is more appealing than Khmer culture

Age (years) of Participants

Under 35 35–55 Over
55

Not
specified Total

Strongly agree 1 3 4
Agree 7 8 1 16
Not agree 10 7 3 1 21
Not agree at all 3 5 1 9
No comment 1 3 2 1 7
Total 22 26 7 2 57

This shift of focus among the Cambodian associations towards building a Buddhist

temple as part of their cultural practice created discontentment, tension, and conflict

that, as I discuss in the next chapter, led to the fragmentation of the diasporic

Cambodian community in New Zealand.

Transnational Links

While Cambodians began their resettlement in various parts of New Zealand during

the mid-1980s, some of their friends and relatives living in Cambodia under the

Socialist regime of Hun Sen’s government of the People’s Republic of Kampuchea

(PRP) had the opportunity to go to the Eastern Bloc for training. As a consequence,

letters were sent to Cambodians in New Zealand from East Germany and Russia when

some Cambodian students and officials from the Socialist regime in Phnom Penh took

up the opportunity to study in Vietnam and the Eastern Bloc. This allowed

Cambodians in New Zealand to regain connections with their relatives or friends.

Again, they sent money to those people by concealing money in a tube of toothpaste,

a roll of film, a collar of a shirt, or even hidden in a cardboard box.

A Cambodian trainee who went to Vietnam on a scholarship in the mid-1980s

wrote to his older brother in America, who in return sent his brother a nice pair of

shoes in a cardboard box. The man went to collect the package from Customs, where

a Vietnamese officer innocently asked him for the empty box. Knowing that money
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was sandwiched in the bottom of the box, the Cambodian student nicely explained to

the officer that the box from his brother had “sentimental value” and so he found it

difficult to give it away. He kindly proposed to donate a few dollars to the officer

instead for him to buy a nice box at the local market. The student got his box, went

straight back to his dormitory, and tore open the bottom of the box for his brother’s

money.

In return, Cambodians in New Zealand received letters and information from

home, and materials of cultural importance, such as a scarf or a silk sarong. These

cultural materials were very significant, since they were real and tangible — they

could read the handwriting of their loved ones or smell the perfume on a scarf. These

correspondence and remittances began a temporary transnational interaction of

diasporic Cambodians. The link was intense, but had a short life due to the

disintegration of the Eastern Bloc. The fall of the Eastern Bloc led to peaceful

negotiation among the Cambodian warring factions, and, by 1993, all of the factions

had agreed to a general election sponsored by the United Nations Transitional

Authority in Cambodia (UNTAC).

In 1993, the UNTAC paved the way for co-existence and a peaceful

Cambodia. This change has created a two-way exchange for Cambodians across the

borders, when in 1993 the State of Cambodia (SOC) opened its door to Cambodians

in diaspora.

Transnational Political Organisations

Various political parties began to cast their nets to gather support from Cambodians

living overseas. The Kingdom of Cambodia has opened its door by granting to

overseas Cambodians with a refugee background a K-Visa with unrestricted rights to

go to Cambodia. These Cambodians do not have a Cambodian passport. Since then,

Cambodia has recognised emigrants’ dual affiliation and acknowledged their private

and public rights in Cambodia.

People were motivated to participate in general elections and to return to stand

for various political parties. In New Zealand, the Sam Rainsy Party has been the most

popular political party. Other parties include the Cambodian People Party — CPP,

Front Uni National pour un Cambodge Indépendent, Neutre, Pacifique et Coopératif

— FUNCINPEC, and the Kampuchean People’s National Liberation Front —
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KPNLF. Some people from New Zealand have gained prominent public positions in

Cambodia.

The Cambodian Embassy of the Royal Government of Cambodia in Canberra,

Australia, has also established links with the various Cambodian communities in New

Zealand since 1997, and it also aims to protect the interest of the Cambodians in New

Zealand. The embassy has periodically informed Cambodian-Kiwis of various

political and social developments in Cambodia through the internet, printed materials

and personal contacts.

Transnational Communities

The various Cambodian communities in New Zealand have often responded to

various humanitarian causes such as flood relief (1990), social rehabilitation (since

1995), and religious exchanges with Cambodia (since 1996). The Cambodian

communities always make efforts to fundraise and channel money through

international non-government organisations (NGOs) or local NGOs, such as the Red

Cross and the Cambodia Trust, and local temples in Cambodia. The Khmer

Foundation, for instance, sponsored the design of the website of the Royal Embassy

of Cambodia in Canberra and hosted it from New Zealand between 2000 and 2003.

The communities have also hosted various dignitaries and politicians from

Cambodia, such as: Prince Norodom Sihanouk (1981); two French Catholic priests,

Pere Venet and Monsignor Ramousse (1985), who reminded Cambodians not to

forget their culture and identity; the leader of the Khmer Buddhist Liberal Party,

Soeun San (1984); Dr Haing Ngor, a Khmer Oscar winner (1989); the Minister of

Finance, Keat Chhon (1994); the leader of the Sam Rainsy Party (1996); the

Ambassadors of the Royal Cambodian Government (1997, 1999); and the various

officials who have come for training or conferences (Figure 6.1). In 2004, a

Cambodian delegation came for a HIV/AIDS conference in Auckland, and also gave

their presentation at the Khmer temple in Takanini. Cambodians in New Zealand have

gained fresh information and understanding of Cambodian contemporary issues in

Cambodia from these transnational relations. Furthermore, Cambodian communities

have been able to host entertainers from Cambodia.
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Figure 6.1 — Dr Nep Barom from the Royal University of Phnom Penh, 2001

Author’s collection
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Transnational Family Circuits

Cambodians are living in a world that encompasses humans, spirits, and deity. Illness

and death illustrate these interconnections as well as transnational ones. One woman

explained: “My son’s spirit came to see me last night, told me not to live in sorrow,

then he went back…”. A few years later, she became ill. Close relatives flew from

overseas to pay her their respects when she was very ill. Just before she passed away,

the woman wished her children “to take her ashes back to Cambodia to be near her

siblings and parents”. The news of her death brought messages of condolence (in

telephone calls and letters) from friends and distant relatives scattered around

Australasia, North America and Europe. The original network of friends and relatives

that extended across national borders provided support and shared information as part

of their member’s adaptation outside of Cambodia.

At the local level, every member of the community pulled together for her

funeral and 100 days’ service. These members donated their time and money to the

family of the deceased. The family of the deceased announced at the completion of

the service that “the family will donate the fund to a school in a village in northern

Cambodia in honour of the lady and the Cambodians in New Zealand”. Some families

donated money to their local temple in New Zealand for its future development.

Cambodians also go overseas to attend their relatives’ weddings or funerals.

The closest family members collect money and donations from friends and relatives in

New Zealand and go to support their relatives’ needs. These overseas trips also

provide them with opportunities to see and compare their ways of life. On their return,

people tell others of the good things and bad things that they have seen.

Individuals have reforged links with members of their families. The dream of

home visits has become a reality, and individuals have gone back and forth to visit

their families. They have brought back to their homeland remittances from tontines or

personal savings, as well as objects and ideas. On average, individuals in my postal

survey reported that they took home $5,000–$10,000 of their family savings for their

families in each visit.

Sometimes, family members in Cambodia have received financial inputs from

relatives who have channelled their savings into the relative’s business investment. A

baker invested in his brother’s hotel in Siemreap, and he travels frequently to see his

brother. Another man runs a company in Cambodia, and shuttles back and forth to see

his family in Auckland. He donates religious objects to Khmer temples in Auckland.
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On their way back to New Zealand, their suitcases are loaded with items of

Khmer material culture, such as sarongs, traditional silk material, religious books,

Khmer music videos and CDs, and Khmer DVD movies, or a container-load of

Khmer furniture. Sometimes, a son or daughter of their relatives in Cambodia comes

with them as an international student.

Families have sponsored members of their extended family through the

general migrant scheme, under the immigration points system, or the family

reunification scheme where refugees can apply for their close relative to be reunited

in New Zealand. Single men have come back to New Zealand with brides and later on

sponsored their in-laws under the family reunification category.

Home visits of second-generation Cambodians and their families have become

more frequent. Their visits have created transnational networks that extend family

networks across borders. Reconnection with their homeland has polished the language

and behaviour of these second-generation Cambodians: “My cousins helped me to

correct my spoken Khmer.” On her return to New Zealand, this young person told her

family and Kiwi-ised sisters about Cambodia and the Khmer way of life that she had

been exposed to from her visit. As a result, the family plan to visit their relatives in

the near future, and they are more interested in Khmer language and way of life. The

family now watch more Khmer DVDs. The family is proud of the change in her

attitude and of their renewed awareness of their cultural identity.

The majority of participants in my survey (82.5%) agreed that Cambodia is

part of their social life (Table 6.3). They still have interest in Cambodia and maintain

links with their relatives and friends.

Table 6.3 - Cambodia is part of Khmer social life

Frequency Percent
Strongly agree 23 40.4
Agree 24 42.1
Not agree 5 8.8
Not agree at all 1 1.8
Not applicable 4 7.0
Total 57 100.0
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The flows of border crossings have strengthened the various Cambodian migration

networks in terms of frequency, direction, scope, intensity, and exchange of resources.

People keep in touch with each other within their social circle; some people make

home visits frequently, and bring back cultural items and knowledge back to New

Zealand. For example, the Khmer Youth and Recreational Trust in Auckland formed a

cultural performance troop. The dance troop is able to perform various classical

Khmer dances since the Trust was able to import masks and ornaments from

Cambodia. The chairman of the Trust explained that “The linkage with Cambodia

enabled our youth group to perform Khmer classical items.” With the grants from the

ASB Charitable Trust, the trainer went to Cambodia and was able to buy proper

masks, headgear, ornaments and costumes. Some of them were so fragile that they

needed to be carried in the hand luggage.

These flows have had a great impact on the development of ethnic practice

and Khmer identity in New Zealand. Transnationalism has extended Cambodian

social networks across borders, and, as a result, has enriched the Khmerness of the

diasporic Khmer identity.

As time goes by, English language has sneaked word-by-word into the

Cambodian vocabulary. English words are now used in daily Khmer conversation.

Since the improvement of Cambodia’s international relations in 1993, English has

been introduced to homeland Cambodians, too.

Telecommunication has been improved, and the cost of long-distance calls has

become affordable. On average, in 2004, people called Cambodia once or twice a

month. One male interviewee said that his brother calls his family every week; but the

call is short. People make use of Telecom special offers (cheap weekend rates to

America and Australia).

Many have begun using email. This instant connection has expanded the form,

scope, and intensity of Cambodian transmigration or transnational networks. A man in

a small town in Western Cambodia sent an email to his aunt in Auckland (2003) about

her sister’s illness; the sister in Auckland informed her relatives, collected money for

them around Wellington, and arranged a money transfer through Western Union to

her nephew in Cambodia. The fluidity of information flow and the timely access to

resource transfer have given some peace to the lives of this extended family, even

though their members are living apart.
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In the public domain, Khmer-related websites (such as www.gocambodia.com)

and Cambodian community websites, in Cambodia as well as overseas (such as

www.cambodia.org), have provided valuable resources and points of reference for the

Cambodians in New Zealand and their community development.

Development of Khmer Associations and Cultural Identity

Well after the first wave of refugee settlement, local associations survived as informal

networks, whose main goal was to provide mutual support and assistance, and to stage

social gatherings for ethnic celebrations. Their members’ efforts to assist each other

created a social exchange and a social bond, which encouraged their group to do well

in their resettlement: employment, health, children’s education, and family welfare.

The social bonds also drew various social and political boundaries. The Khmer

organisations and the politics of association and leadership are described in the next

chapter.

However, those who stayed in the main cities began to strengthen their local

social networks for wider social, cultural, and resettlement needs. Around the mid-

1980s, a Cambodian group was emerging from the common threads and needs

experienced in Auckland, Hamilton, Wellington, Christchurch, Dunedin, and

Palmerston North. Hitherto, individuals at the grassroots level had joined forces for

common practical causes, and in doing so had created an informal local social space.

Flows of mutual support and communication had strengthened the relationship.

Leadership was based on an individual or a small group of individuals who had had

some status or position when they were in Cambodia or at a refugee camp. These

leaders used their existing social networks or skills to create a Cambodian group that

later on grew to become a local Cambodian association with a mix of anyone from

Cambodia: Khmer, Sino Khmer, Khmer Krom and Cham.

In the public arena, besides providing individual assistance to newcomers,

former Colombo Plan Cambodian students in Wellington became the main actors who

raised awareness of Khmer identity and formed their community in 1980s. These

Cambodians pooled together their social capital and quietly claimed a Cambodian

community space in New Zealand. Their formal network was known as the Khmer

Community of New Zealand, and had the leadership of those élites (BYknisSit — Puok
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nisett) who had been formally educated in the New Zealand system. Its three main

objectives were to:

1. network with overseas Cambodian communities to liberate Cambodia

2. reunite and assist Cambodians in New Zealand, and

3. maintain Khmer culture.

On Khmer cultural identity, Bunthan Chan has written:

Just as a strong, healthy tree must rely on its roots ... a person must rely on his
sense of identity if he is to lead a happy and meaningful life ...

Everywhere we go we bring these, from the colour of our skin to our
behaviour and speech — just as root would cling to an uprooted tree. ...

At the moment our people are learning the Kiwi way of life, together
with the rights and responsibilities of a good citizen. A rootless citizen would
not be able to contribute very much to his new country. The important
Cambodian roots, which we must nurture in this new country, are customs and
traditions, Buddhism, culture and civilisation, and language and literature.
(Chan 1982:23)

There is an acknowledgement that to be a Khmer in New Zealand one must maintain

ties — and with it, the Wellington group might argue, responsibilities — to the

homeland. This is not a purely political stance: it reflects the important role that

memory plays in cultural maintenance. Parents have told children about life in

Cambodia and their customs: “Sometimes my mother and father tell me about what it

was like in Kampuchea when we had the New Year. Everyone went to the temple,

and the celebration went on for three days” (Rina Lim 1986:10). In New Zealand, the

Cambodian New Year celebration lasts less than a day.

Mulyvuth Moeung writes about Cambodian New Year as celebrated in

Cambodia:

We take food to the monks in the pagoda. We play many popular games. …
Many people go to visit Angkor Wat … other go to the seaside … People are
allowed to gamble … We children like to play with firecrackers. We have a lot
of food to eat. Our Cambodian New Year lasts for three days. Every year we
have a lot of fun. (In Memory of Cambodia, no date: 3)

A young boy in the Khao I Dang Holding Centre (Thailand) writes:

Before the time of war, the Cambodians always kept their tradition. The
temples, the festivals, and the games were part of our soul. I remember New
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Years and how we used to celebrate. We tugged ropes, played games, and
made offerings with incense and candles. I remember it because it was a happy
time. (International Rescues Committees 1982:7)

That cultural identity is tied to origin, which in turn ties its members to the source

(homeland) and commands some sense of responsibility. This wider, more formal

focus (as exemplified by the Wellington group and its three objectives) brings with it

political implications. So, by the mid-1980s, there was at least one formal Cambodian

association in each city, and the three main (opposing) political parties of the coalition

resistance had their network in New Zealand, with political supporters able to donate

money for the liberation of their home country through the Wellington branch.

Ethnic Identity

King has written about the “baggage — cultural, spiritual, emotional, psychological”

that migrants bring with them (King 1991:7). He defines culture as “the basis of the

relationship between the individual and society, the values and the rituals through

which people perceive and feel their identity; and by which society accepts or rejects

them”.

The nature of culture is, then, both inclusive and exclusive (King

1991:17). Walker describes how “members of the dominant groups use ethnicity

labels for members of ethnic minority groups … [which] may not always coincide

with individuals’ or groups’ own labelling” (Walker 2001:15). Identity is a “political

statement” that describes “cultural associations and origins” that reflect obligations

and a commitment which is based on values, ways of behaving, and beliefs that “mark

our difference from those around us” (Spoonley, cited in King 1991:146) and “convey

to people how they are perceived by others” (1991:152).

Where important compulsions are at work to maintain ethnic affiliation, these

compulsions are not imposed by the dominant society. In other words, the pressures

that one feels to “be ethnic” come from within oneself and from the ethnic community

rather than from the dominant society (Kibria 2002:3). Ethnic identity here arises

from individuals perceiving themselves to be members of a group, rather than being

classified as such by others. Ethnicity as a form of self-defined identity can be seen as

a “mental construct as much as a physical experience of reality” (Tilbury, cited in

Walker 2001:3). Berreman explains:
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Ethnic identity is a matter of shared self-perception, the communication of that
perception to others and, perhaps the most crucially, the response it elicits
from others in the form of social interaction. Ethnicity, like all aspects of the
social identity, is manifest both as that which is subjectively claimed and as
that which is socially accorded. (Berreman, cited in LRCRCS 1991:60)

Belonging to a particular ethnic group brings with it expectations of loyalty and duty.

Members of the same ethnic group can more or less recognise the reactions, values

system and behaviour of the members of their group (LRCRS 1991:61).

Up until 1993, material culture from Cambodia was almost non-existent.

During the first decade of their resettlement, Cambodians carried on their routine

within the New Zealand socio-cultural setting and attempted to reconstruct their

cultural existence. They began to identify any people from Cambodia in their area. A

woman explains:

when we first came to Hamilton in 1980s, we rarely heard Khmer language
spoken in the street or saw Asians. We approached any Asians, smiled at them
and asked them if they were Cambodians. And I told them I am Khmer from
Cambodia.

Not everyone was proud of being Cambodian because of the refugee stigma. A

woman in Hamilton told her neighbour she was Indian; and a man in Auckland told

others he was a Korean. And the Chinese Cambodians began to form their own

groups and speak their Chinese language.

Sometimes during the weekend, people drove from Hamilton to the Refugee

Reception Centre just to see if there was anyone they knew or anyone who was going

to live in Hamilton: “We used to go to Mangere with bags of fruits for the Cambodian

newcomers. We made friends and exchanged our address and phone number.” People

who had arrived within the same intake also kept in touch and created an informal

network of Cambodians in their areas and New Zealand.

Individual Legal Identity

Cambodians who survived the Khmer Rouge regime and fled the country did not have

identity papers — neither a birth certificate nor a passport. At the holding centres in

Thailand, the UNHCR issued them a family tracing card and a tracing number: a TC

number. Once accepted, they were given a transit camp number while waiting for

their resettlement. On the last day before leaving Thailand, they received a letter of

identity (now a Certificate of Identity — COI) with a permanent residence status.
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Although Cambodians in New Zealand were granted permanent residence on

their arrival, they were keen to apply for New Zealand citizenship as soon as possible.

Within five years of their arrival, 57.9% of the participants of my survey had gained

their New Zealand citizenship. The majority of the respondents (73.7%) had been

granted citizenship within their first ten years of their arrival. Ninety four per cent of

all participants had gained their citizenship.

Table 6-4 — Gained New Zeland citizenship

Frequency %
Yes 54 94.7
No 2 3.5
Not applicable 1 1.8
Total 57 100.0

People would like to “have an official citizenship paper to hold on [to for] protection”

from New Zealand. Once they had it, they applied for a New Zealand passport. They

use this passport as their personal identity paper in New Zealand and for travelling

overseas. Having New Zealand citizenship and a passport does not change an

individual’s feeling and sense of ethnic affiliation, however. As one person explained:

I am a Khmer with a New Zealand citizenship. Even I am naturalized and have
become a New Zealand citizen, I am still a Khmer. I can’t change who I am,
although I have a New Zealand passport. I am still a Khmer — a Khmer
refugee. We have had a citizenship, but in the passport the country of origin is
Cambodia where I was born. New Zealand is a place where I live and am
legally belonged.

Citizenship and a passport are reassertions of the individual identity of Cambodians

with refugee backgrounds. They claim a new identity and place where they choose to

belong. Cambodians use their citizenship and passport for their legal identity. If they

visit Cambodia, they are called the GaNikCnExµrenAjUes[Lin (“ethnic Khmer from

New Zealand”); they belong to New Zealand and now are called ExµrmansJ¢atijUes[Lin

(“Khmer New Zealand citizen”). In cases of civil unrest in Cambodia, such as in

1997, Cambodian Kiwi expatriates used their New Zealand passports as a safety net to

get out of Cambodia during the emergency evacuation.
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Khmer Cultural Identity

Identity, according to Mowe (1997:71, in Walker 2001), is based on what are

recognised and accepted as shared qualities or similarities, which stand in contrast to

other shared qualities. People’s interaction within their community’s and family’s

daily life manifests in different forms, and provides footprints or trails of their cultural

and ethnical practice. Reflections from Cambodian life and routine enable us to

describe Khmer practice and identity.

Elements of Khmer Identity According to Individuals

The focus group discussions with the participants in my study used the following

shared characteristics and features to define Khmer characters:

Individual appearance

If we talk about Khmerness, first of all we talk about our look or appearance
— the colour of our hair, the way we dress. We still wear our traditional
Khmer clothes.

I am still a Khmer in blood and flesh. I have a flat nose and speak with an
accent. I don’t have a “long nose”. I can’t become a Kiwi. If you are
genetically a Khmer, you are still a Khmer. Children of the Khmer are still
Khmer. Nothing can change my origin.

Individual legal document, such as a passport

I am a Khmer with a New Zealand citizenship. Even [though] I am naturalised
and have become a New Zealand citizen, I am still a Khmer. I can’t change
who I am, although I have a New Zealand passport. I am still a Khmer — a
Khmer refugee. We have had a citizenship, but in the passport the country of
origin is Cambodia.

Naming

Even my children who have been born here, I do not give them a European
name yet. They have got a Cambodian name. For the future of my children, it
is up to them to think and choose for themselves. It is their business.

Custom

We conduct our life within the Khmer custom, culture and norm. We cannot
become [an]other ethnic[ity]. Although we have lived in this country, we are
still living in Khmer way. We have conducted our life within the Khmer
custom and more. We go to the temple. You can’t throw away the Khmer way.
No matter what I do and no matter where I go, I don’t think I can change from
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the “Khmerness” (PaBCaExµr — Pheap chea Khmer) or “Khmer way”. I am

still a Khmer.

Home environment

We talk about our home and things in your house — the décor and a religious
item, such as incense sticks, incense pot and a Buddha statue. One more thing
is about your garden. We have grown plants for Khmer ingredients for our
Cambodian kitchen: lemon grass, Khmer mint, chilly, Kafir lemon tree, etc.

Food

We are Khmer because of our custom, food and rice. We cook and eat Khmer
food. We do not eat potato but rice. For example, we eat meat but I can’t eat
[the] Kiwi way. Kiwi food is different from Khmer food even [when] we use
same meat. European food is too rich and I cannot take it in. We are used to
eating Khmer sour soup (m¢ÚreRK]g — Mchoo grurng); we cannot switch to eat

cheese yet. [Do you have fish paste (Rbhuk — prahok and pÁk — paork)

in your food?] Yes. We have to supply our kitchen with them.

The above characteristics were also shared by the Cambodian participants in my

postal survey, who also identified the following shared values, in order of importance,

as the elements of the Khmer culture or identity: language, custom, tradition, and

Buddhism.

Dual-belongings

What is “not Khmer”

The majority of Cambodians with refugee backgrounds came to New Zealand with

almost nothing but their memory of how they had lived their personal lives in

Cambodia. These people notice when their children and other Cambodians do things

that are “not Khmer”. They know what is not Khmer. For example, they would say

“do the wrong way” (eZIVxusk|ntRma xusc|abT́Mlab´ Kµanreb[brbb eQIøy), if a person

behaved in the following ways :

 Behaviours, such as greeting (not greeting someone in Khmer, or just saying
“Hello” in English), walking (pounding the floor), talking (using words which
are not appropriate, such as using ordinary Khmer language when conversing
with monks instead of using the language of the monks), speaking (mixing up
languages), eating (making a noise with the cutlery, talking when eating),
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gestures toward elders (walking with a straight body in front of elders),
laughing (women laughing loudly), sitting (crossing legs, leaning rather than
sitting up straight, sitting at the same level with elders), courtship (young
people choosing their partner)

 Ways of thinking and expressions, such as “We are not in Cambodia
anymore”, “We don’t need to follow the old way”

 Cultural products, such as food (less salty and sweet, using alternative
ingredients and vegetables), home environment, clothes.

Individuals recognise Khmerness (PaBCaExµr — pheap chea Khmer) in a wide range of

elements of what they think, what they do, and what they have produced. Members of

the family and friends would help explain and correct mistakes or unwanted

behaviours. Within the community, gossip floats around about people who neglect

being Khmer or who choose not to follow Khmer custom and mores. Nowadays,

Cambodians in New Zealand are more relaxed and have freedom to assert their

identity as they have begun to integrate into New Zealand society. Some parents say

“My children are now Kiwi children” (kUnkUnvaCakUnXIvIGs´ehIy — kaun kaun vea chea

Kiwi ors heuy). People are not always disappointed, though, as their expression also

connotes the good aspects of Kiwi-isation, such as education, friendship, routine and

employment.

Multiple Identities

Cambodian respondents to my postal survey also expressed their personal view of

their identity (Table 6.5). Fifty-two percent of the respondents (thirty of the fifty-

seven) identify themselves as Khmer Kiwi.

Table 6-5 — How Khmer identify themselves

Frequency %
Kiwi 2 3.5
Khmer Kiwi 24 42.1
Khmer 20 35.1
Chinese Khmer 3 5.3
Chinese Khmer Kiwi 4 7.0
Khmer Krom 3 5.3
Thai Khmer 1 1.8
Total 57 100.0
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Over the years, Cambodians have become accustomed to their lives in the New

Zealand setting: under New Zealand laws and in its environment. They are exposed to

a different lifestyle and socio-cultural setting, in which they have an opportunity to

live in a free and democratic country where they have true freedom and security.

Furthermore, New Zealand and its society have given the Cambodians it hosts equal

access to public services and places, and the opportunity to exercise their rights and

duties as citizens of New Zealand. Most Cambodian adults in New Zealand have

participated in more than five general elections and various local elections. They have

exercised their rights and duties as New Zealand citizens.

Individual Cambodians feel various degrees of belonging to New Zealand as

their country or their community. They have a flexible and shifting matrix of

belonging. Cambodian men and women sided with Team New Zealand during the

various America’s Cup boat races. All Blacks are also their team when New Zealand

played in the Rugby World Cup. When the All Blacks lost to the Australians, the

Cambodian men and women were disappointed, and expressed their identification

with New Zealand unconsciously: “Our team did not do well. Oz beat us again!”

Cambodians extended their ownership and belonging across national borders

when they watched the Olympic opening ceremony in Sydney. Initially, Cambodian

viewers said, “Our Cambodian team is so small.” Then later, when the Kiwis

appeared on screen, the Cambodian viewers said, “Our New Zealand team is big.”

These Cambodians claims of belonging with both teams reflect a self-proclaimed

sense of belonging and ownership that they unconsciously feel towards both their

country of origin and their country of residence. The fluidity of their belonging to

both teams and nations reflects a dual-sentiment field of nationalism, which spreads

across national boundaries. This “portability of national identity” (Sassen 1998, in

Vertovec 2001b:12) enables Cambodians to benefit from multiple “belongings” or

social memberships. This is also reflected, more problematically perhaps, in the

tension of “social identification” under the “Dialogical Motifs” (DeSantis 2000)

where the “exile identifies with old community and the new community”.

The fluidity of their belonging also manifests across ethnic boundaries within

the Cambodian community, too. Cambodians felt cheated when Chinese Cambodians

proclaimed their Chinese identity when China did well, but retreated into the

Cambodian community when things went against them. This identity of convenience

has been seen as a “ticket for their protection”.
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This view is also shared by Cambodian newcomers who have come to New

Zealand after the termination of the Cambodian refugee programme in the beginning

of 1990s. Language use is different here, in that Cambodians in New Zealand use old,

plain Khmer, mostly without contemporary words. Middle-aged Cambodians in New

Zealand who can read Khmer find it difficult to read Khmer newspapers or magazines

from Cambodia — “too many big words”, as one complained. The Khmer language

register has been shrunk to the domestic, functional spoken language rather than

fluent Khmer language.

Conclusion

Crossing national boundaries involves managing personal and social identities in new

social settings. This process is facilitated by the social, cultural, and economic

features of both the sending country and the host country. Refugees “draw ethnic

boundaries and maintain native ethnic identity in their private lives partly in response

to the difficulties they face in crossing other boundaries” in the host society, such as

employment, education, and social interactions (Markovic and Manderson 2002).

This has also reflected New Zealand’s “weak multiculturalism” practice

whereby Cambodians found their cultural identity eroded. Cambodians often

described their time in New Zealand in three periods: on-arrival acculturations (sink-

or-swim period), post-resettlement reconstruction in diasporas (until 1993), and

realignment as a result of transnationalism (post-1993). This periodisation related to

the status of linkages with their homeland — Cambodia. These periods have had a

significant influence in the New Zealand Cambodian community, and this change of

status from an isolated community to a non-isolated community occurred after

Cambodia welcomed the return of overseas Cambodians.

Beside the nature of the above links, Cambodian communities and their people

have had to fulfil their various needs and adjust to life in New Zealand. The dual

conditions have been the main contributing factors in shaping individual social

networks, and the nature of the Cambodian community and its identity.

The strategy of Cambodians during the on-arrival stage was ‘to go with the

flow’. They were flexible and tried to adjust to the new situations. They sought and

exchanged local, regional, and transnational information to assess their social and
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cultural positions. The majority of the Cambodians found that the Kiwi ways of doing

things did not accommodate Khmer cultural needs. The circumstances that are

particular to Cambodia have made the establishing of Khmerness in New Zealand

even more difficult. Until the late 1980s, Cambodians lived in their diasporic

community. They tried their best to reinstate their Khmerness. By doing so, they

reconstructed their identity by introducing mutual assistance associations and

Buddhist temples in their area. They lived a life in accordance to their Khmer identity

by reconstructing their social and cultural environment from their memory and

cultural material available to them in New Zealand. The blend of Kiwi and Khmer

ways of doing things, in isolation from Cambodia, has led to the formation of a

unique identity. Although Cambodians have now reconnected with Cambodia, they

notice differences between themselves and the Cambodians in Cambodia. This

deviation has created a new strand, a unique hybrid Khmer identity, within Kiwi ways

of life.

Cambodians’ adaptation to the New Zealand environment has produced some

changes in their attitude and behaviours. These acculturation changes in “extrinsic

cultural traits” (Gordon in Valtonen 1994:65) were noticeable in their manner of dress

and speech. Their dual-belongings have also affected their “intrinsic” cultural traits,

such as religion and ethical values. Cambodians have become more liberal than

before, as more individuals embrace freedom of expression, dating, mixed marriage,

and freedom in religious belief. In contrast to Bit’s finding in America (Bit 1991:129),

the attitude to work of the majority of Cambodians in New Zealand is hardworking

and trustworthy. Their achievement has proven their case. Pondchaud’s comment

(1977:5–6) that Cambodians are “afraid of others” and “very timid” is a thing in the

past. Contemporary Cambodians in New Zealand are assertive and are prepared to

stand up for their difference and values. Women have fronted up in the family

regarding violence in the home, and have voiced their opinions and exercised their

rights. Cambodians have demonstrated their abilities and effectively adapt to life in

New Zealand.

The fluidity of their belonging to both nations reflects a dual sentiment field of

nationalism, which spreads across national boundaries. The Khmer Kiwis have to

some degree fallen into DeSentis’s dilemma where they have to negotiate the conflicts

of both cultures and ways of life. The majority of individuals who have claimed to

embrace as much as they can of the Kiwi way of life have had to compromise some of
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their Khmer heritage to gain their dual belonging. Their Khmer national and cultural

events are celebrated during the weekend, at home or within their own community.

Their middle path to individual adaptation enables them to create a comfort zone for

them to live in within New Zealand society. Their individual success owes both to the

host community support and the Khmer community endeavour that strikes a balance

in the reconfiguration of their transnational Khmer identity. The Cambodians are able

to maintain their identity yet become part of the host society to the extent that the host

population and the Cambodians can live together in an acceptable way. From

Kuhlman’s perspective (1991:5–6), Cambodians are on their way to being fully

integrated into the New Zealand society. Although the majority of the Khmers have

been happy with their life and have achieved personal success, they still need to assert

their Khmer identity at the community level along paths that are described in the next

chapter.
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Chapter 7 — Cambodian Community

Development and the Role of Religion

Introduction

In recent years, New Zealand has adopted a more positive attitude toward

multiculturalism which enables various ethnic groups to co-exist and maintain their

cultural heritage. While Cambodians settled well in New Zealand, they were asserting

their ethnic space within the context of the host society, their country of origin, and

the emerging Khmer transnational community. They strived, in this respect, to

integrate with the host country and preserve their cultural heritage. Similar to the

finding of Chan and Christie (1995:75–94) among the Indochinese settlers in North

America, I found that the Cambodians in New Zealand have had opportunities to

choose a range of identities on offer. Some people deny their Khmer identity because

of a perceived refugee stigma, some reclaim their Chinese heritage, some become

Christians, and some try to keep their Khmer identity as much as they can. Amongst

these different interests, people from Cambodia form their own social and religious

networks and associations.

However, New Zealand has never formally adopted multiculturalism as

official policy (Fletcher 1999). This stand still generates a weak multicultural

environment which has denied Cambodians the opportunity to fully promote the

maintenance of their Khmer culture. Their deliberations on their identity options have

divided loyalty to past, present and future.

This chapter addresses community development, and particularly patterns of

religious organisations in the Cambodian refugee community, and the leadership of

these organisations. The first part presents a broad spectrum of the social and cultural

characteristics of the community which have become woven into the New Zealand

social fabric. I describe how Cambodian groups function in terms of communal life,

social participation and leadership, and how this has led to the development of various

Cambodian communities and the assertion of Khmer cultural identity. Among the

various religions, Buddhism occupies the majority of space in the Khmer spiritual

world, and it is embedded as an essential part of the Cambodian way of life. The
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second part of this chapter describes Khmer Buddhism in diaspora, and its Cambodian

Buddhist community of practice. Examples are given of friction within communities,

to show leadership and problem-solving in action, and to highlight the Khmer cultural

perspectives which are brought to bear and how communities change as the adaptation

process progresses.

In considering community development in New Zealand, I have drawn on a

number of community development theories from Lev-Wiesel (2003:332) on social

cohesion, from McMillan and Chavis (1986) (in Lev-Wiesel 2003:332) on

membership and shared values based on a common history, from Doron (2005) on

cultural bereavement, and from Shirley (1982) on local needs as the cause of

community development.

In general, community development depends on social cohesion that can be

expressed through a sense of belonging, social ties, solidarity, perceived social

support, and rootedness (Lev-Wiesel 2003:332). Religion and spirituality are a means

for community building and group identity with refugees (Doron 2005). Through the

development process, new leaders emerged and conflicts became common (Hein

1995). These theoretical perspectives enable me to discuss the development of the

Cambodian communities in New Zealand, in that religion is one of the main factors of

their social cohesion or fragmentation.

Crystallisation of a Community

The history of the Khmer community in New Zealand began with the Colombo Plan

Students who could not return to Cambodia. The majority of them were based in

Wellington, and they became the cultural brokers and facilitators for Khmer refugee

resettlement in the main cities of New Zealand during the 1980s. Soon after their

resettlement, newcomers sprung up in their local area to assume local leadership and

assist their community to form associations.

Former Colombo Plan Students

Unfortunately, these students became stranded in New Zealand when the Khmer

Rouge took over Cambodia and correspondingly the New Zealand Government

granted them asylum. One of the students, who came in October 1974, told me during
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the interview (2006) her story:

Sometimes around May 1975, our letters sent to Cambodia were returned to
senders. No one informed us anything about the event at home. Living in New
Zealand was like living in a black hole that I did not know what happened to
our family in Cambodia. One day, the New Zealand government granted us
our permanent residency since we were not able to go back home. Life was so
lonely, confused and depressed.

These students had left their families behind and now, due to the circumstances, were

unable to know the fate of their family members in Cambodia. While living in

Wellington, loneliness, homesickness, and the need for companionship pulled these

Cambodian students together. They shared their personal concerns and organised

social gatherings. They supported each other, and a strong bond formed between

them. With the fall of the Khmer Rouge regime, a refugee exodus was instigated and

these students were eager to find the whereabouts and fate of their families.

The student social network became a resource pool on which the New Zealand

Government could draw when New Zealand accepted sponsorship of their surviving

compatriots and relatives from the Cambodian refugee camps in Thailand during the

1980s. These students played a very important role in their community when New

Zealand subsequently introduced the Cambodian intake of refugees.

The majority of these students volunteered to work at various refugee camps

in Thailand in 1980 so that they could have an opportunity to find their surviving

relatives. Some former Colombo Plan students were not lucky, but some did find

relatives. One male student explained that he found his mother just in time: the Thai

authorities were about to dump her and 40,000 Cambodian refugees back into

landmine-infested areas of Kampuchea in 1979. The man sat and cried helplessly until

a Thai general helped to reunite him with his mother. Those former Colombo Plan

students living in New Zealand who did find their family applied for them to come to

New Zealand. Their relatives came in 1980, and some of them stayed for two weeks

at a hostel in Rotorua. Since then, all Khmer refugees have come through the refugee

centre at Mangere. Those who did not find their close relatives also helped their

friends or distant relatives to apply to the New Zealand Government for their

resettlement. It was thanks to these Colombo students that many Khmer refugees were

accepted for resettlement in New Zealand.
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Bilingual Cambodians

In New Zealand, Cambodian refugees who were not relatives of these students had a

sponsor or sponsors arranged by the ICCI as the New Zealand Government began to

put greater emphasis on helping new arrivals to overcome their initial resettlement

difficulties. Once housed in New Zealand, some of them did not have a telephone and

had to walk for miles or take a bus just to talk socially with other local Cambodians.

This type of connection between Cambodians was usually the result of introductions

by their sponsors or by meeting individuals attending the same language class, and

this in turn developed into an informal social network. Sponsors often called on

bilingual Cambodians to act as translators and cultural brokers, which also served to

introduce newcomers to resident Cambodians. The sponsors also organised group

gatherings or brought their Cambodian extended families to social events where

refugees could meet their country people. During the early stage of resettlement,

Cambodians “piggy-backed” on their sponsor’s social network, usually a church

group, to meet other Cambodians, and in particular bilingual Cambodians. Social

events during the weekend were common. They cooked Khmer food, listened to

Khmer music, and shared their concerns and experiences.

Each bilingual Cambodian had his or her own network that grew with time.

They became the hub of the local Cambodian social network, and usually this network

created a patron–client relationship. A similar emergent relationship has also been

noticed by Ledgerwood (1990) in America. In Wellington, for example, this

relationship was also created by the refugee sponsorship by former Colombo Plan

students, who became local leaders or spokespersons. This group saw a need to

introduce a formal association that began in 1982. They called their group

smaKmExµrenARbeTsjÚes[Lin — The Cambodian Community in New Zealand.

Leaders of Local Communities

From the time New Zealand accepted people from Cambodia in the mid-1970s, the

Cambodian community has grown from 41 to 5,265 people (2001 Census). It is one of

the not-so-small ethnic communities that are rarely visible. The second way in which

Cambodian groups emerged was from common threads or needs by which individuals

at the grassroots level joined forces for a common cause. The Cambodian community

as a whole is composed of many strands of sub-communities or groups that share
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some common interests with a leader or leaders. These groups can be overlapping or

exclusive.

The definition of a community is based on its fundamental characteristics,

such as social differentiation, geographic differences, the struggle over scarce

resources, different lifestyles, and belonging (Berger and Berger 1981:120–165). The

following are the common types of Cambodian community when people identify a

certain group of Cambodians.

 By region: They call each other the Auckland Khmer, Wellington Khmer, etc.
 By organisation affiliation: Khmer association, Chinese association, Khmer

Buddhist association, Youth Trust, etc.
 By social group: Former Colombo students (nisSit — nisett), former refugees,

migrants, and the second generation.

 By employment status: Employed and unemployed (sIuluyrdð — Si luy rott).

 By religious affiliation: Buddhist, Christian, Muslim, Confucian.
 By ethnicity: Khmer, Chinese Khmer, Khmer Krom (Khmer from Vietnam),

Muslim Khmer (Khmer Islam/Cham).
 By age: old, middle-aged, young.
 By financial interest in tontines (Liev 1995).
 By profession: Taxi drivers, machinists, carpenters, berry-pickers, gamblers,

bakers, painters, etc.

Local Cambodian leadership emerged from these various backgrounds according to

the needs of their local or regional groups: social, cultural, ethnic, religious, and

political. Its leadership was based on an individual or a small group of individuals

who had had some status or position when they were in Cambodia, at a refugee camp,

or newly established in New Zealand. Each of these groups has a leader or leaders,

and sometimes a leader controls more than one group or community. For instance, a

garment contractor can be a leader of a machinist group and the president of an

association. A ringleader for taxi drivers can be also a prominent leader of an

association. The group’s shared concern has led them to form various associations to

protect their common interests. As the members of the group interact and support each

other, their activities become more pronounced and permanent. These Cambodian

leaders used their existing social networks or skills to introduce a Cambodian group

which later on grew to become a local Cambodian association. During the early stages

of the refugee resettlement, only one association represented the Cambodian
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community in each city or region.

With time, however, the definition of “Cambodian community” became more

complex. Cambodian socio-cultural and political networks overlapped and

factionalised. The complexity of people’s backgrounds and the multitude of

leaderships have induced dynamism in the development of Cambodian communities.

The idea of community is defined or imagined in multiple ways, as physical, political,

social, psychological, historical, linguistic, economic, cultural, and spiritual space

(Hall and Shirley 1982:135–163). Hall and Shirley identified three areas within the

social change continuum: an individual dimension, such as modification in individual

behaviour; a group dimension, such as policy change and distribution of resources;

and a social structural dimension, such as historical, cultural, social, economic and

political transformation.

The change begins with the personal troubles of individuals, and the groups

that they are members of, and leads on to changes in the institutions and structures of

society. According to Breton, cited in Dorais (1998), any ethnic community depends

on the patterns of leadership, and the definition and preservation of a collective

identity. The community’s identity “endows the members with a consciousness of

who they are, and also of where they stand in relation to each other, and in relation to

the various ethnic, linguistic, political, religious and other components of society as a

whole” (Dorais 1998:122). This also allows them to respond to their cultural

bereavement (Doron 2005; Eisenbruch 2006) and design new forms of association

and belonging (Appadurai 1996 in Gow 2005:201).

Associations of Cambodians in New Zealand

Cambodians were prompted to form their formal and informal associations by

resettlement needs and by the sense of cultural bereavement of their members and the

awareness of their rootedness. Their common values and shared cultural heritage gave

impetus to the conception of Khmer associations. As shown in other studies, ethnic

associations have been an important means of participation in the adaptation process,

such as networking and social and cultural mediators. These assocaitions often

provide social services or maintain cultural traditions, although some have social,

political, and economic functions as well (Hein 1995). As time goes by, the
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associations become mature and, in the case of Khmer Kiwis, cultural identity is

reaffirmed through religious associations, especially Buddhism (Liev 1995; Thou

1989). The Colombo students and bilingual Cambodians played an important role in

the formation of the Cambodian community through their associations and the

development of Khmer Buddhist temples.

Khmer Association of New Zealand

The Colombo Plan students formed the Khmer Association of New Zealand

(smaKmExµrenARbeTsjÚes[Lin) that up until 1983 was the only Cambodian association

in New Zealand. It was based in Wellington, and the committee members of this

association worked hard in conjunction with the resettlement agencies to lobby the

Government to accept the first group of Cambodian refugees, who came in 1979.

In the spirit of preserving its collective language and culture, the association

bought a $1,288 Khmer typewriter in 1981 from Germany, through a company in

Paris, partly funded by a $600 grant from the McKenzie Education Foundation. This

acquisition enabled the group to print its own newsletters dMNwgExµr —

KHMERNEWS, a monthly publication in the Khmer language (Figure 7.1), and to

disseminate useful information to Cambodians in various parts of New Zealand. The

association also fundraised $784 in 1981 to buy Khmer classical music instruments

from a refugee camp in Thailand (South East Asian E.S.L. Migrant Education News,

summer 1981:3–4).

Back in the 1980s, the Khmer Association of New Zealand was formal, well

organised, and seen by its leaderships as superior to the other Cambodian groups in

other cities. Although the Khmer Association of New Zealand sought regional

memberships and support, the leadership in Wellington rarely asked other groups for

their opinions.
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Figure 7.1 — A front page of KHMERNEWS

KHMERNEWS — dMNwgExµr, No 4, March 1982
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The fourth issue of KhmerNEWS (dMNwgExµr), a newsletter of the Khmer community in

New Zealand, provided some information about the activities of the Khmer

community in Wellington (March 1982). The article headings of that edition were:

a. The association’s annual general meeting (AGM);

b. Formal resignation of the president;

c. Khmer Voice, a Khmer language radio broadcast on 2YB;

d. Formation of a new Khmer Buddhist Association in Wellington;

e. Buddhism;

f. A letter of support from an ex-refugee in Hamilton to the Khmer Community

related to a proposed establishment of regional branches;

g. Information from the Department of Education;

h. Community membership fees of $10;

i. New Year song;

j. Khmer New Year: Year of Dog;

k. Holiday in Dunedin;

l. Enemy with a three pronged spear: Vietnam;

m. Khmer song: Khmer Race; and

n. Information about Khmer language classes in Wellington.

This newsletter also records three important developments in the Cambodian

community in Wellington: a reminder of what is Khmer; the introduction of Khmer

language maintenance and media; and the introduction of a registered Khmer

Association of New Zealand as a legal entity in New Zealand.

The Khmer Association of New Zealand’s constitution, as outlined in a draft copy

written in Khmer in 1983, aimed to serve and protect the interests of the Cambodians:

a. to support all activities in liberation of Cambodia for its independence,

freedom and territorial integrity;

b. to increase Khmer educational, cultural, and religious activities;

c. to maintain an international Cambodian network.

The association promoted social support, cultural understanding, and friendships. The
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association sent its monthly newsletters to all its members and new settlers living in

various parts of the country.

In 1981, a Cambodian monk came to Wellington and resided in his uncle’s

home. The association did not have any resources, and soon after, in 1982, Khmer

Buddhists in Wellington formed a Khmer Buddhist Association to support the monk.

Meanwhile, during 1982, various Cambodian political movements and their

supporters began to work their way into the Cambodian communities in New Zealand,

in the hope of gaining support for the various resistance factions that were fighting the

Vietnamese-backed government in Cambodia. The Khmer Association of New

Zealand in Wellington favoured the royalist faction and hosted Prince Sihanouk

during the 1980s (Figure 7.2). Supporters of the republican and other factions broke

away and formed their own groups in New Zealand, and hosted Son San, the leader of

the republican Kampuchean People’s National Liberation Front (PKNLF).

The outgoing president who resigned in 1982 was a royalist supporter and

began political networking for the Front Uni National pour un Cambodge

Indépendent, Neutre, Pacifique et Coopératif (FUNCINPEC). Besides the Khmer

Association of New Zealand, there were two other Khmer politically oriented groups

— FUNCINPEC and KPNLF — that were working hard to recruit new supporters

and members in New Zealand to fight against the Phnom Penh Socialist government

of the People’s Republic of Kampuchea (PRK) backed by Vietnam. Again the

leadership of these political groups was mainly based in Wellington, and politics in

Cambodia continued to influence community organisations in New Zealand.
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Figure 7.2 — Prince Sihanouk and Princess Monique, Wellington, 1985

Courtesy of Mrs In
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While the leadership of the community in Wellington was engaged in the resistance

movement back at the Khmer–Thai border, people living in the other main cities of

New Zealand faced resettlement issues. Political leaders from the various factions in

Cambodia came to visit the Cambodian refugee communities in the main cities to

drum up support, but they received little support from the Cambodians in New

Zealand. The introduction of political factions opened up an opportunity for the

groups in the main cities to identify themselves by either aligning with the Khmer

Association in Wellington or by standing on their own. The Khmer Association of

New Zealand in Wellington was so distant that the newly arrived refugees in those

cities began to see the need of having a local association of their own that would serve

their interests and their wellbeing better.

Local Community Associations

Because of the pepper-potting settlement policies of the New Zealand Government

during the early 1980s, Cambodian refugees were sent to a range of cities and small

towns. As a result, Cambodian communities sprang up in a variety of New Zealand

locations. Soon afterwards, various groups of Cambodians in Auckland, Hamilton,

Palmerston North, Christchurch, and Dunedin formed their communities into

associations, both registered and non-registered (Table 7.1). These associations’ main

goals were to assist the Cambodian refugees with their resettlement needs.

Although there was some informal discussion about having branches in those

cities under the umbrella of the Khmer Association of New Zealand, the regional

communities preferred to remain autonomous and not pay additional membership

fees. As a result, people from Cambodia did not (and still do not) have a parent

organisation representing them in New Zealand.

This autonomous locality approach to community development has its

advantages and disadvantages. On one hand, the communities have a regional focus

and are free to set goals that serve the local people, who initially were refugees and

were sick of war and politics. These communities have aligned themselves closely

with local government and operated effectively at that level. On the other hand, these

communities have missed out on having a unified voice or influence in lobbying

central government on their ethnic needs and issues. From this perspective, the

community has grown with a missing link at the policy-making level. Part of this was

the lack of people who could deal with English language and who have a general
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knowledge of resettlement. The majority of the communities had a stronger link with

the local resettlement agency, then the ICCI, which assisted refugees around New

Zealand.

Waikato Khmer Association

The second-oldest non-religious group is the Waikato Khmer Association in

Hamilton, which was formed in October 1982 with forty-five family members. It

promoted the wellbeing of their members, cross-cultural understanding, and social

harmony between people from Cambodia and the host community (Table 7.1). The

association was formed by a group of young students and some educated

Cambodians. They based their values on Cambodian traditions, and their main focus

was their Khmer identity and integration. They stressed that the wellbeing of their

group was necessary for its integration in New Zealand society (Liev 1988:22–24).

Wellington Khmer Association

By 1984, the Khmer Association of New Zealand had become weak, and had lost its

nationwide interest and was focusing more on Wellington. As a result, the association

changed its name to the Wellington Khmer Association (Table 7.1). The association

lobbied to bring a middle-aged Khmer monk from Thailand, and he arrived in 1985

(Figure 7.3). In 1986, the Wellington Khmer Association reasserted its neutral

position regarding politics in Cambodia by sending an open letter to all Cambodian

associations in New Zealand, overseas Cambodian communities, and Cambodian

faction leaders who fought the Vietnamese-backed government in Phnom Penh.

Cambodian Association (Auckland), Inc.

The Cambodian Association (Auckland) began its activities in 1984 and was

incorporated in 1986. The Cambodian Association (Auckland) promoted social

support and Buddhism for their members (Table 7.1). This group lobbied to build a

Buddhist temple in conjunction with other refugee groups from South East Asia in

Auckland, and fundraised successfully. However, the group was not able to realise its

wish to build a common place to practise Buddhism, due to the diverse opinions on

Buddhism of the various refugee ethnic groups.

The Cambodian Association in Auckland also promoted their Khmer cultural

heritage and projected an image as the official or formal administration of a
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Cambodian body outside of Cambodia. It was keen to represent every Cambodian in

Auckland. The leaders were Khmers who had been educated in Cambodia — a

teacher, a policeman, some government officers, and small businessmen. This group

based its organisation on the Khmer government model, which was composed of

various ‘ministries’, such as Foreign Affairs, Education, Culture and Mores, Finance,

Women’s Affairs, Religion, and Home Security. Any discussions and important

meetings were tape- or video-recorded.

The Cambodian Association revitalised the Cambodian Buddhist community

in Auckland and launched its campaign to host a Khmer Buddhist monk from the

Thai–Khmer border camp. The arrival of Venerable Suryat Detnarong (Figure 7.4) in

Auckland in 1985 raised various issues regarding the environment, the monk’s

residence, and the practice of Khmer Buddhism in New Zealand.

The Cambodian association sponsored the monk and accommodated him in a

civilian residence while looking for a proper residence and hoping to build a

Cambodian temple in Auckland. This group believed that they had the right to look

after the monk, his routines, and the management of the future temple. Also the group

controlled the monk’s personal life, including his pocket money from personal

donations. Tensions developed between the association and the monk over his

autonomy. The monk believed he was responsible only to the king of the monks in

Cambodia and to his superior in the Cambodian Buddhist hierarchy in New Zealand

— the head monk in Wellington — not to the laypeople. Khmer Buddhism in

Cambodia operates under the Buddhist Kingdom which is outside any government

administration. Lay administration also does not have any power to control the

temple, the Buddhist administration, or monks. The monk is the spiritual leader who

can influence people (Inter-Church Commission on Immigration 1985:2).

In the same year that the Cambodian Association (Auckland) Inc. was

registered as an incorporated society, Venerable Suryat Detnarong broke away from

the association and resided in a modified garage at a Khmer couple’s house in

Henderson. The family hosted the monk without any support from the association.
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Figure 7.3 — Venerable Suthep Surapong, Auckland, 1989

Author’s collection

Figure 7.4 — Venerable Suryat Detnarong, Mangere, 1985

Author’s collection
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Table 7-1 — Various Khmer associations in New Zealand

Wellington Khmer Association

From 1979

Waikato Khmer Association

From 1982

Wellington Cambodian Buddhist Trust

From 1985

Cambodian Association, Auckland

From 1984

Auckland Cambodian Chinese Kung
Luck Association

From 1988

Khmer Krom Association

From 2000

Auckland Khmer Buddhist Association

From 1987

Auckland Cambodian Youth and
Recreation Trust

From 2000

Cambodian (Khmer) Community of
New Zealand
From 2003

People - Peace - Progress

KHMER FOUNDATION
Justice - Truth - Harmony

Khmer Foundation

From 2000
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Cambodian Chinese Kung Luck Association

Unfortunately, the wish for inclusiveness passed one group by. The Chinese

Cambodian group in Auckland was frustrated that the Cambodian associations did not

include Chinese components in their associations (Table 7.1). They felt that the

Cambodian Associations (Auckland) did not care about people with a Chinese

background.

In 1988, a Chinese Cambodian group in Auckland broke away from the

Cambodian Association to form its own Cambodian Chinese Kung Luck Association.

Its members are mainly Chinese Cambodians who are second- or third-generation

Chinese born in Cambodia. The group bought a property at the corner of Massey

Road and Buckland Road for its headquarters. Kung Luck opened Chinese language

classes to members and promoted Chinese Cambodian identity and practices.

The division between the two communities — and the Auckland Cambodian

Association’s assumption that it is the official representative of the Cambodian people

in Auckland — was thrown into sharp relief in what has become known as the

Refugee Day Incident. In Refugee Week, July 1990, the ICCI (now the Refugee and

Migrant Service or RMS) invited every ethnic refugee community in Auckland to

celebrate International Refugee Day at the Auckland Port. Every organisation was to

have its own banner and stall. When the Cambodian Chinese Kung Luck Association

put up its Chinese language banner on their own Kung Luck stall, the Cambodian

Association was upset as it did not want a Chinese language banner representing any

groups from Cambodia. They complained that they had not given Kung Luck

approval to put up a banner in any language but Khmer, and ordered the Kung Luck

to pull the banner down. The Kung Luck leadership ignored their request.

A leader of the Cambodian Chinese explains: “We stayed together as one

community until mid-1988 when we moved away from the Cambodian Association to

form a Cambodian Chinese Association — the Kung Luck.” This person gave the

main reason for forming the new group as “to serve the niche of the Cambodian

segment with Chinese origins. But we still come to the Khmer Buddhist temples for

the Cambodian New Year and Cambodian national celebration.”

Another example of division within the Chinese community came in 2001

when the Kung Luck group sold its headquarters on Massey Road and moved to a

bigger and better place at Otahuhu with financial support from Cambodian Chinese
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businessmen. The present headquarters is now a two-storey building with an office, a

kitchen, a lounge, and three classrooms. The second floor is used as a hall for

meetings and social functions.

Kung Luck invited the New Zealand Prime Minister, the Chinese Consulate of

the People’s Republic of China in Auckland, and the Royal Embassy of Cambodia in

Canberra to the opening of its headquarters. However, the Kung Luck leadership did

not invite the senior officer from the Royal Embassy of Cambodia to make a formal

speech like the other dignitaries, nor did they place him in the same row as the Consul

of the People’s Republic of China. Furthermore, no leaders from any other

Cambodian groups or associations were invited to make a formal speech. This gesture

was seen as a repositioning of the Cambodian Chinese Kung Luck Association away

from the rest of the Cambodian community and its reassertion of Chinese identity and

affiliation.

Soon after a new president took office in 2002, another group formed the Chao

Zhou Association of New Zealand. This group would have liked to base itself at the

May Ling temple in Vine Street (see below), and this was rejected by the temple. The

leader of that Cambodian Chinese temple said: “We did not want them to take over

our temple. Bad luck.” But by 2006, the above group had successfully taken over the

place and redeveloped the temple.

The Khmer Krom Association

About 300 Vietnamese citizens from Vietnam with a Khmer ethnic background and

two monks came from the Thai Khmer border in 1994. The monks resided at the

Auckland Khmer Buddhist Association’s Wat Khemaraphirataram (Figure 7.15) until

they left the monkhood two years later. A Buddhist monk can leave his monkhood at

anytime, so long as he gains permission to be released from his superior. The majority

of this Khmer Krom group now lives in Auckland and Nelson. They formed the

Khmer Krom Association (Table 7.1), and in 2001 bought a property at Mangere, for

their temple called Sovann Munni Sakor (Figure 7.5). The property cost $163,000.

The Khmer Krom has worked very hard to get the temple established with its four

monks and the Khmer Buddhist canon (éRtbIdk— the Tripitaka) from Cambodia. The

temple built a vihara in 2007.
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Auckland Cambodian Youth and Recreation Trust

The team who ran the Khmer Voice radio programme of the Cambodian Association

(Auckland) did not feel valued by the association. The team leader wished to revamp

the programme into a talk-back format, but the association rejected his proposal. After

this rejection the team leader went his own way, took the team with him, and formed

another trust (Table 7.1). In 1998, this group introduced a second Khmer radio

programme and organised a series of cultural activities, two soccer teams (Figures

7.6–7.8), and after-school programmes. Funding comes from Manukau City Council,

Auckland City Council, the ASB Charitable Trust, and community funding.

The leadership comes from a younger Khmer generation. This group interacts

with the New Zealand public by participating in soccer tournaments and cultural

performances. Its Khmer radio programme voices their concerns and broadcasts

useful information to Khmer listeners. Every year, this group puts on a paid cultural

performance for the Khmer community.

Non-Registered Associations

Some Cambodian communities did not register as incorporated societies. These

associations operate within a local Cambodian community and do not see any benefit

from registration. Some associations have never been registered, and some

associations have been struck off from the register but are still running in an ad-hoc

manner. They still have their presidents and committees.
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Figure 7.5 — Wat Sovann Muni Sakor Khmer Krom, 2007

Author’s collection

Figure 7.6 — Khmer Voice on Community Radio Station Planet 104.6FM

Auckland Cambodian Youth and Recreation Trust
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Figure 7.7 — Soccer team

Author’s collection

Figure 7.8 — Peacock dance, 2004

Author’s collection
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Community and Social Reconstruction

A local community collective action usually gives impetus to a form of a self-help

organisation at the grassroots level. This local development involves a broad cross-

section of people in determining and solving their own problems (Shirley 1982:138).

Similar to Shirley’s concept of local development, the Khmers’ concept of community

is to help one another and has derived from common interests or threats in their

resettlement, and, as the descriptions above indicate, with a local focus.

Khmers remind themselves that while there is individual freedom in times of

peace, there is a brotherhood of individuals when they are under threat. enApÞHmþayTIéT

enAéRBmþayCamYy— Nouv phteah mday titey, nouv prey mday chea moy : At home we

have different mother, but in the jungle we have the same mother. Everyone, by

default, becomes a Khmer sibling (bgbÁÚnExµr — borng paaun Khmer). The Khmer

join together for a common cause in the form of mutual assistance, where they unite

under a common socio-cultural umbrella. It is not surprising that individual Khmers

tend to join more than one association even when the associations are rivals, and that

they use them as a socio-cultural insurance policy. Common causes and interests give

impetus to community development.

Khmer community philosophy and values are mainly based on Khmer

folktales and Buddhism. A series of Khmer language articles in the Waikato Khmer

Association Newsletter and an article in English (Liev 1988:22–24) wrote about six

coping strategies and Khmer values that the Khmer in Hamilton have used to support

one another:

1. Everything is changing. Be flexible and prepare for unpredictable events.

Always have a contingency plan for the last resort.

2. Everyone has different background, but he or she as a human being can

live in harmony with others by applying a simple gentlemen’s rule. This is

drawn from a Khmer folktale (-RbCMuer]geRBgExµr), the story of a rabbit, a

hen, a tiger, a hawk, and an otter. They are natural enemies but can live

together in harmony under a same roof and share duties and responsibility

to build a communal hut.

3. Tolerance and compromise achieve optimum social harmony. This is
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based on a story of a musician who plays lute to Buddha and finds a

middle path to life and enlightenment. The story says that a lute that has

loose strings does not produce a good sound, whereas a lute with very tight

strings produces high pitches and the strings tend to break. Only a well-

tuned lute can make good music.

4. Unco-ordinated strengths and efforts invariably lead to failure. In the

Khmer folktale of two disabled servants, a blind man and a crippled mate

(GaxVak´ GaxVin) get nowhere and fail to escape because they sit face-to-face

and row the same boat in the pitch-dark night.

5. Everyone has weaknesses, but any individual can do at least one good

thing. The co-ordinated use of individual strengths can make things

happen. The blind servant and the crippled servant can make use of each

other’s strengths by having the blind man piggy-back the cripple in return

for using the crippled man’s eyesight. With their co-ordinated efforts, they

can escape from their evil master although they are disabled.

6. eZVIERsoRsHrbg— Thveu sre oy srass roborng: If you plant rice, make a

fence. Prevention is better than cure, and ignorance and carelessness lie at

the root of many problems.

During the early stage of their adaptation, Khmers in New Zealand formed mutual

assistance associations to cope with resettlement needs. The role of these associations

was to be caregivers for their own people: translation services, social gatherings,

lobbying, and negotiating on behalf of their people. The Khmer communities in New

Zealand and America (Hein 1995:92–111) shared a similar approach to their

community development by using mutual assistance associations as the leading means

of their participation in the adaptation process. Once these associations had been

established, the members began to strengthen their community with religious

affiliation and cultural maintenance.

Migrants form various religious groups or join churches because “this was

where they felt most at home” and churches also provide a site for the acquisition of

status within their community. Through churches, for instance, Koreans in

Christchurch gained social as well as spiritual comfort (Morris, Vokes and Chang

2007). Khmer Kiwis are Buddhists, Confucianists, Christians, Muslims, or atheists.
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Within each religious group, these Cambodians share their heritage and religion to

support each other in the form of a network for their socio-cultural and spiritual

needs. Religious affiliation has thus contributed to the development of the Cambodian

communities as described in the following section.

Religious Affiliation in Cambodian Community

Three main official mottos of the Kingdom of Cambodia are nation (Cati — jeat),

religion (sasna — sasna), and king (RBHmhakSRt — preah mohar ksat). Since

Buddhism is the national religion in Cambodia, Cambodians are born into a Buddhist

environment in which Buddhism is part of their life. Cambodia is nonetheless a

multicultural and multi-religious society composed of Buddhists, Christians,

Confucians, Muslims, and others. Nonetheless, Cambodians share language, custom,

food, education, and livelihood, and identify themselves as Cambodians although they

have different backgrounds and religions.

When Cambodians first came to New Zealand, these shared values and

livelihoods enabled them to live as a cohesive ethnic group: Kampuchean refugees

from Kampuchea/Cambodia. They spoke Khmer, and the majority of them were

Buddhists. Today, while only three-quarters of Cambodians in New Zealand prefer

Buddhism, Khmer Buddhist rituals remain a point of contact for the community.

In the 2001 Census, some 534 people or 10.7% of Cambodians in New

Zealand claimed no religious affiliation. From my observation, they tend to be

younger. This figure marked an increase of 157.5% from the previous census in 1996.

The 1996 and 2001 Censuses (Table 7.2) showed that Buddhism is still the

majority religion of Cambodians in New Zealand.
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Table 7-2 — Cambodian ethnic and religious affiliations

Religious
Affiliations

1996 2001
Male Female Total Male Female Total

Buddhist 1,473 1,533 3,003 1,833 1,914 3,744
Christian 234 273 510* 213 252 462
Hindu – 6 3 9
Muslim or Islam 39 33 75* 51 36 87
Other 6 6 12 18 24 39
No religion 186 153 339 279 255 534
Object to
answering

117 105 222 111 120 231

Total 2,130 2,172 4,302 2,442 2,544 4,986

2001 Census: Ethnic Groups, Table 1a, p.180
1996 Census: Ethnic Groups, Table 9a, pp.110–111
* Totals do not add up due to rounding.

The increase in number and proportion of Cambodian Buddhists is also due to the

influx of recent Cambodian migrants and overseas Cambodian students at the time of

the Census. Beside Buddhists, there are Christians and Muslims in the Khmer

community, too.

Cambodian Christian Community

Roman Catholic missionaries from Portugal introduced Christianity to Cambodians

during the reign of King Preah Satha in 1585, but the mission was not successful

(Ngea 1973:157) until the French colonisation in the nineteenth century which was

able to reintroduce Christianity in Cambodia. By 1972, there were about 20,000

Christians in Cambodia. After the fall of the Khmer Rouge regime, missionaries from

America, with some Cambodian pastors, began their work at the various holding

camps at the Cambodian–Thai border. Some of those who converted believed that by

accepting Christianity they had more chance to be selected for resettlement.

Observers reported that “in 1980 there were more registered Cambodian Christians

among refugees in the camps in Thailand than in all of Cambodia before 1970” (Ross

1990:124). French priests such as Father Venet helped refugees in the various refugee

camps and visited New Zealand in 1984 (Figure 7.9).

Some individuals went through such acute pain and darkness that the message

of Christ gave them hope as “Christianity doesn’t point a finger at the sufferer and tell

him that everything is his own fault” (Himm 2003:131). The majority of Cambodian
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Christians affiliated to Christianity after they came to New Zealand. The reasons

range from “My sponsors and the Church help our family” to “Born Christian”.

Although the Refugee and Migrant Service (RMS) made it clear to sponsors that

refugees must be free to practise their religion, Crosland writes that “From my

experience I know that this advice is often ignored” and “Evangelists do refugees a

great disservice when they attempt to take away their cultural heritage and identity as

well as a crucial component of their support system” (1991:102–103). By 1996, there

were 510 Cambodian Christians or 11.85% of the Cambodians in New Zealand.

The Cambodian Christians formed communities in Hamilton and Auckland,

each with a Cambodian pastor. On Sundays, they conduct their service in Khmer —

with a Khmer Bible — at a rented community hall or a church. These Cambodian

Christians recruit new members and have done outreach work within the Cambodian

community.

Some Cambodian Christians hold influential positions in the Auckland

Cambodian Youth Trust. The Trust assists school-aged children with their homework

and promotes Khmer dances. They celebrate Christmas (Figure 7.10) and have Khmer

Christian church groups. Some Cambodian Christians also go to Khmer Buddhist

temples for social reasons. By 2001, the Christians had declined to 462 or only 9.2%

of the Cambodian population (2001 Census). The Cambodian Christian population

decline was due to half of the Cambodian Christians in Auckland moving to Australia

with their pastor in 2001.
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Figure 7.9 — Visit of French Catholic priests

Père Venet and Monsignor Ramousse, Hamilton, 1984

Author’s collection

Figure 7.10 — Christmas party, 2004

Courtesy of Auckland Cambodian Youth Trust
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Charm or Khmer Islam Community

Charm is the Khmer Muslim ethnic group that once populated Champa (a vanished

country), which is nowadays central Vietnam. There were between 150.000 to

200,000 Cham living in Cambodia just before the fall of Phnom Penh in 1975. Some

of the Khmer Islam survived the Khmer Rouge regime and fled Cambodia to

Thailand, and were accepted to be resettled in Malaysia. A member of the group

described their life in Malaysia, where they “were circumcised and forced to live as a

devoted Muslim”, and that they were not able to endure their hosts’ practices. They

lodged their appeal to the UNHCR for resettlement. Two groups of about 300

Cambodian refugees from Malaysia came to New Zealand during 1988 and 1989. The

majority of them who claimed to be Muslim renounced the Muslim religion when

they came to New Zealand. Within five years, two prominent people from this group

had become Christians. By 2001, there were only eighty-seven Charm or Khmer

Islam (1.75%) (2001 Census).

It was reported that these Khmer Islam conduct their Muslim way of life at

home according to the Koran: they pray daily, eat halal meat, and abstain from

consuming pork and alcohol. Khmer Islam in Wellington often have their halal

sausages couriered from a Muslim butcher shop in Sandringham, Auckland. These

Khmer Islam do not have their own mosque, and join other ethnic Muslim

communities as well as socialising with other non-Muslim Cambodians.

Cambodian Chinese: Confucianism and Buddhism

People from Cambodia with Chinese backgrounds have diverse religious affiliations

within Confucianism and Buddhism. About 1,000 Cambodian Chinese have come to

New Zealand. They are mainly of Tiachiev ethnicity, some are Hainanese, and a few

are Cantonese whose families fled China during the Boxer Rebellion. An important

part of the Chinese religion is a respectful attitude toward the spirits or gods, with the

object of obtaining benefits or averting a calamity (Werner 1922:52).

The Chinese Cambodians have their own creeds and customs that are also

based on the lunar calendar. The Chinese New Year is in February and is different

from the Cambodians’ New Year in April. Cambodian Chinese also celebrate the

Moon Festival (late September) in their community. These two events are the main
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celebrations of the Cambodian Chinese community in New Zealand. In Cambodia, the

Chinese Cambodians usually celebrate Ching Ming (around Easter), which entails an

obligatory visit to the ancestor spirits at their tombs. Chinese descendants clean their

ancestor’s tombs and pay respect to the spirits with food and goblets of wine. In New

Zealand, Chinese Cambodians celebrate it at home as a family gathering and by

paying respect to the spirits of their ancestors.

Some Cambodian Chinese households practise Confucianism in New Zealand;

but their religious practice, although significant, has not been tabulated in the New

Zealand Census. The Auckland Cambodian Chinese Kung Luck Association’s centre

in Otahuhu celebrates their group identity and works to maintain their Chinese

Cambodian heritage. A splinter Chinese group later broke away from the Kung Luck

group to form the May Ling Chinese temple on Vine Street, Mangere. It is also in the

process of building an ancestor worship centre for their group at Mangere.

The Chinese community has had a ritual specialist to guide them through

various festivities, including weddings and funerals. Some Cambodian Chinese send

their children to Chinese language classes run by the Kung Luck. Cambodian Chinese

ancestor worshipers can buy their cultural worship materials, such as goddess

figurines and cakes, from the various Chinese groceries shops such as those in

Otahuhu and Manukau. Nowadays, they can buy a whole chicken or duck with head

and feet or a whole roast pig for their ceremonial offerings.

Besides these religious communities, the Khmer Buddhist community has

been largest Cambodian religious grouping since their arrival to New Zealand.

Although the various Khmer associations were formed to assist their Cambodian

members to adjust to their new way of life, Khmer Buddhists felt a need to have a

common place for their religious practice and communal events.

Khmer Buddhist Communities

Khmer Buddhist Association in Wellington

In the summer of 1981, a young Cambodian monk came to Wellington and found it

difficult to conduct his monastic life while living in a civilian dwelling in Newtown.

He wished to remain a monk in New Zealand, and his family supported him
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(Department of Education 1981:3–4). A Khmer Buddhist Association in Wellington

was formed in 1982. The young monk left the monkhood about a year later. This

showed that their first effort to support a Khmer Buddhist monk in Wellington was by

no means simple. There were different opinions on how to support a monk in New

Zealand, one of which was to have a middle-aged monk who was stable and not easily

distracted by the material world. A new trust was formed in 1984 to sponsor a mature

monk to Wellington.

Wellington Cambodian Buddhist Trust

Earlier in 1983 the Wellington Cambodian community Khmer bought a seventeenth-

century Buddha statue at an auction for its temple (Figure 7.11). The Buddhist

community in Wellington, with the support of the Wellington Khmer Association,

launched the Wellington Cambodian Buddhist Trust, registered in 1984 to sponsor a

monk, the Venerable Suthep Surapong (Figure 7.12), who came to New Zealand in

April 1985 (ICCI 1985:2). After eight weeks at Mangere, the monk resided

temporarily at 250 Coutts Street, Kilbirnie, Wellington, before the trust built the

present temple, Wat Buddha Jaya Mohaneart, at 8 Dart Crescent, Island Bay, in 1985

(Fig 7.13 ). By 1986, most of the active members of the previous Khmer Buddhist

Association had resigned and the association wound up soon after.
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Figure 7.11— A seventeenth-century Khmer Buddha statue

bought by the Wellington Cambodian community at an auction in 1983 — an

anonymous couple lent the community $6,000 to make the purchase

Author’s collection
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Figure 7.12 — Venerable Suthep, Auckland, 1990

Author’s collection
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Figure 7.13 — Plan for Wat Buddhajay Mohaneart, Wellington, 1985

A letter to the members, 1985:2
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Auckland Khmer Buddhist Association

By 1988, three leaders from the Waikato Khmer Association had found employment

in Auckland after gaining their degrees. The head monk in Wellington called

prominent Cambodians and some members of the Cambodian Association for a

community meeting in Auckland to form a Buddhist group. Buddhists from the

Khmer community in Auckland and the Cambodian Association agreed to introduce a

new Buddhist association in Auckland to create a platform for Khmer Buddhist

practice in the greater Auckland area.

The Buddhist group elected as its leader the founding president of the Waikato

Khmer Association. The Auckland Khmer Buddhist Association was incorporated in

1989 and worked in co-operation with the Cambodian Association. The Auckland

Khmer Buddhist Association learnt from past experiences and aimed to foster an

acceptable environment in which Khmer Buddhism can co-exist with Cambodian

resettlement as well as with New Zealand society.

Unfortunately, the Cambodian monk in Auckland decided to move to

Australia in 1989 after blessing the new association. Venerable Suthep came from

Wellington to lead the Auckland community, and this Buddhist association has gained

wide support from various Buddhist communities in New Zealand and from the ASB

Charitable Trust (Figure 7.14).

The Cambodian Association (Auckland) saw this new association as a threat

to their leadership and called the leaders of the Buddhist association the “wild roosters

who strike out the local ones”. But the Cambodian people in Auckland believed that

this young generation of leaders was able to realise the community’s dream of

building a Khmer Buddhist centre in Auckland. The group gained wide support from

Cambodians in New Zealand, especially from Hamilton, Wellington, and Palmerston

North. The Buddhist association launched Samaki (samK<I — Solidarity), Khmer

language newsletters to promote its religious, cultural, and social causes. Within one

year, the Buddhist association had fundraised enough money to put a deposit on a

residence for the monk, next to Massey Homestead, at 7 Yates Road, Mangere (Figure

7.16). Reverend Ouch On — another Cambodian monk from Khao I Dang refugee

camp (Figure 7.15), who had come in 1989 under the quota refugee programme

sponsored by the Khmer Buddhist Trust in Wellington — moved to Auckland to lead

the Buddhist community as the head monk at the temple at 7 Yates Road, Mangere.
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Figure 7.14 — Lee Goffin with a donation of $20,000 from the ASB Charitable
Trust

The Bulletin of the Auckland Khmer Buddhist Association, April 1990
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Figure 7.15 — Khmer Sangha and Reverend Ouch On (centre), Mangere, 1994

Author’s collection

Figure 7.16 — Wat Khemaraphirataram, Mangere, 2003

Author’s collection
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The Auckland Khmer Buddhist Association gained in popularity, expanded its social

work, and managed the operations of the temple known as Wat Khemaraphirataram

(in short, “The Temple at Mangere”). The temple’s cornerstones (sIma — Simar)

were laid according to Buddhist prescription in 1993. Although it was officially a

Buddhist temple according to Khmer Buddhism, the temple did not have any status as

a temple according to the New Zealand resource consent regime.

The Auckland Khmer Buddhist Association’s attitude toward the wider New

Zealand community was to play things low-key, with little publicity about their

temple. They worked hard to make their neighbours happy, and through the years

gained their neighbours’ friendship. This temple moved to 455 Porchester Road,

Takanini, in May 2003.

Khmer Buddhist Association (Dunedin)

The Cambodian community in Dunedin and its leadership (Ke Phirum, 79 Manor

Place) began its activities in the summer of 1982 (Department of Education 1982:17).

In 1990, the Khmer Buddhist Association (Dunedin) was incorporated. The

community in Dunedin sponsored a monk, Reverend Prom Phang, and bought a

property for his residence (Higbee 1992). The monk stayed in Dunedin for less than

one year before moving up to Wat Khemaraphirataram, where he had stayed for three

years before he moved to Australia. The Khmer Buddhist Association (Dunedin)

wound up in July 2002, and nearly all Khmer left Dunedin.

Khmer Buddhism as Cambodian Community Identity

Khmer Buddhism

Cambodia was exposed to Buddhism during the reign of Sri Mara in the second

century. Brahmanism was the religion of Cambodia until the first Buddhist Khmer

king, Suryavaraman I (1001–1051), during the Angkor period professed Mahayana

Buddhism in its Indian form. The Khmer merged its Brahmanism concepts and rituals

with Mahayana Buddhism, and later on with Theravada Buddhism. Khmer Buddhism

also developed, becoming a unique combination of Buddhism, Hinduism, and local
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beliefs (such asGñkta — Neakta), to serve the Khmer people and their society’s needs.

The date of the beginning of Cambodia’s conversion to Theravada Buddhism from

Mahayana Buddhism is not known, although it is first documented by an inscription

in a private temple dated 1230 (Bunnag 2002:161).

According to Bunnag, the practice of Theravada Buddhism in Cambodia has

been widely accepted by the masses in the form of mhanikay — Moha-Nikaya. In

1864, King Ang Duong introduced a reformist group known as Zmµyutþiknikay —

Dhamayuttika-Nikaya. These two nikaya (schools) are Theravada Buddhism. While

the two factions share the same doctrine, the Dhamayuttika-Nikaya is based on a strict

interpretation of the rule of conduct (vin&y — vineya: discipline) and the various roles

of the monk. This school places great emphasis on education and meditation in the

quest for Nirvana, and less on pastoral and parish activities than does the school of

Moha-Nikaya (Bunnag 2002:161). The primary merit-making activity is the study of

the Word of Buddhism — the Buddhist scripture — and second is pastoral service.

Unfortunately, contemporary Khmer Buddhism in Cambodia encounters various

problems within the Moha-Nikaya sect, where there have been conflicts between the

supporters of modern Moha-Nikaya Buddhism and their traditional counterparts

(Pong 2004:i). In theory, monks should adhere to the prescriptions of the discipline

(vin&y — vineya); however, in practice many of the most famous and credible fortune-

tellers and astronomers are monks. Khmer Buddhist practice undeniably appears to

maintain a dual standard, in that these non-Buddhist activities have become embedded

in contemporary Khmer society from Brahmanism. These non-Buddhist activities

have become an issue in the Khmer Buddhist practice of some monks in Cambodia

(Pong 2004:i) as well as in New Zealand and is an issue that I will discuss in the latter

part of this chapter.

Although Cambodian Buddhists make up the majority (75%) of the Cambodian

population in New Zealand (2001 Census), this proportion is lower than the proportion of

Buddhists in Cambodia (95%) (www.embassyofcambodia.org.nz/cambodia.htm,

retrieved 25 August 2004). In New Zealand, my postal survey showed (Table 7.3) that

the majority of Cambodians (64.9%) agreed that Buddhism is part of their life.
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Table 7-3 — Buddhism is part of Khmer life

Frequency %
Strongly agree 17 29.8
Agree 20 35.1
Not agree 10 17.5
Not agree at all 4 7.0
Not applicable 6 10.5
Total 57 100.0

To this Cambodian group, Buddhism is the centre of their life at home as well as

within their Cambodian community. The Cambodian Buddhists implanted Buddhism

here and have created a new community space and routines in New Zealand.

In Cambodia, Buddhist temples are built close to the villages. Villagers

connect Buddhism with rites of passage and communal festivities. Buddhist values

and practice, embedded in their minds, became part of their cultural memory when

they fled the country to seek refuge in a foreign land. Cambodian refugees in Thai–

Cambodian border camps began to build Buddhist temples as soon as they had a roof

to sleep under. Every morning, the Cambodian refugees in the camp were happy to

prepare food for the monks from the family’s daily rations as their merit-making. The

Cambodians insist in making merit (eZIVbuNüeZIVTan — thveu boun thveu tean) in the

form of a gift for their ancestors, the spirits of their relatives, and for their present and

future life. This belief and its practice continue wherever the Cambodians go (Figure

7.17).

In New Zealand, two years after the first group of refugees arrived,

Cambodians began their work to sponsor a monk. As usual, they needed to be in

touch with the spirits of their relatives and to make merit, without which the

wellbeing of Cambodians is vulnerable. At home in New Zealand, similar to the

Indians’ altar (Leckie 1995), Khmer people have an altar with a statue of Buddha and

pictures of their deceased relatives either in their living room or their hallway. They

light incense sticks every night and pray before they go to bed.
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Figure 7.17 — Monks are the media for merit-making

The monks blessed the crowd during a Cambodian New Year Celebration (2004)

Author’s collection
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Khmer Buddhist Temples as Khmer Institutions

Khmer people in New Zealand need a Khmer Buddhist temple for their spiritual

wellbeing and their Khmer cultural activities (Figure 7.16). An article written in

Khmer (Figure 7.18) by Tan Seng An in the 1980s for the Cambodian newsletter in

Wellington (undated, p.7) gave seven reasons why the Khmer temple was very

important to the Cambodians in New Zealand.

Figure 7.18 — Roles of the Khmer temple by Tan Seng An

(no date)
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The temple is:

i. A place where the monks can assist every Buddhist.

ii. A place for Cambodians to meet, enjoy companionship, and share their

concerns. This strengthens their bonds and solidarity.

iii. A place for making merit and meditation.

iv. A place or a Khmer mental-health clinic where the monks provide

counselling.

v. A place for blessing and offering things for our ancestors.

vi. A place that can preserve and maintain Khmer culture: Khmer language

classes and tradition.

vii. A living museum and library for Buddhism and Khmer culture.

This article explained the role of the Khmer temple in Wellington in serving the needs

of Cambodians in New Zealand. It is not just an education centre, but also a socio-

cultural centre that provides a holistic approach to the wellbeing of Cambodians and

their cultural maintenance. As a result, the temple becomes the cradle for the

development of Khmer identity.

As Thou (1989:45) has explained, Cambodian attitudes to settlement see

Khmer culture preserved inside the Cambodian community in the form of Khmer

literacy classes, dance performances, and festive activities such as the Cambodian

New Year. According to Thou, the Buddhist temple (vtþ — Wat: pagoda) is the “best

example for an educational centre, i.e., it is used for Khmer literacy classes, and as a

social, medical, spiritual, and artistic centre. All private or socio-economic problems

in the community usually find their satisfactory solution in the temple” (ibid).

In general, the temple is a place to make merit, and within it the monks play a

role assisting laypeople to accumulate merit and to eradicate bad karma (Karman).

The theory of karma is a general causal concept that holds that good deeds or good

karma adds merit, and bad karma causes demerit. Individuals store their merit or

demerit; they cannot cancel each other out, and can take effect immediately or

sometimes in an unforeseen future or next life. For this reason, individuals need

monks or Sangha to assist them in merit-making and fulfilling other spiritual needs.

The monk is one of the main three tenets of Buddhism.
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The Three Tenets of Khmer Buddhism in New Zealand

Buddhism has three tenets: Buddha, Dharma, and Sangha (Figure 7.18). Dharma

(RBHZm() is an ensemble of existing natural truth and law, of the doctrines and

philosophy and practices that Buddha (RBHBuTÆ) had discovered. The Sangha (RVBHsgÄ) is

the congress of monks — in Khmer, Preah Sangh — who are the carriers that

perpetuate Dharma and Buddhist teaching. The monks are the front-line Buddhist

practitioners who renounce the material world and act as media for laypeople to live

as Buddhists.

Sangha (RVBHsgÄ)

The first tenet is the Sangha , or the congress of monks, which is composed of novices

(enn — samanei or nein) and fully ordained monks (Pik¡ú — Phikhu). A monk is

ordained (bMbYs) and has to follow 227 rules, called sikhabot (sik¡abT); violation of the

highest rules can lead to dismissal from the monkhood (pSwk — phsik). A monk can

leave the monkhood (lacaksik¡abT— lear chark sihkabot; or swk — seuk) if he

wishes to become a layperson again, by asking the permission of the head monk or the

Sangha. Monks do not wear pants but a saffron robe (s|g´CIBr — sbang chipo). The

monks or Sangha conduct their important rites in the life of the monks (sgÄkmµ —

Sangha kamma) and meet at the Ordination Hall (Uposatha or vihara).

In Khmer Buddhism there are no female monks (Pik¡únI — Phikhuni), but there

are nuns (dUnCI — daunchi). Cambodian nuns are not ordained, but abide by at least

eight precepts. Nuns are regarded as belonging to the lay rather than to the religious

section of the community. Nuns can live in a temple or in their family home.

Cambodian nuns wear white clothes (Figure 4.22).

Since the arrival of the middle-aged Khmer Buddhist monks in 1984, Khmer

Buddhism has pulled Cambodians together and reclaimed its prime role in
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Cambodians’ lives in New Zealand. The monks have provided Khmer cultural media

for individual merit-making and access to the Khmer spiritual network, linking

Cambodians in New Zealand with their ancestors and the spirits of their deceased

relatives in Cambodia (Figure 7.17). However, the atmosphere is not the same as that

in Cambodia. A woman in Wellington said: “In Cambodia there are plenty of monks.

Here there is only one monk. The atmosphere is different when there is only one

monk” (Crosland 1991:111).

The reconnection with Cambodia since 1993 has improved the practice of

Khmer Buddhism in New Zealand. Various Cambodian communities have sponsored

Cambodian monks from Cambodia. This injection of a new breed of visiting monks

has refreshed Khmer Buddhists in terms of their views and practice. These monks are

more educated, as they have attended a formal Buddhist school, and can conduct the

contemporary practice of the various ceremonies. Their formal knowledge of Khmer

Buddhist practice from Cambodia has enabled the Cambodians in New Zealand to

become aware of deviation and choice of practice in the new country. This has created

opportunities for the Cambodians in New Zealand to realign their Buddhist practice:

chanting, conducting a ceremony, and observing protocol.

Dharma (RBHZm()

The reconnection with Cambodia has, furthermore, enabled Khmer temples in New

Zealand to acquire the second tenet of Buddhism: the Tripitaka (RBHéRtbIdk), the

original Buddhist canon in Pali and Khmer. Until 2000, people could not buy

Tripitaka — it is not for sale and it is a limited edition (Figure 7.19). It is the royal

gift to a temple in Cambodia, and that temple has donated the Tripitaka with its 101

volumes to Wat Khemaraphirataram in Takanini, Papakura. Tripitaka is known as the

“Three Baskets” of Dharma (the comprehensive Buddhist scriptures), containing the

basket of discourses (Suttra Pitaka), the basket of disciplines (Vinaya Pitaka), and the

basket of philosophical and doctrinal analyses (Abhidhamma Pitaka). These scriptures

are the operational handbooks that provide the terms of reference for Buddhism and

its temple. The acquisition of this founding text has completed the status of a Khmer

Buddhist temple in New Zealand: “Without the Tripitaka, the temple is just an empty

vessel.” A monk ordained in New Zealand says, “Tripitaka has enabled me to have an
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in-depth understanding of Buddhism. The more I read, the more I am aware of what I

do not know. Tripitaka shows me the way” (Reverend Ouk, 28 August 2004).

Buddha (RBHBuTÆ)

The third tenet is Buddha. Although Buddha has achieved the state of non-existence

or Nirvana after his death, his statue has become the icon of Buddhism that has a

prime place in the main sacred building (RBHvihar — vihara) of the temple.

A temple will gain its formal status only when it has a vihara with the statue of

Buddha. To gain such a status, a temple has to lay the nine foundation stones (sIma —

simar) of the vihara and the Ordination Hall (upasotha) according to the Buddhist

prescription: one at the centre of the building and others at cardinal and inter-cardinal

directions.

The development of New Zealand’s Cambodian community and its Buddhist

temples has encountered ongoing technical, cultural, and ethnic issues which were

similar to those encountered during the development of a Buddhist Chinese temple in

Wollongong (Waitt 2003). Every part of the temple has to comply not only with the

prescription of the Buddhist temple building codes, but also with New Zealand

legislation and resource management requirements. In Cambodia, the Ministry of

Religion understands the need for a new temple and will grant the permit according to

the availability of the site and the Buddhist building plan. There is no objection to

having a temple built, and land is donated.

In New Zealand, people have to buy land that fits the Buddhist prescription

and that conforms to the Resource Management Act 1991 and New Zealand

standards. Only the Khmer Buddhist temple in Wellington has had a registered status

in New Zealand; the remaining four are just the monks’ residences. When Kiwi

neighbours objected to a proposed Buddhist temple on Collin Street in Melville,

Hamilton, the Khmer Buddhist group in Hamilton changed their approach and bought

an existing community hall on Ohapau Road to accommodate their needs.
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Figure 7.19 — Buddha statue, Tripitaka, and Sangha

Author’s collections
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In Auckland, the Auckland Khmer Buddhist Association has been applying for

resource consent since 2004. Appropriate steps have been taken in drawing the site

plan and the building plan (Figure 7. 20) to accommodate the cultural impact on the

local neighbourhood and other impact assessments on the environment, such as noise,

traffic (including parking), lights, storm-water and drainage. Cambodians have found

it impossible to keep the temple’s identity in its original form. The proposed temple

roofs have to be lower than nine metres, and the golden roof needs to blend in so that

it creates harmony with the local landscape. Cambodians have agreed to this

requirement so long as they can have a place they can call a Khmer temple.

In order to get things right, the Cambodian community needs Khmer and Kiwi

professional consultancies to conduct those studies, and their fees are expensive. The

plan then needs to gain consent from the neighbours, some of whom are not willing to

support the cause and have logged legal actions againt the development plan. It took

“more than two years just to complete the consultation and paperwork” needed for the

application for resource consent. Then it has to be submitted to the Papakura District

Council (PDC) and the Auckland Regional Council (ARC) for a formal hearing, due

to opposition from a group of residents to the project application (Figure 7.20).

The ARC categorises the Buddhist temple as a church, and therefore states

that it is not allowed to be built outside of the metropolitan urban limit (MUL). This

view is in sharp contrast to the Buddhist view of the temple as being not a church and

wishing to build on its ideal site: a site chosen for its position outside an urban area

for tranquillity and peace according to the “rules in the place-making of sacred

spaces” (Waitt 2003). The concept of a multicultural society in New Zealand does not

always accommodate diversity from the Khmer perspective. The issue is still dragging

on, and the Khmer community has now run short of the money needed to hire an

environmental lawyer to defend its case in the court as the neighbours have objected

to its proposed plan. Instead of fostering diversity and multiculturalism, New

Zealand’s structural hurdles embedded in its planning legislation have compromised

the dynamism of a small ethnic community development.

Even if the temple gains resource consent and building permits, the

community still has problems making the place right according to Khmer custom and

practice regarding sacred spaces (Waitt 2003). This is special because “such spaces

are vested with identity ... that involves both the supernatural sphere and the power of

group identity and personal identity” (Waitt 2003:227).
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While waiting for the resource consent, Cambodian community life goes on. I

had an opportunity to participate in a discussion (April 2004) about how to inscribe

donors’ names onto the main gate of the temple after its completion. One speaker

expressed his concern that putting the names of big donors with the amount of money

donated would alienate small donors. The speaker asked for a proper place for all

donors. An achar (Cambodian elder administrator or a ritual specialist) suggested

writing all the names on each section of the fence. A man suggested writing on a

separate board erected near the gate. Another man would like to see them on the

column of the main gate. Then a lady asked if people were allowed put their name on

the column of the main gate, to which a man replied: “From memory, any temple

during the Angkor period (twelfth century) has its inscription on the main gate: names

of benefactors, and their wishes. We can follow this old Khmer practice. And make a

metal plaque on the main column of the gate.”

Reference to the past with guidance from memory is one of the approaches by

which Cambodians have attempted to follow Khmerness and reconstruct their

contemporary identity in transition (Westin and Nyberg 2005) within the New

Zealand environment.

Development of Khmer Buddhism in New Zealand and its Routine

Adaptation to the New Zealand Environment

The passage of life and rites of Cambodians follow the Buddhist lunar calendar that

begins its new year in April. Other public festivities follow. The need for Cambodians

to compromise with New Zealand practices has had a great impact on Buddhist

practice. For example, a Khmer public religious ceremony, a Cambodian national

festival, and wedding and funeral days have been moved to weekends instead of the

exact day in the Buddhist calendar, because Cambodians cannot take time off to

organise or participate during weekdays due to work commitments. As one man said:

“Even the Maori as tangata whenua do not have a public holiday for their New Year

— what do you expect if we are the ‘Others’?”

Cambodians have to conduct their life in the New Zealand context and shape

their practice according to new space and time constraints. Cambodians have become
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more practical and flexible, and apply their old strategy of “entering a river by its

watercourse, entering a country by its landscape” (cUlsÞWgtambT cUlRsuktameTs—

Chaul stung tarm bort, chaulsrok tarm tes).

The participants in my postal survey (Table 7.4) had different opinions on

whether Buddhism should adapt to a New Zealand way of life.

Table 7-4 — Buddhism has to adapt to New
Zealand way of life

Frequency %
Strongly agree 5 8.8
Agree 19 33.3
Not agree 18 31.6
Not agree at all 7 12.3
Not applicable 8 14.0
Total 57 100.0

Those who did not agree that Buddhism should adapt to the New Zealand

environment and lifestyle accounted for 43.9% of respondents. Another 42.1% agreed

that Buddhism should change. This latter opinion reflected a realistic view of the

situation of Khmer Buddhism in New Zealand, but this also has been seen as a

liberalisation movement of Buddhism’s strict practice.

There are issues that are new to Buddhism, such as television or the internet.

People have discussed the ability of monks to access television or the internet in the

privacy of their rooms where it is thought they might channel-surf to watch a soap

opera or something else not considered appropriate. Finally, during a meeting in 2002

at Wat Khemaraphirataram, Mangere, Auckland, the head monk from Wellington

suggested that “It [is] up to the monks’ discretion to watch television or access to an

internet. The monks know what is allowed to [be] watch[ed] and what is not”.

Furthermore, parallel to the Asian migrant communities in Australia, a

“decline in customary respect” (Moore 2002:134) has been noticeable within Khmer

Buddhist communities in New Zealand. Although children come to the temple, they

are free to roam and do not participate in Buddhist chanting, said Reverend Mam (6

September 2004).

Monkhood

Becoming a monk has been a rare occupational choice for Cambodians in New
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Zealand. By 2006, only two Cambodian monks have been ordained in New Zealand,

and one of them is only a novice. The Khmer Buddhist community has had six

resident monks and six visiting monks from Cambodia; three in Wellington, one in

Hamilton, and eight in Auckland. By the time of writing this thesis, two monks in

Wellington and two monks in Auckland had left the monkhood.

Since there are not many Khmer monks in New Zealand and the demand on

their services is higher than in Cambodia, Khmer monks have had little time for

themselves to do their religious study. This constraint is also reported at the Giac

Nhien Temple of the Vietnamese Buddhist community in Auckland (Moore

2002:132). During the evening, as a routine in Cambodia, the monks have to recite the

ajakh (daily prayer) continuously 108 times with the help of a rosary of 108 beads.

Each recitation lasts about one minute. In New Zealand, the majority of Khmer monks

recite the ajakh once only. They have had to cut short this routine in order to make

room for their non-religious study and English language learning. These inevitable

compromises have not always been appreciated by others. One of the achars in

Auckland complained that a “monk is too relaxed and that he rarely participates in

temple works”.

In New Zealand, the monks have to confine themselves to their temple and do

not go begging food from Khmer Buddhist houses in the community. Instead, the

temple organises a symbolic begging for food or rob bart once a year (Figure 7.21) as

a reminder of the way of life of a Buddhist monk. The monks cook their own meals or

seek assistance from people to prepare food at the temple.

People donate rice, salt, and sugar. Middle-aged women take turns to stay at

the temple and buy groceries and cook breakfast and lunch for the monks. Monks

cannot ask people to cook a preferred meal for them. This will break a rule of

monkhood. For example, daylight saving changes the noonday for the second meal

(lunch) for the monks when the clock is put forwards or backwards according to the

New Zealand time convention. In contrast to Chinese and Vietnamese Buddhist

monks, Cambodian monks are not allowed to have solid food after lunch. From

midday until dawn, Cambodian monks cannot eat but can consume non-alcoholic

drinks, such as tea, coffee, milk or Milo, and recently V-Drink. The new practice is to

go along with the daylight saving convention: as one elder said, “We are now in New

Zealand.”
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Figure 7.20 — A two-hectare block of land for building a Khmer Centre

in Takanini, Auckland, 2003

Courtesy of Auckland Khmer Buddhist Association

Figure 7.21 — A symbolic begging for food,

or rab´:Rt— rob bart, at Wat Khemaraphirataram, 2006

Author’s collection
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Owing to the New Zealand environment and the developing nature of the Cambodian

community, Khmer Buddhist monks have had to adjust their lifestyle like anyone else.

In response to the challenge of the New Zealand weather, Khmer Buddhist monks

have launched some new winter outfits: a yellow beanie, a yellow polar-fleece

jumper, and a pair of yellow socks have become extensions of the traditional saffron

robe. Since Khmer monks are not allowed to drive any vehicle, some monks go to

English language classes by bus and carry a mobile phone for their personal needs.

Organisation of Buddhist Religious Community

Each Cambodian association sponsors its monks, and the Khmer Buddhist monks’

network in New Zealand is loose and has no formal hierarchy. Each temple is

independent from the others, and there is no formal Buddhist body to look after

Cambodian religious affairs. There is no formal line of responsibility and hierarchy,

unlike the existing hierarchical model of Cambodian Buddhist administration in

Cambodia.

Each temple in New Zealand has an abbot (ecAGZikar — chau adhika). A

Cambodian association manages its temple, except the one in Wellington, which is

under the leadership of a monk — Venerable Suthep. Two temples in Auckland do

not align with the leadership of the Venerable Suthep. When all of the Khmer monks

gather in a public ceremony, the monks are ranked according to their monkhood’s

seniority; but they accept no orders and they conduct their business autonomously.

Because each association owns a temple, the religious sphere and non-

religious sphere intersect and create new opportunities for laypeople to interact in the

temple’s management. This is also due to the unco-ordinated hierarchy of the monks’

network. Sometimes laypeople abuse their role and intervene in the monks’ lives.

Some community leaders believe their community owns the monks and should

manage the monks’ lives. In theory, the monks are independent of the control of any

community leadership.

In one instance (2003), laymen from the executive committee of the

Cambodian Association criticised a monk from its temple because they did not like

the monk, although the monk committed no wrong. This ascendency of the secular

leadership over the temple and monks did not unify the Buddhist monk community.
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The monk was not able to stand the constant pressures and unfair criticism, and asked

permission to leave his Oudom Samagom Khmer temple (vtþótþmsmaKm). A similar

instance also happened at another temple (2002) because the monk conducted a

session of fortune-telling for two women in his room rather than in public as

expected. The two monks sought refuge at the temple of the Auckland Khmer

Buddhist Association.

There is no formal Cambodian Buddhist body that can intervene or has any

religious jurisdiction. Khmer Buddhist organisations in New Zealand are also

independent of other Buddhist administrative bodies in Cambodia and New Zealand.

The above instances led the Auckland Khmer Buddhist Association to suggest a

public forum to explore avenues to introduce a united Buddhist body for the Khmer

Buddhist monks. The head monk of the Khmer Krom temple also believes that the

Khmer Buddhist community should have jurisdiction to oversee Khmer Buddhist

issues. This was also similar to Humphrey’s finding (1987:239) in Sydney about the

ascendency of the church over the secular leadership. In that case, an initiative to

establish an umbrella organisation for the Khmer Buddhist monk community did not

unify the Khmer community, but resulted in the proliferation of community

associations and leadership contests within the whole community.

Implications for Monks and Religious Practice

The lack of a formal transnational link between the New Zealand Khmer Buddhism

body and the administrative body of the Buddhism Kingdom in Cambodia originates

from the political isolation of the 1980s and 1990s, which distanced the Khmer

Buddhist monk community in New Zealand from their Khmer Buddhist Kingdom

hierarchy or Khmer Buddhist Order. Since there is no administrative body in New

Zealand, no Buddhist authority or registrar of the Khmer Buddhist Order can issue

any official identity card for a newly ordained monk. Cambodian monks carry New

Zealand passports and are officially ordinary citizens.

Secondly, the Cambodian Buddhist monk community in New Zealand has no

formal link with other overseas Cambodian Buddhist monk communities. Thirdly, the

Cambodian Buddhist community has no link with other Buddhist communities in

New Zealand. The isolation of the Khmer temples in New Zealand and the lack of a

formal Buddhist administration have weakened the development of Khmer Buddhism
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in New Zealand. Since the beginning of the movement in New Zealand, Khmer

Buddhist monks have not been able to form an umbrella body or a Buddhist forum to

regulate their existence, and to plan for their direction and for future Khmer Buddhist

generations.

Fourthly, Khmer monks in New Zealand are mainly active in a ceremonial

role. There is no attempt to do outreach work or to reach the younger Cambodian

generation in order to maintain Buddhism here. Although young people have been at

the temple, they come for social and ceremonial occasions. The new Cambodian

generation has little understanding of Buddhism. This new generation does not know

the Khmer Buddhist Pali language since it has a different register from the Khmer

language spoken by laypeople. They prefer to converse with the monks in the

standard Khmer spoken language or in English.

Fifthly, while the physical development of Khmer temples in New Zealand has

been obvious, it does not necessarily indicate flourishing from a religious perspective.

Just as various ethnic organisations have used religion to consolidate their position in

Australia (Humphrey 1987:237), the Cambodian associations in New Zealand have

used Buddhism and the temple to consolidate their existence and to reclaim their

Khmerness and their community identity. The Khmer Buddhist temples have become

cash cows of associations, as a means for cultural maintenance and for financial

generation to support the existence of their associations. Their social movements

become a collective effort to adapt to change. From this perspective, Khmer

Buddhism is a means to achieve social goals for an association rather than an

expression of worship. There is no forum for Buddhism discussion and formal

Buddhist teaching. People go to the temple for merit-making.

The various difficulties indentified in my research leads me to suggest that the

Khmer Buddhist community in New Zealand urgently needs to define its visions,

policies, and positive actions in order to thrive in this country.
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Buddhist Religious Practices at Wat Khemaraphirataram

Observance Days — Thgnay Sil

Observance days (éz\sIl — Thgnay Sil) or Uposatha days are days when Buddhist

monks and laypeople renew their dedication to their practice of Dharma. The monk’s

observance day, conducted fortnightly, is the day on which monks focus intensively

on reflection and meditation, and when confession and recitation of monastic rules of

conduct (Patimokha) takes place. Observance days for laypeople (éz\sIl — Thgnay

Sil ) are on the day of the full moon, the day of the new moon, and two days of the

quarter moon each lunar month. A nun (Figure 7.22) observes the eight precepts.

Buddhist lay-followers are expected to accept five precepts. On observance days some

pious laypeople undertake further abstentions of the eight precepts (Lamotte

2002:41).

 Every week on the observance day, grown-up children take their parents and other

senior Cambodians to their temple to offer food to the monks and pray together

for their deceased relatives, friends, and ancestors. Usually about a dozen senior

people — mainly women — come to stay the night before, so that they can

meditate and chant the merit verse (sMusIl).

Before lunch, on the observance day itself, the achar leads the chants and

people join in. There are seven stages of chanting process:

 offering merit-making objects to the Buddha, Dharma, and Sangha (Figure 7.23)

for ancestors and individuals (rtnHbUCa— Ratanattaya buja)

 paying respect and gratitude to Buddha (nemats PK<vetþa)

 paying respect and gratitude to Dharma (sVak,aeta )

 paying respect and gratitude to Sangha (subdibenña )

 asking the monks to chant the five precepts

 chanting of the five precepts (sIlR:M— Pancha Sila) by the monks

 chanting of offering merits to ancestors.
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This chanting is followed by offering food to the monks. Once the monks have

finished their meal, the laypeople come together and consume the leftovers. The

monks are free to carry on with their life.

Buddhist Communal Events

Achar, who are the Buddhist practitioners and Cambodian senior figures, conduct

various activities mainly related to Buddhism. Achar act as a link between the monks

and the laity, the religious and the secular worlds. They conduct ceremonies for

fundraising and lead people in reciting sermons. They help solve people’s problems,

and were also known to be involved with the guardian spirits (Gñkta — Neakta) of the

village (Pong 2004:4). They look after the temple and organise religious functions for

monks and religious festivities such as:

 Maga Buja (maXbUCa) — (1) the day on which 1,250 monks came to meet

with Buddha to discuss their discipline, or (2) the day on which Buddha

informed his followers about the last day of his life

 Visak Buja (visaxbUCa) — the day of birth, enlightenment, and the death of

Buddha

 Kathin (kfin) – the offering of robes and other necessities to fulfil the needs

of the monks.

The achar also promote the wellbeing of their community, and arrange and prepare all

periodical Buddhist communal festivities, such as the Memorial Day of Ancestors

(P¢MúbiNÐ — Phchium Ben), the Cambodian New Year, and the Flower Festival

(buNüp,a — Bon Phkar). Wat Khemaraphirataram does not celebrate the Moon

Festival.

Once the date of the festivity is set for a festival, the Auckland Khmer

Buddhist Association and its members — middle-aged men and women — call a

meeting to organise the festivity and circulate an invitation to the wider Cambodian

community. There are various teams of volunteer members who undertake the

following duties:
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 heads of Buddhist protocol (Gacarü — achar)

 council of monks (RBHsg¹ — Sangha) and nuns (yayCI dUnCI)

 elders, old men and women, (BuTÆbris&TÆ — Buddhists)

 wishers and collectors (GacarüTTYlCUnBr — achar)

 catering team

 security team

 traffic team

 entertainment and youth team

 public relations team.

These middle-aged Cambodians take on their assigned roles and positions with pride

and take responsibility within their team.

In Cambodia, people prepare their own food for the various public Buddhist

festivities. Women cook their family food at home and transport the food in

traditional stacked containers (canRsak´ — charn srack) to offer lunch to the monks,

after which they have their family meal. In New Zealand, although some families

prepare food from home for offering (Figure 7.24), the majority of young families go

to the temple and do not prepare food for the offering. They would rather donate

money towards the celebration and enjoy genuine Khmer food at the temple. As a

result, the temple has a cooking team to prepare food for guests and visitors for the

festivity. On average, the attendances are about 300–500 people. The Cambodian

New Year, Phchium Ben, and the Flower Festival attract more visitors and guests,

with up to 700–800 people. To host such a crowd, the temple needs a team to organise

the logistics and food during the period of festivity. The cooking team (Figure 7.25)

prepares the food for participants for at least two days: the day before the celebration

and the actual day of celebration.

During the day before the celebration, the kitchen is crowded with volunteers,

mainly women who assist the cooking team. They prepare the ingredients with the

help of electric grinders, replacing the more traditional mortar and pestles. Giant
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electric rice cookers and gas cookers speed up the process of cooking, and the food is

always fresh and warm.

While their parents are busy with food preparation, the children play together

in the playground (Figure 7.26). Food is in abundance, and visitors are free to help

themselves to food and non-alcoholic drinks.

Some temples, such as Wat Khemaraphirataram in Takanini, have a large

playground for children who occupy themselves on the swings and slides. When they

are hungry and thirsty, they fetch food and drinks for themselves from the table near

the kitchen. Teenagers and young adults mix and mingle. Some of them play

pétanque (jeu de boules) or volleyball (Figure 7.27) at the back of the temple.

The majority sit around and watch their friends’ team in action, or listen to the

soft contemporary Khmer music played from the salar chun (salaqan´ — dining

hall). This is also different from Cambodia, where the temples play only classical

Khmer music and the entertainment area is outside of the temple boundary where

disco music and bands go on through the night.

In the early evening, the elders, monks, and parents conduct the ceremony

process and Buddhist chanting. The Buddhist preaching (eTsna — Desna) completes

the evening ceremony. Once the monks and elders move to their quarters, adults and

teenagers have a karaoke party. Parents go home to prepare their family’s food for the

next day’s offering. People take turns to sing along to the big-screen projection, and

others participate in Khmer dance (raMvg´ — the Ramvong) until late in the evening

(Figure 7.28). They go home around eleven o’clock.

During the morning of the day of celebration, the monks conduct their routine

chanting and then have breakfast. The traffic safety team begins its duties, directing

traffic and parking. Another team looks after the safety of the temple and directs

people to the Salar Chun .

The achars organise themselves into two teams. One team of two or three

elders sits at a table in front of the Salar Chun with a microphone, blessing people

who donate money for the day. They record the people’s names and donations. The

other achar team get themselves ready for conducting the religious procession in the

hall. The temple becomes busy at about nine or ten o’clock, when everyone moves

into the Salar Chun for the actual ceremony. The monks then come to the stage, pay
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homage to the statue of Buddha, sit cross-legged and place themselves according to

their rank (Figure 7.29).

The achars begin the call and lead the chant to pay homage to Buddha,

Dharma, and Sangha. Then the monks reply with a chant and follow with the

response chant of five precepts (bJ©;sIla sIlR:M — Pancha Sila): abstain from

taking life, being intoxicated, stealing, engaging in promiscuity, and telling lies.

The achar calls for the offering of food for their ancestors through the media

of the monks (Figure 7.30). The monks receive the food and bless it for the spirits of

the ancestors. They consume the food (qan´ — chun) and return what is left over to

its owners. People share food and eat together with their family and friends (Figure

7.31).
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Figure 7.22 — A Khmer Buddhist nun, 2004

Courtesy of the Khmer Foundation

Figure 7.23 — The monks are the media for merit-making, 1990

Courtesy of the Khmer Foundation
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Figure 7.24 — A family brought food for offering at Phchium Ben, 2004

Courtesy of the Khmer Foundation

Figure 7.25 — Cooking team for Khmer New Year, 2004

Courtesy of the Khmer Foundation
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Figure 7.26 — Children played while their parents organised the Khmer New
Year, 2004

Courtesy of the Khmer Foundation

Figure 7.27 — Young people played volleyball, Khmer New Year 2004

Courtesy of the Khmer Foundation
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Figure 7.28 — Ramvong at the Khmer New Year, 2004

Courtesy of the Khmer Foundation

Figure 7.29 — The monks sit according to their seniority

Courtesy of the Khmer Foundation
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Figure 7.30 — Food offering, Phchium Ben 2004

Courtesy of the Khmer Foundation
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Figure 7.31 — People shared food after offering, Phchium Ben 2004

Courtesy of the Khmer Foundation

Figure 7.32 — People helped themselves, New Year 2007

Courtesy of the Khmer Foundation
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The majority of people who came without food helped themselves at the long

smorgasbord table prepared by the kitchen (Figure 7.32). The kitchen provides a

smorgasbord breakfast and later lunch for everyone. There are no restrictions and

anyone is welcomed — Cambodians consider such a gesture as part of their merit-

making (eZIVbuNü eZIVTan — tvue boun tveu tiean’). This, as the people at the temple

explain, demonstrates “that the Cambodians in New Zealand still care about others

and no one is excluded from the Cambodian community”. The cooks keep feeding

people until no one needs any more, and people eat until they are full. Young people

help to return dirty dishes to the kitchen, where a team of volunteers washes and dries

the dishes.

Towards the end of the ceremony, the achars announce the amount received in

donations, and the president of the association thanks the contributors for supporting

the cause. The formal ceremony usually finishes during the mid-afternoon, but some

people stay longer to help clean up.

The way that the Cambodians conduct their Buddhist events at Wat

Khemaraphirataram is typical of the Khmer Buddhist community in New Zealand.

Their communal routine has made them different from other ethnic groups. The

Buddhist community routine is a part of the Khmer identity in New Zealand. Beside

Khmer Buddhism, Cambodians have other socio-cultural features, such as arts,

language, folkdance, and national cultural items which are unique to their community

identity.

Community Identity

No matter who they are, Cambodians have at least one picture of Angkor Wat hung

on the wall in their house. This picture is the symbol of the Cambodia or Khmer

people that built that temple. It symbolises Khmer national pride and has appeared on

many Khmer national flags. Angkor Wat is the heritage of Khmer people and Khmer

national identity.

In 1982, the Cambodian associations in Wellington, Auckland, and the other

main cities still flew the royal flag of Cambodia. However, at that stage, the United

Nations recognised the communist flag of the Democratic Kampuchea of the Khmer

Rouge government in exile. This disparity clearly had the potential to give rise to
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awkwardness.

In October 1982, prompted by an invitation to attend the Field Days at

Mystery Creek, the Waikato Khmer Association in Hamilton decided to position itself

as a neutral, non-political group and welcome all Cambodian political factions. The

association, led by a group of young middle-class Cambodians, would not raise any

Cambodian national flags, but instead chose to design its own community flag —

white Angkor Wat on a sky-blue background (Figure 7.33) — and fly it on such social

occasions as the Mystery Creek Field Days.

The organisers of the 1983 Mystery Creek Field Days had invited various

ethnic groups in the Waikato to participate in their cultural event. The Waikato Khmer

Association had been invited to bring a group of Cambodians to the opening, and to

have a Cambodian cultural stand for display and present a Khmer cultural

performance. A group of leaders from Hamilton went up to Auckland to seek the

support and participation of their countrymen. However, the leaders in Auckland

would participate only if they wore suits; they would not agree to wear Khmer

national outfits. This Mystery Creek incident marked the beginning of the assertion of

a new identity for the Khmer community. The Khmer people in Hamilton were proud

of their cultural heritage and Khmer social life. They had dance troupes led by Miss

Sophea Dith (Figure 7.34), a classical and folkdance student from Khao I Dang, who

trained her troupes every weekend in her family garage. The troupes performed at

every Khmer social event and participated in various fundraising events, such as

Telethons and National Refugee Days.

Again for the 1990 Commonwealth Games in Auckland, the Auckland Khmer

Buddhist Association and the Waikato Khmer Association decided to put up a new

community flag — Angkor Wat with golden colour on the sky-blue background —

representing the people from Cambodia living in Auckland (Figure 7.35). This was in

contrast to Cambodia where five factions flew different flags and fought one another.
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Figure 7.33 — A community flag, Waikato Khmer Association, 1983

Author’s collection

Figure 7.34 — Khmer cultural dancer, Field Days in Hamilton

Waikato Times (12 November 1984:3)
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Figure 7.35 — A community flag representing people from Cambodia

Commonwealth Games, Auckland, 1990

(Time, Vol 135, No 6 February 1990)
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The group’s stand for non-political alignment was uncompromised and bold.

Members of Cambodian communities in various New Zealand cities also had mixed

feelings about supporting Cambodian political factions. The majority of the

associations chose to confine themselves to social work for the needs of their peoples’

resettlement and were not aligned with any Cambodian political factions. At that time

various media, such as newsletters and local radio programmes, were sporadically

used to inform members or supporters who had no chance of returning to Cambodia

about life in New Zealand and Cambodia. They became part of the Cambodian

diasporas where they endeavour to maintain their cultural identity. The majority of the

Cambodians did not have direct contact with their relatives in Cambodia other than by

mail. Their main networks were overseas friends spread around Australia, Canada,

France, and the USA.

The isolated operation of the various associations in New Zealand led to a

common desire to have a Khmer umbrella body co-ordinate their efforts for more

effective representation of Khmer interests in the public arena and to interface them

with other ethnic organisations. This initiative was welcomed by the Cambodian

Association and the Auckland Khmer Buddhist Association. Leckie observed in the

migrant community that membership and leadership evolves through time due to

shifts in focus. “This was not always smooth, as ethnic associations, like similar

bodies, were periodically challenged by factionalism” (2007:167).

Repositioning of the Cambodian Association

Proposal of Umbrella Organisation

During the late 1990s, the Auckland Khmer Buddhist Association took a soft

approach to promote a unified Khmer body with other groups in Auckland. The aim

was to form a council that could co-ordinate the whole community in terms of

representation and socio-cultural activities. It was also believed that they could pool

resources to build a community hall for the whole Cambodian community.

The Cambodian Association (Auckland) Inc. launched a Khmer-language

radio broadcasting programme on 20 October, 1997, to promote their activities

through the 810AM Access Radio station. The Cambodian Association (Auckland)
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Inc. wrote to the Auckland Khmer Buddhist Association on 9 March 1998, inviting

them to work together in the spirit of true co-operation for the above cause.

The Auckland Khmer Buddhist Association agreed to a public meeting hosted

at Mangere Refugee Centre in May 1998. The first meeting was a success. As a result,

the meeting called for a draft of a new constitution for a proposed Cambodian

Council, which would be an umbrella organisation for co-ordinating Cambodian

issues but which would have no control over any of the other associations in terms of

management and finance. Both associations agreed to meet again to finalise the

constitution under a framework in which every association could join as a partner

with the same status, where they would be independent in their internal management,

but co-operate at the community level to have a common Cambodian voice and

actions.

Fall-out with Auckland Khmer Buddhist Association

The Cambodian Association (Auckland) Inc. disrupted the second meeting. Instead of

following the set agenda and finalising the draft constitution, the association changed

its course by attacking the leadership of the Auckland Khmer Buddhist Association

and accusing them of corruption. The chairman of the meeting ignored the agenda and

let the arguments continue.

The Auckland Khmer Buddhist Association welcomed everyone to look at

their audited accounts and at the savings they had accrued as a deposit for bigger

premises. Towards the end of the meeting, the president of the Cambodian

Association (Auckland) Inc. put forward his view that the Cambodian Association

(Auckland) Inc. should become the parent organisation and take over the Auckland

Khmer Buddhist Association. The Buddhist association rejected the suggestion and

informed the meeting that the Auckland Khmer Buddhist Association was still open to

further discussion on how to develop its Khmer community, but not on the terms set

out by the Cambodian Association (Auckland) Inc. Both meetings were video-taped

by the Cambodian Association (Auckland) Inc.

Soon afterwards, on 7 November 1998, the Cambodian Association

(Auckland) Inc. used their 810AM community radio slot to launch a campaign to

discredit the leadership of the Auckland Khmer Buddhist Association. The leaders of

the Auckland Khmer Buddhist association chose not to get involved in this media

fight, and kept quiet until the 1999 Khmer New Year celebration when they had their
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annual general meeting (AGM). At the AGM, they publicly released an eight-page

document to their members, describing the whole issue with full facts, figures, and

detailing the false accusations of the Cambodian Association (Auckland) Inc. The

leaders of the Cambodian Association (Auckland) Inc. were furious, but were not able

to do anything. Their meeting conversation, recorded on tape, was sent by one of their

members to a leader of the Auckland Khmer Buddhist Association. The rift between

these two associations was now so great that their leaders found no benefit in

attempting reconciliation.

In 9 November 1999, a group of elders invited the Auckland Khmer Buddhist

Association, the Cambodian Association (Auckland) Inc., the Cambodian Chinese

Kung Luck, Khmer Christian, the Khmer Krom Association, and the Waikato Khmer

Association to find a way to set up an association to assist old people in the areas of

social activities, care and religious practice. The Cambodian Association (Auckland)

Inc. sent a red letter (the colour a warning sign of a trouble from an adversary)

declining to participate since members of the Buddhist association had introduced the

idea. On the same day, the Cambodian Association (Auckland) Inc. met to make its

first move in order to campaign for the building of a Cambodian community hall.

Fundraising for a Community Hall

Year 2000 marked the point of no return for these two associations when the

Cambodian Association (Auckland) Inc. launched a campaign under the auspices of a

community development committee for building a property for their head office and a

community hall for the Cambodians in Auckland. The Cambodians in Auckland were

supportive and began to contribute towards building a community hall. The

association introduced a project development committee to find a suitable place for

their community hall. Within eight months, in June 2001, the association bought a

$270,000 property at 105 Wyllies Road, Papatoetoe (Figure 7.36). The association

was proud of the achievement, and with it gained support from some Cambodian

businessmen.

Soon afterwards, the leaders of the Cambodian Association (Auckland) Inc.

changed their mind and sent a delegate to seek permission from the head monk in

Wellington to introduce another Cambodian Buddhist temple in Auckland instead of

the community hall. The head monk did not agree. The association went ahead

anyway; it dropped the promise of building a community hall for Cambodians, and
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substituted it with plans for another Cambodian Buddhist temple. The association

converted various buildings into an office, a meeting room or classroom, and a

residence for the monks.

Overall, the Cambodian Association (Auckland) Inc. does its best to assist its

members. It runs a Khmer radio programme and has introduced Khmer language

classes for children, an English class for adults, and a Khmer classical dance troupe.

Socially, they arrange wedding services.
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Figure 7.36 — Wat Oudom Samagom Khmer, 2003

Author’s collection

Figure 7.37 — Wat Khemaraphirataram, 2003

Author’s collection
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In its plans for a temple, the Cambodian Association began building a small vihara

and sponsored two monks under its own umbrella, ignoring the authority of the head

monk in Wellington. The introduction of a new temple — Wat Oudom Samagom

Khmer (The Temple of the Great Khmer Association) — was a success. But the move

upset the head monk and other people unhappy that the association had broken its

promise of building a community hall from their fundraising campaign. It had used

that money to build a temple instead. Some of the contributing members stopped their

financial contributions, withdrew their membership, and went to join Wat

Khemaraphirataram (Figure 7.37).

Internal Division of the Cambodian Association

The success of the Cambodian Association (Auckland) Inc. had been due to its

community development committee. However, this committee believed that the

existing association must change its leadership. The leadership was contested, as the

political prize was reputation and recognition as was the case in other similar contests

(Humphrey 1987:238). Members of the executive committee began to make

accusations against the president and intensified their work within the Cambodian

community. Smith -Hefner (1999:26–27) has also observed similar situations in

America, in which accusations against individuals, particularly those in leadership

positions, acquire a special intensity whenever the individual plays an important role

in Khmer political or religious life.

In 2002, the majority of the members of the committee lobbied the members

of the association to vote for a new president at the annual general election. About

200 people came to vote, and voted to continue support for the existing presidency.

The members of the community development committee were not happy with this

outcome, and took any opportunity they could to discredit the re-elected president.

Leaders of the committee began to run the temple without consultation with the

president, and effectively took control of the temple. From the beginning of 2003, the

committee had become the ad-hoc leadership of the Cambodian Association as the

president has faded away from the scene. Six months later, they ordained a middle-

aged man to become a novice monk for their temple.

By the end of 2003, relations between the president and his committee

members were so bad that the group voted out the president, not at an AGM, but with

a public announcement at the 2004 New Year Party. Some Cambodians felt that it
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was not fair to dismiss someone without any warning. Three interviews on the Khmer

Voice radio in January 2004 were used as a neutral public media space in which the

disputing parties could present their cases.

The deposed president and his supporters went on to form another association,

the Cambodian Community of New Zealand, and took the community radio

programme and the majority of the Cambodian members with them in 2004. Since

then, that group has aligned with the Auckland Khmer Buddhist Association.

The Cambodian Community of New Zealand runs its weekly Khmer

programme from Access Radio, and organises various communal events such as

hosting dignitaries from Cambodia, and fundraisings for natural disaster victims such

as floods in Cambodia and the 2005 Tsunami in Thailand. This association has had

good relations with the Royal Cambodian Embassy to New Zealand in Canberra.

Formation of an Umbrella Body for Khmer Buddhism Practice in New Zealand

A difficult situation arose in November 2004 between the Cambodian Association and

the Auckland Khmer Buddhist Association concerning the location and service of a

monk. The New Zealand Immigration Service (NZIS), the Royal Cambodian

Embassy in Canberra, and almost the entire Khmer community became involved. This

situation convinced supporters that there needed to be a Khmer body to mediate or

solve such crises.

In January 2006, the monks and the Khmer Buddhist community invited all

Khmer Buddhist temples, Khmer associations and Khmer Buddhists to a first Khmer

Buddhist symposium where they agreed to form a formal Buddhist body for assisting

the Khmer Buddhist community and its practice in New Zealand. They have formed a

Khmer Buddhist community of practice. This noble attempt, similar to Humphrey’s

finding in Australia (1987:240), has brought about greater co-operation among

participants.

The Cambodian Association and its Wat Oudom Samagom Khmer did not join

the symposium. Instead, the head monk of Wat Oudom Samagom Khmer went to

Cambodia and sought appointment from the King of the monks in Cambodia as the

Ambassador of the Khmer Buddhist Order of Cambodia to New Zealand. This official

appointment surprised other temples, monks, the head of New Zealand Khmer

Buddhist Order, and the Khmer Buddhist community in New Zealand. This rift

continues and has been the focus for competition (cf. Humphrey 1987:238) and
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ongoing conflict within the community.

The second Khmer Buddhist symposium in January 2007 also invited all the

monks and representatives from all Khmer Buddhist temples and associations,

including the Ambassador of the Khmer Buddhist Order to New Zealand. Again, Wat

Oudom Samagom Khmer and its Cambodian Association did not participate in this

open forum. The Khmer Buddhist community of practice has worked together to

improve the essence of Buddhism and its teaching.

The Second Khmer Buddhist Monk Congress, held on 14 January 2007,

unanimously adopted the common declaration and agreed to take actions according to

its three recommendations: the teaching of Buddhist discipline and Khmer language

during the weekend, to form a Council of Khmer Buddhist Sangha, and to organise

the structure of the Sangha within each temple.

The development of this council is the response to the lack of a formal body

and is an assertion of the Khmer Buddhist community of practice that aims to

maintain its Khmer Buddhism focus and representation.

Community and Leadership

The Khmer community is governed by two worlds: the spiritual world and civic life.

The monk is the spiritual leader. He observes Buddhist law and has a position in the

Buddhism hierarchy according to his monkhood seniority. Within the Khmer

community, Khmers still observe the structures and hierarchy of Buddhist society,

although routines and practices have to take into account the New Zealand context

and perspective.

Civilians can be leaders, but they are supposed to respect the monk and would

not challenge the monk’s authority in his spiritual and religious practice. The

Buddhist leadership and civilian leadership are thus theoretically exclusive. The head

monk looks after his monks and the temple. They live on alms and donations. In

return, the monks provide spiritual and religious service to Buddhist followers and

laypeople. The monks do not own the temple; but they are the caretaker-leaders at the

temple.

In general, in my observation, Cambodians do not like to confront difference.

The leader’s opinions are always considered the best and those which everyone will
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follow. Where there is a conflict of interest or an argument, a compromise will

commonly be reached. Where a compromise is not acceptable, one of the parties will

withdraw quietly. This splinter group will refrain or cease to associate with the other

group; at worse, they will formally organise a new group to serve their own niche.

There is a unique concept of leader or leadership in Khmer culture, and there

are different words in Khmer to describe the head of something or a leader: em —
mey; RbZan — brorthean; emdwknaM — mey deuk norm; RKU — kru; elak — lok.

A member or a follower in Khmer language is kUn — kaun, meaning “children of”.

The term “leader” (em — mey) has its origin back in the first century when a

queen ruled the Khmer kingdom. Khmer society is matriarchal, with the mother at the

head of the family. In the Khmer term for elders or parents, em: — mey bar literally

means “mother/female and father/male”, and the first word is the control or leading

word. Although mey literally means female, it is an important word in Khmer

language to indicate “important”, “leader” or “head of”. According to Khmer culture,

there are many leaders and leadership is assigned by functionality. For instance:

 empÞH — mey phteah is a wife or the head of the house, not the husband
 emT&B — mey torp is the leader of the troupe
 emCag — mey chhieng is the supervisor
 kUnCag — kaun chieng is the general hand.

The concept of leadership from the Khmer perspective implies a mother–child

relationship: affiliation, obligation, responsibility, care, tie, authority, and tolerance.

In the Khmer social context, leadership implies a social contract or a bond that is

always reciprocal. As a superior, the leader has a duty to look after and guide

subordinates, who in return perform certain tasks for the leader. Ledgerwood

(1990:145) used the term “patron–client” to describe this relationship.

I will discuss leadership from the socio-cultural perspective of “community

leadership” that appears most relevant to Khmer community development. Melissa

Horner, in her review of the development of leadership theory (Horner, 1997 in Kirk

and Shutte 2004:236), concludes that the most current theory looks at leadership as a

process in which leaders are not seen as individuals in charge of followers, but as

members of a community of practice referred to as community leadership (2004:237).
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From this perspective, community leadership is the leadership within communities of

different people who come together in collaborative endeavour. On the one hand, the

community leadership is composed of a wide range of practitioners and friends who

have different backgrounds and expertise. On the other hand, they also have their own

personal interests even though they collaborate. Tensions between person-centred

leadership are echoed in the Khmer community. Social ties and friendship have united

people around their leaders. When there is a major conflict of interest, friends become

enemies, and sometimes enemies become friends.

Leadership and Friendship

Towards the end of the 1989, the Auckland Khmer Buddhist Association had

collected donations of almost $10,000 toward building a temple at Mangere. When

one of the prominent members telephoned the president at his home to borrow the

temple money as a deposit for buying a family home, his request was refused. The

member threatened to withdraw his assistance, and complained that he had put a lot of

work into the Buddhist group and deserved to have the loan until the Auckland Khmer

Buddhist Association needed the money. The president replied, “Although you are my

close friend and hold an important position in our association, I am not willing to pass

on the money for your loan. I would love to do it if it was my money. But this is the

association money, and I have no right to lend you even a single dollar from this

public donation. If you would like to withdraw yourself from helping the association,

I can’t help. It’s up to you!” His friend was upset, but did not leave.

The temple of the Auckland Khmer Buddhist Association collected around

$2,000 from a Simar ceremony in 1990 (Figure 7.38). The prominent member who

had earlier asked to borrow from the association’s funds was asked to deposit this

money into the association account. Instead, he kept the money for his business. The

president warned him, and a year later wrote a letter requesting he return the

association’s money. A meeting was called, which the man did not front up to, and the

meeting decided to take legal action if there was still no response. He returned the

money soon after. Although disappointed, the leaders were satisfied with the

repayment. They were determined to have zero-tolerance on mismanagement and

corruption, and the association members were pleased about this stand. The man

moved away to join the Cambodian Association.
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Figure 7.38 — Simar ceremony: cutting the rope, Mangere, 1990

Author’s collection
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Leadership and critical decision-making is necessary in any organisation, and in this

instance the Khmer Buddhist community of practice is where monks, elders,

Buddhists and other professionals join force to improve Khmer Buddhism in New

Zealand. The following two cases reflect the situational nature of leadership and its

conflict resolution.

Leadership and Decision-making Case Study #1 — the Temple at Takanini

The building of a second Buddhist temple by the Auckland Khmer Buddhist

Association provides a good example of the nuances and practices of Khmer

leadership and decision-making in action.

The new temple had its genesis when the Cambodian Association (Auckland)

reneged on its promise to build a community hall and instead turned the funds raised

to build a temple, and in the association’s subsequent leadership conflicts. The

association’s change of heart had upset Khmers in Auckland and the head monk in

Wellington. At one meeting, a prominent community member explained why people

were upset. It was not wrong, he said, that the Cambodian Association planned to

build another temple for their supporters, nor that there be more than one temple in

the same area — what was wrong was that the association had broken its promise to

build a community hall.

Khmer people in Auckland are very liberal, and some had supported all three

of Auckland’s Buddhist temples. Whereas the Khmer Krom temple’s members come

from Kampuchea Krom (South Vietnam), the two other Khmer temples’ members are

Cambodian. In terms of Buddhist practice and Khmer culture, there is no significant

difference between these latter two temples; the only difference between these

associations is the leadership and the style of management.

So, in April 2002, temple membership was fluid, people went to celebrate

Khmer New Year at all of the temples, and every temple was crowded. Even so, the

majority of the Khmer people preferred to spend most of their celebration at Wat

Khemaraphirataram, the temple of the Auckland Khmer Buddhist Association at 7

Yates Road, Mangere, as there was space for traditional games and cultural activities.

Support for the Cambodian Association’s Wat Oudom Samagom Khmer

began to erode, however, in response to the association’s leadership crisis during the

second half of 2002. As a result, in October 2002 the majority of Khmer people went
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to celebrate Phchium Ben or the Commemoration Day of Ancestors at the temple of

the Auckland Khmer Buddhist Association. The elders and leadership saw that they

would need to move to a bigger place to accommodate everyone. The head monk

from Wellington came to help find a site for a new temple and signed a contract on

behalf of the Auckland Khmer Buddhist Association for a site in Takanini. From his

perspective, the monk had found an appropriate spiritual site according to Buddhist

territorial rules (Waitt 2003:225) for building a proper Khmer Buddhist temple. The

Auckland Khmer Buddhist Association was also keen to use the site for building a

Khmer cultural centre with recreational and social facilities.

By May 2003, the Auckland Khmer Buddhist Association had moved its

temple to a two-hectare farm estate on 455 Porchester Road, Takanini, and sold the

old temple site. At the time of writing this study, the Auckland Khmer Buddhist

Association had lodged an application for resource consent for its temple.

Developing a Temple

The process of developing a Khmer Buddhist temple is complicated in terms of cross-

cultural practice and resource consent requirements. On the one hand, the

development of the Khmer temple as a sacred space is prescribed under Buddhist text

and spiritual site prescriptions; on the other hand, the project has to comply with the

New Zealand laws and regulations. Development is further complicated by the

decision-making process within the community and its leadership.

According to Khmer Buddhist practice, the monk and the elders used their

lunar calendar to select the time and day on which to move in and bless the Takanini

site, and lay the nine cornerstones to initiate a vihara (víhar). At this point the site

would gain its rights or licence under the Buddhist canon to be a temple. The garage

was to be turned into a vihara, the horse stable to be converted into a meeting hall or

Salar chun (salaqan)́, and the farm estate would become a temple.

However, according to New Zealand laws and building regulations, the

blessed site is still a farm, and the association has to lodge a resource consent

application before the site can be legally used for religious purposes. The Papakura

District Council has been supportive and has encouraged the association to lodge an

application as soon as possible.

The above cross-cultural and legal issues lie at the root of my discussion of
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leadership and the process of building a Buddhist temple and community

development, as do the variety of stakeholders and their various roles and inputs.

The Actors

The stakeholders of the Khemaraphirataram are the monks, the members of the board

of governors, the president and the members of the committees, the members of the

Auckland Khmer Buddhist Association, the Khmer people in Auckland and other

cities, the neighbours, the Papakura District Council (PDC), the Auckland Regional

Council (ARC), and the New Zealand public. The Auckland Khmer Buddhist

Association is the legal owner of the property. The temple will be under the spiritual

leadership of the head monk, who, in terms of Buddhist practice, is a caretaker of the

temple but does not own or manage the temple. Buddhist laypeople — in this case the

executive members of the Auckland Buddhist Khmer Association — manage the

operation of the temple (Figures 39–42). The monks or Sangha use the temple and

reside there. The temple and the association depend upon householders making

donations to the temple and to the Sangha in order to earn merit to improve their

karma and to garner blessings for themselves, their families, and communities. The

monk’s role is to perform his religious duties, and he is responsible to the head monk

in Wellington.
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Figure 7.39 — Leadership of the Auckland Khmer Buddhist Association, 2005

Author’s collection

Figure 7.40 — Project management team, Mangere, 2003

Author’s collection
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Figure 7.41 — A meeting for the Simar event, Takanini, 2003

Author’s collection

Figure 7.42 — Project presentation for Papakura District Council, Takanini,
2004

Author’s collection
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Figure 7.43 — Construction team, 2003

Author’s collection

Figure 7.44 — A yantra at the ceiling for protection, 2003

Author’s collection
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Figure 7.45 — The Simar (cornerstone) was wrapped in classic red silk,
Takainini, 2003

Author’s collection

Figure 7.46 — The Khmer Centre and Temple plan

Courtesy of Auckland Khmer Buddhist Association, 2003
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Requirements to Become a Temple as a Sacred Place

Khmer people in New Zealand would like to have a proper Khmer Buddhist temple.

The physical identity of the Khmer temple is architecturally different from that of a

Christian church or a marae. A Khmer temple is also different from a Chinese

Buddhist temple.

In order to become a temple, a site should conform to the building and

construction rules prescribed by the Buddhist canon. The temple site should be safe

and free from danger and intrusion. The temple is composed of a gate, a place for the

monk congregation (víhar — vihara), a meeting hall or an eating hall (salaqan´ —

salar chun), the monks’ quarter (kudðí — kud), a quarter for the nuns, the place for

meditation (xÞmsmaZi — Ktom samadhi), a place for laypeople, and a place to deposit

ashes (ectIþy — Cheti) (Figure 7.46). A crematorium and a graveyard are outside of

the temple grounds.

The final step to initiate a temple is a Buddhist ceremony to lay nine

cornerstones or a boundary (sIma — Simar) for the vihara (Figure 7.45). Once the

Simar stones are blessed and placed, the sacred site becomes a temple. This ceremony

is one of the most important events in the life of a temple. No one wants to miss such

a significant ceremony at which individuals have an opportunity to make wishes by

giving away valuable objects or money for their merit. The ceremony ends up with a

celebration and festivity.

The Buddhist elders (Gacarü — achar) and the monks found that the best day

to lay the Simar was Sunday, 22 June 2003. Everything had to be ready for that date,

especially the vihara (place for congregation of the monks) and the salar chun (eating

hall) where there would be ceremonial gathering and eating.

The Building Process

Once the site of salar chun was defined, everyone was keen to get the building

underway. The development project committee called a meeting to discuss the

building of the salar chun. The meeting was attended by the project management
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team, the project building team, the monks, the executive members of the Buddhist

association, and the elders.

The leader of the project management team explained the technical and legal

requirements for building a salar chun from the existing 19m x 16m horse stable. The

project leader suggested lodging an application for resource consent and a building

permit. To convert the stable as a farm building to a salar chun without a building

permit would risk problems — at worst, the inspector would order the constructed

building to be dismantled.

The elders explained that, since the ceremony is significant to the site,

building a salar chun in time for the ceremony was necessary. Considering the size of

the crowd expected to attend and the uncertainty of the weather, the elders felt that it

would not be appropriate to use the existing stable, but to improve it would be the

most desirable option.

The leader of the building team believed that the conversion or improvement

of the stable would not be significant enough to bother the council. With the urgency

of the celebration, the project should go ahead in two stages: building the roof and

pouring a concrete floor.

However, the treasurer suggested using plastic sheets for the occasion and

waiting until approval of the resource consent and building permit had been received.

The management team agreed that the project should go ahead only if the council

granted the permit, and the management team had doubts about the present building’s

condition.

The elders and the building team insisted that, because of the urgency of the

celebration, it would be best to go ahead with the improvements straight away and

face demolition later if the council was not happy. The meeting voted in favour of that

resolution even though the management team disagreed with it. The monk did not

agree, nor did he object to this decision.

Three weeks later the vihara was built, the new roof of the salar chun was

completed, and its concrete floor was dried, at a cost of about $10,000. A crowd of

about 1,000 people came to celebrate the Simar, and people donated $35,000 for the

Simar day. The temple would lose $4,000 if the council ordered them to dismantle the

construction.
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Responsibility for the Decision

The elders, with the support of the building team, became the decision-makers and

leaders in this situation. The executive members of the association and the project

management team, although they knew what they were doing, were rendered

redundant or irrelevant in the urgency of the case. Although the monk was the

spiritual leader, he quietly let the elders and builders take over since they could ensure

a roof would be ready for the Simar day.

The group knew the risk of having no building permit and resource consent.

The decision was not made from a short-term financial perspective, but from the long-

term view of ensuring that people would be able to participate in the ceremony and

backing up the building team. Losing a small amount of money was not an issue,

since they would be making more money out of the ceremony. Nor was the risk of

demolition significant compared to losing the support and participation of the building

team and the Khmer community as a whole. Furthermore, they would learn from their

mistake. At the end of the day they considered it a good trade-off so long as the Simar

went well. This decision was based on gut feeling rather than on rational analysis.

They would rather use the concept of trade-off than make a decision based on a no-

risk approach. Overall, the decision was to risk a good loss in order to make better

returns financially, spiritually, and in human capital.

This process reflects a classic Khmer verse: Phlouv viech kom borsborng,

phlouv trorng kom oy chiol (pøÚvev[ckMue:Hbg´ pøÚvRtgḱMuoecal — “Should not give up the

bended way, and should not throw away the straight way”). This verse reminds people

to explore any ways that might affect the required results. Although the breach breaks

the rules and regulations slightly, it is not significant. Furthermore, the straight way

(following the building rule) would not produce a result, as it would not allow a place

to be built in time for the Simar ceremony.

It also reflects another Khmer saying: Slaut slabb, viech vay mien phorp a yuk

yoeun you (søÚtsøab´ ev[cevmanP&BGayuyWunyUr — “Gentle and straight you die, cheeky

you have luck and long life”). In facing this dilemma, the decision-makers adopted an

ethical approach to attempt to resolve the impossible or minimise the loss.

In this situation and according to Kirk and Shutte (2004), the Buddhist

laypeople or the elders and the builders were the communal leaders within the Khmer

community of practice. They took bold decisions and dared to bite the bullet. The
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majority agreed with those decisions, although the actions they entailed were not

legal. Through a democratic process, the majority ruled and the management team lost

the argument even though theirs was the right way to do things, according to New

Zealand law. (This also gave the management team an excuse to give the council if a

problem arose.)

The president and the management team are the community’s interface with

the outside community as public relations leaders (where their understanding of New

Zealand practice and English is put to use). Thus, the management team takes the

leading role in sorting out any problems outside of the Khmer community.

In the above case, while the elders took the leadership role in the decision-

making, they still expected the management team to tolerate the reality of their

“cheeky actions” and to take care of any external problems with the council that arose

from their actions.

Leadership and Decision-making Case Study #2 — Two Temples at Waikato

For migrant ethnic groups, divisive community issues are often due to competition

amongst various groups who want to become bigger or whose leaders compete to

become the supreme leaders of the larger group (Morris, Vokes and Chang 2007:22–

23) . These actions lead to friction, fragmentation (Leckie 2007), conflict and

differentiation (Kiong and Fee, in Tarling 2005:34).

Leadership in conflict within an association is illustrated by another example

in the Cambodian community development in Hamilton. In this case, the leaders of

the Waikato Khmer Association (Figure 7.47) sought help from Kiwi supporters and

made use of New Zealand legal services to solve their problem.

The Waikato Khmer Association (Figure 7.48) and Khmer Buddhists in the

Waikato region agreed in mid-2002 that they needed to have their own temple in

Hamilton so that they did not have to go up to Auckland to participate in Buddhist

activities. Also, they wanted a place of their own from which they could run various

community programmes, such as a Khmer language class, cultural performance

practices, and classes on Buddhism. They believed that a new temple would foster

Khmer identity and the wellbeing of their community members. The Waikato Khmer

Association agreed to establish a Buddhist committee for the above purpose. The

elected committee began work in December 2002 on finding a proper site for its

temple. By the time the committee had found a site, however, the Waikato Khmer
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Association had been stuck off from the registrar of the Companies Office and had to

re-register. In April 2003, the committee bought a property on 250 Collin Road,

Melville, on which to develop their temple. The head monk in Wellington endorsed

the temple and sent down a monk from Auckland to cater for the needs of the new

temple.

In May 2003, six people — the two monks, the president of the Waikato

Khmer Association (ex-officio), two men, and the leader of the Buddhist committee

— formed a trust (Aranhrangsy Buddhist Charitable Trust) and took over control of

the temple. This formation upset the Waikato Khmer Association and its supporters.

The leaders of the Waikato Khmer Association saw this move as illegal, since the

association was the legal owner of the property. Furthermore, the Trust was using the

Waikato Khmer Association’s name to invite its members to the celebration of the

Memorial Day of Ancestors in September 2003.

In October 2003, the newly elected president of the Waikato Khmer

Association approached a law firm to assert the association’s ownership of the

property. The leadership of the Trust did not agree and began lobbying the Khmer

community in Waikato to support the Trust’s claim of ownership of the property. The

Trust claimed that Buddhist Khmer people in the area had negotiated with the

association to be their agent in order to purchase the above property. The association

was the legal caretaker until the incorporation of the Trust. The association saw this

claim as having no foundation. Two of the founding members of the Trust — the

former president of the association and its treasurer — resigned. The association

argued that the people who had formed the trust had misled the Khmer people in

Hamilton about the ownership rights.

Leadership Challenge

While the issue was still being debated, the Trust made a counter-move to challenge

the existing leadership of the Waikato Khmer Association. The leaders of the Trust

believed that they had to move their people into the leadership of the association to

consolidate their position against the existing leaders of the Khmer association. They

would then work within the requirements of the existing constitution to invite its

members to decide on the future of the ownership of the property. The people from

the Trust believed that this democratic approach would solve the community’s

problems.
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The elected president sent out a notice on 10 November 2003 for an annual

general meeting (AGM) on 30 November, in the hope that a further twelve active

members would be elected to association committees and would get rid of its vice-

president and people from the Trust. The association sought assistance from a law

firm and a few English-language tutors. I was invited as an observer by the vice-

president of the association, who had been informed that he would have to be re-

elected. I did some background reading of the constitution and various documents I

had been sent. I went to see both groups before the meeting and convinced them to

cancel the AGM since it would dissolve the whole committee including the president

and vice-president. I also asked them to find a compromise rather than to use a lawyer

to monitor the process. The leadership did not agree with my suggestion and the

AGM went ahead.

On arrival at the meeting, members had to fill in an application form in

English and pay a membership fee of $1. The meeting was conducted in English,

since the president assumed everyone could read and write English. A team of

lawyers conducted the procedure, and gave everyone five minutes to come into the

meeting room. When I approached a door-keeper and asked his permission to go to

the meeting as an observer, the door-keeper who used to be my acquaintance firmly

refused to let me in because I did not live in the Waikato region. Suddenly, I became

an outsider to the Waikato Khmer Association of which I was a founding member.

The meeting was to be conducted behind closed doors. Looking through the glass

door, I saw some people making arguing gestures at the lawyer who did not allow

their members to attend the meeting. About five minutes later, everyone came out and

had a meeting in a car park (Figure 7.48).
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Figure 7.47 — Waikato Khmer Association before the split, 2002

Courtesy of the Waikato Khmer Association
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Figure 7.48 — A legal firm was used to settle the leadership issues, 2004

Author’s collection
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The fact that the executive committee called an AGM, according to its constitution it

led to its dissolution by default. Instead of dismissing the vice-president, and re-

electing the executive committee, the AGM dismissed all of the executive members

and called for a new election of leaders. It had cost the association more than $4,000

by the time it was over. The losing group of leaders walked away to form another

trust, the vice-president became the elected president, and unfortunately the

association members had to pick berries to pay off the lawyers’ fees. The Buddhist

supporters said to those losers: “You threw the rice husk against the wind that hurt

yourselves.” One said “If you catch the snake by its neck, you have to hold it tight or

it will bite you” (kanḱBs´kanóCab´ ERkgRkLabx́aMÉR:N). Supporters of those leaders

were hurt and hoped to return the following year to exercise their rights

But, as usual, the people from the losing group went on to form another

organisation, the Waikato Cambodian Trust, in April 2004, and its leadership then

aligned with the Cambodian Association (Auckland). Soon after, it bought a property

to build another Khmer Buddhist temple, and the Trust sponsors two monks to work

for their group.

Personally, I came away with mixed feelings. On the one hand, I felt happy

since people were beginning to make their own choice for their community. There

was one more Khmer Buddhist temple in Hamilton. The Waikato Cambodian Trust,

again similar to the Cambodian Association (Auckland), used a Buddhist temple to

support their trust. On the other hand, I felt sad to see the Waikato Khmer community

beginning to factionalise, and to see how various associations sought to control their

temple in isolation and used Buddhism as their political tool to attract people for

membership of their association or trust. I thought I did them a favour in finding a

reconciliatory solution, but my involvement in this event landed me more problems as

I was pulled into the regional community politics. This was also one of the pitfalls of

participation when an insider researcher found it difficult to maintain neutrality.

Conflict Resolution and Leadership

The conflicts outlined above were solved in different ways. Negotiations were not

focused on finding the best solution, but on winning over other parties and not

seeking compromise. The losing party would rather back out and move away to form

its own group. The break-away group in Hamilton formed another trust, the Waikato
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Cambodian Trust. A group in Auckland went on to incorporate another association,

The Cambodian Community of New Zealand. The Khmer community had become so

crowded that leaders are not able to accommodate everyone’s differences and needs.

The attitude of “it is not possible to have two tigers in one hill” has been

obvious in the Khmer community in New Zealand. Old acquaintances and friends

have become foes. They have fought for their own turf in their “Little Cambodia”. A

young man who is distanced from this community politics commented:

No matter whether the leaderships is good or bad, they still have their
followers. Right and wrong became blurred and they moved together to
contemplate their group’s interest. Right or wrong was irrelevant. People
shifted camps according to their personal interest or to save face. They cannot
co-operate as a united community.

Friends became enemies, and sometimes enemies became allies or friends. Also

people shifted camps because some of them accepted the concept of an enemy of my

enemy is my friend. These Cambodian associations or trusts can be seen as groups

whose leaders have used Buddhism to attract supporters, formed isolated groups, and

tried to undermine others.

Buddhist monks who used to be free from any layman control, have now

become volunteer employees of a temple which is under the management of an

association or trust. These monks also became polarised due to affiliation to a temple,

and their relationships with monks from other temple were tainted. Instead of

fostering Buddhism as a whole, some Khmer leaders become myopic and focus only

on their group or temples, which in turn has denied Khmer Buddhism the opportunity

to become stronger in the Khmer transnational community.

Conclusion

Cambodians share many cultural traits and a common history. Their sense of

belonging, social ties, and the perceived social support from their groups give impetus

to solidarity among individuals who act together to fulfil their socio-cultural needs.

The majority of these Cambodians believe that they have adapted well and reported

that they were satisfied with their lives. They embrace the Kiwi way of life and are

able at the same time to regenerate their contemporary Khmer identity. As citizens of
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New Zealand, the Khmer Kiwis have seized opportunities to engage in various socio-

economic activities and chose the country as their new home. Their individual and

communal achievements are indisputably a success. These Cambodians have

established a normal life and their communities have become visible. They are proud

of their Khmer heritage. The group diversity resulted in multiple discourses and

competition between sectarian groups, but this has created “chaotic order” (Gow

2005:196), in which groups have fenced themselves off from each other to protect

their specific group interests.

The members of the Cambodian communities have a sense of group belonging

that has enabled different associations to maintain their membership in the larger

group. Membership and affiliation is fluid, as Cambodians have participated in

various associations across the Khmer community. Belonging to multiple groups, and

the mercurial nature of their membership, has generated a competitive environment

for those associations and their management. Although the Buddhist associations

share common values and a common history, the styles of management for the

fulfilment of an individual’s values by an association or temple are different. People’s

shared emotional connection has led to the emergence of a variety of leaders.

As the Khmer say: “Bours duoy wat chit duoy khlourn” (bYsedayvtþ

citþedayxøÜn) — monks ordained in different temples have different thoughts. Their

difference in opinions has provoked disagreements and fragmentation within the

Khmer community as a whole. Their social ties and perceived social support within

the fragmented groups led to the formation of new associations. Associations compete

among themselves to gain ascendancy and, in doing so, fail in their common role of

representing Cambodians in the public arena as they present a fragmented, not united,

front. Efforts to co-ordinate these associations and get them to co-operate in the form

of a unified, umbrella body have just begun, but two associations have rejected this

effort. The existence of these associations in isolation has weakened the

representation of Cambodians and the united voice of the Khmer community in terms

of political participation in New Zealand.

Although Cambodians practise a variety of religions, the majority of

Cambodians are Buddhist. The practice of Cambodian Buddhism in New Zealand can

be seen as a form of the “re-spatialisation” of an ethnic group outside of their home

country (Vertovec 2000:10). They have their ethnic, religious or spiritual space where
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they can belong and maintain their cultural identity. The Khmer identity endows its

members with a consciousness of who they are, and also of where they stand in

relation to each other, and in relation to the New Zealand society as a whole. In this

respect, Khmer people have been involved in various social activities and their

interest in having a centre for Khmer Buddhism has pulled them together to become a

Buddhist community of practice (cf Wenger 1998).

Friendship and camaraderie have enabled group cohesion which has allowed

their group leaderships to emerge through ability and expertise. As the community has

become mature, it was inevitable that individuals have had enough confidence to

assume communal leadership. This has sometimes led to intense challenge,

confrontation and fragmentation of their community when friends became enemies.

As community politics brewed up, groups of leaders walked away from associations

to form new groups, none of which “was prestigious enough” to be able to co-ordinate

the activities of others or represent them (cf. Humphrey 1987:238). They did not use

violence, but used a legal approach for their conflict resolution. These groups then

compete for their membership. Although this fragmentation seems to be negative, it

has created a competitive environment in which members of the Khmer community

can exercise a choice to belong, and are proud of themselves. They have accumulated

social capital within their own groups, and own valuable communal property such as

buildings and land in form of a temple or cultural centre.

The Cambodians are also re-creating their former routines and observances in

the context of a new space and timeframe in which they have to make compromises

with the host society. This can involve changes in the timing of festivities and in their

duration, which is often shortened to be practical in the spirit of integrating into the

New Zealand society. The Khmer community is in constant flux, but they have been

able to reassert a contemporary Khmer Buddhist identity, and the majority of the

Cambodians in this study believe that they have adapted successfully to New Zealand

society. Cambodians’ desire for recognition implies an acknowledgement of their

difference, and their socio-cultural movements are a statement through which they can

meet, argue, and deal with conflict within their communities.
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Chapter 8 — Conclusions: Khmer Kiwis and their

Khmer Buddhist Transnational Community

Introduction

This final chapter provides me with an opportunity to provide an overview of the key

points in my thesis, to reflect on the theories and processes of community building in the

context of migrant communities, and to make some final comments on my own research

involvements. My thesis is an academic document, but it also documents the unique

formation of Khmer Kiwi communities and the issues of positionality encountered by a

researcher who originates from within these communities.

Aotearoa/New Zealand accepted 4,446 adults and children from Cambodia

between 1975 and 1997, granted them permanent residency, and offered initial

comprehensive assistance as a safety net for their resettlement. Soon after their arrival,

these new residents settled down in the various parts of Aotearoa/New Zealand, began to

mend their broken lives, and became a new addition to Aotearoa/New Zealand’s

multicultural mosaic. Their adaptation was by no means simple, but, owing to the early

intervention and assistance from the New Zealand hosts, Cambodians who have a very

different cultural heritage from the host society gained confidence which ultimately led to

at least partial social inclusion. They moved on to become residents and citizens of

Aotearoa/New Zealand, and embarked on their new way of life while they strived to live

their Khmer way of life in their new home.

Cambodians were grateful for New Zealand’s generous assistance. The

Government secured their welfare, health care, and housing, and their children’s education,

while sponsors and volunteers connected them with Kiwi ways of life and social networks.

Through this government and community partnership programme, the majority of these

new residents gained employment which enabled their socio-economic advancement, and

found strength to control their lives and to improve their standard of living. This was

manifest by the acquisition of new household items, and family cars, and for many, the

move from rental accommodation to owning a family home. Their resident status, and later

the acquisition of New Zealand citizenship, legitimised their belonging to the society at

large which has offered a range of opportunities for Cambodians to assert their identity.
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The “portability of national identity” (Vertovec 2001b:12) has enabled Cambodians to

benefit from multiple belongings and social memberships and rights.

In the home, they socialised with other Cambodians and realised that their Khmer

way of life was diminishing due to alternative resettlement needs, the lack of cultural

materials, or their inclination toward the New Zealand way of life (Hawley 1986; Abbott

1989; Liev 1995; North 1997; Thou 1989). On the one hand, younger-generation

Cambodians became more Kiwi-ised than their parents and widened the generation gap.

On the other hand, everyone had to cope with their urgent needs to learn English and learn

new social norms and conventions to adapt to their new way of life. Their socio-economic

engagement eased their inclusion within the New Zealand societal framework and

endorsed their legitimacy. However, their adoption of some New Zealand ways

encroached on their Khmer cultural practices and heritage even at home.

On the socio-cultural front, like exiles elsewhere, Cambodians living in New

Zealand were characterised by a dialogical tension as they attempted to position

themselves within the Khmer diaspora as well as within the New Zealand society.

Cambodians faced a dilemma of forced choices between reviving their Khmer way of life

and embarking on a new way of life in New Zealand. Cultural trade-offs were inevitable,

due to the priority accorded to the New Zealand socio-economic reality, and paved the way

for cultural fusion and fission. While geo-political events in Cambodia isolated the

Cambodians from their country of origin, they were connected with other diasporic

Cambodians in the other settlement countries and in New Zealand who had to recuperate,

restore and maintain their culture according to their experiences, needs, visions, collective

memory and imagination.

In the early 1980s, there were few Khmer cultural materials and no public

communal cultural events or ethnoscapes which can be identified as Cambodian. During

their resettlement, individuals felt isolated, and their collective memory and rootedness in

Cambodia created a sense of belonging and social interaction in New Zealand. Memory,

therefore, played an important role in their identity of being Khmer. Cultural practice was

confined to the private home during their settlement, and it was difficult for Khmer

cultural heritage to co-exist with the New Zealand way of life. There were major

challenges to how Cambodians spoke their language, cooked their ethnic food, held on to

their beliefs, and lived as Khmer, while New Zealanders in general tolerated but did not

encourage the maintenance of their culture.
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The isolation from Cambodia and the rest of the world encouraged internal social

cohesion and shared interest in their Khmer diaspora. Among themselves, Cambodians

have created local networks of friends and relatives. Individuals shared their experiences

and learned from each other. Similar to Ong’s (2003) findings on Cambodians in the USA

and Morris, Vokes and Chang (2007) on Koreans in New Zealand, gossip played a

significant role in shaping the boundary of social inclusion and in testing the doubts

floating around the Cambodian networks in New Zealand. These local networks welcomed

new arrivals and gave momentum to the formation of a local Khmer community in the

form of various associations.

Cambodians accommodated a state of compromise: their resettlement would help

them to overcome their economic hardship, but it would also erode their Khmer heritage.

The trade-offs were obvious: Khmer cultural communal events such as Khmer New Year,

Phchium Ben, Kathin and weddings or funerals were shortened and rescheduled to the

closest weekend. Cambodians found it difficult to have a communal place and time to

conduct their cultural and religious events, which enabled them to make merit and keep in

touch with the spirit of their ancestors and family members who lost their lives during the

Khmer Rouge regime.

Socio-cultural and spiritual needs, partly due to cultural bereavement (Doron 2005;

Eisenbruch 2006), led Cambodians to establish local networks and associations that were

based on ethnicity or religious belief. The majority of Cambodians in New Zealand are

Buddhists. Together, they sponsored Khmer monks from Cambodia and established

Buddhist temples that were managed by an association or trust, and these became the

backbone of their identity and their ongoing community development. As time went by,

the community has become mature, various leaderships have emerged, and further

community fragmentation has been common. Creating unity in diversity was one of their

concerns. In Auckland alone, in 2001 there were five registered associations, three

Buddhist temples, a Chinese ancestor worship temple, and a church — to serve the

Cambodian population of 2,553.

I have described how the Cambodian community has developed in New Zealand

since 1975, and identified strategies, coping mechanisms and patterns of interaction within

the ethnic communities and New Zealand society. Within their community, they

scrutinised and reassembled their Khmer identity through collective imagination, memory

and negotiation, from which emerged a Khmer Buddhist community of practice and

contested community leaderships. Transnational links have reinforced contemporary
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Khmer identity as well. The majority of the Cambodians in my study consider themselves

Khmer Kiwi and have reasserted their Khmer Buddhist identity. The Cambodian

adaptation confirms Tarling’s comment (2005) that co-existence between cultures and

groups can be both integrative and divisive. Cambodians’ different attitudes to social

engagement and accommodation have created conditions for co-operation and fusion, as

well as for conflict and differentiation.

I have discussed how these settlers have assessed their cultural maintenance in

terms of how their Buddhist communities are run, and I have used various cases to depict

community development and leadership. Leaders have wrestled each other for domination,

and more fragmentation has resulted. Often Khmer leaders did not compromise to resolve

differences but walked away with their supporters to save face or to join or form another

community. This pattern of conflicts has also been found in the various ethnic

communities in Australia (Humphrey 1987) and the USA (Hein 1995; Ledgerwood 1990).

Leaders and practitioners of each community protected their territory and interest, which

subsequently created a demarcation of sub-divisions of Khmer community. Local

Cambodian communities in recent years still work in isolation, and so far do not have a

consolidated body to represent them at the national level and to co-ordinate their common

interests.

The Cambodian community is complex. Through the process of this research, I

found that, although a sound methodology helps to achieve good results, the task of

undertaking research can be vulnerable to political agendas. This study has enabled me to

draw various conclusions on methodology in terms of my positionality and the mixed-

methods approach, the various factors that affected the adaptation of Cambodians in New

Zealand, their shared memory and imagination which enabled them to reconstruct their

cultural identity, the re-spatialisation of the Khmer community by creating an ethnoscape

in the form of a Khmer centre or temple, and its leadership formation, challenges and

roles.

Reflections on Research Process

My positionality, due to my ongoing community involvement and affiliation hindered the

research process when some quarters of the Khmer community declined to participate. My

impartiality as an expert witness in tontine — a rotating savings and credit association
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(ROSCA) — and as a mediator in marital disputes from the late 1990s onwards has

sometimes created more enemies than friends. The losing parties in these situations believe

that I have favoured the other party, and as the result they did not return my questionnaire.

I also found out that some Cambodians were too reserved to talk about the financial

aspects of their life. Any questions about personal finance, income and housing were met

with suspicion, and a decline in potential participants. People did not want to share

information on these issues, because they feared retribution from the Inland Revenue or

welfare agencies.

As an insider researcher, I faced presumption issues (O’Conner 2004) from

potential participants that an outsider researcher would not face, as my affiliation with a

certain group excluded or distanced me from other rival groups. Participants’ allegiances

and conflicts of interest, arising from complicated community politics, predated and

affected my research. Even a reconciliatory approach to use members of opposing factions

as project advisors was declined. Ethnic insider researchers gain acceptance or rejection

more quickly because of their prior status in their ethnic community.

To overcome such hurdles and to establish an ethical framework within the

complexities of community representation and politics (Mackenzie et al. 2007), I sought

consent and endorsement from various leaders and gatekeepers (Bloch 1999) and used a

mixed-methods approach to investigate the development of the contemporary Cambodian

community in New Zealand. My task was to seek information on personal views on

resettlement, on peoples’ lives as Cambodians in New Zealand, and their roles in the

formation, existence and operation of the Cambodian community, as active members of

this community. Constant reflexivity also allowed me to resolve methodological issues and

to make an informed interpretation of what I experienced, observed, felt and presented in

this thesis.

My mixed-methods approach used two focus groups as a pilot study, a postal

survey, and participant observation as an interactive continuum of mixed-methods research

methodology to gain information. I could merge, connect and embed these strands of

information to illuminate Cambodian settlers’ approaches to living a Khmer life in New

Zealand, the process of defining their identity, and the dynamism of leadership in building

their Khmer community. I also had to ensure that my dual position as an insider/outsider

researcher of the Khmer community would not compromise the standard of my

methodology and the quality of collected data and information. Demonstration of informed

consent was also an issue with a community with refugee backgrounds. Some participants
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were reluctant to sign the consent form, although they filled in the questionnaire. This

experience was similar to that of Liu (1982) and North (1995) in their research with

refugees. The participants from focus groups were familiar with the researcher, and

signing a consent form was simple. For the various associations and temples which

allowed my participant observation, my presence in the community became a fixture and

seemed natural to them as I was an insider as well as a researcher.

Non-participation in the postal survey limited the representativeness of data, which

by default became a bias by omission. As I was thus not able to describe the experiences of

those individuals and associations who did not participate, the generalisations that can be

drawn from this aspect of the study are thereby limited. For those who agreed to

participate, their response from the postal survey enabled me to reach individuals with

whom I was not able to have direct contact. Fifty-seven respondents shared with me their

family life history, their aspirations, their resettlement issues and assistance, citizenship,

household activities, housing, employment, income, social participation, personal view on

identity, values, and the outcome of their adaptation. The quality of data was very good,

although there were some omissions or missing values.

The mixed-methods approach allowed me to redress the omissions from non-

participation as they were partially compensated for by my participant observation. Also,

contacts through personal networks helped triangulate required information, and enabled

me to by-pass those who were using their position in their communities to block

participation and filter information. Although some associations formally declined

participation, some of their prominent members were willing to participate through layers

of personal networks. They shared inside stories of their groups beyond those gatekeepers.

This multifaceted approach, in combination with the existing body of literature and data

from various censuses, created an alternative platform from which I could gain relevant

information and data across the whole Khmer community, and access valuable materials

for this longitudinal research. One thing that can be learned from this experience is that,

although there are obstacles and problems in studying a factionalised community, an

insider researcher should not be discouraged by the complexity of community politics and

rejection. There is always an avenue within research ethics and methodology that can

reach participants beyond gatekeepers and gain reliable information.

The focus groups were the most pleasant and effective form of sharing information

and discussion in Khmer. Throughout the session, participants were free to talk, and the

outcomes were rich and interactive due to the facilitator’s training and skills. The well
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respected and friendly facilitator, and the familiar venue, created a safe atmosphere in

which participants could share their stories and views in a more effective way.

Participant observation was time-consuming, as a researcher can observe only one

thing at a time. Nonetheless, participant observation was a rewarding method, providing

fresh, hands-on experience of various situations, whether pleasant or tense. People’s

actions or discussions provided not just the contents of the subject, but also the unspoken

aspects of their approach or body language that were manifested along the way.

Sharing the same language and custom made my observation easy and effective.

Time was fluid in the meetings or events that I attended. Committee meetings were always

at least one hour late and dragged on until the issues were resolved. The presence of the

monks in those meetings soothed the atmosphere. I noticed that time slowed as the

Cambodians transformed themselves away from their fast-moving and time-conscious

Kiwi environment and returned to their Khmer cocoon in which the passage of time was

irrelevant.

Outside of those meetings, I interviewed people and observed the events and

people’s participation in them. While they were able to tell me what they were doing,

when I asked the reasons behind what they were doing, some of them did not know and

referred me to the monks, the achars, or more educated people. Some others would say

they followed the way of their elders as tradition: eZIVtamTMlab´dUntaEtgeZIVV — Thweu tarm

toumlob daunta teing thweu. During a ramvong (raMvg´) session (a folkdance in which pairs

dance in a circular flow), a group of people ran to fetch a table decorated with a vase of

flowers, and placed it at the middle of the dance floor. I asked one of the dancers why they

needed to put the table there. The reply: “It looked more Cambodian with a decorated table

at the middle like people do it in Cambodia. It is in the DVD, you know.” So reference to

what is Khmer is gleaned not just from the elders, but also from DVDs acquired through

their transnational networks.

Data and information gained from this mixed-methods research, in combination

with my involvement in ongoing community work, has enabled me, with interdisciplinary

perspectives, to identify the various events and factors that have assisted or impeded the

development of the Cambodian community in New Zealand since 1975. The complexity of

the community and my positionality in it constricted the choice of my research framework.

The concepts of integration and transnationalism allowed this study to harness this

conceptual framework for analysing impacts of Khmer resettlement from different
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perspectives, and gave opportunities to assess people’s views on their life trajectory and

the outcomes of their adaptation in the context of cultural maintenance and identity

management. Although the concepts are broadly defined, I was able to use it as a guide for

my work on Cambodian’s social cohesion, belonging, identification, realisation, inclusion,

legitimacy and participation as citizens of Aotearoa/New Zealand.

Factors Critical to Successful Adaptation

Government assistance in the form of welfare benefits and state rental houses provided a

safety net for newcomers and alleviated resettlement issues. The involvement of volunteers

and sponsors eased refugees’ acclimatisation, acculturation, and their engagement and

inclusion in the New Zealand socio-economic sphere, including in employment, access to

public services, and use of local amenities. The majority of the sponsors were liberal and

patient, and Cambodian settlers were grateful for their valuable gifts of time,

understanding and assistance; and these relationships resulted in long-lasting friendships.

Unfortunately, some Cambodians had to leave the first place of their resettlement

because of unemployment or isolation. They rejoined the network of their Cambodian

friends or relatives in larger centres. While such moves disappointed some volunteers, it

was also a sign of individuals regaining their confidence and becoming independent.

Cambodians who moved away from Christchurch, Dunedin, or Palmerston North

explained that there was nothing wrong with the place; the people were friendly and

helpful and the support system was great, but they needed to move in order to find

employment rather than be spoon-fed from the welfare system. As a man from

Christchurch says: “The dole doesn’t make you feel good.” “It’s better to be a seasonal

berry-picker in Hamilton, than to have no job,” said a man from Palmerston North.

Cambodian groups burgeoned in the main cities of New Zealand due to availability

of employment and the support network of fellow Khmers. Adults went to work, and

children went to school. Adults went to evening English classes, and some had a home

tutor. In 1985, a survivor of the Khmer Rouge regime became the first Khmer student

other than the Colombo Plan students to complete a university degree in New Zealand. By

2001, 126 Cambodians who had gained a degree from a New Zealand university still lived

in the country (2001 Census: Ethnic Groups: 238) while other Khmer graduates went to

work overseas because of employment opportunities. Although it looks minute compared
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to total New Zealand emigration, this migration created a loss which has been critical to

Khmer community development as a large chunk of a potential new generation of

leadership has been depleted.

Initially, almost all Cambodians worked in the processing and manufacturing

industry. Women with young children worked from home, making paper-bags and sewing,

to make extra money for their family needs. Although Cambodians had individual bank

accounts, they also saved their money in the form of a tontine. Once they had saved

enough money, they bought a new home appliance, a family car, a family home (by 2001,

1,119 people lived in their own home), or a family business.

The economic downturn of the late 1980s led to the closure of car manufacturers in

New Zealand. Former Cambodian car assemblers used their redundancy money to start a

family business, such as a bakery or a lunch bar. Alongside this, there was a move away

from the main cities, and small businesses, especially bakeries and fruit shops, were set up

in various townships, such as Ashburton, Nelson, Whangarei, Orewa, Paeroa, Raglan,

Rotorua, Thames, and Huntly.

At home, the majority of Cambodians tried to transfer themselves back into a

Cambodian setting. Adults spoke their language to children, but the children’s replies were

usually in English. As the home environment was flooded with English materials and

media — such as magazines, newspapers, radio and television — generation gaps widened

as schoolchildren took in the host culture and language.

Cambodian parents were concerned about the erosion of the Khmer language and

their Khmer way of life, but they had no choice as they and their children needed to learn

English to succeed at school and to survive at work. Older siblings played an important

role in taking care of their younger siblings. Although gaps were appearing, Khmer parents

retained their family closeness as much as they could. They took pride in their children’s

educational accomplishments and displayed graduation pictures in the hall or lounge.

Cambodians made friends with fellow workers, neighbours and Cambodians in

their area, and created social networks for companionship and support in diaspora. They

spent time together during the weekend, shared Khmer food, gossiped and exchanged their

views about life in Aotearoa/New Zealand. Although they had known each other just for a

relatively short time, Cambodians in this country had a high level of mutual trust and

support that cemented their group bond and social cohesion.

A series of factors assisted Cambodians in their adaptation. The on-arrival

resettlement programme and volunteer support in the community was a crucial driving
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force in rehabilitating Khmer refugees in a foreign environment. The New Zealand

Government and volunteers found a way of assisting Cambodians to become full and

active residents. The people’s willingness to make new friends and start new jobs and,

later, businesses, gave them a head start for their new life. Their life was tied to their

homeland, their refugee experience and the country of their residence. The majority of

Khmers accepted reality and accommodated their new way of life, while at the same time

they used their ethnic network to preserve their heritage according to the availability of

time and space. Their flexibility has enabled them to adjust to the New Zealand socio-

economic conditions and to learn to exercise their rights and duties as residents, and later

as citizens.

Khmer Kiwis

The majority of Cambodians gained citizenship within five years of resettlement and

pledged allegiance toward their new home country. They have exercised their rights and

duties by participating in local and general elections. They were no longer at the periphery

of the New Zealand society, but had gained a legitimacy and inclusion which made them

very proud to be New Zealand citizens. They had acquired a formal legal identity, equal

rights, and freedom of movement and expression. About half of the Cambodians who came

to New Zealand as refugees eventually moved to Australia after they had gained their New

Zealand citizenship. From this perspective, citizenship did not just mean living in the

country, but also gaining a connection to the country which they can use as a stepping-

stone to freedom of movement outside of the country of citizenship. The Cambodian

participants who wished to remain in New Zealand found it was a good, peaceful country

with good people and a good environment.

Cambodian settlers made new friends through their sponsors, school, and work.

Their engagement with New Zealand society in the form of employment, socialisation and

citizenship paved the way for their socio-political participation and freedom (McGrath,

Butcher, Pickering and Smith 2005). There were individuals who stood in local body

elections and for a political party in the general election, but success here has yet to be

achieved. They have kept in touch with local members of Parliament and approached them

for assistance.
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The New Zealand environment and its social and legal systems have had a

significant influence in shaping Cambodians’ way of life and their cultural identity in this

country. Khmer Kiwis have to a certain degree changed what they think, their way of

doing things, and what they produce. One outcome of this legitimacy and inclusion has

been the increasing use of emergency numbers (111) to call the Police for protection from

violence in the home. Cambodians have begun to have confidence in using the legal

system to settle their disputes, such as in tontine, divorce, and criminal matters. One family

successfully took a sponsor to court and charged him with child molestation.

The majority of the Cambodians are proud of their survival and resettlement

success. From the legacy of peace, war, flight, and resettlement, they often shared their life

experiences with friends and relatives. Their storytelling revealed the legacy of loss,

trauma, pain, and adventure which brought them as refugees to New Zealand. They still

had tears in their eyes and lumps in their throat even three decades on, when sharing the

epics of their traumatic loss of loved ones and their life prior to their arrival in New

Zealand. Sharing stories of their resettlement became more pleasant and comic when they

ridiculed themselves over their cross-cultural mishaps and cultural misunderstandings.

They laughed until they shed tears. They were proud of their personal achievement, which

began with their “bare hands” and now found peace and normality in their routine.

Most Cambodians are proud of being Khmer. They continue to celebrate their

communal events, in which Khmer Theravada Buddhism plays a major part. Ceremonies

and events described in the previous chapters can be seen as forums that maintain and

transmit Khmer heritage and community cohesion, and express Khmer identity.

As the world has become more fluid, national boundaries make less difference to

the potential for transnational life. Khmer Kiwis see their dual-belonging as a bonus —

they can have the best of both worlds and embrace the best practice of their new country.

Khmer women have become more assertive and independent. Men have become more

tolerant and have curbed their domestic violence. Young adults have more freedom in

dating and in choosing their husband or wife. Intermarriage has been on the increase.

Children have gained higher education. Occasionally, families enjoy fish and chips, or

have pies when going fishing or on a day trip. And recently Cambodian bakers have won

various national pie-making competitions. A Christchurch Cambodian shattered the world

record for speed in mussel shucking. Personally, Cambodians have found their new life

rewarding and peaceful.
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Khmer culture at home has been in a state of flux as it intermingles with Kiwi

culture. Khmer Kiwis take sides with the New Zealand teams in international matches or

competitions. They watch the evening local news, and at the same time keep up with the

news in Cambodia through their broadband internet. They send email or text messages

about any concerns to relatives or friends who are overseas or in Cambodia, and they make

a trip to Cambodia if necessary. Cambodians have taken in these elements of New Zealand

practice and culture, as a form of the gradual adoption of Kiwi culture in their integration

in the New Zealand society. My finding in this respect is similar to the findings in America

by Hein (1995), Hopkins (1996) and Smith-Hefner (1999) that Cambodian settlers’

adaptation is neither harshly assimilationist nor the successful retention of their identity

fully intact. The Khmer, through imagination within the New Zealand reality, choose a

middle-path in their identity management, and make it up along the way from both cultures

to suit their preferences and needs. The majority of participants in my survey were pleased

with their adaptation and were proud to call themselves Khmer Kiwis as they pulled

together to create a common space for a contemporary Khmer way of life in New Zealand.

Local Development for Socio-cultural Needs

During the early 1980s, Cambodians conducted their Buddhist communal celebrations and

rites of passage without the presence of a Khmer monk. They needed Khmer Buddhist

monks and a place for their wellbeing.

As their local social networks grew, around the mid-1980s Cambodian settlers

became incorporated into associations in an ad-hoc manner. Their main goals were to

provide social and cultural gatherings, and support for local Cambodian diasporic life.

They sponsored monks and fundraised to build a place for Khmer Buddhist worship. With

the help of their monks, the majority of Cambodians began to reassert their Khmer identity

in the form of a community of Khmer Buddhists. Their shared values in Buddhism and

Khmer cultural interests shaped the identity of the group, and Cambodians began their

quest for community development. These Cambodians introduced Khmer Theravada

Buddhism and temples as the pivotal centre for their shared identity management within

the boundary of their diasporic community. Besides Buddhism, they kept cultural heritage

that was significant and necessary to their contemporary life and dropped what was trivial

and not important, as they saw fit.
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People used gossip to address various doubts about individuals and issues in their

community. On some occasions, gossip without good foundation led to argument and

confrontation that finally destroyed group cohesion when there was loss of face. Gossip

was used in informal group forums to shape and share their values on unacceptable

behaviour, such as promiscuity, love affairs, cheating, misconduct, gambling, and petty

crime, on particular people living within their group, and on community practice.

On occasion, Cambodians have had to invent their identity and practice when

appropriate. For instance, they made up a community flag instead of the national flag of

Cambodia, and flew it during the Field Days in Hamilton in 1984 and at the opening

ceremony of the Commonwealth Games in 1990. Khmer arts and aesthetics were shaped

by local community events, in forms of decoration, clothing, music, dance, and the

presentation of food. They still had strong Khmer cultural elements and were still

appreciated by the Khmer Kiwis.

The Politics of Buddhism in the Khmer Community

Khmer Buddhist practitioners have been confronted, on the one hand, by the external

environment as the host society directly and indirectly imposes restrictions on the

development of the Khmer Buddhist community. On the other hand, these practitioners

have been confronted by various associations or trusts which did not follow Buddhism as a

practical guide to personal enlightenment, but as a tool to consolidate power over group

leadership and status. From the interaction of people and their adaptation of Buddhism,

Khmer community politics is fused with Buddhism. The reality of Khmer Buddhism is

found not just in the words and practice of Theravada Buddhism, but in the manipulation

of Buddhism by some Khmer leaders and organisations who have moulded it to achieve

their own goals. These associations or trusts have fused power with Buddhism to maintain

the lead in the Khmer community by having a Buddhist temple as their stronghold since it

can generate excellent financial returns.

Cambodian temple supporters are also a part of these politics, since they take sides

with their leaders and oil the wheels of these associations or trusts in the name of Khmer

Theravada Buddhism. The need to save face — since losing face is a “serious [personal]

injury” (Ponchaud 1977:4) — by those leaders and their rivals, has given momentum to

competitive Khmer Buddhist community development. This dynamism has increased the
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number of Khmer temples in Auckland and Hamilton, but the quality of the practice of

Buddhism and its role as an ethical guide is still in question.

Compromised Cultural Practice in the Khmer Transnational Community

Khmer cultural practice and Buddhist practice in New Zealand were readjusted and

updated when overseas Cambodians were allowed to visit their home country after 1993.

Their return visit to Cambodia and the coming of new Khmer migrants to New Zealand

created permanent transnational links for the Khmer Kiwi community with their homeland.

Khmer cultural practice has been scrutinised, modified, and relaxed to fit their

transnational life in New Zealand. All of the Khmer public events — such as Khmer New

Year, Phchium Ben — are held on Sundays and celebrated at the temple. Khmer weddings

have been held on Saturdays and shortened.

The building project of the Khmer Centre at Takanini is an example of

transplanting an ethnic culture in the context of a host society, where the legal and

administrative systems are Eurocentric and expect Buddhist practice to comply with the

New Zealand context. For instance, the Auckland Regional Council (ARC) objection to

the location of a Khmer temple at Takanini outside of the metropolitan urban limit (MUL)

assumes that a Khmer Buddhist temple is similar to a Christian church that is in the city. In

fact, a Khmer temple is always built outside of the city or township, but as time goes by

the city or township grows and surrounds the temple. The original height and colours of

the buildings also needed to change in order to conform to resource management

restrictions. Furthermore, similar to a case in Australia involving temple construction

(Waitt 2003), its neighbours were not happy with the plan and formed an association to

object to the development. The local Kiwis saw this development as a threat to their local

environment. Cambodians have found it impossible to keep the temple’s identity in its

original form, and Cambodians are disappointed that New Zealand, as a multicultural

society, appears to be lack tolerance in accommodating cultural diversity.

Another example of objection was when the Waikato Khmer Association had to

relocate its temple to Ohaupo as its neighbours in Melville did not support their resource

management application. In response to this objection, the group used a different strategy:

it bought an existing community hall in Ohaupo since that does not require any resource
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consent. But the group still needs to renovate the place to conform to the building consent

regulations.

This pressure has created more challenge for those Cambodians who are

determined to reassert their Khmer identity in the form of a Khmer Buddhist temple. As a

result, Cambodians from various backgrounds and expertise have come together to face

this challenge and have formed a Khmer Buddhist community of practice with the aim of

reclaiming their Khmer Buddhist identity.

Emergence of Leadership through Khmer Buddhist Community of Practice

Various professionals, monks, Khmer Buddhists and laypeople were pulled together by the

threat of cultural erosion and the lack of opportunity for Khmer cultural practice in New

Zealand. Three groups have emerged as communities of practice. Their leadership has

emerged from their individual expertise and has formed with the purpose of redressing

cultural bereavement (Eisenbruch 2006) and being able to live in a way that expresses their

Khmer heritage.

Since 2004, engineers, architects, draughtsmen, teachers, lawyers, planners,

surveyors, and Khmer leaders were pulled together by their shared aspiration in having a

Khmer Buddhist centre in Takanini. They shared their knowledge from various

backgrounds to form a body of knowledge which they hope will convince the regional

authority to grant their resource consent. This group’s interest is to make a communal

space to preserve Khmer character and introduce an icon which represents Khmer heritage.

Their efforts to lobby and find the best practical compromise solution for the acceptance of

Khmer design in the form of Khmer Buddhist style have created a contemporary Khmer

building design and architecture, to form a Khmer ethnoscape which can co-exist

harmoniously in Aotearoa/New Zealand.

The shared interest in having a high standard in Buddhist practice in Aotearoa/New

Zealand led to a formation of the Khmer Buddhist Council of New Zealand in 2007.

Members of this group were to meet every three months to oversee the best practice to

promote Khmer Theravada Buddhism. Buddhist monks and Buddhist laypeople from

various temples around New Zealand will meet once every year to discuss in a public

forum ways to improve their religious practice and the exposure of Buddhism in the

Khmer community. This group focuses on Buddhist teaching and practice. This is heavily
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dependent on the future role of the monks within the Khmer Kiwi community and the local

interpretation of Khmer Buddhism.

Khmer families and individuals have been the main cultural carriers who have

successfully brought up their families in Aotearoa/New Zealand with a Khmer heritage.

Thanks to the endeavours of these individuals and families, Khmer culture survives within

the New Zealand environment.

These three groups have joined forces with members of their community to live

their life as Khmer through cultural communal rites and celebrations. Cambodians —

laypeople, Khmer Buddhists, elders, monks, and Khmer professionals — interact and

exchange their cultural knowledge and practice through communal events. Their meeting,

planning, preparation, discussion, organisation, and celebrations have become a living

medium of transmission of Khmer culture and practice which has the potential to enable

inter-generational Cambodians and friends to maintain, manage and develop their unique

contemporary Khmer identity in Aotearoa/New Zealand and live happily as Khmer Kiwis.

Emergence of a Khmer Kiwi Community Identity

Khmer refugees, like other refugees, were uprooted (Westermeyer 1987:78–89) and faced

various unfamiliar issues during settlement. Their adaptation to the New Zealand socio-

economic environment was by no means simple, and Cambodians used a communal

approach to work their way through their plight. Factors such as the resilience of a people,

their experience such as bereavement (Kuhlman 1991:12; Eisenbruch 2006; Doron 2005)

through the process of becoming refugees (Mortland 1994), and the holistic framework of

Cambodian resettlement have affected the development of their Khmer ethnic community

identification. Resettlement does not wipe out their memory (Colson 2003:9), but rather

acts as a catalyst for Cambodians to reassemble their memory of shared experience of their

past, which fine-tunes into a new strand of Khmer identity within the New Zealand

context.

Cambodians are here to stay and call Aotearoa/New Zealand home, even though

they remain connected with their country of origin through transnational activities. This

study adds the transnational experience of Cambodians to the expanding literature on

international migration. As the Cambodian transnational community in Aotearoa/New

Zealand becomes fluid, its links consolidate, and the Khmer Kiwis have the potential to
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enjoy the best of both worlds. This study also reveals that transnational links have

encouraged other Cambodians to resettle in Aotearoa/New Zealand.

This thesis adds knowledge of the experience of Khmer Theravada Buddhist

practice outside of Cambodia. Cambodians with a refugee background have used religion

and cultural practice as a means to assert identity. These combined features allowed

Cambodians living in diaspora to enhance their spiritual wellbeing, move on with their life,

and consolidate their adaptation. Transnationalism has revitalised Khmer Buddhist

practice, strengthened religion in diaspora, and given a new hope for cultural maintenance.

This study also reveals that adaptation affects the host community, too, with the

newcomers and the host community needing to find an acceptable way to live together.

The Cambodian community maintains their Khmer heritage within the space and

time restrictions dictated by New Zealand social and legal frameworks. Fortunately,

Cambodians have not been discouraged by the weak multiculturalist environment. In their

New Zealand home, the Cambodians have embraced their new way of life, within which

they have found a possibility to fuse their positive and relevant Khmer cultural

components to enrich their personal and communal life. By 2006, the Cambodian

community had grown to 6,918, to become the seventh largest Asian group in New

Zealand, and Buddhism is still the religion of the majority of this group (Statistics New

Zealand 2007:4). Through the years, Khmer Theravada Buddhism has emerged as one of

the salient features of the Khmer Kiwi community identity.

Conclusion

The findings of my study provide an account of the practicalities of Cambodian

community development in the context of contemporary multicultural New Zealand

society in which the New Zealand Government and volunteers have facilitated the

inclusion of the Cambodians from their arrival. Cambodians strive to engage as citizens,

while at the same time they choose to live their Khmer way at home and within the

community.

The process of an insider researcher conducting research within a small,

fragmented ethnic community needs to consider political appropriateness as a crucial

factor alongside sound technical approaches and methodology. As participation and access

to relevant data become political, an insider needs to use a combination of methods in
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order to achieve trustworthy accounts. An insider researcher needs constant reminders

about objectivity to ensure the representation and quality of information.

This study has indicated that an ethnic community with a refugee background still

has to face structural hurdles — such as the Resource Management Act 1991 and

neighbouring community objection — in an endeavour to maintain its community identity

many years after its first establishment in Aotearoa/New Zealand. Instead of fostering

diversity and multiculturalism, New Zealand’s structural hurdles have compromised the

dynamism of a small ethnic community development.

Efforts by Cambodians to adapt to the requirements of the New Zealand way of life

and at the same time attempt to maintain their Khmer heritage have not been in vain, but

illustrate the hard road to reforming their identify. Differing responses to such obstacles

have also fragmented the community and revealed differing priorities. Some Cambodian

organisations may be seen to have skilfully hijacked Buddhism to guarantee the existence

of their leadership over fostering Buddhism as a shared Khmer community identity. Khmer

Buddhist monks who have taken sides with their organisation have similarly fragmented

the Buddhist monk community. However, recent developments in the Khmer Buddhist

community of practice in some sections of the Cambodian community give hope for a

revitalisation of Khmer Theravada Buddhism in Aotearoa/New Zealand.

The identity of the Cambodian transnational community of the future depends both

on the responsiveness of New Zealand’s regulatory and social frameworks and on the wise

exercising of power by Khmer leaders. The course of community development depends on

the support of the Khmer members and newer migrants who began to integrate into New

Zealand society. The Khmer way of life in Aotearoa/New Zealand has created a hybrid

strand of Khmer identity that is physically and fundamentally fused with local practice.

The degree of Khmerness is dependent on their contemporary identity management,

according to the willingness of the Khmers to maintain their heritage and the attractiveness

of the New Zealand culture on offer.

My thesis provides an understanding of the Khmers living in Aotearoa/New

Zealand, the practice of Khmer Theravada Buddhism, and the adaptation of Khmer

Buddhists in distinct places, times, and social contexts. It shows how the host community

and the ethnic community have a shared influence on the form and process of Khmer

Buddhist practices, which have developed into a shared identity of Cambodians in

Aotearoa/New Zealand.
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It is hoped that this thesis enables Cambodians in Aotearoa/New Zealand to

identify more clearly some of the elements that make up the jigsaw puzzle of their

community’s development and adaptation to living in multi-ethnic Aotearoa/New Zealand.
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Appendix 1: Participants Information Sheet — Advisory Committee

Department of Development Studies
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019, Auckland.

PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET

Title: Adaptation of Cambodian Refugees in New Zealand

Achievement, Cultural Identity and Community Development

To: Mr. / Mrs. / Ms. ___________________________________

My name is Man Hau Liev. I am a student at the University of Auckland. I am conducting a research project as part of a PhD
Degree in Development Studies. I am conducting this research for the purpose of my thesis on Cambodian
Community Development and have chosen this field because of my interest in working with people from Cambodia.
As part of my thesis I am conducting group discussions and interviews with people from Cambodia and would like to
learn about Cambodian refugee settlement here since they came to New Zealand.

You are invited to join as a member of an advisory committee for this research, which will begin soon this year. I
would appreciate your assistance and your role will provide guidance and monitor this research process in terms of
socio-cultural understanding from designing, testing, interviewing, processing and presenting of the end results. I
would prefer to audio/videotape the meeting but this would only be done with your consent and could be turned off at
any time or you can withdraw information at any time. It is possible that, because of the small size of the community,
Cambodians might recognise individuals from either descriptions of events, from biographical details or descriptions
of people. But I would like to assure the confidentiality of your comments, and will endeavour to do my best to
persuade the committee to do so. You are under no obligation at all to be selected. Also you may withdraw yourself,
or your data without giving any reason within four weeks after the completion of the data collection.
The advisory committee is composed with a maximum of ten members who each of them represents the following
organisations or groups: the council of the monks, Cambodian Association (Auckland) Inc., Auckland Khmer
Buddhist Association, Cambodian Chinese Kung Luck Association, Recreational and Youth Trust, Khmer Krom
Association, Waikato Khmer Association, Wellington Khmer association, Cambodian business group, and Khmer
women and senior group.
If you do wish to participate and be interviewed please let me know by filling in a Consent Form and sending it to me
as soon as possible or phoning me on Tel: (09) 267 2877 after working hours. You will be informed, upon your
acceptance, the date and venue of the first meeting.

Thank you very much for your time and help in making this study possible. If you have any queries, or wish to
know more, please phone me at home at the number given above or write to me at:

Department of Development Studies
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland. Tel 373-7599

My supervisors are: Dr. Ward Friesen Assoc-Prof. Cluny Macpherson
School of Geography and Department of Sociology
Environmental Science
Tel. 373-7599 extn. 8612

The Head of Department is: Assoc-Professor Julie Park
Department of Development Studies
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland. Tel. 3737-7599 extn ....

For any queries regarding ethical concerns please contact:
The Chair, The University of Auckland Human Subjects Ethics Committee,
The University of Auckland, Research Office — Office of the Vice Chancellor, Private Bag 92019, Auckland. Tel.
373-7999 extn 7830
APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN SUBJECTS ETHICS COMMITTEE on 19 June 2002 for a
period of 3 years, from 20/06/2002 Reference 2002/036
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Department of Development Studies
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019, Auckland.

PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET
Bt’mansMra¨b´smaCikénKNkmµkarRtYtBinitü

eQµa¼KeRmagsiküa£ lMnaMCIvPaBrbs´GtItCnePosxøÜnExµrenARbeTsjÚesoLin

smT§isg:m.PaBCaExµr.nwgkarGPivDÆn¾shKm

eKarBCUnelak.elakRsI-------------------------------------------

xJMúáTeQµa¼.lIv.ma¨n.́eh‘A.CanisüitbNÐitEpñkGPivDÆn_.enAmhaviTüal_yGUkxøin>.xJMúáTeFVIkarRsavRCavedIm,IeFVIniekçbTfñak´bNÐit.GMBIlMnaMCIvP
aB
rbs´GtItCnePosxøÜnExµrenARbeTsjÚesoLin.smT§isg:m.PaBCaExµrnwgkarGPivDÆn¾shKm>.mUlehtuénkarsiküaen¼KWxJMúáTmankarcab´Garmµ
N_elIkarvivtþn_lUtlas´énsg:mExµreyIg.nwgkarrküavb,Fm’ExµreyIgenARbeTsjÚesoLinen¼>
eyaleTAtambMNgxagelI.xJMúáTsUmGeBa¢IjelaknwgelakRsIEdlCaCnCatiExµreyIg.cUlrYmshkarCamYyxJMúáTkñúgsmtþPaBCasmaCikénK
N.kmµkarRtYtBinitü.EdlmantYnaTICaGñkENnaMpþl´mtinwgRtYtBinitüdMeNIrkarsiküaRsavRCavrbs´xMJúáTEdlnwgerobcMeFVIdMeNIrkar.Edlnwgcab´
epþImenAqñaM2002en¼>.kic©BiPküaen¼manry£RbEhlCa1ema¨gknø¼>.edaysarshKmExµreyIgtUcena¼eKRbEhlCaGacs:al´
buK:lxø¼@tamry£RBitþikarN_tamRbvtþi¦tamráykarN_.EteyIgxMJúsUmbBa¢ak´fa.eyIgxMJúnwwwgrküaCasm¶at´nUveQµa¼buK:lnwgm©as´eyabl´>.
ehIyebIelaknwgelakRsIGnuBaØatipgena¼.xJMúáTsUmftGat´edIm, IsMrYlkarsiküa>.elaknwgelakRsImansiT§iRKb´eBlnwgbiTma¨suInft¦k¾dkxøÜn
Qb´eFVIsmÖas.¦k¾lubExüGat´sMdIvij>.elaknwgelakRsImansiT§inwgdkxøÜnBIKNkmµkar.¦dkyksMdIÉksar
edaymincaMác´manmUlehtukñúgry£4GaTitüeRkayeBlBiPküa>
KNkmµkaren¼mansmaCikdUcteTA£.tMNag1Gg:BiKNsgÇExµr/.tMNag1nak´BismaKmExµrenAGUkxøin/
.tMNag1nak´BiBuT§iksmaKmExµrenAGUkxøin/
tMNag1nak´BismaKmcinExµr-xaMgLak´enAGUkxøin/.tMNag1nak´BismaKmyuvCnExµrenAGUkxøin/.tMNag1nak´BismaKmExµreRkamenAGUkxøin/.
tMNag1nak´BismaKmExµreenAév´katU/.tMNag1nak´BismaKmExµreRkamenAEvløIgtun/.tMNag1nak´BiRkumBaNiCkrenAGUkxøin.nwg.
tMNag1nak´BiRkumRBiT§acarüExµrenAGUkxøin>
xJMúáTmanCMenOfaelaknwgelakRsInwgmineTIsTal´nwgshkaren¼>.ebIsinCaelaknwgelakRsIyl´RBmcUlrYmena¼.xJMúáTsUmelaknwgelakRsI
emtþabMeBjBaküyl´RBmehIybBa¢ÚntbtameRsamsMbuRtEdl.CUnP¢ab´en¼EckTanpg>.kalbriecäT/.kEnøgnwgkarRbCMu.nwgCMrabCUntameRkay>
xJMúáTsUmEføgGMNrKuNd¾RCaleRCAcMeBa¼smancitþd¾sb,úrsnwgeBld¾mantémørbs´elaknwgelakRsI.EdljauMg[karsiküaen¼mandMeNIrkará
nRbesIr>.ebIsinCaelaknwgelakRsImancm¶l.́¦mansMnYrepüg@.sUmemtþaTak´TgnwgxJMúáTtamGas&yd§anxageRkamen¼
Department of Development Studies
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland.

¦TUrsBÞxJMúáTelx 09-2672877 ¦ 025-6118330 ¦.GIuEml.man.hau@xtra.co.nz

GñkRtYtBinitü Dr. Ward Friesen Assoc-Prof. Cluny Macpherson
School of Geography and Department of Sociology
Environmental Science
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland. Tel. 373-7599 extn. 8612

The Head of Department is: Assoc-Professor Julie Park
Department of Development Studies
The University of Auckland
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Private Bag 92019
Auckland. Tel. 3737-7599 extn ....

ebImanmnÞilEpñksIlFm’sUmelaknwgelakRsIemtþaTak´Tgnwg
The Chair, The University of Auckland Human Subjects Ethics Committee,
The University of Auckland, Research Office - Office of the Vice Chancellor, Private Bag 92019, Auckland. Tel.
373-7599 extn 7830
APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN SUBJECTS ETHICS COMMITTEE on 19
June 2002 for a period of 3 years, from 20/06/2002 Reference 2002/036
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Department of Development Studies
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019, Auckland.

CONSENT FORM
esckþIyl´RBmCasmaCikénKNkmµkarRtYtBinitü

THIS CONSENT FORM WILL BE HELD FOR A PERIOD OF SIX YEARS

esckþIyl´RBmen¼nwgdMkl´Tuk6qñaM
Title: Adaptation of Cambodian Refugees in New Zealand

Achievement, Cultural Identity and Community Development

eQµa¼KeRmagsiküa£ lMnaMCIvPaBrbs´GtItCnePosxøÜnExµrenARbeTsjÚesoLin
smT§isg:m.PaBCaExµr.nwgkarGPivDÆn¾shKm

Researcher: Man Hau Liev
GñkRsavRCav£ lIv.ma¨n´.eh‘A

I have been given and have understood an explanation of this research project. I have
had an opportunity to ask questions and have them answered.
xJMuánTTYlnwgyl´dwgBIKeRmagsiküaen¼>.xJMúmanlT§PaBnwgsaksYrnwgcemøIy>
 I agree to take part in this advisory committee.
xJMúyl´RBmcUlrYmCasmaCikénKNkmµkarRtYtBinitüen¼

  I understand that I may withdraw myself or any information traceable to me at any 
time up to 4 weeks after the meeting without giving a reason.
xJMúdwgfaxJMúGacdkxøÜnfynwgdkykcemøIyrbs´xJMúkñúgry£eBl4GaTitüeRkayBIéf¶mIuTijedaymincaMác´pþl´mUlehtu>

 I agree/do not agree that the interview will be audio/video taped
xJMúyl´RBm.minyl´RBm.eGayeKftsemøg.vIedGU.

Signed:htSelxa£

Name:eQµa¼
(please print clearly)

Date:kalbriecäT
APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN SUBJECTS ETHICS COMMITTEE on 19 June 2002 for
a period of 3 years, from 20/06/2002 Reference 2002/036
GnujatiBIKNkmµkarEpñksIlFm’énmhaviTüal_yGUkxøin.enAéf¶TI19mifuna2002.ry£eBl3qñaM.cab´BI20-6-2002
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Appendix 2: Participant Information Sheet — Focus Group

Department of Development Studies
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019, Auckland.

PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET

Title: Adaptation of Cambodian Refugees in New Zealand

Achievement, Cultural Identity and Community Development

To: Mr. / Mrs. / Ms. ___________________________________

My name is Man Hau Liev. I am a student at the University of Auckland. I am conducting a research project as part
of a PhD Degree Development Studies. I am conducting this research for the purpose of my thesis on Cambodian
Community Development and have chosen this field because of my interest in working with people from Cambodia.

You are invited to participate in my research and I would appreciate any assistance you can offer me. As part of my
thesis I am conducting group discussions and individual interviews with people from Cambodia and would like to
learn about your settlement here since you came to New Zealand and would like to know about your ideas and
opinions on how to improve future settlement.
I would appreciate your participation and would like to interview you. You are under no obligation at all to be
interviewed. Interviews would take about an hour to an hour and half at the time and place of your convenience. I
would prefer to audio/videotape the interview but this would only be done with your consent and could be turned off
at any time or you can withdraw information at any time. It is possible that, because of the small size of the
community, Cambodians might recognise individuals from either descriptions of events, from biographical details or
descriptions of people. But I would like to assure the confidentiality of your comments and will endeavour to do my
best to persuade the group to do so. Also you may withdraw yourself, or your data without giving any reason within
four weeks after the completion of the data collection.

If you do wish to participate and be interviewed please let me know by filling in a Consent Form and sending it to me
or phoning me on Tel: (09) 267 2877 after working hours. All information you provide in an interview is
confidential and your name will not be used.

Thank you very much for your time and help in making this study possible. If you have any queries, or wish to
know more, please phone me at home at the number given above or write to me at:

Department of Development Studies
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland. Tel 373-7599

My supervisors are: Dr. Ward Friesen Assoc-Prof. Cluny Macpherson
School of Geography and Department of Sociology
Environmental Science
Tel. 373-7599 extn. 8612

The Head of Department is: Assoc-Professor Julie Park
Department of Development Studies
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland. Tel. 3737-7599 extn ....

For any queries regarding ethical concerns please contact:
The Chair, The University of Auckland Human Subjects Ethics Committee,
The University of Auckland, Research Office — Office of the Vice Chancellor, Private Bag 92019, Auckland. Tel.
373-7599 extn 7830
APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN SUBJECTS ETHICS COMMITTEE on 19
June 2002 for a period of 3 years, from 20/06/2002 Reference 2002/036
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Department of Development Studies
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019, Auckland.

PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET
Bt’mansMra¨b´GñkcUlrYmeFVIsmÖas

eQµa¼KeRmagsiküa£ lMnaMCIvPaBrbs´GtItCnePosxøÜnExµrenARbeTsjÚesoLin
smT§isg:m.PaBCaExµr.nwgkarGPivDÆn¾shKm

eKarBCUnelak.elakRsI-------------------------------------------

xJMúáTeQµa¼.lIv.ma¨n.́eh‘A.CanisüitbNÐitEpñkGPivDÆn_.enAmhaviTüal_yGUkxøin>.xJMúáTeFVIkarRsavRCavedIm,IeFVIniekçbTfñak´bNÐit.GMBIlMnaM
CIvPaBrbs´GtItCnePosxøÜnExµrenARbeTsjÚesoLin.smT§isg:m.PaBCaExµr.nwgkarGPivDÆn¾shKm>.
mUlehtuénkarsiküaen¼KW.xJMúáTmankarcab´GarmµN_elI.karvivtþn_lUtlas´énsg:mExµreyIg.nwgkarrküa
vb,Fm’ExµreyIgenARbeTsjÚesoLinen¼>
eyaleTAtambMNgxagelI.xJMúáTsUmGeBa¢IjelaknwgelakRsIEdlCaCnCatiExµreyIg.cUlrYmshkareFVIsmÖasBiPküaCamYyxJMúáT.Edlma
nbMNgdkRsg´bTBiesaFn_epüg@.nwgTsün£rbs´elaknwgelakRsI>.shkarnwgkarpþl´mtirbs´elaknwgelakRsICabc©&yEdlkat´éfømin
ánen¼CakMNb´mrtkcMeN¼dwgmYykñúgbTBiesaFn_énkartaMglMenAfµInwgCaRbvtþkMNt´.karGPivDÆn¾énsg:mExµreyIg.EdlGacykCaemerünedI
m, ICYysMrYldl´GñkCMnan´eRkay@eTot>
xJMúáTmanCMenOfaelaknwgelakRsInwgmineTIsTal´nwgshkaren¼>.kic©smÖasBiPküaen¼manry£RbEhlCa1ema¨gknø¼>.
edaysarshKmExµreyIgtUcena¼eKRbEhlCaGacs:al´buK:lxø¼@tamry£RBitþikarN_tamRbvtþi¦tamráykarN_.Et
eyIgxMJúsUmbBa¢ak´fa.eyIgxMJúnwwwg
rküaCasm¶at´nUveQµa¼buK:lnwgm©as´eyabl>́.ehIyebIelaknwgelakRsIGnuBaØatipgena¼.xJMúáTsUmftGat´edIm, IsMrYlkarsiküa>.elaknwgel
akRsImansiT§iRKb´eBlnwgbiTma¨suInft¦k¾dkxøÜnQb´eFVIsmÖas.¦k¾lubExüGat´sMdIvij>.
elaknwgelakRsImansiT§inwgdkxøÜn.¦dkyksMdIÉksaredaymincaMác´manmUlehtukñúgry£4GaTitüeRkayeBlBiPküa>
ebIsinCaelaknwgelakRsIyl´RBmcUlrYmeFVIsmÖasena¼.xJMúáTsUmelaknwgelakRsIemtþabMeBjBaküyl´RBmehIybBa¢ÚntbtameRsamsMbuR
tEdl.CUnP¢ab´en¼EckTanpg>
xJMúáTsUmEføgGMNrKuNd¾RCaleRCAcMeBa¼smancitþd¾sb,úrsnwgeBld¾mantémørbs´elaknwgelakRsI.EdljauMg[karsiküaen¼mandMeNIrka
ránRbesIr>.ebIsinCaelaknwgelakRsImancm¶l.́¦mansMnYrepüg@.sUmemtþaTak´TgnwgxJMúáTtamGas&yd§anxageRkamen¼
Department of Development Studies
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland.
¦TUrsBÞxJMúáTelx 09-2672877 ¦ 025-6118330 ¦.GIuEml.man.hau@xtra.co.nz

GñkRtYtBinitü Dr. Ward Friesen Assoc-Prof. Cluny Macpherson
School of Geography and Department of Sociology
Environmental Science
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland. Tel. 373-7599 extn. 8612

The Head of Department is: Assoc-Professor Julie Park
Department of Development Studies
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland. Tel. 3737-7599 extn ....
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ebImanmnÞilEpñksIlFm’sUmelaknwgelakRsIemtþaTak´Tgnwg
The Chair, The University of Auckland Human Subjects Ethics Committee,
The University of Auckland, Research Office — Office of the Vice Chancellor, Private Bag 92019, Auckland. Tel.
373-7599 extn 7830
APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN SUBJECTS ETHICS COMMITTEE on 19
June 2002 for a period of 3 years, from 20/06/2002 Reference 2002/036
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Department of Development Studies
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019, Auckland

CONSENT FORM
esckþIyl´RBm

THIS CONSENT FORM WILL BE HELD FOR A PERIOD OF SIX YEARS

esckþIyl´RBmen¼nwgdMkl´Tuk6qñaM

Title: Adaptation of Cambodian Refugees in New Zealand
Achievement, Cultural Identity and Community Development

eQµa¼KeRmagsiküa£ lMnaMCIvPaBrbs´GtItCnePosxøÜnExµrenARbeTsjÚesoLin
smT§isg:m.PaBCaExµr.nwgkarGPivDÆn¾shKm

Researcher: Man Hau Liev
GñkRsavRCav£ lIv.ma¨n´.eh‘A

I have been given and have understood an explanation of this research project. I have
had an opportunity to ask questions and have them answered.
xJMuánTTYlnwgyl´dwgBIKeRmagsiküaen¼>.xJMúmanlT§PaBnwgsaksYrnwgcemøIy>
I understand that I may withdraw myself or any information traceable to me at any time
up to 4 weeks after returning the questionnaire without giving a reason.
xJMúdwgfaxJMúGacdkxøÜnfynwgdkykcemøIyrbs´xJMúkñúgry£eBl4GaTitüeRkayBIánbBa¢ÚnsMNMucemøIyedaymincaMác´pþl´mUleh
tu>

 I agree to take part in this research.
xJMúyl´RBmcUlrYmkñúgkarRsavRCaven¼

 I agree/do not agree that the interview will be audio/video taped
xJMúyl´RBm.minyl´RBm.eGayeKftsemøg.vIedGU.

Signed:
htSelxa£

Name:eQµa¼
(please print clearly)

Date:kalbriecäT

APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN SUBJECTS ETHICS COMMITTEE on 19
June 2002 for a period of 3 years, from 20/06/2002 Reference 2002/036
GnujatiBIKNkmµkarEpñksIlFm’énmhaviTüal_yGUkxøin.enAéf¶TI19mifuna2002.ry£eBl3qñaM.cab´BI20-6-2002
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Adaptation of Cambodian Refugees in New Zealand

Focus Group Questionnaire

sMNYreyabl´RkumBiPkßaGMBI
lMnaMCIvPaBrbs´GtItCnePosxøÜnExµrenARbeTsjÚesoLin

1. Could your share with us your early impressions of New Zealand?
sUmelaknwgelakRsIemtþaniyayBIkarcab´GarmµN_BIRbeTsjÚesoLinenAeBlmkdl´CadMbUg?

2. What were your aspirations when first came to New Zealand?
etIelaknwgelakRsIImanbMNgya¨gNaEdrenAeBleTIbnwgmkdl´RbeTsjÚesoLinCadMbUg?

3. Could you tell us about your sponsors and their assistance?
sUmelaknwgelakRsIemtþaniyayBIGñkFananwgCMnUyrbs´GñkFana?

4. Please tell us about your past and current residence in New Zealand?
sUmelaknwgelakRsIemtþaniyayBIkEnøgsñak´enA(kEnøg/pÞ¼)knøgmkrhUtdl´sBVéf¶en¼enARbeTsjÚesoLin?

5. What are things that you can do by yourself now that you needed help with when
you first arrived?
sUmelaknwgelakRsIemtþaniyayBIGVI@EdlGaceFVIánedayxøÜnÉgminác´BwgeKEdlGñkFøab´BwgkaleTIbmkdl´?

6. What are things that you still need help with?
sUmelaknwgelakRsIemtþaniyayBIGVI@EdlminGaceFVIánedayxøÜnÉgehIyenAEtBwgeK?

7. Could you share with us the history of your employment?
sUmelaknwgelakRsIemtþaniyayBIRbvt¹kargarrbs´elaknwgelakRsI?

8. Please tell us about your participation with people from Cambodia?
sUmelaknwgelakRsIemtþaniyayBITMnak´TMngrbs´elaknwgelakRsICamYynwgCnCatiExµr?

9. Could you tell us about your interaction with other ethnic groups and New
Zealanders?
sUmelaknwgelakRsIemtþaniyayBITMnak´TMngrbs´elaknwgelakRsICamYynwgGaNikCnepüg@nwgCnCatijÚesoLin?

10. How do you identify yourself now?
etIelaknwgelakRsIyl´fasBVéf¶en¼xøÜnelaknwgelakRsICaCnCatiGVIEdr?(Exµr/cin/cam¦CnCatijÚesoLin)

11. How do you define success in your life?
etIelaknwgelakRsIfaGVIeTACaeCaKC&yénCivitrbs´´elaknwgelakRsI?

12. What are your best achievements in New Zealand?
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etIGVIeTACasmTæinwglTæpld¾RbesIrbMputrbs´elaknwgelakRsIenARbeTsjÚesoLin ?
13. What are your greatest disappointments in New Zealand?
etIGVIeTACakaresaksþaynwgGak´Gn´citþbMputrbs´elaknwgelakRsIenARbeTsjÚesoLin?

14. How do you feel about your life in New Zealand?
etIelaknwgelakRsImanGarmµN_¦yl´ya¨gNaBICivitrbs´elaknwgelakRsIenARbeTsjÚesoLin?

15. What would you like to do in the future?
etIelaknwgelakRsImanbMNgnwgeFVIGVIEdreTAGnaKt?

Thank you very much for your time and co-operation.

eyIgxJMúsUmGrKuNd¾RCaleRCAcMeBa¼eBlevlanwgshRbtibtþkarrbs´elaknwgelakRsI>
For further inquiry please phone: 09 – 267 2877 or email to: man.hau@xtra.co.nz

ebIelaknwgelakRsImancm¶l´¦sMnYrbEnþmsUmTUrsBÞelx09-2672877¦epIJrGIuEmltam:
man.hau@xtra.co.nz
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Appendix 3 : Participant Information Sheet — Postal Questionnaire

Department of Development Studies
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019, Auckland.

PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET

Title: Adaptation of Cambodian Refugees in New Zealand

Achievement, Cultural Identity and Community Development

To: Mr. / Mrs. / Ms. ___________________________________

My name is Man Hau Liev. I am a student at the University of Auckland. I am conducting a research project as part
of a PhD Degree in Development Studies. I am conducting this research for the purpose of my thesis on Cambodian
Community Development and have chosen this field because of my interest in working with people from Cambodia.

You are invited to participate in my research and I would appreciate any assistance you can offer me. As part of my
thesis I am conducting a postal survey with people from Cambodia and would like to learn about your settlement here
since you came to New Zealand and would like to know about your ideas and opinions on how to improve future
settlement.

I would appreciate your participation and your completion of this questionnaire. You are under no obligation at all to
complete the questionnaire. It is possible that, because of the small size of the community, Cambodians might
recognise individuals from either descriptions of events, from biographical details or descriptions of people. But I
would like to assure the confidentiality of your comments. Also you may withdraw yourself, or your data without
giving any reason within four weeks after the completion of the questionnaire.

If you do wish to participate please fill in a Consent Form, complete the questionnaire and return them with the
envelope provided. All information you provide in this questionnaire is confidential and your name will not be
used.

Thank you very much for your time and help in making this study possible. If you have any queries, or wish to
know more, please phone me on Tel: (09) 267 2877 after working hours or write to me at:

Department of Development Studies
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland. Tel 373-7599

My supervisors are: Dr. Ward Friesen Assoc-Prof. Cluny Macpherson
School of Geography and Department of Sociology
Environmental Science
Tel. 373-7599 extn. 8612

The Head of Department is: Assoc-Professor Julie Park
Department of Development Studies
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland. Tel. 3737-7599 extn ....

For any queries regarding ethical concerns please contact:
The Chair, The University of Auckland Human Subjects Ethics Committee,
The University of Auckland, Research Office — Office of the Vice Chancellor, Private Bag 92019, Auckland. Tel.
373-7599 extn 7830

APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN SUBJECTS ETHICS COMMITTEE on 19
June 2002 for a period of 3 years, from 20/06/2002 Reference 2002/036
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Department of Development Studies
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019, Auckland.

PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET
dMNwgsMra¨b´GñkcUlrYmeFVIsmÖas

eQµa¼KeRmagsiküa£ lMnaMCIvPaBrbs´GtItCnePosxøÜnExµrenARbeTsjÚesoLin
smT§isg:m.PaBCaExµr.nwgkarGPivDÆn¾shKm

eKarBCUnelak.elakRsI-------------------------------------------

xJMúáTeQµa¼.lIv.ma¨n.́eh‘A.CanisüitbNÐitEpñkGPivDÆn_.enAmhaviTüal_yGUkxøin>.xJMúáTeFVIkarRsavRCavedIm,IeFVIniekçbTfñak´bNÐit.GMBIlMnaM
CIvPaBrbs´GtItCnePosxøÜnExµrenARbeTsjÚesoLin.smT§isg:m.PaBCaExµr.nwgkarGPivDÆn¾shKm>.
mUlehtuénkarsiküaen¼KW.xJMúáTmankarcab´GarmµN_elI.karvivtþn_lUtlas´énsg:mExµreyIg.nwgkarrküa
vb,Fm’ExµreyIgenARbeTsjÚesoLinen¼>
eyaleTAtambMNgxagelI.xJMúáTsUmGeBa¢IjelaknwgelakRsIEdlCaCnCatiExµreyIg.cUlrYmshkarbMeBjsMnYrxJMúáT.EdlmanbMNgdkR
sg´bTBiesaFn_epüg@nwgTsün£rbs´elaknwgelakRsI>.shkarnwgkarpþl´mtirbs´elaknwgelakRsICabc©&yEdlkat´éføminánen¼CakMN
b´mrtkcMeN¼dwgkñúgbTBiesaFn_énkartaMglMenAfµInwgCaRbvtþkMNt´.karGPivDÆn¾énsg:mExµreyIg.EdlGacykCaemerünedIm, ICYysMrYldl´Gñk
CMnan´eRkay@eTot>
xJMúáTmanCMenOfaelaknwgelakRsInWgmineTIsTal´nwgshkaren¼>.kic©bMeBjen¼manry£RbEhlCa1ema¨gknø¼>.sUmbBa¢ak´fa.eyIgxMJúnwwwgr
küaCa
sm¶at´nUveQµa¼buK:lm©as´eyabl>́.elaknwgelakRsImansiT§iRKb´eBlnwgdkxøÜnQb´eFVI.¦k¾lubsMdIvij>.elaknwgelakRsImansiT§inwgdk
yksMdIÉksaredaymincaMác´manmUlehtukñúgry£4GaTitüeRkayeBlBiPküa>
ebIsinCaelaknwgelakRsIyl´RBmcUlrYmeFVIena¼.xJMúáTsUmelaknwgelakRsIemtþabMeBjBaküyl´RBmehIynwgeqøIybMeBjsMnYrehIysUmem
tþabBa¢ÚntbtameRsamsMbuRtEdl.CUnP¢ab´en¼EckTanpg>
xJMúáTsUmEføgGMNrKuNd¾RCaleRCAcMeBa¼smancitþd¾sb,úrsnwgeBld¾mantémørbs´elaknwgelakRsI.EdljauMg[karsiküaen¼mandMeNIrka
rán>.
ebIsinCaelaknwgelakRsImancm¶l´.¦mansMnYrepüg@.sUmemtþaTak´TgnwgxJMúáTtamGas&yd§anxageRkamen¼
Department of Development Studies
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland.

¦TUrsBÞxJMúáTelx 09-2672877 ¦ 025-6118330 ¦.GIuEml.man.hau@xtra.co.nz

GñkRtYtBinitü Dr. Ward Friesen Assoc-Prof. Cluny Macpherson
School of Geography and Department of Sociology
Environmental Science
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland. Tel. 373-7599 extn. 8612

The Head of Department is: Assoc-Professor Julie Park
Department of Development Studies
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
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Auckland. Tel. 373-7599 extn

ebImanmnÞilEpñksIlFm’sUmelaknwgelakRsIemtþaTak´Tgnwg
The Chair, The University of Auckland Human Subjects Ethics Committee,
The University of Auckland, Research Office — Office of the Vice Chancellor, Private Bag 92019, Auckland. Tel.
373-7999 extn 7830

APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN SUBJECTS ETHICS COMMITTEE on 19
June 2002 for a period of 3 years, from 20/06/2002 Reference 2002/036
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Department of Development Studies
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019, Auckland

CONSENT FORM
esckþIyl´RBm

THIS CONSENT FORM WILL BE HELD FOR A PERIOD OF SIX YEARS

esckþIyl´RBmen¼nwgdMkl´Tuk6qñaM

Title: Adaptation of Cambodian Refugees in New Zealand
Achievement, Cultural Identity and Community Development

eQµa¼KeRmagsiküa£ lMnaMCIvPaBrbs´GtItCnePosxøÜnExµrenARbeTsjÚesoLin
smT§isg:m.PaBCaExµr.nwgkarGPivDÆn¾shKm

Researcher: Man Hau Liev
GñkRsavRCav£ lIv.ma¨n´.eh‘A

I have been given and have understood an explanation of this research project. I have
had an opportunity to ask questions and have them answered.
xJMuánTTYlnwgyl´dwgBIKeRmagsiküaen¼>.xJMúmanlT§PaBnwgsaksYrnwgcemøIy>
I understand that I may withdraw myself or any information traceable to me at any time
up to 4 weeks after returning the questionnaire without giving a reason.
xJMúdwgfaxJMúGacdkxøÜnfynwgdkykcemøIyrbs´xJMúkñúgry£eBl4GaTitüeRkayBIánbBa¢ÚnsMNMucemøIyedaymincaMác´pþl´mUleh
tu>

 I agree to take part in this research.
xJMúyl´RBmcUlrYmkñúgkarRsavRCaven¼

 I agree/do not agree that the interview will be audio/video taped
xJMúyl´RBm.minyl´RBm.eGayeKftsemøg.vIedGU.

Signed:
htSelxa£

Name:eQµa¼
(please print clearly)

Date:kalbriecäT

APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN SUBJECTS ETHICS COMMITTEE on 19
June 2002 for a period of 3 years, from 20/06/2002 Reference 2002/036
GnujatiBIKNkmµkarEpñksIlFm’énmhaviTüal_yGUkxøin.enAéf¶TI19mifuna2002.ry£eBl3qñaM.cab´BI20-6-2002
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Adaptation of Cambodian Refugees in New Zealand

Postal Questionnaire

sMNYreyabl´tamsMbuRtGMBI
lMnaMCIvPaBrbs´GtItCnePosxøÜnExµrenARbeTsjÚesoLin

Aims

This questionnaire is intended to gain information on your opinions and experiences

during resettlement.

Its contents are completely confidential. There is no need to put your name or address

on this questionnaire.

bMNg
sMNYrxageRkamen¼manbMNgnwgsUmeyabl´nwgeronsURtbTBiesaFn_rbs´elaknwgelakRsIBikarmksñak´GaRs&yenATIen¼>

.

dMNwgEdlánTTYlnwgrküakarlak´karedayminGacrkm©as´edImeXIj>.elaknwgelakRsImincaMác´cu¼eQµa¼¦Gas&ydæanelI

sMnYreLIy>.

Information

This questionnaire is composed of five parts. Your opinions and participation is highly

appreciated.

dMNwgGMBIsMnYr
sMnYren¼man5PaK>.xJMúáTsUmsVaKmedayeKarBnUv.eyablnwgshRbtibtþkarrbs´elaknwgelakRsI >
Please return this questionnaire with the stamped envelope provided.

sUmelaknwgelakRsIemtþabBa¢ÚncemøIyen¼eTAvijtameRsamsMbuRtEdlbiTEtmCUnP¢ab´CamYyen¼Rsab´>

Thank you very much for your time and co-operation.

eyIgxJMúsUmGrKuNd¾RCaleRCAcMeBa¼eBlevlanwgshRbtibtþkarrbs´elaknwgelakRsI>
For further inquiry please phone: 09 – 267 2877 or email to: man.hau@xtra.co.nz

ebIelaknwgelakRsImancm¶l´¦sMnYrbEnþmsUmTUrsBÞelx09-2672877¦epIJrGIuEmltam:
man.hau@xtra.co.nz
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PART ONE PaK1

PERSONAL INFORMATION Bt‘manpÞal´xøún

I. Personal information. (Please fill in appropriate boxes)
buK:liklkçN£(sUmemtþagUrhMu¦bMeBjkñúgtarag)

Sex
ePT

Male
burs

Female
RsþI

Age
Gayu

Marital status
sPaBRKÜsar

Married
manRKYsar

Single
enAlIv

Widowed
emma¨y

Divorced
Elgl¼

Your ethnicity
BUCsasn_rbs´Gñk

Khmer
Exµr

Kh. Krom
ExµreRkam

Chinese
cin

Charm
cam

Other
Epßg

Your spouse’s ethnicity
BUCsasn_rbs´RKÜsar

Khmer
Exµr

Kh. Krom
ExµreRkam

Chinese
cin

Charm
cam

Other
Epßg

Number of children
cMnYnkUn

Refugee camp name / Country
eQµa¼CMrMu-RbeTs

Year of arrival to New Zealand
qñaMmkdl´RbeTsjÚesoLin

II. Early impressions and aspirations
karyl´eXIjnwgbMNgenAeBlmkdl´CadMbUg

A. How did you feel when you were told you were coming to New Zealand?
etIGñkmanGarmµN_ya¨gNaEdrenAeBleKRáb´faGñkRtUvánmkRbeTsjÚesoLin?

(Please tick one box only) (sUmKUserIsykkñúgRbGb´EtmYy)
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Very disappointed
Gn´cit¹CaxøaMg

disappointed
Gn´cit ¹

indifferent
Fmµta

happy
rIkray

very happy
rIkrayCaxøaMg

Please explain: sUmbeBa©jeyabl´
________________________________________________________________

B. What was your first impression of New Zealand?
etIelaknwgelakRsIImanGarmµN_ya¨gNaEdrenAeBleTIbnwgmkdl´RbeTsjÚesoLinCadMbUg?

(Please tick one box only) (sUmKUserIsykkñúgRbGb´EtmYy)

Very disappointed
Gn´cit¹CaxøaMg

disappointed
Gn´cit ¹

indifferent
Fmµta

happy
rIkray

Very happy
rIkrayCaxøaMg

Please explain: sUmbeBa©jeyabl´
________________________________________________________________

C. What were your aspirations when you first came to New Zealand?
etIGñkmanbMNgya¨gNaEdrenAeBleTIbnwgmkdl´RbeTsjÚesoLinCadMbUg?

(Please tick one box only for each row)(sUmKUserIsykkñúgRbGb´EtmYykñúgmYyCYr)

Very important
sMxan´bMput

Important
sMxan´

Not important
minsMxan´

To find a proper job
rkkargarRtwmRtUv

To run a family business
rksIumanhagpÞal´xøÜn

To gain a qualification and get a good job
eronyksBaØabRtehIyrkkargarlð

To support my children for good education
eRCamERCgkUn[áneronsURtx<gx:s´

To stay home and look after my family
enApÞ¼EfrkßaRKYsar

To emigrate to America or Australia
eTArs´enAshrdæGaemrik¦GU®sþalI

To go back to live in Cambodia when peaceful
eTArsénARsukExµrvijkalNasnþiPaB

To be happy in New Zealand
mkrs´enAjÚesoLinedaysuxsanþ
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D. What made you believe that you could adapt to life in New Zealand?
etIGVIeTAeFVI[GñkmanCMenOfaGacsMrbsMrYlCIvPaBánenARbeTsjÚesoLin?

(Please tick one box only for each row)(sUmKUserIsykkñúgRbGb´EtmYykñúgmYyCYr)

Very important
sMxan´bMput

Important
sMxan´

Not important
minsMxan´

My past experience
bTBiesaFn_rbs´xJMú

My determination and will
kartsU‘nwgkarpþac´citþrbs´xJMú

My family’s support
RKYsarxMJúCYyeRCamERCg
My education
karsikßarbs´xJMú

My English
PasarGg´egøsrbs´xJMú

My sponsors’ assistance
kareRCamERCgBIGñkFanarbs´xJMú
My friends’ support
kareRCamERCgBImitþrbs´xJMú

Cambodian community assistance
kareRCamERCgBIshKmExµrrbs´xJMú

New Zealand environment is good
RbeTsjÚesoLinrs´RsYl

New Zealand government assistance
kareRCamERCgBIsMNak´rdæaPiálénRbeTsjÚesoLin

E. What made you believe you might have problems in adapting to life in New
Zealand?
etIGVIeTAeFVI[GñkmanCMenOfaGacmanbBaHakñúgkarsMrbsMrYlCIvPaBenARbeTsjÚesoLin?
(Please tick one box only for each row)(sUmKUserIsykkñúgRbGb´EtmYykñúgmYyCYr)

Very important
sMxan´bMput

Important
sMxan´

Not important
minsMxan´

Lack of appropriate skill
karxV¼xatcMeN¼

My poor health
suxPaBminlð
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Lack of local knowledge
karmindwgBIsSanPaBRsukeK

Lack of support
xV¼kareRCamERCg

My limited English language
karxV¼cMeN¼PasarGg´eKøs

Discrimination
karRbkan´BUCsasn_

Level of unemployment in NZ
karminmankargarenARbeTsjÚesoLin

Isolation
karrs´enAdac´q¶ayBIeK

Family problems
bBaHaRKYsar

Lack of resources
karminmanFnFan

My age
GayuxJMú

F. Have you got New Zealand citizenship?
etIGñkáncUlsBa¢atijÚesoLinehIy¦enA?

(Please tick one box only)(sUmKUsykkñúgRbGb´EtmYy)

Yes

án
No

minán

G. If yes, how long have you got your citizenship after your arrival in New
Zealand?
ebIGñkáncUlsBa¢atiehIyena¼/.etIGñkcUlb¨unµanqñaMeRkayBImkdl´jÚesoLin?

____________________years.qñaM
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PART TWO PaK2

RESETTLEMENT kartaMgTIlMenACafµII

III. Sponsorship and assistance
karFananwgCMnYyrbs´GñkFana

A. Who mainly assisted you during your resettlement in New Zealand?
etIGñkNaxø¼CYyGñkeRcInCageKenAeBlGñkmktaMgTIlMenACafµIenARbeTsjÚesoLin?

(Please tick one box only for each row)(sUmKUserIsykkñúgRbGb´EtmYykñúgmYyCYr)

Stronly agree
smRsbtaMgRsug

Agree
smRsb

Disagree
minsmRsb

Myself
edayxøÜnÉg

My sponsors
GñkFanaxJMú

My spouse or partner
bþI¦RbBn§xJúM

My family members
RkumRKÜsarxJMú

My children
kUnxJMú

My parents
]BukmþayxJMú

My neighbours
GñkCitxagxJMú

My teacher
RKUxJMú

Community worker / translator
GñkbkERb

Cambodian Friends
BYkma¨kExµr
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Friends at work
BYkma¨kenAkEnøgeFVIkar

My class mates
BYkma¨kBIsala

Health worker / Doctor
RKUeBTü

My ethnic association
smaKmExµr

New Zealand social worker
Pñak´garsg:mkic©

Other
epßg

B. From whom did you seek helpe in the following areas?
etIGñkeTArkNaCYykñúgsPaBkarxageRkamen¼?
(You can tick more than one box on each row)

(GñkGacKUserIsykeRcInRbGb´kñúgmYyCYr)

Finding
a job
rkkargar

Filling
forms
bMeBjsMNMuerO
g

School
Enrollmen

t
cu¼eQµa¼eron

Legal
advice
[mtierOgc, a
b´

Finance
&

banking
FnaKar

Buying a
house
TijpÞ¼

Myself
edayxøÜnÉg

My spouse or partner
bþI¦RbBn§xJúM

My family members
RkumRKÜsarxJMú

My children
kUnxJMú

My parents
RkumRKÜsarxJMú

My neighbours
GñkCitxagxJMú

My teacher
RKUxJMú

Interpreter / community worker
GñkbkERb

Cambodian Friends
BYkma¨kExµr

Peers at work
BYkma¨kenAkEnøgeFVIkar
My class mate
BYkma¨kBIsala

My lawyer / consultant
Gñkc,ab´

My sponsors
GñkFanaxJMú
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New Zealand social
services

Pñak´garsg :mkic©

C. When was the last time you sought help from your sponsors?
kalNaEdlCaeBlcugeRkaybgðs´EdlGñkeTArkGñkFana[Kat´CYy?

year kalBIqñaM____________________________________

D. What type of help did you seek from your sponsor?
etICMnYyGVIEdlGñkeTArkGñkFana[Kat´CYy?

_____________________________________________

IV. Residence and household
lMenAdæannwgeKhCn

A. Please name the places where you have lived in New Zealand and fill in
appropriate boxes
sUmrayeQµa¼kEnøgTaMgGs´EdlGñkánrs´enAkñúgRbeTsjÚesoLin.

edaybMeBjcemøIykñúgtaragxageRkamen¼

Place, Town or City

kEnøg/.tMbn/́.¦Rkug

From

(date)

BIqñaM

Rent or

Mortgage

CYlpÞ¼¦Tij

$ per

week

QñÜlpÞ¼
Reason for leaving

mUlehtuEdlQb´enA¦cakecj
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B. Do you own your own home? Yes / No
etIpÞ¼en¼Carbs´Gñk¦? Emn / minEmneT

If No, please go to D. ebIminEmnsUmbnþeTAsMnYr. D

C. If you own a house, how did you find the money for the deposit on your
house? ebIpÞ¼en¼Carbs´Gñk.etIGñkmanmeFüaáyEbbNaedIm,ImanRák´eTAkk´FnaKar
(You can tick more than one box) (GñkGacKUsykRbGb´xageRkamelIsBImYy)

My savings

Rák´snßMxJMúM
Combined savings

cUlluyKña
Tontine

elgtugTIn
Borrow relatives

x©IbgbðÚn
Borrow friends

x©ImitþP®kþ

D. How many occupants are in your household?
smaCikb¨unµannak´rs´enATIen¼?

(Please list them in boxes below)(sUmbMeBjcemøIykñúgtaragxageRkamen¼)

Relationship to you

TMnak´nwgGñk(bþI,RbBn§/kUn/bg/bðÚn/kµÜy>l>)
Age

Gayu
Job or education level

kargar¦kMrwtsikßar

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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E. What is your usual household weekly income after taxes?
(Please tick one box only)

sUmGñkKUsbgHajBIRák´cMNUlRKYsarsarubRbcaMGaTitüeRkaykat´tak´

enAkñúgtaragxageRkamen¼.sUmKUsykkñúgRbGb´EtmYy

$250–499 $500–750 $751–1000 $1001–1250 >$1250

V. Languages Pasar
A. How do you rate your spoken English language?

sUm[kMritcMeN¼niyayénPasarGg´eKøsrbs´Gñk>

(Please tick one box only) (sUmKUserIsykkñúgRbGb´EtmYy)

Bad

minlð
Ok

mFüm
Good

lð
Very good

lðNas´
Don’t know

mindwg

B. How do you rate your reading in English language?
sUm[kMritcMeN¼karGanénPasarGg´eKøsrbs´Gñk>

(Please tick one box only) (sUmKUserIsykkñúgRbGb´EtmYy)

Bad

minlð
Ok

mFüm
Good

lð
Very good

lðNas´
Don’t know

mindwg

C. Do you intend to learn more English? Yes / No
etIGñkmanbMNgnwgeronPasarGg´eKøsEfmeToteT? cg´ / mincg´

D. Languages used at home PasareRbIenApÞ¼
(You can tick more than one box on each row)

(GñkGacKUserIsykeRcInRbGb´kñúgmYyCYr)
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Khmer
PasarExµr

Chinese
Pasarcin

English
PasarGg´eKøs

What language do you speak at home?
etIGñkniyayPasarGVIenApÞ¼?

What language do your children speak at
home?

etIkUnGñkniyayPasarGVIenApÞ¼?
What language do you read at home?

etIGñkGanPasarGVIenApÞ¼?

What language do your children read at
home?

etIkUnGñkGanPasarGVIenApÞ¼?

E. Is it necessary for your children to learn Khmer?
etIkUnGñkcaMáćeronPasarExµreT?

(Please tick one box only)(sUmKUsykkñúgRbGb´EtmYy)

Yes

caMác´
No

mincaMác´
Don’t know

mindwgEdr

VI. Education karsikßa

A. What was your highest formal education before you came to New

Zealand?

sUmGñkKUsbgHajenAkñúgtaragxageRkamen¼BikMritsikßax<s´bMputrbs´GñkmuneBlGñkmkRbeTsen¼.

(You can tick one box only)(GñkGacKUserIsykRbGb´EtmYy)

None

Kµan
Primary

bfmsikßa
Secondary

mFümsikßa
Vocational

sikßaviC¢aCIv£
Tertiary

«tþmsikßa

B. Have you attended any formal education courses in New Zealand?
etIGñkEdláneTAbMeBjkarsiküaenAsalakñúgRkbxNÐénRbeTsjÚesoLineT?

(Please tick one box only)(sUmKUsykkñúgRbGb´EtmYy)
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Yes

án
No

minán

C. If yes, what qualifications have you have obtained? Please tick relevant
boxes.
ebIGñkáneTAeronena¼.etIGñkánTTYlsBaØabRtGVIEdr?.sUmKUskñúgRbGb´tamRtUvkar.

School

Cert.

Six form

Cert.

U.E. Vocational

Certificate

Diploma Bachelor Post

Graduate

VII. Employment kargarnwgviCa¢CIv£

A. What were your main jobs before you came to New Zealand?
etIGñkeFVIkargarGVIxø¼EdrmuneBlGñkmkdl´RbeTsjÚesoLin?.

sUmbMeBjcemøIykñúgtaragxageRkamen¼

Job

RbePTkargar
Position

muxdMENg
Place / town / city

kEnøg/tMbn´ /Rkug
Length of time in

Job

ry£eBleFIVkargar

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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B. Can you please list the businesses or jobs you have had since your arrival
in New Zealand? sUmGñkerobrab´BImuxrbrkargarcab´taMgBIeBlGñkmkdl´RbeTsjÚesoLin?
sUmbMeBjcemøIykñúgtaragxageRkamen¼

Job

RbePTkargar
Position

muxdMENg
Place / town / city

kEnøg/tMbn´ /Rkug
Who helped

to get job

GñkNaCYyrkkar[

Length of

time in

Job

ry£eBleFIVkar

gar

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

C. Are your presently doing? (Please tick one box only)
etIGñkeFVIkargarGVIEdrsBVéf¶en¼?(sUmKUsykkñúgRbGb´EtmYy)

Looking for work

kMBugrkkargareFVI
Employed

eFVIkar[eK
Self-employed

eFVIkarrksIuxøÜnÉg
Retired

rWuERtt

D. What is your usual weekly take home income or community wage?
(Please circle)
etIRák´cMNUlrbs´GñkánBIkargar¦luyrdÐánb¨unµanEdr?(sUmKUshMuykRbGb´EtmYy)
(less than $250), ($250–300), ($300–350), ($350–400), ($400–450),

($450–500), ($500–550), ($600–650), ($650-700), (Over $700)
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E. What sorts of things do you look for in a job?
etIGñksg;t´elIcMNucGVIxø¼eBlerIsrkkargar?

(Please tick one box only for each row) (sUmKUsykkñúgRbGb´EtmYykñúgmYyCYr )

Agree strongly
RsbTaMgRsug

Agree
somewhat
Rsbxø¼@

Neither
agree nor
disagree
Bak´kNþal
@

Disagree
somewhat
minRsbxø¼@

Disagree
strongly
minRsbesa
¼

Wage
Rák´Ex

Close to home
kEnøgCitpÞ¼

Skill related
kargarTak´TgnwgcMeN¼

Type of job
Fun¦Ebbkargar

With company of my friends or
relatives

manGñks:al´¦jatimitþ

Have room to be promoted
manlT§PaBnwgdMeLIgmuxgar

F. How do your rate your current employment or unemployment?
etIGñkmanGarmµN_EbbNaEdrBIsPaBkargarrbs´Gñk?

(Please tick one box only) (sUmKUsykkñúgRbGb´EtmYy)

Very unsatisfactory

mineBjcitþCaxøaMg
unsatisfactory

mineBjcitþ
Ok

Fmµta
satisfactory

eBjcit
very satisfactory

eBjcitCaxøaMg

Please explain: sUmbeBa©jeyabl.́
__________________________________________________
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G. Have you gained any promotions?
etIGñkEdlmanáneLIgmuxdMENgeT?

(Please tick one box only)(sUmKUsykkñúgRbGb´EtmYy)

Yes

man
No

minman

H. Have you experienced any discriminations in your work place?
etIGñkEdlmanCYbkarRbkan´BUCsasn_enAkEnøgGñkeFVIkareT?

(Please tick one box only)(sUmKUsykkñúgRbGb´EtmYy)

Yes

man
No

minman

Please explain: sUmbeBa©jeyabl.́
__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

I. Do you plan to change you job in the near future?
etIGñkmanbMNgnwgpøas´bþÚrkargarenAeBlGnaKtd¾xøIxagmux?

(Please tick one box only)(sUmKUsykkñúgRbGb´EtmYy)

Yes

pøas´bþÚr
No

minpøas´bþÚr
Don’t know

mindwgEdr
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PART THREE PaK3
COMMUNITY NETWORKS AND PARTICIPATION

TMnak´TMngsg:mnwgkarcUlrYmcMENk

VIII. Social participation

A. Do you socialise with your Kiwi friends?
etIGñkTak´TgesBKb´nwgmanmitþP®kþCnCatiKIvIeT?

(Please tick one box only)(sUmKUsykkñúgRbGb´EtmYy)

All the time

ral´Etdg
Often

Cajwkjab´
Sometimes

mþgm;al
Not at all

KµanTal´Etesa¼

B. Do you socialise with Cambodians?
etIGñkTak´TgesBKb´nwgmanmitþP®kþExµreT?

(Please tick one box only) (sUmKUsykkñúgRbGb´EtmYy)

All the time

ral´Etdg
Often

Cajwkjab´
Sometimes

mþgm;al
Not at all

KµanTal´Etesa¼

C. Please list any clubs, associations, organisations or political parties
including Cambodian associations in which you actively participate:
sUmrayrab´BIxøib/.smaKm/.Gg:kar/nwg.KNbküneyaáyExµrnwgminEmnCaExµrEdlGñkcUlrYmcMENk

Name of organisation

eQµa¼Gg:kar
Position

muxgarkñúgGg:kar
Time spent per

week

cMNayeBlkñúgmYyGaTitü
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1.

2.

3.

4.

D. What are things that your association has done?
etIsmaKmrbs´GñkáneFVIGVIxø¼?
__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

E. What are things that your association should not do?
etIsmaKmrbs´GñkminKYreFVIGVIxø¼?
__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

F. Are you happy with your association?
etIGñksb,aycitþnwgsmaKmrbs´GñkeT?
(Please tick one box only)(sUmKUsykkñúgRbGb´EtmYy)

Very happy

sb,aycitþNas´
Happy

sb,aycitþ
Not happy

minsb,aycitþeT

G. What are things that your association should do?
etIsmaKmrbs´GñkKYreFVIGVIxø¼?
__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________
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IX. Becoming a sponsor

A. Have you sponsored anyone to New Zealand? (Please fill in appropriate
box)
etIGñkEdlánFanaGñkNamkRbeTsjÚesoLineT?(sUmKUsykEtRbGb´EtmYy)

Yes

ánFana
No

minánFana

(If yes, please fill in appropriate boxes)sUmbMeBjcemøIykñúgtarag´xageRkamen¼
Relationship

TMnak´TMngnwgGñk
Date

qñaMFana
Reasons

mUlehtu

1.

2.

3.

4.

B. Do you have any problems with sponsorship? (Please tick one box only)
etIGñkEdlmanbBaHakñúgkarFanaeT?(sUmKUsykkñúgRbGb´EtmYykñúgmYyCYr)

Yes

manbBaHa
No

minmanbBaHa

C. Do you have any problems with people you have sponsored? (Please tick
one box only)
etIGñkEdlmanbBaHanwgGñkykmkeT?(sUmKUsykkñúgRbGb´EtmYykñúgmYyCYr)

Yes

manbBaHa
No

minmanbBaHa

Please explain: sUmbeBa©jeyabl.́
__________________________________________________
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PART FOUR PaK4

SOCIAL IDENTITY lkçN£sMKal´CnCati

X. Identity
lkçN£sMKal´CatixøÜn
A. How do you identify yourself?

etIGñkyl´faGñkCaCnCatiGVI?
(Please tick one box only) (sUmKUsykkñúgRbGb´EtmYykñúgmYyCYr)

Kiwi

XIvÍ
Cambodian

Kiwi

ExµrXIvÍ

Cambodian

Exµr
Chinese

Cambodian

Exµrcin

Chinese

Cambodian

Kiwi

ExµrcinXIvI

If other, please write here:

ebIepügeTotsUmsresrkEnøgen¼..
_________________________________________

B. What are the main elements of your Cambodian culture?
etIGVIeTACacMNucFatusMKal´CaExµr?

1_________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

2_________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

3_________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________
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Values and beliefs
témønwgCMenO
A. Would you agree with the following statements?

etIGñkyl´RsbnwgXøaxageRkamen¼eT?
(Please tick one box only for each row) (sUmKUsykkñúgRbGb´EtmYykñúgmYyCYr )

Strongly
agree
RsbtAMgRsug

Agree
smRsb

Not agree
minsmRsb

Not agree
at all
minsmRsb.
Tal´Etesa¼

Sons and daughters have to look after their old parents
kUnRbusRsIIRtUvEtrkßa]Bukmþaycas´

Adult sons and daughters are free to make their own
decision

kUnRbusRsIGayuRKb´karmansiT§inwgsMerccitþedayxøÜneK
Sons and daughters can marry other ethnic people

kUnRbusRsIGayuRKb´karGacerobkarnwgCnCatid¾éT
Man and woman are equal

bursRsþImansiT§iesµIKña
Tertiary education is necessary

«tþmsikßaCakarcaMác´
Rich people are good role models

GñkmanluyCamnusüKMrU
Being dishonest is okay as long as no one knows

mineTogRtg´minCaGVIeTebIeKmindwg
Absconding from a tontine is acceptable

rt´ecaltugTInCaGMeBIFmµta
Gambling is part of Cambodian culture

El,gsIusgCaTMenomTMlab´Exµr
People do not need to work hard here

eKmincaMác´RbwgeFVIkarxøaMgenARsuken¼
New Zealand culture is more appealing than Cambodian

culture
vb,Fm’jÚesoLinTak´TajcitþCagvb,Fm’Exµr

It's better to learn only English
CakarlðeKeronEtGg´eKøs

I have encountered racial discrimination
xJMúmanCYbRbT¼karRbkan´BUCsasn_

Buddhism has to adapt to a new situation
RB¼BuT§sasnaRtUvEtbt´EbneTAtamsSanPaBfµI

Buddhism is an important part of my life
RB¼BuT§sasnaCarbs´sMxan´énCIvitxJMú

It is an necessary to have my ethnic assocation
mansmaKmCatixJMúCakarcMaác´

Cambodia is an important part of my social network
RbeTskm<úCaCarbs´sMxan´énbNþajsg:mxJMú
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PART FIVE PaK5
THINKING ABOUT YOUR RESETTLEMENT

mtiBIkarrs´enArbs´Gñk

XI. Successes and Disappointments
eCaKC&ynwgkarxkcitþ

A. How do you define success in life? (in which areas)
etIGñksnµt´faCIvitGñkmaneCaKC&yedayRbkarNa?(elIGVI)

1_________________________________________________________

2_________________________________________________________

3_________________________________________________________

4_________________________________________________________

5_________________________________________________________

6_________________________________________________________

7_________________________________________________________

8_________________________________________________________

9_________________________________________________________

10________________________________________________________

B. With whom do you usually compare your success?
etIGñkeRbobFabeCaKC&yrbs´GñknwgGñkNa¦rbs´NamYy?
(Please tick) (sUmKUsykkñúgRbGb´)

Strongly
agree

RsbtAMgRsug

Agree
smRsb

Not agree
minsmRsb
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With my people in Cambodia
CamYyKñaxJMúenARsukExµr

With my people in my community
CamYyKñaxJMúenATIen¼

With my people overseas
CamYyKñaxJMúenAbreTs

With my neighbours
CamYyGñkCitxagxJMú

With my peers at work
CamYyGñkeFVIkarCamYyxJMú

With my pre-war standard of living
CamYynwgkMritCIvPaBrbs´xJMúenAeBlmuns®g:am

With my standard of living in refugee camps
CamYynwgkMritCIvPaBrbs´xJMúenACMurMuCnePosxøÜn

With my standard of living when first came to NZ
CamYynwgkMritCIvPaBrbs´xJMúenAeBlmkdl´jÚesoLinCadMbUg

C. What are your most important achievements in New Zealand?
etIGVIeTACasmTæinwglTæpld¾RbesIrbMputrbs´GñkenARbeTsjÚesoLin?

(Please tick one box only for each row) (sUmKUsykkñúgRbGb´EtmYykñúgmYyCYr )

Very
important
sMxan´bMput

Important
sMxan´

Not
important
minsMxan´

Having a proper job
mankargarRtimRtUv

Able to run a family business
GacrksIumanhagxøÜnÉg

Gained a qualification
ánTTYlsBaJabRt

I am well off / rich
xJúMmanFUrFar

Able to support my children for good education
xJúMmanlT§PaBRTRTg´kUn[áneronx:s´lð

Able to stay home and look after my family
xJúMmanlT§PaBenApÞ¼rküaRkumRKYsar

Able to do well in life
xJúMmanlT§PaBEklMGCIvitxµMú
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Being happy in New Zealand
xJúMmansuPmg:lenAjÚesoLin

Having a good job
xJúMmankargarlð

Being able to help others
xJúMmanlT§PaBCYyGñkdéT

Being able to help my community
xJúMmanlT§PaBCYyshKmxJMú

Having a good house
xJúMmanpÞ¼lð

D. What factors helped you to achieve them?
etIktþaGVIxø¼EdlCYyGñk[maneCaKC&yxagelIen¼?

1_________________________________________________________

2_________________________________________________________

3_________________________________________________________

4_________________________________________________________

5_________________________________________________________

E. What were your worse disappointments in New Zealand?
etIGVIeTACakarxkcitþCageKrbs´GñkenAjÚesoLin>

1_________________________________________________________

2_________________________________________________________

3_________________________________________________________

4_________________________________________________________

5_________________________________________________________
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F. What factors caused those disappointments?
etIktþaGVIxø¼EdlbNþal[mankarxkcitþxagelIen¼?

1_________________________________________________________

2_________________________________________________________

3_________________________________________________________

4_________________________________________________________

5_________________________________________________________

G. Who helped you solve the problems?
etImanGñkNaCYyeda¼RsaybBaHaxagelI?

1_________________________________________________________

2_________________________________________________________

3_________________________________________________________

4_________________________________________________________

5_________________________________________________________

H. How would you rate your life at present?
etIGñkmanGarmµN_ya¨gNaEdrBICIvitrbs´GñkenAeBlen¼?
(Please tick one box only) (sUmKUsykkñúgRbGb´EtmYykñúgmYyCYr)

Very unsatisfactory

mineBjcitþTal´Etesa¼
Unsatisfactory

mineBjcitþ
Ok

Fmµta
Satisfactory

eBjcitþ
Very

satisfactory

eBjcitþNas´
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I. What has made your adaptation to New Zealand easy?
etIktþaGVIxø¼EdlCYysMrYlkarrs´enArbs´GñktamEbbbTjÚesoLin?

1_________________________________________________________

2_________________________________________________________

3_________________________________________________________

4_________________________________________________________

5_________________________________________________________

J. What has made your adaptation to New Zealand difficult?
etIktþaGVIxø¼EdlCabBaHakñúgkarrs´enArbs´GñktamEbbbTjÚesoLin?
1_________________________________________________________

2_________________________________________________________

3_________________________________________________________

4_________________________________________________________

5_________________________________________________________

K. How do you rate your resettlement in New Zealand?
etIGñkyl´fakarmkrs´enArbs´GñkenAjÚesoLinya¨gdUcemþcEdr?

(Please tick one box only) (sUmKUsykkñúgRbGb´EtmYykñúgmYyCYr)

Very unsuccessful

KµaneCaKC &yTal´Etesa¼
Unsuccessful

minmaneCaKC&y
Ok

Fmµta
Successful

maneCaKC &y
Very successful

maneCaKC&yCaxøaMg

L. How do you describe your adaptation?
etIGñkyl´falMnaMCIvPaBrs´enArbs´GñktamEbbjÚesoLinCaEbbNaEdr?
(Please tick one box only) (sUmKUsykkñúgRbGb´EtmYykñúgmYyCYr)
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Assimilation

køaytamXIvITaMgGs´át´CaExµr
Full integration

rs´esµICaExµrXIvI
Some integration

CaExµrbnþicnwgCaXIvIbnþic
Separation

rs´dac´CaExµrsuT§mincu¼sMrug

CaXIvI

Marginalisation

mincu¼sMrugCaExµrnwgCaXIvI

M. What are things you like about New Zealand?
etIGVIeTAEdlGñkcUlcitþRbeTsjÚesoLin?

1_________________________________________________________

2_________________________________________________________

3_________________________________________________________

4_________________________________________________________

5_________________________________________________________

N. What are thing you don’t like about New Zealand?
etIGVIeTAEdlGñkmincUlcitþRbeTsjÚesoLin?

1_________________________________________________________

2_________________________________________________________

3_________________________________________________________

4_________________________________________________________

5_________________________________________________________
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XII. Intentions or future goals
bMNgeTAGnaKt
A. Would you encourage your relatives to come to live in New Zealand?

etIGñknwgCMrujbgbðÚnGñkmkrs´enARbeTsjÚesoLineT?

(Please tick one box only) (sUmKUsykkñúgRbGb´EtmYykñúgmYyCYr)

Yes

nwgCMruj
No

minCMruj
Don’t know

mindwgEdr

B. Have you considered moving overseas?
etIGñkEdlKitcakecjBIRbeTsjÚesoLineTArs´enAbreTseT?
(Please tick one box only) (sUmKUsykkñúgRbGb´EtmYykñúgmYyCYr)

Yes

Føab´Kit
No

minEdlKit
Don’t know

mindwgEdr

C. What factors have caused you to remain in New Zealand?
etIGVIeTAEdlTak´TajGñk[enAEtrs´enAkñúgRbeTsjÚesoLin?

1_________________________________________________________

2_________________________________________________________

3_________________________________________________________

4_________________________________________________________

5_________________________________________________________

D. What would you like to do in the future?
etIGñkmanbMNgnwgeFVIGVIEdreTAGnaKt?

1_________________________________________________________
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2_________________________________________________________

3_________________________________________________________

4_________________________________________________________

5_________________________________________________________

E. What do you think of the future of your community for your children's
generation?
etIGñkmaneyabl´ya¨gNaEdrGMBIGnaKtrbs´shKmExµrCMnan´kUnecAGñk?

1_________________________________________________________

2_________________________________________________________

3_________________________________________________________

4_________________________________________________________

5_________________________________________________________

XIII. Other comments
eyabl´epüg@

A. Do you have any further comments?
etIGñkmaneyabl´bEnSmeToteT?
1_________________________________________________________

2_________________________________________________________

3_________________________________________________________

4_________________________________________________________

5_________________________________________________________

6_________________________________________________________

7_________________________________________________________

8_________________________________________________________
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9_________________________________________________________

10________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

Please return this questionnaire with the envelope provided.

sUmelaknwgelakRsIemtþabBa¢ÚnsMNMucemøIyen¼eTAvijtameRsamsMbuRtEdlCUnP¢ab´CamYyen¼Rsab>́

For further inquiry please write to: .ebIelaknwgelakRsImansMNYrbEnSm¦cm¶l´sUmTak´Tgtam

Man Hau Liev

4 Ribot Place

Manurewa East

Auckland 1702

Or phone: 09 – 267 2877 or email to: man.hau@xtra.co.nz

¬sUmTUrsBÞ.09-267.2877.¦k¾GIuEmleTA. man.hau@xtra.co.nz

xJúMáTnwgCMrabtamsMNYredayemRtIPaB>

Thank you very much for your time and co-operation.

xJúMáTsUmEføgGMNrKuNCaGenkb,karcMeBa¼eBld¾mantémønwgshRbtibtþkarrbs´elaknwgelakRsI>.
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Appendix 4: Participant Information Sheet — Monks

Department of Development Studies
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019, Auckland.

PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET

Title: Adaptation of Cambodian Refugees in New Zealand
Achievement, Cultural Identity and Community Development

To: Mr. / Mrs. / Ms. ___________________________________

My name is Man Hau Liev. I am a student at the University of Auckland. I am conducting a research project as part of a PhD
Degree in Development Studies. I am conducting this research for the purpose of my thesis on Cambodian Community
Development and have chosen this field because of my interest in working with people from Cambodia.

Your organisation is invited to participate in my research and I would appreciate any assistance you can offer me. As part of my
thesis I am conducting a postal survey with people from Cambodia and would like to learn about your community settlement and
integration here in New Zealand and would like to know about your idea and opinions on how to improve future settlement.
I would like to ask your organisation permission to approach your individual members through your membership lists or networks.
I would appreciate your organisation participation and the completion of this questionnaire. You are under no obligation at all to
complete the questionnaire. I would like to have a follow up interview with you if needed. You are under no obligation at all to be
interviewed. Interviews would take about an hour to an hour and half at the time and place of your convenience. I would prefer to
audio/videotape the interview but this would only be done with your consent and could be turned off at any time or you can
withdraw information at any time. It is possible that, because of the small size of the community, Cambodians might recognise
individuals from either descriptions of events, from biographical details or descriptions of people. But I would like to assure the
confidentiality of your comments. Also you may withdraw yourself, or your data without giving any reason within four weeks after
the completion of the data collection.
If you do wish to participate please fill in a Consent Form, complete the questionnaire and return them with the envelope provided.
All information you provide in this questionnaire is confidential and your name will not be used.

Thank you very much for your time and help in making this study possible. If you have any queries, or wish to know more, please
phone me at home at the number given above or write to me at:
Department of Development Studies
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland. Tel 373-7599

My supervisors are: Dr. Ward Friesen Assoc-Prof. Cluny Macpherson
School of Geography and Department of Sociology
Environmental Science
Tel. 373-7599 extn. 8612

The Head of Department is: Assoc-Professor Julie Park
Department of Development Studies
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland. Tel. 3737-7599 extn ....

For any queries regarding ethical concerns please contact:
The Chair, The University of Auckland Human Subjects Ethics Committee,
The University of Auckland, Research Office — Office of the Vice Chancellor, Private Bag 92019, Auckland. Tel. 373 -7599 extn
7830
APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN SUBJECTS ETHICS COMMITTEE on 19 June 2002 for a
period of 3 years, from 20/06/2002 Reference 2002/036
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Department of Development Studies
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019, Auckland.

PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET
Bt’mansMra¨b´GñkcUlrYmeFVIsmÖas

eQµa¼KeRmagsiküa£ lMnaMCIvPaBrbs´GtItCnePosxøÜnExµrenARbeTsjÚesoLin
smT§isg:m.PaBCaExµr.nwgkarGPivDÆn¾shKm

eKarBCUnelakRbFan-------------------------------------------

xJMúáTeQµa¼.lIv.ma¨n.́eh‘A.CanisüitbNÐitEpñkGPivDÆn_.enAmhaviTüal_yGUkxøin>.xJMúáTeFVIkarRsavRCavedIm,IeFVIniekçbTfñak´bNÐit.GMBIlMnaM
CIvPaBrbs´GtItCnePosxøÜnExµrenARbeTsjÚesoLin.smT§isg:m.PaBCaExµr.nwgkarGPivDÆn¾shKm>.
mUlehtuénkarsiküaen¼KW.xJMúáTmankarcab´GarmµN_elI.karvivtþn_lUtlas´énsg:mExµreyIg.nwgkarrküa
vb,Fm’ExµreyIgenARbeTsjÚesoLinen¼>
eyaleTAtambMNgxagelI.xJMúáTsUmGeBa¢IjelakRbFannwgshkarIrbs´elakEdlCaCnCatiExµreyIgCasmaCikkñúgbBa¢Irbs´elakmkcUlrYm
shkareFVIsmÖasBiPküaCamYyxJMúáTEdlmanbMNgdkRsg´bTBiesaFn_epüg@.nwgTsün£rbs´elakRbFannwgshkarI>.shkarnwgkarpþl´
mtirbs´elaknwgelakRsICabc©&yEdl.kat´éføminánen¼CakMNb´mrtkcMeN¼dwgkñúgbTBiesaFn_énkartaMglMenAfµI.nwgCaRbvtiþkMNt´karGPiv
DÆn¾énsg:mExµreyIgEdlGacykCaemerünedIm, ICYysMrYldl´GñkCMnan´eRkay@eTot>
xJMúáTmanCMenOfaelakRbFannwgshkarIrbs´elaknwgmineTIsTal´nwgshkaren¼>.kic©bMeBjsMNYren¼manry£RbEhlCa1ema¨gknø¼>.
edaysarshKmExµreyIgtUcena¼eKRbEhlCaGacs:alb́uK:lxø¼@tamry£RBitþikarN_tamRbvtþi¦tamráykarN_.Et
eyIgxMJúsUmbBa¢ak´fa.eyIgxMJúnwwwgrküaCasm¶at´nUveQµa¼buK:lnwgm©as´eyabl´>ehIyebIelakRbFannwgshkarIGnuBaØatipg
ena¼xJMúáTsUmeFVIsmÖasenAeBlNaEdlGnueRKa¼
edayftGat´vIedGUedIm,IsMrYlkarsiküa>.elakRbFannwgshkarImansiT§iRKb´eBlnwgbiTma¨suInft¦k¾dkxøÜnQb´eFVI..smÖas¦k¾lubExüGat´sM
dIvij>elaknwgelakRsImansiT§inwgdkxøÜn.¦dkyksMdIÉksaredaymincaMác´manmUlehtukñúgry£4GaTitüeRkayeBlBiPküa>
ebIsinCaelakRbFannwgshkarIyl´RBmcUlrYmeFVIsmÖasena¼.xJMúáTsUmelakRbFannwgshkarIelakemtþabMeBjBaküyl´RBmehIybBa¢Únt
btam.eRsamsMbuRtEdlCUnP¢ab´en¼EckTanpg>
xJMúáTsUmEføgGMNrKuNd¾RCaleRCAcMeBa¼smancitþd¾sb,úrsnwgeBld¾mantémørbs´elakRbFannwgshkarI.EdljauMg[karsiküaen¼mandMe
NIrkarán>.
ebIsinCaelaknwgelakRsImancm¶l.́¦mansMnYrepüg@.sUmemtþaTak´TgnwgxJMúáTtamGas&yd§anxageRkamen¼
Department of Development Studies
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland.
¦TUrsBÞxJMúáTelx 09-2672877 ¦ 025-6118330 ¦.GIuEml.man.hau@xtra.co.nz

GñkRtYtBinitü Dr. Ward Friesen Assoc-Prof. Cluny Macpherson

School of Geography and Department of Sociology
Environmental Science
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland. Tel. 373-7599 extn. 8612

The Head of Department is: Assoc-Professor Julie Park
Department of Development Studies
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland. Tel. 373-7599 extn

ebImanmnÞilEpñksIlFm’sUmelaknwgelakRsIemtþaTak´Tgnwg
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The Chair, The University of Auckland Human Subjects Ethics Committee,
The University of Auckland, Research Office — Office of the Vice Chancellor, Private Bag 92019, Auckland. Tel.
373-7999 extn 7830
APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN SUBJECTS ETHICS
COMMITTEE on 19 June 2002 for a period of 3 years, from 20/06/2002 Reference 2002/036
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Department of Development Studies
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019, Auckland.

PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET
Bt’mannimnþRB¼sgÇcUlrYmeFVIsmÖas

eQµa¼KeRmagsiküa£ lMnaMCIvPaBrbs´GtItCnePosxøÜnExµrenARbeTsjÚesoLin
smT§isg:m.PaBCaExµr.nwgkarGPivDÆn¾shKm

RbeKnRB¼etCKuN-------------------------------------------

xJMúRB¼kruNaeQµa¼.lIv.ma¨n.́eh‘A.CanisüitbNÐitEpñkGPivDÆn_.enAmhaviTüal_yGUkxøin.eFVIkarRsavRCavedIm,IeFVIniekçbTfñak´bNÐit.GMBIlMnaMCI
vPaBrbs´GtItCnePosxøÜnExµrenARbeTsjÚesoLin.smT§isg:m.PaBCaExµr.nwgkarGPivDÆn¾shKm>.
mUlehtuénkarsiküaen¼KWxJMúRB¼kruNamankarcab´GarmµN_elIkarvivtþn_lUtlas´énsg:mExµreyIg.nwgkarrküavb,Fm’ExµreyIgenARbeTsjÚesoLi
nen¼>
eyaleTAtambMNgxagelI.xJMúRB¼kruNasUmnimnþRB¼etCKuNcUlrYmshkareFVIsmÖasBiPküaCamYyxJMúkruNaEdlmanbMNgdkRsg´bTBiesaF
n_
epüg@.nwgTsün£rbs´RB¼etCKuN>.shkarnwgkarpþl´mtirbs´RB¼etCKuNCabc©&yEdlkat´éføminánen¼CakMNb´mrtkcMeN¼dwgkñúgbTBie
saFn_énkartaMglMenAfµI.nwgCaRbvtiþkMNt´karGPivDÆn¾énsg:mExµreyIg.EdlGacykCaemerün.edIm,ICYysMrYldl´GñkCMnan´eRkay@eTot>
xJMúRB¼kruNamanCMenOfaRB¼etCKuNnwgmineTIsTal´nwgshkaren¼>.kic©bMeBjsMNYren¼manry£RbEhlCa1ema¨gknø¼>.sUmbBa¢ak´fa.
xMJúRB¼kruNanwwwgrküaCasm¶at´nUvRB¼namm©as´eyabl>́.ehIyebIRB¼etCKuNGnuBaØatipgena¼.xJMúRB¼kruNasUmftGat´edIm, IsMrYlkarsiküa>.
kic©smÖasBiPküaen¼manry£RbEhlCa1ema¨gknø¼>.RB¼etCKuNmansiT§iRKb´eBlnwgbiTma¨suInft¦k¾dkxøÜnQb´eFVIsmÖas.¦k¾lubExüGat´
BuT§dIkarvij>.RB¼etCKuNmansiT§inwgdkxøÜn¦dkyksMdIÉksaredaymincaMác´manmUlehtukñúgry£4GaTitüeRkayeBlBiPküa>

ebIsinCaRB¼etCKuNyl´RBmcUlrYmeFVIsmÖasena¼.xJMúRB¼kruNasUmRB¼etCKuNemtþabMeBjBaküyl´RBmehIybBa¢ÚntbtameRsamsMbuRtEd
lCUn..P¢ab´en¼EckTanpg>

xJMúRB¼kruNasUmEføgGMNrKuNd¾RCaleRCAcMeBa¼smancitþd¾sb,úrsnwgeBld¾mantémørbs´RB¼etCKuN.EdljauMg[karsiküaen¼mandMeNIrka
rán>.
ebIsinCaRB¼etCKuNmancm¶l.́¦mansMnYrepüg@.sUmemtþanimnþTak´TgnwgxJMúkurNatamGas&yd§anxageRkamen¼
Department of Development Studies
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland.

¦TUrsBÞxJMúáTelx 09-2672877 ¦ 025-6118330 ¦.GIuEml.man.hau@xtra.co.nz

GñkRtYtBinitü Dr. Ward Friesen Assoc-Prof. Cluny Macpherson
School of Geography and Department of Sociology
Environmental Science
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland. Tel. 373-7599 extn. 8612

The Head of Department is: Assoc-Professor Julie Park
Department of Development Studies
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland. Tel. 373-7599 extn
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ebImanmnÞilEpñksIlFm’sUmelaknwgelakRsIemtþaTak´Tgnwg
The Chair, The University of Auckland Human Subjects Ethics Committee,
The University of Auckland, Research Office — Office of the Vice Chancellor, Private Bag 92019, Auckland. Tel.
373-7999 extn 7830
APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN SUBJECTS ETHICS COMMITTEE on 19
June 2002 for a period of 3 years, from 20/06/2002 Reference 2002/036
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Department of Development Studies
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019, Auckland.

CONSENT FORM
esckþIyl´RBm

THIS CONSENT FORM WILL BE HELD FOR A PERIOD OF SIX YEARS

esckþIyl´RBmen¼nwgdMkl´Tuk6qñaM
Title: Adaptation of Cambodian Refugees in New Zealand

Achievement, Cultural Identity and Community Development
eQµa¼KeRmagsiküa£ lMnaMCIvPaBrbs´GtItCnePosxøÜnExµrenARbeTsjÚesoLin

smT§isg:m.PaBCaExµr.nwgkarGPivDÆn¾shKm
Researcher: Man Hau Liev
GñkRsavRCav£ lIv.ma¨n´.eh‘A

I have been given and have understood an explanation of this research project. I have
had an opportunity to ask questions and have them answered.
xJMuánTTYlnwgyl´dwgBIKeRmagsiküaen¼>.xJMúmanlT§PaBnwgsaksYrnwgcemøIy>

 I agree to take part in this research.
xJMúyl´RBmcUlrYmKeRmagsiküaRsavRCaven¼

 I agree to provide my community membership list for this research.
xJMúyl´RBmpþl´bBa¢IsmaCiksMrab´KeRmagsiküaRsavRCaven¼

  I understand that I may withdraw myself or any information traceable to me at any
time up to 4 weeks after the meeting without giving a reason.
xJMúdwgfaxJMúGacdkxøÜnfynwgdkykcemøIyrbs´xJMúkñúgry£eBl4GaTitüeRkayBIéf¶mIuTijedaymincaMác´pþl´mUlehtu>

 I agree/do not agree that the interview will be audio/video taped
xJMúyl´RBm.minyl´RBm.eGayeKftsemøg.vIedGU.

Signed:htSelxa£

Name:eQµa¼
(please print clearly)
Date:kalbriecäT

APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN SUBJECTS ETHICS COMMITTEE on 19 June 2002 for
a period of 3 years, from 20/06/2002 Reference 2002/036
GnujatiBIKNkmµkarEpñksIlFm’énmhaviTüal_yGUkxøin.enAéf¶TI19mifuna2002.ry£eBl3qñaM.cab´BI20-6-2002

Department of Development Studies
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019, Auckland.
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PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET
Bt’mansMra¨b´GñkcUlrYmbMeBjsMNYrsmÖas

eQµa¼KeRmagsiküa£ lMnaMCIvPaBrbs´GtItCnePosxøÜnExµrenARbeTsjÚesoLin
smT§isg:m.PaBCaExµr.nwgkarGPivDÆn¾shKm

eKarBCUnelak.lIv.riT§I
RbFanBuT§ismaKmExµrenAGUkxøin

xJMúáTeQµa¼.lIv.ma¨n.́eh‘A.CanisüitbNÐitEpñkGPivDÆn_.enAmhaviTüal_yGUkxøin>.xJMúáTeFVIkarRsavRCavedIm,IeFVIniekçbTfñak´bNÐit.GMBIlMnaM
CIvPaBrbs´GtItCnePosxøÜnExµrenARbeTsjÚesoLin.smT§isg:m.PaBCaExµr.nwgkarGPivDÆn¾shKm>.
mUlehtuénkarsiküaen¼KW.xJMúáTmankarcab´GarmµN_elI.karvivtþn_lUtlas´énsg:mExµreyIg.nwgkarrküa
vb,Fm’ExµreyIgenARbeTsjÚesoLinen¼>
eyaleTAtambMNgxagelI.xJMúáTsUmGeBa¢IjelakRbFannwgshkarIrbs´elakEdlCaCnCatiExµreyIgCasmaCikkñúgbBa¢Irbs´elakmkcUlrYm
.shkarCamYyxJMúáTEdlmanbMNgdkRsg´bTBiesaFn_epüg@.nwgTsün£rbs´elakRbFannwgshkarItamEbbsMNYrsmÖasen¼>

ebIsinCaelakRbFannwgshkarIyl´RBmcUlrYmena¼.xJMúáTsUmelakRbFanemtþaEcksMNYrsmÖaseTACUnsmaCikrbs´elakcMnYn
40nak.́edIm, IbMeBjBaküsMNYren¼EckTanpgehIysUmbBa¢ÚnsMeNAsMNYrEdlánbMeBjtameRsamsMbuRtbiTEtmeRscEdlCUnP¢ab´en¼Eck
Tanvijpg>sUmelakemtþaEckCUntameQµa¼¬tamGayunwgePTEdlEcgtameRsamsMbuRten¼Rsab>́

cMnYnTaMgGs.́40nak.́sUmelakemtþaEckCUneTAtamRbePTsmaCikCMerIstamtaragxageRkamen¼EckTanpg>

taragCMerIs
RbePTsmaCik ®sþI burs sarub
GayuticCag.30qñaM 5nak´ 5nak´ 10nak´
GayuBI.30eTA50qñaM 5nak´ 5nak´ 10nak´
GayuBI.elIsBI50qñaM 5nak´ 5nak´ 10nak´
GñkCMnYjExµr 2nak´ 2nak´ 4nak´
buK:liksmaKmExµr 2nak´ 4nak´ 6nak´
sarubcMnYnsmaCik 19nak´ 21nak´ 40nak´

xJMúáTsgÇwmfaelakRbFannwgemtþaGnueRKa¼nwgGFüaRs&ytamsMNUmBrrbs´xJMúáTCaminxan>.
xJMúáTsUmEføgGMNrKuNd¾RCaleRCATukjamuncMeBa¼smancitþd¾sb,úrsnwgeBld¾mantémørbs´elakRbFannwgshkarI.EdljauMg[karsiküae
n¼mandMeNIrkarán>.
BMuKYrsUmelakRbFanemtþaGP&yeTas>
sUmCUnP¢ab´CamYynUvesckþIeKarBnwgPatrPaBd¾x<g´x<s´BIxJMúáT>

lIv.ma¨n.́eh‘A

ebIsinCaelaknwgelakRsImancm¶l´.¦mansMnYrepüg@.sUmemtþaTak´TgnwgxJMúáTtamGas&yd§anxageRkamen¼
Man Hau Liev ¦ Department of Development Studies

4 Ribot Place The University of Auckland
Manurewa East Private Bag 92019
Auckland 1702 Auckland.
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¦TUrsBÞxJMúáTelx 09-2672877 ¦ 025-6118330 ¦.GIuEml.man.hau@xtra.co.nz
sMNUMBrsmasPaBKNkmµkarRtYtBinitüenARkugGUkxøin
elak.lIv.riT§I.
elak.G‘Uc.GUn
elak.lIm.sara¨t
elak.lIm.ful
elak.eKog.PYg
elak.cRka.lIm>

ebIGaceFIVeTAánsUmelakemtþaEckeQµa¼EdlmanxageRkamen¼EckTanpg>.ebIsinCaminGacántameQµa¼eTena¼.sUmelakemtþacat´Ecgt
ambMNgrbs´elakEckTanpg>.sUmGrKuN>
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taragCMerIs
RbePTsmaCik ®sþI burs sarub
GayuticCag.30qñaM 5nak´

nwgGñkepßgeTot

5nak´

nwgGñkepßgeTot

10nak´

GayuBI.30eTA55qñaM 5nak´

¦GñkepßgeTot

5naḱ

¦GñkepßgeTot

10nak´

GayuBI.elIsBI55qñaM 5nak´

nwgGñkepßgeTot

5nak´

¦GñkepßgeTot

10nak´

GñkCMnYjExµr 2nak´

nwgGñkepßgeTot

2nak´

¦GñkepßgeTot

4nak´

buK:likshKmExµr 2nak´
¦GñkepßgeTot

4nak´
¦GñkepßgeTot

6nak´

sarubcMnYnsmaCik 19nak´ 21nak´ 40nak´
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Appendix 5: Participant Information Sheet — Sponsors and volunteers

Department of Development Studies
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019, Auckland.

PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET

Title: Adaptation of Cambodian Refugees in New Zealand

Achievement, Cultural Identity and Community Development

To: Mr. / Mrs. / Ms. ___________________________________

My name is Man Hau Liev. I am a student at the University of Auckland. I am conducting a research project as part
of a PhD Degree in Development Studies. I am conducting this research for the purpose of my thesis on Cambodian
Community Development and have chosen this field because of my interest in working with people from Cambodia.

You are invited to participate in my research and I would appreciate any assistance you can offer me. As part of my
thesis I am conducting a postal survey with sponsors who have assisted people from Cambodia and would like to
learn about your experience in helping refugee settlement here since they came to New Zealand and would like to
know about your ideas and opinions on how to improve future settlement.

I would appreciate your participation and your completion of this questionnaire. You are under no obligation at all to
complete the questionnaire. I would like to have a follow up interview with you if needed. You are under no
obligation at all to be interviewed. Interviews would take about an hour to an hour and half at the time and place of
your convenience. I would prefer to audio/videotape the interview but this would only be done with your consent and
could be turned off at any time or you can withdraw information at any time. Also you may withdraw yourself, or
your data without giving any reason within four weeks after the data collection.
If you do wish to participate please fill in a Consent Form, complete the questionnaire and return them with the
envelope provided. It is possible that, because of the small size of the community, Cambodians might recognise
individuals from either descriptions of events, from biographical details or descriptions of people. But all information
you provide in this questionnaire is confidential and your name will not be used.

Thank you very much for your time and help in making this study possible. If you have any queries, or wish to
know more, please phone me on Tel: (09) 267 2877 after working hours or write to me at:

Department of Development Studies
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland. Tel 373-7599
My supervisors are: Dr. Ward Friesen Assoc-Prof. Cluny Macpherson

School of Geography and Department of Sociology
Environmental Science
Tel. 373-7599 extn. 8612

The Head of Department is: Assoc-Professor Julie Park
Department of Development Studies
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland. Tel. 3737-7599 extn ....

For any queries regarding ethical concerns please contact:
The Chair, The University of Auckland Human Subjects Ethics Committee,
The University of Auckland, Research Office — Office of the Vice Chancellor, Private Bag 92019, Auckland. Tel. 373-7599 extn
7830
APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN SUBJECTS ETHICS COMMITTEE on 19 June 2002 for
a period of 3 years, from 20/06/2002 Reference 2002/036
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Department of Development Studies
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019, Auckland.

PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET
Bt’mansMra¨b´GñkFanacUlrYmeFVIsmÖas

eQµa¼KeRmagsiküa£ lMnaMCIvPaBrbs´GtItCnePosxøÜnExµrenARbeTsjÚesoLin
smT§isg:m.PaBCaExµr.nwgkarGPivDÆn¾shKm

eKarBCUnelak.elakRsI-------------------------------------------

xJMúáTeQµa¼.lIv.ma¨n.́eh‘A.CanisüitbNÐitEpñkGPivDÆn_.enAmhaviTüal_yGUkxøin>.xJMúáTeFVIkarRsavRCavedIm,IeFVIniekçbTfñak´bNÐit.GMBIlMnaMCIvP
aBrbs´GtItCnePosxøÜnExµrenARbeTsjÚesoLin.smT§isg:m.PaBCaExµr.nwgkarGPivDÆn¾shKm>.
mUlehtuénkarsiküaen¼KW.xJMúáTmankarcab´GarmµN_elI.karvivtþn_lUtlas´énsg:mExµreyIg.nwgkarrküa
vb,Fm’ExµreyIgenARbeTsjÚesoLinen¼>
eyaleTAtambMNgxagelI.xJMúáTsUmGeBa¢IjelaknwgelakRsIEdlCaCnCatiExµreyIg.cUlrYmshkarbMeBjsMnYrxJMúáT.EdlmanbMNgdkRs
g´bTBiesaFn_epüg@nwgTsün£rbs´elaknwgelakRsIEdlCaGñkFana>.shkarnwgkarpþl´mtirbs´elaknwgelakRsICabc©&yEdlkat´éfømináne
n¼CakMNb´mrtkcMeN¼dwgkñúgbTBiesaFn_énkartaMglMenAfµInwgCaRbvtþkMNt.́karGPivDÆn¾énsg:mExµreyIg.EdlGacykCaemerünedIm, ICYysMrYl
dl´GñkCM.nan´eRkay@eTot>
xJMúáTmanCMenOfaelaknwgelakRsInWgmineTIsTal´nwgshkaren¼>.kic©bMeBjen¼manry£RbEhlCa1ema¨gknø¼.rYmnwgkareFVIsmÖasebIsinCa
caMác>́.smÖasen¼nwgkMNt´eBlnwgkEnøqtambMNgrbs´elaknwgelakRsI>.sUmbBa¢ak´fa.eyIgxMJúnwwwgrküaCasm¶at´nUveQµa¼buK:lm©as´eyabl´
>
elaknwgelakRsImansiT§iRKb´eBlnwgdkxøÜnQb´eFVI.¦k¾lubsMdIvij>.elaknwgelakRsImansiT§inwgdkyksMdIÉksar
edaymincaMác´manmUlehtukñúgry£4GaTitüeRkayeBlBiPküa>
ebIsinCaelaknwgelakRsIyl´RBmcUlrYmeFVIena¼.xJMúáTsUmelaknwgelakRsIemtþabMeBjBaküyl´RBmehIynwgeqøIybMeBjsMnYrehIysUmemtþab
Ba¢ÚntbtameRsamsMbuRtEdl.CUnP¢ab´en¼EckTanpg>
xJMúáTsUmEføgGMNrKuNd¾RCaleRCAcMeBa¼smancitþd¾sb,úrsnwgeBld¾mantémørbs´elaknwgelakRsI.EdljauMg[karsiküaen¼mandMeNIrkará
n>.
ebIsinCaelaknwgelakRsImancm¶l.́¦mansMnYrepüg@.sUmemtþaTak´TgnwgxJMúáTtamGas&yd§anxageRkamen¼
Department of Development Studies
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland.
¦TUrsBÞxJMúáTelx 09-2672877 ¦ 025-6118330 ¦.GIuEml.man.hau@xtra.co.nz

GñkRtYtBinitü Dr. Ward Friesen Assoc-Prof. Cluny Macpherson
School of Geography and Department of Sociology
Environmental Science
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland. Tel. 373-7599 extn. 8612

The Head of Department is: Assoc-Professor Julie Park
Department of Development Studies
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland. Tel. 373-7599 extn
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ebImanmnÞilEpñksIlFm’sUmelaknwgelakRsIemtþaTak´Tgnwg
The Chair, The University of Auckland Human Subjects Ethics Committee,
The University of Auckland, Research Office — Office of the Vice Chancellor, Private Bag 92019, Auckland. Tel.
373-7999 extn 7830

APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN SUBJECTS ETHICS COMMITTEE on 19
June 2002 for a period of 3 years, from 20/06/2002 Reference 2002/036
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Department of Development Studies
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019, Auckland

CONSENT FORM
esckþIyl´RBm

THIS CONSENT FORM WILL BE HELD FOR A PERIOD OF SIX YEARS
esckþIyl´RBmen¼nwgdMkl´Tuk6qñaM

Title: Adaptation of Cambodian Refugees in New Zealand
Achievement, Cultural Identity and Community Development

eQµa¼KeRmagsiküa£ lMnaMCIvPaBrbs´GtItCnePosxøÜnExµrenARbeTsjÚesoLin
smT§isg:m.PaBCaExµr.nwgkarGPivDÆn¾shKm

Researcher: Man Hau Liev
GñkRsavRCav£ lIv.ma¨n´.eh‘A

I have been given and have understood an explanation of this research project. I have
had an opportunity to ask questions and have them answered.
xJMuánTTYlnwgyl´dwgBIKeRmagsiküaen¼>.xJMúmanlT§PaBnwgsaksYrnwgcemøIy>
I understand that I may withdraw myself or any information traceable to me at any time
up to 4 weeks after returning the questionnaire without giving a reason.
xJMúdwgfaxJMúGacdkxøÜnfynwgdkykcemøIyrbs´xJMúkñúgry£eBl4GaTitüeRkayBIánbBa¢ÚnsMNMucemøIyedaymincaMác´pþl´mUleh
tu>
 I agree to take part in this research.
xJMúyl´RBmcUlrYmkñúgkarRsavRCaven¼

 I agree/do not agree that the interview will be audio/video taped
xJMúyl´RBm.minyl´RBm.eGayeKftsemøg.vIedGU.

Signed:
htSelxa£

Name:eQµa¼
(please print clearly)

Date:kalbriecäT

APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN SUBJECTS ETHICS COMMITTEE on 19
June 2002 for a period of 3 years, from 20/06/2002 Reference 2002/036

GnujatiBIKNkmµkarEpñksIlFm’énmhaviTüal_yGUkxøin.enAéf¶TI19mifuna2002.ry£eBl3qñaM.cab´BI20-6-2002
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Adaptation of Cambodian Refugees in New Zealand
Sponsor Questionnaire

sMNYreyabl´GñkFanaGMBI
lMnaMCIvPaBrbs´GtItCnePosxøÜnExµrenARbeTsjÚesoLin

Aims

This questionnaire is intended to gain information on your opinions and experiences as

a sponsor who has assisted refugees for their resettlement.

Its contents are completely confidential. There is no need to put your name or address

on this questionnaire.

bMNg
sMNYrxageRkamen¼manbMNgnwgsUmeyabl´nwgeronsURtbTBiesaFn_rbs´elaknwgelakRsIEdlCaGñkFana(s<n´s&r)

EdlánCYykarmksñak´GaRs&yenATIen¼dl´CnePosxøÜn¬RkumRKYsarGñk>.

dMNwgEdlánTTYlnwgrküakarlak´karedayminGacrkm©as´edImeXIj>.elaknwgelakRsImincaMác´cu¼eQµa¼¦Gas&ydæanelI

sMnYreLIy>.

Information

This questionnaire is composed of 14 questions. Your opinions and participation is

highly appreciated.

dMNwgGMBIsMnYr
sMnYren¼man14PaK>.xJMúáTsUmsVaKmedayeKarBnUv.eyablnwgshRbtibtþkarrbs´elaknwgelakRsI>
Please return this questionnaire with the stamped envelope provided.

sUmelaknwgelakRsIemtþabBa¢ÚncemøIyen¼eTAvijtameRsamsMbuRtEdlbiTEtmCUnP¢ab´CamYyen¼Rsab´>

Thank you very much for your time and co-operation.

eyIgxJMúsUmGrKuNd¾RCaleRCAcMeBa¼eBlevlanwgshRbtibtþkarrbs´elaknwgelakRsI>
For further inquiry please phone: 09 – 267 2877 or email to: man.hau@xtra.co.nz

ebIelaknwgelakRsImancm¶l´¦sMnYrbEnþmsUmTUrsBÞelx09-2672877¦epIJrGIuEmltam:
man.hau@xtra.co.nz
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Adaptation of Cambodian Refugees in New Zealand

Sponsor Questionnaire

sMNYreyabl´GñkFanaGMBI
lMnaMCIvPaBrbs´GtItCnePosxøÜnExµrenARbeTsjÚesoLin

1. What are the reasons you participated in volunteer resettlement work with
Cambodian refugees?
sUmGñkrayrab´BImUlehtuNaxø¼EdlGñksµ&RKcitþCYyeFVICaGñkFanadl´CnePosxøÜn¬RkumRKYsarGñk?
a._______________________________________________________________
b._______________________________________________________________
c._______________________________________________________________
d._______________________________________________________________
e._______________________________________________________________

2. What was your understanding of refugee needs at that stage?
etIGñkmanyl´´dwgya¨gNaBIesckþIRtUvkarepßg@rbs´CnePosxøÜnenAsm &yena¼?
a._______________________________________________________________
b._______________________________________________________________
c._______________________________________________________________
d._______________________________________________________________
e._______________________________________________________________

3. What were your preparations for assistance?
etIGñkmanáneRtombMrugEbbNaxø¼sMrab´CYyeK?
a._______________________________________________________________
b._______________________________________________________________
c._______________________________________________________________
d._______________________________________________________________
e._______________________________________________________________

4. What were the main problems of people from Cambodia?
GVIeTACabBaHaFM@rbs´CnePosxøÜnenAsm&yena¼?
a._______________________________________________________________
b._______________________________________________________________
c._______________________________________________________________
d._______________________________________________________________
e_______________________________________________________________

5. What were your main problems in helping them?
GVIeTACabBaHaFM@rbs´GñkkñúgeBlGñkCYyCnePosxøÜnenAsm&yena¼?
a._______________________________________________________________
b._______________________________________________________________
c._______________________________________________________________
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d._______________________________________________________________
e._______________________________________________________________

6. What was your achievement after the first period of six months?
etIGñkánsMerclT§plGVIxø¼kñúgry£eBl6ExdMbUg?
a._______________________________________________________________
b._______________________________________________________________
c._______________________________________________________________
d._______________________________________________________________
e._______________________________________________________________

7. What can you say about the resettlement and adaptation of people from
Cambodia?

etIGñkmaneyabl´´ya¨gNaGMBIkarsñak´GaRs&ynwglMnaMCIvPaBrbs´GtItCnePosxøÜnExµrenARbeTsjÚesoLin?
a._______________________________________________________________
b._______________________________________________________________
c._______________________________________________________________
d._______________________________________________________________
e._______________________________________________________________

8. What are the obvious changes of their identity?
etIGñkánseg:teXIjmankarpøas´bþÚrbuK:lPaBCaExµrEbbNaxø¼?
a._______________________________________________________________
b._______________________________________________________________
c._______________________________________________________________
d._______________________________________________________________
e._______________________________________________________________

9. Do you have any on-going commitments or participation with community
development for Cambodian refugees?
etIGñkenAEtmanTMnak´TMng¬CYykic©karGPivDÆn¾shKmExµreT?.etIGñkeFIVGVIxø¼?
a._______________________________________________________________
b._______________________________________________________________
c._______________________________________________________________
d._______________________________________________________________
e._______________________________________________________________

10. What are their main problems?
GVIeTACabBaHaFM@rbs´GtItCnePosxøÜnenAeBlen¼?
a._______________________________________________________________
b._______________________________________________________________
c._______________________________________________________________
d._______________________________________________________________
e._______________________________________________________________

11. What are your main problems in helping them?
GVIeTACabBaHaFM@rbs´GñkkñúgeBlGñkCYyGtItCnePosxøÜnenAeBlen¼?
a._______________________________________________________________
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b._______________________________________________________________
c._______________________________________________________________
d._______________________________________________________________
e._______________________________________________________________

12. What are the trade-off and rewards as a volunteer?
etIGñkmanánRbeyaCn_GVInwgxUcRbeyaCn_GVIxø¼rbs´GñkkñúgsmtþPaBGñkFana?
a._______________________________________________________________
b._______________________________________________________________
c._______________________________________________________________
d._______________________________________________________________
e._______________________________________________________________

13. What can be learnt?
GVIeTAEdlGñkáneronsURtBIbTBiesaFn_en¼?
a._______________________________________________________________
b._______________________________________________________________
c._______________________________________________________________
d._______________________________________________________________
e._______________________________________________________________

14. Do you have any other comments?
etIGñkmaneyabl´bEnþmepßg@eToteT?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

For further inquiry please phone: 09 – 267 2877 or email to: man.hau@xtra.co.nz
ebIelaknwgelakRsImansMNYrbEnSm¦cm¶l´sUmTUrsBÞ.09-267.2877.¦k¾GIuEmleTA.
man.hau@xtra.co.nz
xJúMáTnwgCMrabtamsMNYredayemRtIPaB>

Thank you very much for your time and co-operation.
xJúMáTsUmEføgGMNrKuNCaGenkb,karcMeBa¼eBld¾mantémønwgshRbtibtþkarrbs´elaknwgelakRsI>
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